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On the final "easy" grade of the steep snow
cornice, etc 664

Requin, 50 feet more to the top of the 672

Rifugio Torint, preparing to leave the 665

Rimpfischhorn, between the, and Monte Rosa 648

Rimpfischhorn, looking at our route up the.. 646

Rimpfischhorn, our route down from the top

of the 649

Untergabelhorn, 11,150 feet 642

Weisshorn, the difficult 656

Zinal Rothorn, 13,855 feet 644

Fish and Fisheries:

Alaska: Greyhound of the sea, a female fin-

back whale 437
Bachelor, rare view of a sleeping 1 1 58

Bulls, herd of young: A small hauling

ground 11 57

Cows massed on the beach 1144

Harem, near view of a small, showing a bull

charging the photographer iiS4

Harpoon as it strikes the whale 423

Harpoon gun used for killing and capturing

whales 419

Fish and Fisheries (continued): Page
Humpback, flukes of a big, just disappearing

beneath the surface 422

Humpbacks often swim in pairs while feed-

ing 422

Indian, northwest coast, hunting fur seal... 1159

Japan: Bringing in a humpback 429
Japan: Drawing a finback up on the ways to

be cut up 430
Japan: Making a whale fast to the side of a

ship 426

Japan: Stripping the flesh from the skeleton

of a great finback whale 431

Japan: Whale, a big blue or sulphur bottom. 412

Japan: Whale, a hnback, diving 421

Japan : Whale, a sei, or sardine, inspiring.. 420

Japan: Whale, a sei. or sardine, spouting... 420

Japan: Whale, posterior part of a sei or

sardine 435
Japan : Whale meat ready to be shipped to

the market 442
Russian fur seal rookery 1164

Seal, a mother, and her new-born pup 11 62

St. George Island, rookery on 1152

St. George Island, section of a small rookery

on 1146

St. George Island: Zapadni Rookery 1143

St. Paul Island: Kitovi Rookery, a section

of 1 148-1 1
50-1

1 5

1

St. Paul Island, rookery at the southern end
of 1 142

St. Paul Island: Sand beach or lukanin.... 1166

St. Paul Island: Tolstoi Rookery, dead pups

on a section of 1161

St. Paul Island: Zapadni Rookery, a gully in 1160

Unalaska, a captured pelagic sealing schooner

on the beach at 1163

Vancouver Island: A big bull sperm whale.. ,436

Vancouver: A blue whale 413-414

Vancouver: A finback whale 415

Vancouver: Carcasses of five humpback
whales 416

Vancouver: Flensers at work on a sperm
whale's head 426

Vancouver: Very white humpback whale.... 417
Whale, a sei, about to take a "surface dive" 421

Whale, blue or sulphur bottom, life-size

model 441

Whale, cross-section of blubber on breast

showing the folds 427

Whale, cross-section of the head of a sperm. 43S

Whale, head of a 60-foot sperm, sent to the

American Museum in New York 434
Whale, hoisting parts of the, onto the wharf 433
Whale, inflating the carcass of a humpback

to keep it afloat 424
Whale, lifting a giant finback out of the

water 432
Whale, skeleton of finback 440
Wdiale, skull of a blue 439
Whale, towing the inflated to the factory... 425

Whaler, a modern, in port 418

India and the Fast Indies:

Borneo :

Dr. B. F. West and six Dyaks 716

Dyak belles dressed in their finery 701
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India and the East Indies (continued) : Page

Dyak bricle 698

Dyak chief, his wife, and several slave girls,

etc 720

Dyak chief Morang, of the Rejang River. . . 719

Dyak children 705

Dyak girl dressed in all her finery to attend

a feast 696

Dyak girls 702

Dyak girl pounding rice 710

Dyak girl spinning 711

Dyak houses 707

Dyak in war dress 713

Dyak making a blowpipe 717

Dyak using a wooden blowpipe 716

Dyak village house, a long 706

Dyak village house in the course of con-

struction 708

Dyak woman in every-day costume 697

Dyaks in war dress, with spears and shields. 714

Dyaks making a dam for tuba fishing 712

Human heads hanging from the rafters of a

Dyak house 717

Husking mill (kisar) 708

Scraping palm leaves for fiber 698

Sea Dyak with shield 715

The typical rice huller 709

Dutch East Indies:

Ladies in the costume worn by the Javanese. 58

In d ia

:

Assam: Naga women from the Patkoi Hills. 50

Census superintendent and enumerators mak-

ing their report 634

Ceylon: British girl born in 59

Ceylon: Tamil coolie woman on a tea estate 56

Dravidian Nambury Brahman lady of the

west coast in full dress 54

Drying paddy 78

Hindoo festival 635

Marwari lady, wife of a rich bunnia (money

lender) S3

Mendicant, a wandering 637

Naga village, hut of the chief or head man
of a 49

Nepal, woman of, of Mongolian type 51

Roadside shrine 636

The Rani of Sikkim 52

Japan :

Ambulance, the native 989

Arakawa Ridge, a view of 977

Arakawa Ridge and tourists' rikshas 976

Banners, fish, raised in celebration of boys'

day 987

Boys on the swinging log 971

Bride in a railway coach, a 988

Buddhas, the seventy-eight 966

Burden-bearers 990

Children carrying babies, two 968

Dancers, a group of 978

Dancers, youthful 983

Geisha girls . . 981

Girls, dancing 985

Japanese inland sea, a scene on the 980

Japanese garden, the azalea corner in a.... 995

Japanese home, the interior of a 979

Jizu, the compassionate god 967

Japan (continued) : Page
Kyoto, pilgrims in temple court 969
Kyoto: A Shinto procession 974
"Kodaker," watching a 992
Koyasan, way we ascended 999
Koyosan Mountain, women carrying wood

on 991

Maids from school, three little 979
Men carrying lumber, four 971

Miyajina, the great Torii at high tide 982-

Miyajina, the great Torii at low tide 983

Miyajina, pagoda at 986
Miyanoshita: Fujiya Hotel, garden at 984
Mother and babe 992
Nikko, seven stone Buddhas 966

Nikko, a charcoal carrier at 986

Nikko: The mausoleum temple of the first

Shogun 987

Nuns soliciting alms 975
Nurses, a group of 996
Peasant carrying bark, a 991

Pilgrim at the temple, a 974
Pilgrim, our friend the 973
Pine tree trimmed in the form of a boat, a. 1000

Store, a drug 989

Tea-house, a roadside 975
Temple, the golden 988
Wistaria, under the 994
Women, peasant, and their burdens 993
Women, peasant, carrying rice 968

Maps and Diagrams:

Africa, as described by Ptolemy 390
Africa, Mr. Roosevelt's route and hunting

trips in 2

Africa, North, outline of part of 751

Africa, outline, showing possessions of each

European Power 393.

Africa, South Country, outline 377

Africa, with da Garaa's discoveries 391

Alaska, Prince William Sound, soundings in

Port Wells 559

Alaska: Port Wells in 19 10 550

Alaska, Port Wells, Prince William Sound,

in 1899 550

Bob-o-link, migration route of the 365

Brazil, coffee districts of 909

British Guiana, outline 847

China, showing Szechuan i°97

Cities, rate of growth of our greater, dia-

gram 47

Cities, size of our greater, diagram 46

Damascus 63:

Disease, distribution of the chestnut bark. . 345

Flight, longest single, made by any bird.... 354

Glaciers, comparing sizes of... 543-

Growth by decades, our rate of, diagram... 37

Homes, summer and winter, of the bird that

hates darkness 360

Inhabitants per square mile at each census

period, diagram 40
Dower California, outline 446

Duzon, Northern, sketch 216

Mexico (Frontispiece, May, 191 1).

Mexico, Southern, sketch 317

New England, areas infested by the brown-

tail moth 333,
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Maps and Diagrams (continued) : Page

Oman, outline 89

Panama, Canal Zone 149

Panama, Gatun locks, cross-section 202

Panama, Gatun dam 201

Panama, Gatun locks, side walls of one of

the 205

Panama: Proportion of excavation of canal

completed, diagram 210

Philippine Islands, outline 83

Polar regions, South, sketch 406

Population at each census period, diagram.. 34

Population of the various States, comparing
the, diagram 38

Population of the various States, density of,

diagram 42

Population, proportion of urban to total,

diagram 43

Population, proportion living in cities, dia-

gram 45

Plover, golden, evolution of the present mi-

gration route of 357

Plover, golden, is able to navigate to mid-

Pacific 359

Pribiloff, or Seal, Islands 1141

Prince William Sound, location of the gla-

ciers of 540
Robin, the, moves much quicker on the Pa-

cific than on the Atlantic 362

Routes, principal, used by birds between

North and South America 347
States, rate of growth of the, diagram 39

Swallow, cliff, migration route of the 349
Tanager, scarlet, migration route of the.... 363
Tripoli and her neighbors, outline 1047

Tunis, Kairowan 1089

United States, density of the population of

the 41

United States, outline 474
United States, rate of growth, 1900 to 1910. 35

Warbler, black poll, migration route of the. 348
Warbler, Connecticut, spring and winter

route of the 353
Warbler, palm, two of the principal migra-

tion routes of the 352
World chart, by Mattiolo, 1548 389

World, the, second oldest map of 388

Wurttemberg, old and new 933
Mexico :

Cacao, opened pod of 319

Cactus, creeping devil 466

Cadets of the military school 477
Cadets of the naval school 477
Carrier, water, in a Mexican village 293

Cavalry from the military school 476
Chapultepec Park, path in 488

Chiapas: Costilla rubber tree 316

Chiapas, "doubled corn" 302

Chiles (Mexican peppers) ready for ship-

ping 300

Cotton, "culluche," bolls of 305

Cuernavaca, hacienda Atlacomulco, buildings

of 495
Cuernavaca, dolls of 299

Cuernavaca, gathering fruit of a mango tree. 297

Mexico (continued) : Page
Cuitdahuac, a younger brother of Monte-

zuma 501

Dna. Marina (Malintzin) and her retinue

of Indian iadies 504
Grain weevils, beans packed in a cowhide to

protect them from 304
Hat store 294
Isabelle Belaunsaran 298

L,eucaena seed 312

Lower California :

Arroyo de Satavina, desert vegetation at the 452
Calamahue Valley, types of vegetation in... 453
Canyon of Santana, north of San Ignacio... 456
Cowboy in southern 473
Elephant wood 460
Guajademi, an abandoned ranch 462

L,a Paz, looking across the roofs of 471

L,a Paz, sea front of 470
Magdalena Bay, flooded plain bordering. . . . 464
Magdalena Bay: Man-o-war Cove 464
San Angel, water hole at 463
San Augustine, plain of 451

San Fernando, old mission trail near 449
San Fernando, forest of the "Cirio," near.. 444
Santa Clara Desert, gathering rock salt

from 465

San Ignacio, old mission church at 45^
San Ignacio, native houses among the date

palms 45/
San Ignacio, interior of thatched shelters. . 458
San Jose del Cabo, landing place at 472
San Jose del Cabo, rolling water barrels at. 472
San Martin Island, gulls on the beach 468

Water-storing plant 469
Yubay, desert camp at the water hole of... 450
Yuccas, forest of 454
Mexican fruit, the popular "sapote prieto". 300
Mexicano warriors, captain of 505

Mexicano warriors, as represented at Mex-
ico's centennial of independence 502

Mexicano warriors, priests of the 507

Mexico, City of, Avenida Cinco de Mayo... 481

Mexico, City of, burden bearers on Avenida
Cinco de Mayo 480

Mexico, City of, carriage in the Battle of

Flowers 478
Mexico, City of, cigarette factory in 292

Mexico, City of, Young Men's Christian

Association building 479
Mexico, Valley of, drainage canal at en-

trance to tunnel 482

Morelos, ruins of Xochicalco 498
Morelos, a typical sugar hacienda 494
Oaxaca : Teposcolula, unfinished cathedral at 486

Oaxaca: Tlaxiaco, boys in public school.... 491

Oaxaca: Tlaxiaco. girls in public school.... 490
Oaxaca, western, old church in 487

Peons carrying ore out of a mine 485

Pichucaico: Trunk of cacao (chocolate) tree. 318

Puebla, southern, candelabra organ cactus in 496

San Bartolome, Indians of 308

San Bartolome: Indian women at the foun-

tain 309

San Bartolome: Indians weaving mats from

inodes fiber 306
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Mexico (continued) : Page

San Bartolome: Native cotton loom 307

San Bartolome: Woman ginning cotton.... 307

San Cristobal, Indians of 308

San Cristobal, interesting fruit found in the

market of 310

San Cristobal, market scene at 311

Tlaxcalan warriors, showing Cacama, king

of Texcoca 506

Tuxtla, famous double-eared corn of 314

Vera Cruz: Buzzards on market-house 493

Writer, public letter, in a Mexican village.. 296

Yucatan, Progress: Mule hauling henequen

fiber 492

Panama :

Canal Zone:
Ancon, quartermaster's corral at 172

Bas Obispo, steam shovels submerged in the

cut at 175

Brazo bottom, temporary trestle across the.. 188

Chagres River breaking through protection

dike 176

Colon Hospital grounds 170

Colon: Section of storm sewer 169

Colon: Method of excavation for storm

sewer 168

Concrete, buckets of, ready to descend 198

Concrete, one of the automatic mixers 195

Concrete, receiving the 199

Culebra, break in the east bank 184-185

Culebra, break in the west bank 182-183

Culebra cut, looking north 186

Culebra cut, opposite town of Culebra 174

Culebra, mess hall at 154

Ditch cleaned by hand labor 164

Ditch, condition of, two months after grass

burning 165

Fmpire, cut at, looking north 180

Forms,, steel collapsible, for the culverts in

the side wall 204

Gatun, east chamber of the upper locks at.. 200

Gatun, general view of upper locks and fore-

bay 196

Gatun dam, building by hydraulic fill 190

Gatun locks, aerial cableways used at the... 197

Gatun locks, middle wall of the 203

Italian laborers 156

Laborers waiting for the meal hour 153

Machine, track raising and shifting 179

Machinery, ingenious automatic 194

Mess, customary laborers', before American

control 152

Miraflores Lock, floor of the 207

Miraflores Lock, placing the forms for the

lateral culvert in the 206

Mount Hope, near Colon, Swamp No. 4.... 166

Mount Hope, unloading dynamite from ships

at pier 13 171

Oil, crude, spraying in ditches to extermi-

nate the mosquito 163

Panama Railroad, relocating the 189

Panama, street in the city of, when the

United States obtained control of the

canal 150

Panama, street in, repaired by the American

administration 151

Panama (continued) : Page
Pedro Miguel locks 208-209

Porto Bello quarry, about 20 miles east of

Colon jg2
Naos Island, reservoir built on, for the

Culebra Island quarantine station 162

Sand and gravel, deposits of, brought down
by the floods 178

Sleeping quarters for European laborers.... 157
Spanish laborers on the canal 157
Train, typical labor 160

Philippine Islands:

Banawe, Ifugaos dancing at 260
Bangad, champion dancer from 226
Bontoc, Igorot boy 237
Bontoc Igorot boys, "war party" of 234
Bontoc Igorot men's foot race, finish of a... 236
Bontoc, head dance at 225
Bontoc Igorots dancing 224
Bontoc Igorot girls 238
Bontoc, Igorots from Tucucan visiting at

the town of 218

Bontoc Igorot slapping game 230-233

Bontoc, wild dancers at 227

Bontoc Igorots with gansas 223

Bout, end of a wrestling 229
Carabao, fighting for pieces of the 264-266

Carabao, leading out a, to be torn to pieces. 262
Cervantes: "Bird" dance 221

Cervantes, Igorot gathering lilies near the

trail to 217
Cervantes, Lepanto Igorots at 220

Cervantes, Lepanto Igorots bringing in tapuy 219
Foot-race, winners of the girls' 239
Head hunting, American substitute for. . 228-234,

240-242

Ifugao chief coming in bringing gifts 254
Ifugao chief presenting a carabao to his

friends 263
Ifugaos dance in a great circle 258
Ifugao dancers, two jolly 257
Ifugaos dancing 261

Ifugaos dancing around a sacred image.... 259
Lubo, delegates from, coming to a confer-

ence 248

Lubo, head man of, and his wife 249
Lubuagan, Bontoc Igorots of 250
Lubuagan, conference with Kalinga, head

man at 252
Lubuagan, dancing master at 251

Lubuagan, part of the Igorot town of 246

Luzon: Listening to the talking machine... 255
Luzon: Making the acquaintance of the

camera 256
Mangali and Lubo, Lieutenant Governor

Hale making peace between 253
Men's three-legged race 235

Samoqui and Talubin, tug-of-war between.. 243
Samoqui wins: The winning team 245
Talubin, enthusiastic American coacher 244
Tingian playing the nose flute 247

Plants :

Alfalfa, breeding plot for 897
Bagdad, Arab irrigating his date palms in.. 891

Bagdad, plant immigrants from 892

Bamboo, shoots of two species of edible.... 889
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Plants (continued) : Page

California: Mount Rubido, Riverside, Tung
oil tree of China 893

California, oasis of date palms 895

California, dates ripening in the desert re-

gion of southern 894

California, Bakersfield, Tevis bamboo grove

of 886

California, young orchard at the Chico plant

introduction garden 903

Caucasus, new bamboo grove in the 884

Chinese villages, bamboo wares as they are

offered for sale 887

China, wild peach of 903

Dates, looking for the ripe 894

Egypt, Arab climbing a date palm 893

Florida: Government grove of timber and

edible bamboo 890

Florida, Sandershaw mango of Indian fruit-

ing in 880

Gobi Desert, Russian peasants gathering

seeds of the wild alfalfa near 895

Grape, seedless 896

Indian bamboo 888

Japanese udo, blanched shoots of the 904

Mango plants, new 883

Mango tree, a seedling in full bearing 882

Mango tree in full fruit 881

Ming Tombs Valley, orchard of Chinese per-

simmons in 900

Mongolia, alfalfa seed from 896

Olive trees, the hardiest bearing of which we
have any record 899

Tamopan persimmon 902

Persimmon tree, giant oriental 901

Persimmons, the giant Chinese 900

Plant immigrants, new 897

Texas: Brownsville, a bamboo windbreak... 890

Udo, first commercial bunch of, put up in

this country 905

Yang-Tse River, bamboo timber as it is

rafted down 885

Yang-Tse Valley, fruits of the Yang Taw
vine of the 906

Polar Regions:

Antarctic

:

Mount Frebus, seals emerging from the

water at their blow-holes near 408

Seal destined for the larder 385

Seal suckling young 407

Arctic

:

Bering Sea: Bear, hauling aboard an im-

mense polar 285

Bering Sea, walrus in the ice of 290

Bering Sea, walrus hunting in 285-287

Bering Strait, sailing by vast herds of walrus

in 286

Walrus heads, fifty unusually magnificent. . . 288

Walrus tusks, chopping off the 289

Walrus tusks, part of one morning's "bag"

of 289

Reptiles :

Africa: Python, ball 621

Africa, South: Lizard, spiny 614

Africa, West: Viper, rhinoceros 623

Aldabra Islands: Tortoise, giant 607

Reptiles (continued) : Page

Alligator, the king of the alligator farm.... 612

America, tropical: Bushmaster 625

Arizona: Lizard, horned 614

Australia: Monitor 619

Australia: Turtle, snake-necked 606

Brontosaurus 602

California: Boa, rubber 630

Ceylon : Snake charmers 628

Diplodocus 603

Ganges: Gavial 615

Guianas: Matamata 605

Guianas and Brazil: Tegu, black 616

India, snake charmers in 629

Malaysia: Dragon, flying 617

Mississippi Valley: Turtle, soft shelled 609

Python, trying to measure a Regal 630

South America: Anaconda, newly arrived

from 632

South America: Cobra, the poison-spitting

black 622

South America and the Lesser Antilles:

Fer-de-Lance 624

St. Augustine: Alligators, a pile of young.. 610

St. Augustine: Alligators, some of the big

fellows 611

Stegosaurus 604

Tropical seas: Turtle, leathery 606

United States, central: Snake, fox 626

United States, southeast: Rattlesnake, dia-

mond back 625

United States, southern: Snake, rat 621

United States, southern: Turtle, soft shelled. 608

United States, southwest: Gila monster 618

South America:

Brazil

:

Basins for maceration of coffee before pulp-

ing 919
Basins where the coffee is washed after being

picked 918

Brazilian coffee plantation 910

Canal for carrying coffee from maceration

basins to pulping machinery 921

Coffee machinery 936

Coffee tree covered with berries 915

Drying grounds showing the openings for

the escape of water 922

Coffee, picking 917

Santos: Coffee warehouse 928

Santos docks, loading coffee at the 929

Santos, port of 927

Sao Paulo: Coffee trees, young 912

Sao Paulo: Fazenda Santa Cruz, drying

grounds 920

Sao Paulo: Fazenda Santa Cruz, drying

grounds, showing method of distributing

coffee 922

Sao Paulo: Santa Veridiana, coffee fazenda. 911

Sao Paulo : Fazenda Santa Veridiana, dry-

ing grounds, showing method of spread-

ing coffee 923

Sao Paulo: Fazenda Santa Veridiana, track

from drying grounds to machinery

house 925

Sao Paulo : Fazenda Supercio, San Manoel . . 924

Sao Paulo: Picking coffee 916
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South America (continued) : Page
British Guiana

:

Amatuk Cataract, seining on the sand bar

below the 867

Coolie, an East Indian 860

Creek, preparing to poison a 865

Demerara River above Wismar at low tide,

trap fence across a creek emptying into

the 863

Holmia, native costumes at 860

Holmia, one of the crew weaving a basket at 86

1

Kaieteur Falls 853-857

Kaieteur Falls, one side of, from the edge

of the canyon 849

Kaieteur Falls, the ever changing shape and

mists of 855

Kaieteur Gorge, looking down, from the

brink of the fall 858

Kanguruma, transporting our goods by the

usual method at 869

Potaro River, looking across, at the brink of

Kaieteur Falls 850

St. Croix, seining in the ocean at 868

Colombia

:

Pots, primitive, for making sugar in the in-

terior 274

Peru

:

Cuzco, Indians at 48

South Pacific Islands:

Morea

:

Mauaroa, the peak, at the head of Oponohu
Bay 961

Tahiti

:

Coral growing in the reef 959-960

Fatauua Valley, view in the 95 2"953

House, a native 954
Papara Hills 948

Papeete, a private garden in 957

Pig for dinner, a little 956

Prawns, spearing 950

Tahitian boy 954
Tahitian fisherman 958

Taro plant 955
Waihiria Valley, in the, looking back from

the trail 951

Waihiria Valley, roasting "fei" and bread-

fruit for our luncheon in the 949
Syria:

Cedar of the Besherry group 66

Beirut-Damascus Railroad, scene on the.... 64

Damascus, masterpiece in modern mosaic. . . 76

Damascus: Door, ancient bronze, to the great

mosque 73

Damascus: An inexpensive load 70

Damascus, general view of 80

Damascus: Mosque, exterior of the great... 72

Damascus: Mill, primitive but effective 68

Damascus: Mosque, interior of the great.... 72

Damascus: Potter at the wheel 67

Damascus: Prayer niche, modern mosaic... 77

Damascus: Pulpit, one of the most costly in

the world 78

Damascus, shrine to John the Baptist in the

great mosque at 75

Damascus: Shrine, typical sacred 81

Damascus: "Straight" street 71

Syria (continued) : Page
Damascus, street scene in 69

Debanon, mcnolith of the 62

Lebanon, natural bridge of the 68

Providing for the winter 65

United States:

Adirondacks, fire line in the 101

After dancing once around the plaza, etc... 132

Arizona, Navaho family of 213

"As they passed the altar they paused," etc. 129

"At the foot of the great rock upon which

the town was built," etc 11

1

Bee colony, with an entrance too small 691

Bee hat, a live 679

Beehives in Tezreel 689

Bee-keeping, kindergarten methods in 692

Bee tree, a dissected 676

Bees and queens are put up in a mailing

cage, how 683

Bees, hives of, packed for export to Argen-

tina 693

Bees, with masses of pollen on their legs. . . 685

Benton mailing cage, in which a queen bee

can safely travel 683

Blister rust, white-pine, on a seedling pine. . 339
Blueberry, swamp, seedlings one year old... 142

Blueberry blossoms ". 138

Blueberry plant, three-year old 139

Blueberries grown in a greenhouse 145

Blueberry seedling in rich garden soil—and

in peat mixture 141

Boll weevil, cotton field, showing ravages of 340

Brooklyn, view in Forest Park, showing rav-

ages of chestnut bark disease 343

Brush, favorable conditions for burning piled 98

Chestnut trees, dead 344

Chestnut trees, ornamental, dying " 344

Coon baited by cheese only 585-595

Coon taking his own picture 584

Cornfield on a demonstration farm 639

Corn, samples of, selected by farmers for

seed 640

Cotton field planted and treated in accord-

ance with directions of Bureau of Ento-

mology 341

Dasheen is a handsome plant 269

Dasheens dug from a single hill 268

Deforested hill once a beautiful pine grove. 327

Editor of "A B C and X Y X of Bee Cul-

ture" 682

"End of most wild animals is a tragedy". . . . 596

"Every other man had a squirming live rat-

tlesnake in his mouth" 130

"Every other priest had his hand on the

shoulder of the one in front of him".. 132

Farmer, how to make a 640

Furrow, plowed, that stopped a surface fire. 102

Gypsy-moth 323

Gypsy-moths, female, depositing egg masses. 326

Gypsy-moth, mass of larvae 325

Gypsy-moth larvae prevented from ascending

the tree 324

Gypsy-moth, pine grove killed by the 328

Gypsy-moth, pine trees that have been pro-

tected from the attacks of 328

Hair dressing completed 121
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XJkited States (continued): Page
Hive, learning condition of, without remov-

ing cover 680

Hopi belle dressed for the snake dance 122

Hopi chief 123
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WILD MAN AND WILD BEAST IN AFRICA

By Theodore Roosevelt

Honorary Member of the National, Geographic Society

The following article is the address delivered before the National Geographic
Society by ex-President Roosevelt, November 18. In presenting Mr. Roosevelt,

President Gannett read the folloiving resolution, which had been unanimously
adopted by the Board of Managers of the National Geographic Society:

"ResotvEd, That the National Geographic Society through its Board of Man-
agers herewith tenders to Theodore Roosevelt its hearty appreciation of his serv-

ices to geographic science, both for his own work in that field as illustrated by his

books, 'The Winning of the West' and 'African Game Trails,' and by the results

of his expedition to tropical Africa, which brought back unparalleled zoological

collections, and for his interest in the furtherance of original geographic works
during his administration as President of the United States. Among these may
be mentioned his success in obtaining an equitable decision relative to the Alaskan
boundary; the aid he extended to Peary, which resulted in his discovery of tin-

North Pole; his work for the Panama Canal; his interest in the irrigation of our

-arid lands and in the right using of our forests ; the preservation of birds by the

establishment of bird reservations ; the measures taken by him to protect our natu-

ral zvonders by reserving them as national monuments, and his active assistance in

other problems in which the student of geographic history is most deeply concerned.

"For all these things the National Geographic Society holds Theodore Roosevelt

in the highest honor."

IT
is a very real pleasure to be here

this evening, and no pressure was
necessary to get me to come. I had

always wished to have the chance of

speaking first under the auspices of this

Society when I came back from the

other side to give an account of my stew-

ardship. Before speaking about my
trip itself, I want to say a word or two
.as to the circumstances under which I

took it. I have always felt a little bit as

if I was entitled to praise from the

National Geographic Society only be-

cause I was interested in other branches

of science, for I never really did any-

thing for geography at all. But I have

been so much interested in sciences con-

nected with geography—in sciences

which can be studied in company with

those actively interested in geographic
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MAP SHOWING MR. ROOSEVELT'S ROUTE AND HUNTING TRIPS IN AFRICA

This map and the following illustrations, published by special permission of Charles

Scribner's Sons, are from 'African Game Trails : An Account of the African Wanderings

of an American Hunter-Naturalist," by Theodore Roosevelt, and from other photographs by-

members of the expedition.
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CARRYING HEAD SKIN OF MERU BULX ELEPHANT TO CAMP

It required 20 men to carry each elephant's skull

science—that I have had the keenest pos-

sible interest in what has been done by
this Society.

My going to Africa as the head of a

scientific expedition was first suggested

to me by Dr. C. Hart Merriam. I then

got into communication with one or two
gentlemen connected with the scientific

work here in Washington, and they com-
municated with the Secretary of the

Smithsonian, Mr. Walcott, who was then

away from Washington. He instantly

wired me his cordial approval of the sug-

gestion, and said he hoped that I would
make the trip for the Smithsonian Insti-

tution, and it was under Mr. Walcott,

with Mr. WT

alcott as my superior officer,

that I made my trip in Africa.

The success of the trip from a scien-

tific standpoint depended upon the char-

acter of the scientific men we had with

us. It would be quite impossible to over-

state the value of the services rendered

by Dr. Mearns, Mr. Heller, and Mr.

Loring. I doubt whether three men
better equipped for their work and more
zealous in doing their work ever went on
such an expedition, and the labor fell en-

tirely on them. Really, I would be
ashamed of myself sometimes, for I felt

as if I had all the fun , I would kill the

rhinoceros or whatever it was, and then

they would go out and do the solid, hard
work of preparing it. They would spend
a day or two preserving the specimen,

while I would go and get something else.

At times I felt that it was a most unequal

division of labor—that I was having the

enjoyment, while the work of bringing'

practical results was being done by them,

and it was being done by them not

merely faithfully, but as a labor of love.

They did it so well because they would
rather have done it than to have done
anything else at all ; they would rather

have had that opportunity than to have

had any other opportunity that the world

that year gave, and naturally there was a
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TOWING BULL HIPPO ASHORE : LAKE NAVAISHA

particular pleasure in working with men
who approached their work in such a

spirit.

I should also, in fairness, mention an-

other member of the Roosevelt family,

my son Kermit, who did some excellent

photographic work. Indeed, all the

members of the expedition except myself

did good photographic work. Among
the photographs we brought back there

were the best photographs of wild ele-

phants that have ever been taken, and the

only photographs of living white rhinoce-

ros that have ever been taken."

Messrs. Newland and Tarlton, of

Nairobi, fitted out the expedition, and
did this work excellently, and no better

guides and managers for such an expe-

dition could have been found in all

Africa than Messrs. Cuninghame and
Tarlton, the former of whom was with

us throughout the trip, and the latter

while we were in East Africa.

* Several of Mr. Kermit Roosevelt's photo-
graphs of wild elephant and white rhino were
published in the November number of this

Magazine, through the courtesy of Charles
Scribner's Sons.

I, of course, felt that I was bound to

make a success of the trip, because in a

certain sense my companions and myself

were representing the United States. I

think I can say that no other expedition

of the kind has ever come back from
Africa or Asia with a better collection of
specimens than we brought back, the

collection being especially good in the

large game animals. The series of

skins, and in many cases of skeletons, of

the square-mouthed rhinoceros, reticu-

lated giraffe, giant eland, bongo, north-

ern sable antelope, white-withered lech-

wre antelope, and Vaughn's kob, for in-

stance, are unrivaled in any European
museum. We brought back, I think,

all told, some 14,000 specimens of mam-
mals, birds, reptiles, fishes, etc.

Let me repeat, that I cannot over-

emphasize the part my companions
played in the expedition. The chief

value of the expedition came not from
what I shot, but from what the natural-

ists, under the direction of Mr. Walcott,

who were with me, did in preserving

and collecting specimens. It is not a

very hard thing to go off into the wilder-
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ness and kill an elephant, or a white
rhino, or a reticulated giraffe, or giant

eland ; but it is a very hard thing to get
good photographs of them, and a still

harder thing to cure and transport the

skins and skulls of a number of such
specimens. I can give you, perhaps, an
idea of the amount of work clone when I

mention that we used on the trip ten

tons of salt (all at times carried by
native porters) in order to cure the

skins ; that when we killed elephants, for

instance, we would have to use 20 men
to carry each elephant's skull.

In going down the While Nile, for in-

stance, the river is so broken by rapids

that we could not use a boat from
Nimule to Gondokoro, and for the ten

days' march between those two places

our expedition included 450 men, for all

the skins and skeletons had to be trans-

ported on porters' backs. There were
no camels or other beasts of burden

;

men live with difficulty there, and beasts

of burden not at all, so everything had
to be carried on the backs of porters. It

was no small task providing for the feed-

ing of the porters throughout the jour-

ney.

The work was throughout most inter-

esting; but it represents much genuine
toil and many difficulties overcome, and
we could not have done it at all if it had
not been for the hearty way in which the

representatives of the Smithsonian and
their friends backed us up, financially

and otherwise. A hunting trip by itself

is simple enough, but a trip of the kind

we took is one that entails much fore-

thought, a great deal of expense, and a

literally incredible quantity of labor. So
much by way of introduction.

I wish that I had a map of Africa

here. You are all familiar with the

shape of the continent, the northern part

being a broad expanse practically filled

with one vast desert stretching from the

Atlantic across the whole continent to

the Red Sea. This desert is broken at

only one point, where the Nile runs from
the south northward, making a little

strip from a quarter of a mile to a couple

of miles broad, on which there is culti-

vation, and where there can be an abun-
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SKINNING THE HIPPO

•dant life. South of the desert region

lies Africa proper—the Africa of zoolo-

gists, the recently unknown Africa, the

Africa that has become open to white
explorers, merchants, missionaries, and
scientists only within the last half cen-

tury. Our expedition landed on the east

coast of Africa a little south of the equa-
tor, went right across the belt of fever-

haunted lowland, the fever-haunted
coast region, on to the high, broad,

healthful uplands of equatorial East
Africa, crossed it, went to the great cen-

tral lakes of Africa, the great Nyanza
lakes—Victoria Nyanza and Albert Ny-
anza—and then went down the Nile,

traveling from south almost due north,

and came out at Khartum, in the Sudan.
There were no real hardships con-

nected with the trip. There is, of course,

a mild amount of danger in chasing the

wild beasts, and there is a good deal

more danger from disease ; but we were
fortunate enough not to lose a single

white man on the expedition. We had
casualties to two of our native attend-

ants from wild beasts. One man was
mauled by a leopard and one man was
tossed by a rhino. A very few died

from dysentery and fever, because it is

almost impossible to make them take

care of themselves. For instance, we
could always get the white men to boil

their water before drinking, but we could

not make our porters do this. They
looked upon it as a superstition upon
our part—as one of the queer vagaries

of the white people, the strangers from
over the seas, which had no foundation

in reason. Personally, I grew to be really

very much attached to our attendants.

They were like great big children. They
live a perfectly grasshopper life, with no
capacity to think of the future. For
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PREPARING THE SKIN FOR SHIPMENT

instance, when I was off by myself, with
a small safari of from 30 to 40 porters,

if there was a rain threatening and we
had a long march, I would have to

threaten personal violence, and some-
times resort to it, in order to make the

porters put up shelters for themselves
Ibefore the rain came. I had to watch
•over them just exactly as if they were
so many children. I was glad to do it,

and our personal followers took the ut-

most care of us in return and usually

showed a desire to look after our wel-

fare that was really touching.

We did not stay on the coast belt for

more than a very short time. Dr. Mearns
made a short scientific trip there, and my
son made another trip after a species of
sable antelope which proved to be new.
But it is a very unhealthy country, and
we did not want to keep the expedition,

as such, there any longer than we could

help. The highland region, where we
spent half of our time while in Africa,

is a region of country that in its external

features resembles not the Africa of the

geographic books, but part of our own
West. Most of the higher land of Brit-

ish East Africa, in the regions where we
were, reminded me rather of the eastern

portions of Wyoming and Colorado, and
of parts of New Mexico and Arizona,

than of what we are accustomed to think

of as the tropics. Of course, there was
an infinite difference in detail, but the

general effect was the same. It was a

region of light rainfall, and that rainfall

came in the shape of a violent rainy

season, so that there were periods when
the rivers would run as boiling torrents,

and then long periods when the rivers

would be totally dry or consist merely of

strings of shallow pools. Over most of
the plains there were scattered thorn
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TURNING THE CARCASS OF THE ME}EU BULL ELEPHANT
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OUR TWO MASAI GUIDES IN FROM THE SOTIK TO NAVAISHA

trees and huge euphobias. Elsewhere
they were mere seas of withered grass.

Out of these barren plains rise great

mountains, right under the equator, with
snow-peaks.

I was camped under Mount Kenia,

directly on the equator, a little over

a year ago, when I received news that

the Pole had been discovered by an
American. My judgment about the first

American who asserted that he had dis-

covered the Pole I am happy to say coin-
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TWO N'jI£MPSI CATTLE HERDS : THE SMALL BOYS ALL CARRY
SPEARS : NEAR BARINGO

cided with that of the National Geo-
graphic Society. I was camped on the

foothills of Mount Kenia when a special

message was sent up by relays of runners

to tell me that the Pole had been discov-

ered. But they named
the wrong man

;
and, as

I had heard something
of his alleged mountain-
eering exploits in Alaska.
I declined to send back
a message of congratula-

tion. But about a week
afterwards I got another
message, telling me that

Peary had discovered
the Pole, and I said,

"That is genuine. I will

bank on Peary." So I

sent out my message of

congratulation ; and I

told the people who were
with me then to watch
and they would find that

the National Geographic
Society would look into

that business and declare

for Peary. I was rarely

more pleased than when
I found that that was
just what the Society
had done. For that rea-

son alone I should cer-

tainly have come here to

make my first report

upon the expedition.

I spent several months
in this East African re-

gion, going north, where
the table-land sank lower
and lower until we got

to the dry, hot desert

country of the Guaso
Nyero, a n equatorial

river. Then we went
across Victoria Nyanza
into the low-lying very
fertile and very un-
healthy central African
region, Uganda. In East
Africa the natives were
pure savages, ranging
from the mere hunter-

tribe type, the so-called

'Ndorobo of the mountain forests, to

pastoral and agricultural tribes who live

out in the plains or on the forest border.

There were wide differences among these

tribes, some of them very significant.
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The purely negro tribes,

the tribes of pronounced
negro type, throughout

East Africa, were for

the most part agricul-

turalists. Whenever we
came upon a region

where the people lived

in beehive huts and tilled

the ground, we were cer-

tain to find a nearly pure
negro type ; but there

has been all through
that country for ages an
infiltration of northern

races. I cannot speak of

these races with ethnic

exactness, because n o
one can ; and the linguis-

tic and racial types often

fail to correspond. But
you will understand
what I mean when I say
that they are of dark
Arab type, being either

black or a very dark
brown or yellow, but of

the northern type of
features. These races

have come down from
the north and have
mixed with the negro
type— with
aboriginals,

mixed race

some curious points of
unlikeness to the sur-

rounding natives. Wher-
ever you meet a pastoral
tribe you will find men
many of whom show
traces of this northern
origin—many of whom have clear-cut,

aquiline features ; and those men you
never find living in beehive huts. They
live in queer square huts placed in a ring,

making what we would call in the West
a big corral—a big ring fence in which
their cattle are kept. The pastoral tribes

which we met north of the Guaso Nyero
had camels, and north of these are tribes

which own horses. But the Nandi, Ma-
sai, and other tribes south of them have

the negro
But the

has kept

Photo by J. Alden L,oring. Copyright by Charles Scribner's Sons

MASAI WITH A STRETCHING STONE IN HIS EAR

neither camels nor horses
;

they own
large herds of cattle, with donkeys,

goats, and hairy sheep. They do not till

the soil
;
they live exclusively on meat,

blood, and milk. I hate to shock the

vegetarians, but I am bound to say that

those people, who never eat anything but

meat, blood, and milk, are as hearty and
strong a set of people as I have ever seen

in my life. Many of the Masai and
Nandi are particularly fine looking.
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SULUMANI, MY TENT BOY, AND CUNINGHAME'S RECORD
ROBERTSI

I shall always keep in

my mind the memory of

one evening when I had
killed a lioness. The
porters with me were,

as they always are, very

much excited over the

killing of a lion, for the

lions are often man-
eaters, and kill many of

the natives, so that the

natives like to recipro-

cate and see the lions

killed. I had killed this

lioness quite late in the

evening, and the men
asked permission to

carry it in whole to

camp. I did not think

they could do it, but I

let them try. They
started carrying the
lioness in relays. It was
a very heavy load. After
a while they found that

it was heavier than they
i

had thought. We were
about ten miles from
camp, and we had gone
only about a mile when
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THE) HUMPBACKED CATTLE IN THE MASAI COUNTRY

darkness set in. There was an element

of interest in going through that part of

Africa at night, because then all the wild

beasts were abroad. On the occasion in

question we were accompanied on one
side by a lion for one-half an hour. I do
not think he could quite make us out. He
could smell the dead lioness and he also

smelt us ; but I do not think he knew quite

what had happened ; and so he walked
alongside us for a couple of miles, moan-
ing or yawning as he went. Of course
we had to keep a lookout for him. I had
another white man with me, and either

he would go ahead and I behind, or vice

versa, so as to keep the porters closed
up

;
because, in a case like that, if a lion

does attack a party of travelers, he is

most likely to seize the one behind. We
still had the lion on one side of us when
suddenly on the other side there was a
succession of snorts like a steam-engine
blowing off steam. It was a rhinoceros,
I think two rhinoceroses, up on that side.

While a rhinoceros's short suit is

brains, his long suit is courage, and he

is a particularly exasperating creature to

deal with, because he has not sense

enough to know that you can harm him,

and he has enough bad temper to want to

harm you, so that there is often no way
of keeping rid of him except by killing

him. Of course we did not want to kill

anything we could help—anything we did

not use—and we still more strongly ob-

jected to being killed ourselves. It was
almost pitch dark and there was no moon,
although there was star-light. We would
hear this rhinoceros snort, and then we
would run forward and kneel down or

lay down on the ground and try to catch

the loom of the rhinoceros against the

sky-line, so that we would have a chance
to shoot him if he came on. I sometimes
had to adjure the porters—I use a mild

word when I say "adjure"—in order that

they might not break and scatter, when
one or more would probably have been
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FLAMINGOES ON LAKE HANNINGTON, CALLED BY THE NATIVES z'WA ONDAGE
"THE lake OF the birds"

Settler's small boy with pet "Tommy" gazelle.
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killed. Finally we left both the lion and
the rhino and came to a Masai corral,

which was about three miles from our

camp. The men carrying the lioness

were very tired and I thought it best to

stop and skin her. So we called to the

people inside of the corral to let us come
inside and skin the lioness. At night the

cattle are put in the middle of those

corrals—those big fenced inclosures

with square huts around the edge. "The

Masai replied that we could not come in,

because the smell of the lioness would
make the cattle stampede. I think they

were a little suspicious of us. My com-
panion offered to give them his rifle to

hold as a proof of our good intentions

;

but they said no ; that they didn't want
that. They handed us torches ; we started

a fire. They finally became convinced

that we were peaceable, and then they

came out to witness the skinning. The
porters crouched near the blazing fire,

and our gun-bearers started to skin the

lioness. Tarlton, the Australian who
was with me, and I stood behind, holding

the bridles of our horses. Masai war-
riors and girls came out and, forming a

circle around the porters, chaffed and
jested with them. There was one man,
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A WART HOG

evidently the wit of the Masai camp, who
described how the Swaheli would go out

with the white man to hunt lions ; how
the Swaheli would find the lion, and then

the lion would seize him and bite him,

whereupon he would cry and call for

his mother. Loud laughter greeted this

sally, and the gun-bearers retorted with
jest about the lions at the expense of the

Masai ; how the lions would kill the

Masai, but how they could not kill the

white man, for the white man killed the

lions. As the Masai stood there, the

fire lighting up their faces, they reminded
me strongly of the pictures of the sol-

diers of Thothmes and Rameses by the

Egyptian sculptors. They had the clear-

cut features and the hard, resolute coun-
tenances that you see indicated in the

sculptures on the temples that commem-
orate the victories of the mighty Egyptian
kings over Hittite and Nubian. Those
men looked as if they were blood kin to

the Egyptian soldiers who 4,000 years

ago made the great Egyptian Empire that

extended from the upper Nile to the

Euphrates.

Another thing about these natives of

East Africa: their clothing was very

scanty. In one tribe, the Kavirondo, the

men and women literally wore nothing.

The curious thing was that those people

had extremely good manners. They
were very courteous and perfectly at

ease—at least the chiefs and the gentle

folk—but they did not have any clothes

—

not a stitch.

When we struck Uganda we found an
entirely different and a very curious little

semi-civilization. Right in the midst of

this huge sea of black savagery there had
sprung up this island of progress, repre-

senting the beginning of a very primitive

civilization.

It is very difficult for us to realize

how modern our knowledge of mid-
Africa is. I can perhaps bring it to your
mind by telling you that in 1858 the first

successful efforts were begun toward the

exploration of mid-Africa and the find-

ing out of the source of the Nile, Speke,
Grant, and Baker being the men who
made the actual discoveries. That is

about half a century ago. Just before
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STRIPED HYENA CAUGHT BY HELPER

The expedition took hundreds of traps with them with which
they obtained thousands of small mammals for the National
Museum.

they went on their expeditions a map of
mid-Africa was published under the au-
spices of the Royal Geographic Society
in England, and on that map the sources
of the Nile were more imperfectly shown
than they were shown on the map of the

Ptolemies in the year 150. In other words,
during 17 centuries the geographic knowl-
edge of Africa had gone slightly back-

wards. The men of the first half of the

nineteenth century—the scientists in Eng-
land, in France, in Germany, and in

Italy of the first half of the nineteenth

century— knew less
about the geography of
middle Africa than the

scientists who lived in

Antioch and Alexan-
dria and Rome in the
first half of the second
century. As a whole,
during 1,700 years
knowledge had gone a
little backward as re-

gards that part of Af-
rica.

When those first ex-
plorers reached Uganda
they found a semi-
civilized region where
both men and women
were well clothed

;

where they manufac-
tured their own cloth

;

where they had good
ironsmiths, good work-
ers in iron ; where they
tilled the ground

;

where they used musi-
cal instruments ; where
they had, curiously

enough, joined to a
very cruel despotism of

the regular African
type a system of repre-

sentative government.
It is not possible to tell

exactly how that little

semi-civilization arose.

Probably what hap-
pened was, that there

came a tribe of north-
ern invaders—men of

Hamitic or bastard Semitic blood—who
conquered these negro tribes of middle
Africa. The invaders were a compara-
tively light-skinned, pastoral people, with
herds of long-horned cattle. Some of
the invaders remained almost separate.

Others mixed with the negroes, produc-
ing a type that is predominantly negro,

with a slight strain of the northern in-

vader. It was this mixed type that went
upward, and not the relatively pure type
of northern invader; and now the pas-
toral people occupy a distinctly subordi-
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AN UNUSUAL TRAP: A HYENA CAUGHT IN THE BELLY OF A DEAD ELEPHANT

"The hyena, which was swollen with elephant meat, had gotten inside the huge body, and
had then bitten a hole through the abdominal wall of tough muscle and thrust his head
through. The wedge-shaped head had slipped through the hole all right, but the muscle had
then contracted, and the hyena was fairly caught, with its body inside the elephant's belly,

and its head thrust out through the hole. We took several photos of the beast in its queer

trap."—From "African Game Trails," by Theodore Roosevelt. Charles Scribner's Sons.

nate position to the negroid agricultural

people, who form the bulk of the king-

dom, and they are very distinctly less

advanced in civilization.

The English have been wise in the way
they have cared for these people. They
•have developed them along their own
lines, instead of trying to turn them into

something entirely different. On the

whole the effect of white influence on
the native tribes shows to better effect

in Uganda than in any other part of

Africa south of the Sudan that I saw.

Many of the chiefs are distinctly semi-

civilized, and some of them write Eng-
lish well. Two or three have kept up
quite a correspondence with me since I

left. One of them sent me a gift of four

hippopotamus tusks and a leopard's skin,

together with a letter of condolence on

account of the death of King Edward !

This particular chief had done every-

thing he could for me while I was at

Lake Albert Nyanza. I had little to give

him, as I had exhausted about all my
presents. However, I still had a watch
with the hands and the figures of the

face picked out with radium, so that one

could tell the time at night. I gave him
this watch, and he and all his compan-
ions spent the entire night looking at it.

Since then he has been one of the most
grateful people I have ever known, and
has written me twice. I try to think of
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MR. ROOSEVELT WITH HIS BIG BULL RHINO

MR. ROOSEVELT AND KERMIT ROOSEVELT WITH GIANT ELAND HORNS
Mr. Roosevelt and his son secured three specimens of this huge antelope for the National

Museum; they are the first specimens ever brought out of Africa
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something in this coun-

try sufficiently interest-

ing to him to write him,

but it is a hard matter

to do so.

Of course, to a hunter

or a naturalist, one of

the absorbingly interest-

ing features of the part

of Africa that I visited

is the enormous and
wonderfully variegated

fauna. It is literally as

if the fauna of the Pleis-

tocene had come to life

again. A couple of hun-
dred thousand years ago,

or thereabouts—I do not

pretend to be accurate in

geological time — there

was in Europe and here

in North America a sim-

ilar wonderfully varied

fauna of great and beau-
tiful and terrible wild

beasts. But now we
have to go to Africa or

to a few places in India

to find anything like it.

And in Africa where I

went the absorbingly in-

teresting thing is that

right on top of this

Pleistocene has been im-

posed the twentieth cen-

tury civilization. A rail-

road runs from the coast up to Lake
Victoria Nyanza, through a country

where man is just as primitive as our

cave-dwelling ancestors were a hundred
thousand years ago, and where men are

fighting practically the same beasts as

those ancestors of ours fought.

I really doubt if there is a railroad trip

in the world as well worth taking as that

railroad trip up to the little British East
African capital of Nairobi. The British

government has made a great game pre-

serve of part of that country. On the

trip from the coast, Governor Jackson,

who had very courteously come down to

meet me at Mombasa, and the great Eng-
lish hunter Selous and I passed our time

Photo by Kermit Roosevelt. Copyright by Charles Scribner's Sons

THE BUFFALO PATH THROUGH THE PAPYRUS

on the cowcatcher of the engine, and it

was much like going through the garden
of Eden with Adam and Eve absent. At
one spot we would see suddenly six or

eight giraffe going off at their peculiar

rocking canter. Then we would see a herd
of brightly colored hartebeestes, which
would pay no attention to the train at all.

Then we would come around a curve and
the engineer would have to pull his whis-

tle frantically to get the zebras off the

track. The last of the herd would kick

and buck and gallop off 50 yards and
turn around and again look at the train.

Then we would see a rhinoceros off to

one side ; and so on indefinitely.

Nairobi itself is a town of perhaps
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MR. ROOSEVELT AND BUFFALO COW IN PAPYRUS GRASS, SHOWING THE DANGER AND
DIFFICULTY OF BUFFALO HUNTING, WHEN YOUR GAME

MAY BE ONLY 5 YARDS AWAY

5,000 or 6,000 people. To my mind it is

a very attractive little town. It is very
much scattered out, and the wild beasts

come right up to the edge of the town.
A friend, Mr. McMillan, lent us the use

of his house in town while we were stay-

ing there, and a leopard came up to the

piazza one night after one of the dogs.

On another occasion one of the local offi-

cials, a district commissioner, going out
to dinner on his bicycle in a dress suit,

and naturally unarmed, almost ran over

a lion. Fortunately the lion was much
frightened and went away. On two
evenings in succession I dined at houses.

The dinner was much as it would be in

Washington, London, or anywhere else,

the ladies in pretty soft dresses and the

men in the usual evening garb of civiliza-

tion. The houses were about a quarter

of a mile apart, and a few days previous

a young lady, in the early evening, while
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DANCE OF BOYS OF THE NYIKA TRIBE IN HONOR OF THE CHIEF'S SON, WHO HAD
just died: NOTE THE RATTLES ON BOYS' ANKEES

Photo by Kermit Roosevelt. Copyright by Charles Scribner's Sons

GROUP OF NATIVES IN BELGIAN CONGO, NEAR RHINO CAMP, CUTTING UP AND TAKING
AWAY THE MEAT OF AN ELEPHANT THEY KIEEED WITH SPEARS
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TRUNK OF GIANT FIG

bicycling from one to the other to take

part in a rehearsal of "Trial by Jury,"
was knocked off her bicycle by a stam-
pede of zebras, and was really quite hurt

and had to give up the rehearsal. There
was one incident to which really only

Mark Twain could have done justice.

We all know—any of us who have had
any dealings with government offices

—

the type of bureaucrat who upholds to

the letter the rules of his office, even if

the heavens fall. Among the "rules" out

in East Africa are some excellent game
regulations. The head of the reclamation

service, a British army officer, Captain
Smith, was trying to raise flowers and
vegetables, and was much bothered be-

cause the zebra and antelope would
come in and eat them. One night he

heard some zebras in the garden and he

sent out the gardener, a wild Masai, with

instructions to drive the zebra out. The
gardener killed a zebra

;
whereupon an

upright judge fined the gardener for kill-

ing game without a license! I do not

Photo by Heller. Copyright by Charles Scribners Sons

TREE IN KENIA FOREST

think that the most sensitive soul could

object to my calling that judge fossilized.

Well, Captain Smith made up his mind
that next time he would strictly observe

all of the forms of law. So he arranged
some wire entanglements around his gar-

den, and when the next herd of zebras

came in he and his gardener sallied out,

and, when one of the zebras got tangled

up in the wire, they captured him, took
him down to the pound, and gave him
to the poundmaster. The authorities,

however, were equal to the situation.

They advertised for two weeks for the

owner of the zebra ! The owner failing

to appear, they then sold him at public

auction to a citizen, who gave five shil-

lings for him—which was probably at

least five shillings too much.
The largest terrestrial mammal, next

to the elephant, is the white rhinoceros.

It was formerly found in South Africa,

where it is practically exterminated. It

was not supposed to exist anywhere else

;

but within the last few years it has again
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OUR PORTER HARPER

been discovered, along the headwaters of

the Nile in mid-Africa. This is much as

if the bison had only been known in

Canada ; had become exterminated there,

and had finally been found again in

Guatemala. There is just as wide a space

of territory in between from which the

species had totally disappeared. We ob-
tained a full series of skins and skeletons

of these huge beasts.

The two beasts that are the most inter-

esting to my mind, as indeed they are to

most hunters, are the elephant and the

lion. A really successful effort is being
made to preserve the elephant in East
Africa. The bulls are only allowed to

be shot after they have reached a certain

point in the development of their tusks,

and the cows and young stock are not

allowed to be killed at all. The result is

that, while of course there has been a

diminution in the number of elephants,

I think that they are now holding their

own in many parts of East and Central

Africa. Elephants are always interest-

ing. It is rather exciting to study them
in their haunts, because you have to

watch them carefully, and there is some
risk if you are discovered. I do not
myself think that an elephant is quite as

dangerous as a buffalo, and I think it

considerably less dangerous than a lion.
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TWO HIKUYU BOYS, FIRST ELEPHANT CAMP

Still, many of them are wicked, and they

kill a good many people. When you get

close to them and watch them for a time

you will note that they are perpetually

in motion. I have never seen an elephant

entirely still. He will flap one ear ; then

he will suddenly put up his trunk and
curl it and try to see if he can smell

anything; then he will shift from one
foot to another. They never seem to

stand entirely still. When we were
camping in the Lado, hunting white
rhinoceroses, there were a good many
elephants around. We had obtained our
elephant series and did not want to molest
them. Once, when walking about a mile

and a half from camp, we suddenly saw
a herd of 50 or 60 elephants accompanied
by a flock of a couple of hundred white

cow herons. When we first saw the ele-

phants they were in an open flat, where
the long grass had been burned. As the

elephants walked through the short grass

the herons marched alongside, catching

the grasshoppers put up. As soon as

they came to long grass all the herons

flew up and lit on the backs of the ele-

phants. There was one little pink ele-

phant calf and two herons perched on
its back. The elephants evidently did not

mind the birds ; otherwise they could

have removed them with their trunks.

Those elephants were quite indifferent to

our presence if we did not come too

near. While looking at them we heard
Dr. Mearns shooting birds around camp

;

but it did not disturb the elephants.

They stayed two days in the neighbor-

hood, and we got as close a look at them
as we wished. We did not want to have
to shoot any of them

;
and, as an elephant

cow will often attack a man if it thinks

he is menacing her calf, we had to be
cautious about going too close.
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The elephant is the most intelli-

gent of game. The rhinoceroses

were not as interesting as the ele-

phants, because they were not as

intelligent. After we had com-
pleted our collection of rhinoce-

roses it became quite a problem

how to avoid them and get the

other things we wanted. It is

amusing to realize how soon we
got to accepting our difficulties

with rhinos as a matter of course.

Here in civilization, if you asked

a man to kindly go down and
scare off a rhinoceros for you, the

man would look at you with a cer-

tain surprise ; in Africa it was a

matter-of-course incident. When
near a rhino there is always a

chance that he will charge, whether

through stupidity, or fright, or

anger. The trouble is that one

never knows whether he will or

will not charge home. It often

happens that after he has come to

a distance of about 25 yards he

will wheel and run off
;
but, not

being a mind-reader, a man cannot

tell whether a particular rhino

does or does not intend to charge

home. Cuninghame, who was
handling the safari for us, would
now and then send me off to

scare away rhinos who were too near

the line of march, and I would perform
the task with gingerly caution. Once
Cuninghame and I were hunting buffalo

on the Guaso Nairo. We were on the

trail of a herd, when suddenly Cuning-

hame stopped, and, turning around with

his air of patient dejection, said: "Oh,
Mr. Roosevelt, look at that rhino." I

answered, "Yes, look at him." He con-

tinued, "I do not want to lose this spoor.

Would you mind going down and fright-

ening him off? But do not make much
noise, because we do not want to frighten

the buffalo." So I strolled down, trying

to make up my mind how much noise I

could make that would frighten the rhino

and not the buffalo. I struck just about

the happy medium
;
and, after meditating

a little, with his ears and tail
.
up, the

He
back,

Ugan
Charl

THE SAFARI DRUMMER

would go on ahead to camp and then walk
drumming to let the men know camp was near :

da. Photo by Kermit Roosevelt. Copyright by
es Scribner's Sons.

rhino trotted away in zigzags until it

was safe for us to pass. About half a

mile on we sighted the buffalo and started

to stalk them. We were just finishing

the stalk when there arose a yelling like

that of lost souls behind us, and away
went the buffalo. Back we went, to find

that one of the porters, when we halted

to drive off the rhino, had lost his knife
;

and he and two others took advantage of

our stalking the buffalo to run back to

see if they could find the knife. By that

time the rhino had returned. Evidently

he thought that his dignity had been
offended, and he went for the porters

and tossed one of them. So we had to

give up the buffalo for the time being and
go back and give first aid to the injured

porter.

The animal that I found most interest-
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ing to hunt was the lion. I must tell one
anecdote at the expense of two of my
scientific companions. Dr. Mearns and
Messrs. Heller and Loring all regarded
the sporting part of the expedition as a

pardonable but illegitimate incident of

the trip, and the only anxiety that I ever

knew any of them to display in connec-

tion with dangerous game was that we
should not spoil the skull of a good
specimen. One day when I was absent

from camp Mearns and Loring were
notified by a couple of Masai that two
lions had killed a zebra a few miles off,

and that if they would come out they
could get them. They tossed up on the

way as to which should have the lion

and which the lioness, and Dr. Mearns
drew the lioness. When they got there the

lion had gone, so it was the Doctor's turn
to shoot. He had been cautioning Lor-
ing on no account to shoot the animal

in the head and spoil the specimen.
But now the lioness put her head out
of the bush directly toward the Doc-
tor. He couldn't violate his princi-

ples and take the head shot; so

Loring fired, hit the lioness, and it

came for him. The Doctor's sport-
ing blood was now up. He felt that

it was not fair to interfere in an
obviously equal match between Lor-
ing and the lioness

;
and, besides, if

he shot at it he might hit the skull.

Accordingly Loring was left to him-
self. He had a small automatic rifle

;

he put five bullets into the lioness

and killed her ; but she came right to

his feet and stumbled past him 10

or 15 feet before she died. I think

that Loring felt that he would have
been willing that the Doctor should

for a moment waive his scientific

and sporting feelings and shoot the

lioness

!

The most interesting thing I saw
in Africa was a feat that was infi-

nitely greater than anything we per-

formed with our rifles, although not

greater than a feat that was recently

performed in the same region by
three American plainsmen, Buffalo

Jones, Loveless, and Mearns, who
roped a lion, a giraffe, and a rhino, and
have got moving photographs of them.

It was one of the really most notable

feats I have ever known to be performed
in hunting.

We saw the Nandi spearmen kill a lion

with their spears, and I shall close my
lecture by telling you about it. These
people are a northern branch of the

Masai. They are a splendid race physi-

cally—tall, sinewy fellows. The warriors

carry ox-hide shields and very heavy
spears, seven or eight feet long, the long-

bladed head of soft iron kept with a

razor edge and the iron of the rear half

of the spear ending in a spike, the only

wood that is bare being just about enough
to give a grip for the hand. The brightly

burnished head is about four feet in

length. These Nandi came over on pur-

pose to show me how they killed a lion

with their spears.
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CHILD SLEEPING ON A BED IN SARURU'S VILLAGE: IN THE GIANT ELAND COUNTRY
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WOUNDED WILDEBEEST SHOT BY MR. ROOSEVELT

Several of us went out with them on
horseback to round up a lion for them.
We traveled three or four hours—half a

dozen horsemen and 30 or 40 stalwart

naked savages with ox-hide shields and
spears. Then we roused a big lion with
a fine mane, and, after running a mile or

two, rounded him up under a bush, and
the spearmen came trotting up. It was
as fine a sight as I ever saw. The first

spearman that came up halted about 60
yards from the lion. (We were watching
him with our rifles to see that he did not

attack the first spearman.) Then this

man knelt down with his ox-hide shield

in front of him, looking over the shield

at the lion ; and, as man after man came
up, they formed a ring around the lion,

all kneeling. The lion stood under the

bush. As they closed in on him he began
to grow more and more angry, roaring,

and looking first to one side and then to

the other and lashing his tail furiously.

It was a fine sight to see these men make
the ring, with their spears and their

eager, intent faces, and the great, mur-
derous, man-eating beast in the middle,

ever growing more and more angry. As
soon as the ring was completed they all

got up and started to close in. The lion

charged straight for the weakest part of

the ring. The man in front braced him-
self ; we could see his muscles all stand

out as if he were a bronze statue. There
were five or six men who took part in

the fight. From each side the two or

three nearest men sprang in to see if

they could not get the lion as he came
straight on toward the man in his im-

mediate front. When he was about not
more than six feet from him the man
lobbed the spear ; that is, he did not take

his arm back and throw it, but simply

cast it loose with a little motion of the
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WILDEBEEST AT HOME

wrist and trusted to the weight of the

spear to go in.

As the lion came forward the spear

struck him on the left shoulder, and
came out diagonally through him in

front of his right hip. The lion reared

like a rearing horse and bore the shield

down, burying his teeth and claws in

the man. At the same moment another
man leaped in on one side and threw his

spear ; the spear-head glimmered like

white fire in the sunlight, and, entering

transversely, came out through the lion

on the hither side. The lion turned on
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that man, but could not bite him, only

clawing him a little. Another spear

struck the lion, and he went down ; he
took one spear in his mouth and bit it,

twisting it so that it looked like a

horseshoe ; the next moment the men
were on him and it was all over. I do
not suppose the thing lasted ten seconds,

but it was as remarkable a spectacle for

those ten seconds as any human being
could wish to see. I had one funny
after-experience in connection with it.

The two men were pretty well mauled,
and when we were putting' disinfectant

into the wounds it hurt them a little,

and I thought it would cheer them up to

tell them, through the interpreter, that I

would give each of them a heifer. It

cheered up those two all right, but all

the other men were very angry ! They
thought that these men had got their

share of honors already, and that it was
a most unjustifiable thing for me to give

them heifers in addition.

I have never passed a more interesting

eleven months than I passed in Africa.

From the standpoint of the man inter-

ested in geography, in geology, in natu-

ral history, in ethnology, I do not know
how any one could put in his time to a

greater advantage than in a trip of that

nature. I am more than glad that I was
able to take it in a manner worth taking,

because the Smithsonian Institution sent

me out as the head of a scientific expe-
dition. I think I can say that we did

our work in such a manner as not to cast

discredit upon the American nation, and
I am extremely pleased that I should

have had the chance to make my first

speech on the subject under the auspices

of this Society this evening.



THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES

By Henry Gannett

THE population of the United
States as announced by the Bu-
reau of the Census was, on April

15, 1910, 93,402,151. This figure includes

not only continental United States, but

its detached territories—Alaska, Hawaii,

and Porto Rico. Excluding these ter-

ritories, continental United States con-

tained 91,972,266 inhabitants; or, in

round numbers, 92,000,000, a number
much larger than was generally antici-

pated.

Compared with the population of the

same area in 1900, 75,994,575, our num-
bers increased in 10 years not less than

15,977,691, or at the rate of 21,0 per

cent. The per cent of increase was
slightly greater than in the preceding
decade, 1890 to 1900, when it was 20.7
per cent.

It is probable that our natural increase

has diminished considerably, but the net

immigration

—

i. e., the excess of arrivals

over departures — has been decidedly

greater, more than offsetting this de-

crease in the natural increase.

In the matter of numbers, this country
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of ours is the fourth on earth, being ex-

ceeded only by China, India, and Russia,

all of them much lower in the scale of
civilization than ourselves. Measured by
efficiency, our 93 millions produce in the

world's goods many times that produced
by China's 420 millions, India's 300 mil-

lions, or Russia's 161 millions. The
number of inhabitants exceeds those of

the United Kingdom and France com-
bined.

The decade 1890 to 1900 was one of
depression in business, which showed
itself in many ways, but perhaps most
markedly in the decrease of immigration
and increase in the number of returning

immigrants, the result of which was to

actually reduce the number of foreign

born. This depression in business was
felt more severely in the West than else-

where, for to other causes was added the

reduction in the price of silver and the

consequent closing down of many mines
of that metal.

In the decade just closed all this was
changed The times have been prosper-

ous
;

immigrants have flocked to our
shores in unprecedented numbers ; the

mines of the West have been reopened
and are working full-handed ; the farm-
ers have produced full crops, and have
realized high prices for them.
The first census was taken in 1790,

and showed a population of a little less

than four millions, spread along the At-
lantic seaboard from Maine to Georgia.

In this census little was done except to

count noses. Every tenth year there-

after a census has been taken, and with
each succeeding census the scope and
variety and the value of the statistics

have increased. At present the taking

of a census is a very serious task. The
population alone has multiplied nearly

25 times. The information which is ob-

tained concerning the population is vastly

greater than in the earlier censuses
;
and,

moreover, we have for the past 60 years

taken also a census of our industries and
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products, and one constantly increasing

in complexity and value.

The cost of the first census was trifling

;

that of the thirteenth will probably be in

the neighborhood of $14,000,000. In
census-taking and in the presentation of
its results the United States easily leads

the world.

The following table shows the popula-
tion at each census, the per cent of in-

crease from census to census, and the
density of population ; i. e., the average
number of inhabitants to a square mile.
These facts are shown graphically by the
diagrams accompanying this article.

Population of Continental United States

Year. Population. Per cent of
Density .increase. ^

!790 3,929,214 4.9
1800 5,308,483 35-i 6.6
1810 7,239,881 36.4 3.7
l820 9,638,453 33-i 4-8
1830 12,866,020 33.5 6.4
l840 17,069,453 32.7 8.4
l85o 23,191,876 35.9 7.9
l86o 31,443,321 35.6 10.8
!870 38,558,371 22.6 13.3
T88o 50,155,783 30.1 17.3
1890 62,622,250 24.9 21.2
J90o 75,994,575 20.7 25.6
1910 91,972,266 21.0 30.7

The rates of increase, starting with

35.1 per cent in the earliest decade, di-

minished slowly during the first half

century. Then, between 1840 and 1850
immigration increased with a rush, owing
to famines in Ireland and political trou-

bles in Germany, and the rate of increase

suddenly rose. Since then it has declined

greatly, as the country has filled up with

people.

NO COUNTRY HAS GROWN SO RAPIDEY AS
OURS

The growth of this country for the

past 120 years has been most astounding.

There is no record of any such growth in

any other country. Though our growth
has in the past 20 years slowed down
greatly, yet it is at present much more
rapid than that of any European country.

Australia and Canada have been under
much the same conditions during the

past century as the United States, and
their relatively slow growth is difficult to

explain. Moreover, while we can under-
stand why half the population of Ireland

has come to the United States, it is not

easy to explain why a million and a quar-

ter of British citizens have left their
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home for this country. One would sup-

pose that if they wished to leave old

England they would have gone to Canada
or Australia. The case becomes still

more difficult when we learn that there

are about an equal number of Canadians
in this country, two-thirds of whom are

of English extraction.

The average number of people to a

square mile, or the density of population,

has been affected not only by our total

number of inhabitants, but by the area

of the country. In 1802 the great prov-

ince of Louisiana was added to our
original territory; in 1819, the Floridas

;

between 1840 and 1850, Texas and most
of the southwestern States, and in 1852
the Gadsden purchase. As the popula-

tion here treated is that of continental

United States only, the addition of

Alaska, Hawaii, and Porto Rico are not

here considered, either as to population

or area. In spite of all these additions,

which have nearly quadrupled the origi-

nal size of the country, the density of

its population is now more than six times

as great as 120 years ago.

The following table gives by States

and Territories the population in 1910,

the per cent of increase from 1900 to

1910, the density of population in 1910,

and, in the last column, the proportion

which the number of inhabitants of cities

of 25,000 or more bears to the popula-

tion of the State. The States are ar-

ranged in geographic instead of alpha-

betic order, so that those having similar

characteristics may be placed near one
another.

Population, Rate of Increase 1900-1910, Den-
sity of Population, and Per Cent of

Increase of States.

Population,
Per cent

of
increase.

Dens- Per cent
1910. ity. urban.

Maine 742,371 7 25 II

N. Hampsh'e 430,572 5 48 22
Vermont .... 355,956 4 39 0

Mass. 3,366,416 20 420 64
Rhode Island 542,6l0 27 517 68
Connecticut. . 1,114,756 23 230 45
New York. .

.

9,113,614 25 191 69
New Jersey.. 2,637,167 35 337 52

Pennsylvania. 7,665,111 22 170 39
Delaware . . . 202,322 10 103 43
Maryland . .

.

1,295,346 9 131 43

Population, Per cent
OI

increase.

Dens- Per cent
191c. ity. urban.

Dist. of Col.. 11 J 06Q TQ TOO

Virginia 2 06 T 6 TP 1

1

0 L T/lA4
West Va 1,221,1 19 27 ^0 6
N Carolina 2 206 287 17 40

•3

O
S Carolina T C, T ^ 400 T 3 C2 6
OeorQ'ia 2 60Q 121— y ' \- ' / , -1 — 1 18 44 12

Florida 7^2 6lO 424^ T/lA4 T Q

Alabama 2 Tl8 OQ1 T7 4o TO

Mississinni.*-iJ-1i_Jv_J1iJv^1 L/ YJ A I 7Q7 I 14 l6 '^Ooy
LouisianaJ

—

{ K-J U 1 O 1 CI 1 1 CI • • • i 6^6 ^88 20 -^6

Texa s 1 8q6 ^42 28 t e1 j T 53x ^_

>

A rka usa s T K7A AAQ 20 ^0 •3

O
Oklahoma . .

.

1 10 2d.^4 6
Tennessee . .

.

2 i8_l 780 8 C2 T c

TCpntn ckvJ.VC 1 1 l ci v_ iv y > * 2 280 OO / C7 T CX J
Ohio T Cx d T T7 0/
T ii r1 1 n ti 2 0 7nn 876

/ 7C l8

llin ni <; c 6^8 cot T7 TOT1 V../ 1 464^
A/I i rh 1 o*n n r> 8tO T7 -

? l6 /IO4y ^o
Wi QrniKin 2 111 860 T ^ 40 2^

IVllllllCOULCl • ^ 2 07 C 7o8 TOxy 26 ^0

lows. 2 224 77T 0 A(A4W TCx J-

1 oqi nc 6 484° OO
N Dakota £77 OC6 81 8 0

V--' • -1—' CI IVW lil. . . =;8? 888 45 8 0
Nip nrn cVn T TO? 9T/I

1 ^ 16
Tc n n C r\ c T 60O O 10 T LTx 0 ?T 1

1

l\/l r\n 1" q n n o/u ,
uoo cr 0 TO

Wyoming .. . T 1 c q6 c ;8 I 0

Colorado . . . 790,024 48 8 36
N. Mexico.. . 327,301 68 3 0

Arizona 204,354 66 2 0

Utah 373,351 35 5 32

Idaho 325,594 101 4 0

Nevada 81,875 93 1 0

California . . . 2,377,549 60 15 45
Oregon
Washington.

.

672,765 63 7 31

1,141,990 120 17 37

Alaska 64,356
Hawaii 191,909

Porto Rico.. 1,118,012

Military and
Naval 55,6o8

THE STATES THAT HAVE INCREASED MOST
RAPIDLY

New York is, as it has been continu-

ously for 90 years, the most popu 1ous

of all the States, having now more than

9,000,000 inhabitants. This is more than

double the population of the entire coun-

try in 1790, and very nearly equal to its

population 30 years later, in 1820.

Our second State in population is

Pennsylvania, which has held that posi-

tion since 1830. Then follow in order

Illinois and Ohio, which held the same

positions in 1900. Going on down the
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list, changes in rank occur, and in some
cases these changes are great. Thus,

California jumps from twenty-first to

twelfth place.

Twelve States hold the same rank in

1910 as in 1900; all the others have

changed places, the sum of the changes

being 90, or an average of nearly two

places to each State. The changes in

rank which occurred between 1890 and

1900 numbered 65 only, illustrating the

fact that the increase in population of

the different States have differed much
more widely in the last decade than in the

previous one. The range among these

increases was from Nebraska, which suf-

fered a slight loss, up to Washington,
Oklahoma, and Idaho, which more than

doubled their numbers.
The map on page 35 shows the distri-

bution of the rates of increase by States.

Of the Atlantic States, the great manu-
facturing States of Rhode Island, Con-
necticut, New York, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania, with the mining State of

West Virginia and the frontier and win-

ter-resort State of Florida, increased at

rates more rapid than did the entire coun-

try. Massachusetts, however, very nearly

reached it. Of the central States, only

the frontier States of North Dakota,

South Dakota, Oklahoma, and Texas
increased more rapidly than the country

at large, while all the western States

increased more rapidly.

In the central part- of the country there

is an area which has grown very slowly,

less than 10 per cent, while Iowa, which
is within this area, has actually lost a

few thousand inhabitants. Illinois, al-

though in the midst of this area, was
saved from finding itself in the same
class as its neighbors only by the fact

that it contains the great city of Chicago,

with its rapid growth. These States,

from Indiana west to the Mississippi

River, are at present quite fully popu-

lated for agricultural States. They offer

little inducement to immigrant farmers

to come or to the sons of farmers to

remain. In short, they have nearly

reached the limit of a farming popula-

tion. Other industries which will permit
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GROWTH BY DECADES

and require a greater density of popula-

tion, such as manufactures and com-
merce, must be introduced before a more
rapid growth can be resumed.

This illustrates one of several phases
in the peopling of a country. The first

settlement represents commonly the pas-

toral interests, which require large areas

of land to support few persons. Later,

perhaps when railroads have made the

region accessible, farmers will enter it

and take possession, perhaps slowly and
gradually, or perhaps with a rush, as

illustrated by their recent invasion of

Oklahoma. Then comes the condition

typified by the central States, where a

farming community has reached its

maximum, or nearly so. Following that

commonly comes the development of

manufactures and the attendant building

of cities, which attract people and cause

a more rapid growth.

Twenty or thirty years ago Ohio was
in much the condition in which Iowa is

today. Since then the development of

her cities has sent her forward again.

The rapid growth of southern New
England and of the other North Atlantic

States is due almost entirely to their

cities. The agricultural element is almost

at a standstill there. The growth of the

cotton States, ranging from 14 to 20 per

cent, is the normal growth of agricultural

communities not yet nearing the maxi-

mum density for that industry. Texas,
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DIAGRAM COMPARING THE POPULATION OP THE VARIOUS STATES
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DENSITY OF POPULATION
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DIAGRAM SHOWING THE NUMBER OP
INHABITANTS PER SQUARE MILE

AT EACH CENSUS PERIOD

the Dakotas, and the entire West are

filling up their waste places, while in

many places, as in Nevada, mining is

playing a part.

REMARKABLE GROWTH OP PAClPlC COAST
STATES

The most phenomenal growth has

taken place on the Pacific coast. The
three States bordering the western ocean

show the following percentages of in-

crease : California, 6o.i
;
Oregon, 62.7,

and Washington, 120.4. These three

States together contributed 1,775,612 to

the increase of the country, or 11 per

cent of the total amount. Their contri-

bution was nearly as great as that of

the empire State of New York, and far

larger than that of any other State. The
increase in these States consisted mainly

in the growth of cities and in filling up
the well-watered regions near the coast.

OUR DENSITY OP POPULATION COMPARED
TO THAT OP EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

In density of population the States

show the widest sort of variations, rang-

ing from 517 inhabitants to a square

mile in Rhode Island, 420 in Massachu-

setts, and 337 in New Jersey, down to

less than 1 to a square mile in Nevada.

The most densely populated countries

of Europe are Belgium, with 587, and
Netherlands, with 408.

The great manufacturing States of the

Northeast have an average density of

more than 200 to a square mile. The
agricultural States south of the Potomac
and Ohio have about 40 to a square mile,

the density decreasing southward and
westward. Those of the upper Missis-

sippi Valley east of the great plains are

equally well populated.

The plains States—the Dakotas, Ne-
braska, Kansas, and Oklahoma—still

have great vacant spaces to be filled, as

they support now on an average not over

15 to a square mile.

In all the mountain States the popula-

tion is sparse, ranging from less than 1

inhabitant to a square mile in Nevada
up to 8 in Colorado. The three Pacific

States are much more fully populated,

but there is still room for two or three

times as many people before the agricul-

tural limit will be reached.

In running down these columns of fig-

ures, it is interesting to note that, in the

agricultural States, as the density of

population increases the rate of increase

diminishes. Consider, for instance, the

Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida. South
Carolina, with the greatest density, has

the lowest rate. North Carolina next,

then Georgia, while Florida, with much
the lowest density, has far the highest

rate. Kentucky and Tennessee show the

same phenomena. Indeed, as a general

statement, it applies to all the agricul-

tural States.

The increase of population was largely

in the cities, and not alone in those of

100,000 or more inhabitants, but perhaps
in equal measure in smaller ones. The
total population in cities of 25,000 or

more inhabitants was 28,508,007, leaving

63,464,259 in smaller towns and in rural

communities. In 1900 the corresponding
figures were 21,078,189 and 54,916,386.
The cities grew at the rate of 35 per
cent, while the smaller places and the

rural districts increased at the rate of

only 15.5 per cent. In 1900 these cities
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contained 28 per cent of the total popu-

lation, while in 1910 they contained not

less than 31 per cent. Of the total in-

crease in population, 46 per cent was in

these cities and 54 per cent in the re-

mainder of the country.

THE MANUFACTURING STATES

In a general way we may, on the basis

of the last column of the table on page

36, classify the States as urban and
rural, or by their prevailing industries,,

as manufacturing and commercial on the

one hand and agricultural on the other.

The criterion is not a perfect one, as the

minimum of city population, 25,000, is

too high. If urban centers down to

2,500 inhabitants were included, the re-

sults might, in certain cases, be different.

Moreover, in measuring the ruling in-

dustry of a State by the relative magni-

tude of its city population, we find in

several cases that a single city induces

the result. Thus, Illinois as a whole is a

manufacturing State; i. e., nearly half

its people are in cities, engaged in those

avocations carried on only in such com-
munities ; but, outside of Chicago, Illi-

nois is distinctly a farming community.
The same is the case in Maryland outside

of Baltimore, and Delaware outside of

Wilmington.
Drawing the line at a little below 40

per cent of urban population, so as to

include Pennsylvania and Ohio, both

well known as predominantly manufac-
turing States, we may make the following

classifications

:

Manufacturing and Commercial States:

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecti-

cut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl-

vania, Delaware, Maryland, District of

Columbia, Ohio, Illinois, California,

Washington.
Agricultural States: Maine, New

Hampshire, Vermont, Virginia, West
Virginia, North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, Georgia, Elorida, Alabama, Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Okla-
homa, Tennessee, Kentucky, Indiana,

Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota,
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MAP SHOWING THE PROPORTION OF URBAN TO TOTAL POPULATION

Nebraska, Kansas, Montana, Wyoming,
Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah,
Idaho, Nevada, Oregon.

It will be noted that all the States

south of the Potomac and Ohio rivers,

without exception, are agricultural, and
that those of the upper Mississippi Val-

ley, with the exception of Illinois and
Ohio, are of similar character ; that the

North Atlantic States, excepting Maine,

New Hampshire, and Vermont, are

manufacturing and commercial, and that

the western States, excepting California

and Washington, are predominantly
agricultural.

OUR CITIES HAVE GROWN MUCH MORE
RAPIDLY THAN THE COUNTRY

The distribution of the urban element

is very irregular. One-half of the dwell-

ers in cities of 25,000 or more inhabitants

were in the North Atlantic States, while

in the northern States

—

i. e., those north

of Mason and Dixon line, the Ohio River

and the southern boundary of Missouri

and Kansas—were not less than four-

fifths. In the western States were 8 per

cent, while in all the southern States

there were only 12 per cent.

In every State the urban element,

defining it as above, has grown more
rapidly than has the rural element, or

the, remainder of the population, in a
number of cases many times as rapidly.

Thus, in New York, while its cities have
increased 42 per cent, the rural element
has grown only 2 per cent ; in Massachu-
setts the corresponding proportions are

32 per cent and 4 per cent, and in Ohio
48 per cent and 1 per cent. The cities

have shown a very rapid growth, rang-

ing from 141 per cent in Oregon and 140
per cent in Washington, down to 13 per
cent in Kentucky and 14 per cent in

Delaware and Maryland.
In four States, viz., New Hampshire,

Rhode Island, Iowa, and Missouri, the

rural population shows a decrease, while
in Maine, New York, North Carolina,

Michigan, and Ohio the gain of this ele-

ment of the population has been trifling.

In 1900 there were 38 cities having
100,000 or more inhabitants each. Dur-
ing the decade following, this number
was diminished by two— Allegheny,
Pennsylvania, was annexed to Pittsburg,
and Saint Joseph, Missouri, apparently
lost a large number of inhabitants, leav-
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ing it fewer than 100,000 in 1910. Dur-
ing the decade 14 other cities passed the

100,000 mark, making 50 such cities in

1910.

The following table gives the popula-

tion and rate of increase of these cities

:

Cities of 100,000 or More.

City. Population.
rcr Lent <

increase

New York, N. Y 4,766,883 39
Chicago, 111 . 2,185,283 29
Philadelphia, Pa
St. Louis, Mo

. 1,549,008 20
687.O29 19

Boston, Mass 670,585 20
Cleveland, Ohio 560,663 471"/

Baltimore, Md 558,485 10
Pittsburg, Pa 533,905%j \y \_J ~ jy *j 18
Detroit, Mich 465,766 63
Buffalo, N. Y 423,715 20
San Francisco, Cal 4l6,QI2 22
Milwaukee, Wis 373,857 31

Cincinnati, Ohio 364,46 3 12

Newark, N. J 347,469 41
New Orleans, La 339,075 18
Washington, D. C 331,069\J\J 1 ^y 19jy
Los Angeles, Cal
Minneapolis, Minn

319,198 212
301,408 40

Jersey City, N. J 267,770 30
Kansas City, Mo 248,38l 52
Seattle, Wash 237,194 194
Indianapolis, Ind 233,650 38
Providence, R. I 224,326 28
Louisville, Ky 223,928 gjy
Rochester, N. Y 218,149 34
St. Paul, Minn 214,744 32

Denver, Colo 2I3,38l 59
Portland, Oreg 207,214 129
Columbus, Ohio l8l,548 45
Toledo, Ohio 168,497 28
Atlanta, Ga 154,839 72
Oakland, Cal • 150,174 124
Worcester, Mass 145,986 23
Syracuse, N. Y • 137,249 27
New Haven, Conn • I33.605 24
Birmingham, Ala • 132,685 245
Memphis, Tenn
Scranton, Pa

. 131,105 28

129,867 27
Richmond, Va 127,628 50
Paterson, N. J 125,600 19
Omaha, Neb 124,096 21
Fall River, Mass
Davton, Ohio

. 119,295 14

• 1 16,577 37
Grand Rapids, Mich... 112,571 29
Nashville, Tenn • 110,364 37
Lowell, Mass 106,294 12

Cambridge, Mass . 104,839 14

Spokane, Wash 104,402 183
Bridgeport, Conn 102,054 44
Albany, N. Y . 100,253 7

OUR GREATEST CITIES

New York, our greatest city, has had a

phenomenal growth for a great body of

people. It has increased by nearly two-

fifths of its population in 1900. Its in-

crease was greater than in the decade

preceding, caused, no doubt, by the

greatly increased immigration in the last

decade, a large proportion of which has

remained in the city where it landed. In

the past ten years it has added nearly one
and one-third millions.

Its additions alone very nearly equal

the combined total population of St. Louis
and Boston, respectively the fourth and
fifth cities of the country in numbers.
The increase of New York equals that of
Chicago, Philadelphia, St. Louis, Boston,
Cleveland, and Detroit. Its population is

a million greater than the combined popu-
lation of Chicago and Philadelphia, the

next largest cities. It contains more than
half the population of New York State.

New York is exceeded in number of
inhabitants by London only. As is well

known, London is not a city, as the word
is understood in this country. It is not a
community with well-defined limits, under
a single municipal government, but an
elastic group of boroughs, some of which
are united for one municipal function,

others for another
;
thus, there is a group

of boroughs combined to provide them-
selves with a common water supply,

another group for police purposes, etc.

The largest of these groups, the County
of London, had in 1909 a population of

7,429,740, or half as many again as New
York.
The third city in size, Paris, is less

than three-fifths the size of New ,
York,

and the fourth city, Tokyo, is less than

half as large. New York is larger than

Berlin and Vienna together.

Our second city, Chicago, grew by, no
means as rapidly in the last decade as in

that preceding, nor did it grow as rapidly

as New York in the last decade. Still it

added nearly 400,000 inhabitants. Phila-

delphia, which in recent times has been

rather slow in growth, added only one-

fifth to its numbers. St. Louis and Bos-

ton grew at about the same rate. Cleve-

land showed a phenomenal growth,

slightly exceeding its rate for the decade

1 890- 1900, and raising it from seventh to
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sixth place among our great cities. This
is due to the rapid development of the

iron industry, for Cleveland is the lead-

ing place where the iron ore from Lake
Superior meets the coke from the Pitts-

burg region.

Baltimore showed a slow growth and
was forced out of sixth place by Cleve-
land. Pittsburg has not grown as rapidly

as was expected of our leading iron cen-

ter. The chief growth has' occurred in

the boroughs surrounding Pittsburg, in

Allegheny County, which nearly doubled
in population in the decade. If Pitts-

burg were to extend her corporate limits

to include these boroughs, she would
contain nearly three-quarters of a million

people, and would be the fourth city of

the country in population.

Detroit has grown at a tremendous
rate, and has come up from thirteenth

place to ninth. This is owing mainly to

the development of the automobile in-

dustry, of which it is perhaps the largest

center. The growth of Buffalo is at first

sight disappointing, but the towns be-

tween it and Niagara Falls, its suburbs,

have grown enormously, owing to the

development of power from Niagara
Falls.

The case of San Francisco is a marvel-
ous one. Destroyed by earthquake and
fire only four years ago, it has rebuilt

itself, and has not only held its population

of ten years ago, but increased it between
a fourth and a fifth, while the cities

across the bay have grown at almost
fabulous rates.

Indeed, the cities of the west coast

have grown tremendously. Los Angeles
has more than trebled its numbers ; Seat-

tle and Spokane have nearly trebled

theirs, and Portland has much more than
doubled hers.

Of all the cities of the country, how-
ever, Birmingham, Alabama, has made
the most startling strides. In 1910 it

contained nearly three and one-half times

as many people as in 1900. Its progress

is due, as is well known, to its iron manu-
factures. Atlanta, Georgia, another city

of the South, has had a great growth.

INDIANS AT CUZCO, PERU : WOMAN WEAVING ON NATIVE LOOM
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HUT OF THE CHIEF, OR HEAD MAN, OF A NAGA VILLAGE (SEE PAGE 55)

The large basket suspended from the projecting roof is used for measuring grain. Photo from "Women
of All Nations," Cassell & Co., New York, by courtesy of Mrs. Frank Wilde

WOMEN OF ALL NATIONS

The following article is abstracted from a fascinating work recently published

by Cassell & Company, entitled "Women of All Nations—their characteristics,

habits, manners, customs, and influence/' in two very profusely illustrated volumes.

The editors of the book, T. Athol Joyce and N . W . Thomas, Fellozi's of the Royal

Anthropological Institute of Great Britain, were assisted by 20 eminent authorities.

The late O. T. Mason and Walter Hough contribute the chapters on the Eskimo
and North American Indians; Clivc Holland describes the women of France and

of Japan; Mrs. Frank Wilde, the unknown peoples of Assam; Miss Ella C. Sykes,

the ladies of Persia, and other well-known writers who have written chapters are

Lady Ramsay, Annette M. B. Meakin, Alice Werner, W. W. Skcat, Theodct
Koch Grunbcrg, and A. R. Colquhoun.

SINCE man rose above the lowest

grade of savagery, if not ever since

the world began, woman has been

the theme of poets, the model of artists

and sculptors, and the despair of the

male sex generally.

Taking a broad view of history, we
may say that in one aspect it is the story

of how woman has ceased to be the slave

of man, as she is among the peoples on
the lowest planes of culture, and has be-

come his helpmeet.

European taste looks chiefly at beauty

of form and feature, and, other things

being equal, color—be it black, brown, or

red—does not obscure the perception of
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it; but savage races, especially when
they come in contact with European
women for the first time, often com-

plain that their sickly hue is not to

their liking, and commiserate them.

Das evcig Weibliche apparently ceases

to be attractive if it is too far from

the type to which man is accustomed.

STRANGE IDEAS OF ADORNMENT

"A woman without ornament is

like a field without water," runs the

Eastern proverb
;
and, in spite of the

fact that the Maoris of New Zealand

urge that, "though a woman be ever

so plain, men will still run after her,"

the female sex throughout the world

is never averse to add to its personal

charms by adventitious aids.

At the same time it must not be

thought that among savages are to

be found the choicest and most elab-

orate toilets, at least as far as the

ladies are concerned. Within certain

limits it is true to say that the lower

we descend in the scale of civiliza-

tion the more nearly the human race

is found to approximate to the brute

creation, in the fact that it is the

sterner sex which is the more bril-

liantly ornamented. Under the con-

ditions of latter-day civilization, of

course, the position is reversed, and
the varieties of feminine adornment
quite eclipse the somber garb of a mere
man, the uniforms of the "services," the

coats of huntsmen and golfers, and the

ties and waistcoats of undergraduates

forming rare exceptions. The most
primitive form of ornament consists in

the attempt to alter the form of the body
in order that it may approximate to some
ideal of beauty ; and, as ideals vary from
tribe to tribe and from people to people,

this attempt is made in divers ways.

To take a few examples : In Persia,

among some of the Turkish and Moorish
peoples, and certain African and South
American tribes, the ideal of feminine

beauty is found in excessive embonpoint,
and the women in consequence suit their

diet to the fashion. Among certain of

the inhabitants of the northwest coast of

A WOMAN OF NEPAL, OP MONGOLIAN TYPE

The jewelry is silver, gold, and glass beads.

The large beads are of carved wood. Photo from
"Women of All Nations,'' Cassell & Co., New
York, by Johnston & Hoffmann.

America, a retreating forehead is essen-

tial to true beauty, and the heads of

infants are deformed by means of a

special appliance fixed to the cradle, so
that they may acquire the requisite slope

from nose-tip to crown. In some locali-

ties in South America tight bandages are

worn below the knee in order to produce
a swollen calf, and many tribes in Africa
employ artificial means to elongate the

breasts.

Polynesian mothers mold the noses of
their children to prevent them from
growing prominent. The Tahitians fre-

quently said to the missionary Williams,

"What a pity it is that English mothers,

pull the children's noses so much and
make them so frightfully long."

In China the feet of the women are so
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the rani oe sikkim (see page 60)

Her head-dress is composed chiefly of pearls. Her ear-rings are of turquoise. The neck-

laces are of carnelian, turquoise, gold, and glass beads. Her dress is of the richest brocade.

Photo from "Women of All Nations," Cassell & Co., New York, by Johnston & Hoffmann.

compressed as to be practically useless

;

but, though this sacrifice to fashion must
be exceedingly irksome, it is not in reality

fraught with such serious consequences
as the waist compression practiced by
their "civilized" sisters in modern Eu-
rope.

The fundamental object of such aids

to beauty was naively admitted by a

Chinese girl on whom a lady missionary

was trying to impress the folly of foot-

bandaging: "Me squeezy foot; you
squeezy waist ; all same what for, get

husband."
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Painting the body as

a form of ornament is

another primitive aid to

beauty, and is correspond-

ingly widespread, espe-

cially in savage America.
Frequently in Africa and
Australia it is a sign of

mourning. The common-
est colors are red, yellow,

white, and black, obtained

from various kinds of

ochre, powdered wood,
lime, and charcoal. The
familiar rice powder is

found in Java ; in Tibet

many devotees of fashion

adorn their cheeks with a
fascinating mosaic of
starch and seeds, while

the Chinese use the starch

only. Further "aids to

beauty" are the lac, ap-

plied to the teeth of the

women of the southeast

of the Asiatic continent,

and the henna, employed
by Oriental ladies to color

their nails and hair.

A more permanent form
of coloration is found in

the tattooing practiced by
many of the fairer races,

among whom may be
mentioned the Maori,
whose women ornament
the chin in this fashion;
the Ainu, by whom a
coquettish little mustache
tattooed on the upper lip

is considered essential for

women of fashion ; the

Algerians, and the Chuk-
chi of northeast Siberia.

Among the duskier peoples—in

case this form of ornament

a marwari iyady, wipe of a rich bunnia
(money-lender) (see page 6i)

She is loaded with jewelry,
contain amulets and charms
''Women of All Nations,"
Narayan.

The gold cylinders on her necklace
to keep away disease. Photo from
Cassell & Co., New York, by S.

whose
would not

be very apparent—incisions are made in

the skin, the healing of which is retarded

so that prominent scars result, which

form intricate patterns on the parts of

the body so ornamented. This custom is

widespread in Africa, especially among
the Congo tribes.

When we come to speak of the multi-

tudinous objects worn on and around
the body and limbs, their variety at first

seems to baffle all description ; but a short

consideration elicits the fact that there

are very few which have not their coun-
terpart in the highest European circles.

There is not, after all, a very great differ-

ence between a necklace of diamonds and
one of teeth, each in its appropriate

surroundings. The live birds carried in
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DRAVIDIAN NAMBURI BRAHMAN LADY OF THE WEST COAST OF INDIA IN FUIX DRESS

_
Her ornaments are of gold, and form the only covering she is allowed to wear above the

waist in public. Photo from ''Women of All Nations," Cassell & Co., New York, by Nicholas
& Co.

the ears of New Zealanders have their

parallel in the fireflies worn by Central
American beauties and the live tortoise

attached to the girdles of fashionable

Parisiennes. It will be sufficient to say

that the savage belles enhance their

charms by all the armory of "jewelry"
known to their European sisters. There

are, however, a few forms of ornament
which the latter have outgrown, and
these are perhaps worthy of a few mo-
ments' consideration.

One of the little pygmy ladies who
lately visited London had her upper lip

pierced in three places, and often wore
small brass rings through the punctures.
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Exaggerated forms of this species of

ornament are found among some tribes

of British Central Africa, where the

women wear large plugs of wood or

ivory in the upper lip, distending the lat-

ter to an extent which, to European eyes,

is hideous in the extreme. Similar large

lip-plugs, but in this case worn in the

lower lip, embellish the features of cer-

tain tribes in northwest and South Amer-
ica, while smaller ones are found among
the Eskimos. The last named, as well as

some South Americans, wear discs of

this kind in the cheeks.

The nose, again, is frequently the sup-

port of an ornament of some sort. In

New Guinea, Australia, and parts of

Africa and the Malay states, slender bars
of wood or bone are worn through a hole

in the septum, while the nose-ring and
nose-stud are common in India, and the

former among the Tartars.

CLOTHING AND MODESTY

From ornament we pass imperceptibly

to the question of clothing; and, indeed,

there is no real difference, in so far as

the former has evolved out of the latter.

We may even go further and say that it

is not an innate feeling of modesty which
has produced clothing, but clothing

which is responsible for the feeling of

modesty in man. We have only to look

at a few of the non-European races to

see how entirely conventional this feel-

ing is, and how it differs in various parts

of the globe.

The first care of a Mahometan woman
surprised at her bath is to conceal her
face ; the Chinese lady would feel exces-
sive shame at the uncovering of her foot

;

the Sumatran at the exposure of her
knee, and a woman of a certain tribe in

Africa would be terribly upset if the

small twig at the back of her girdle

should happen to fall off. Some Asiatics

think it unseemly for a woman to show
her finger-tips, and, in America, a woman
of the northwest could not bear to be
seen without her lip-plug, while a Carib
beauty would far rather appear in public

without her girdle than minus her paint.

Another instance of the convention-

ality of modesty is seen in certain aspects

of Japanese life and ideas as compared
with our own. Among this people the

two sexes in some places still take their

baths in common without finding the pro-

cess at all awkward, yet the representa-

tion of the nude in Japanese art is rare

and even considered improper. With us,

of course, the reverse is the case. In

few places in England is mixed bathing,

even in full costume, allowed
;
yet the

nude in art, thanks to classical traditions,

is common and generally passes unchal-
lenged.

THK NAGAS OF ASSAM, INDIA

Writing of the Nagas, Mrs. FrankWilde
says that 50 years ago they were savage
head-hunters. The girls of this tribe

would not marry a man unless he had
heads to show as proof of his courage.

Having slain an enemy, a warrior may
wear a kilt decorated with cowrie shells.

Collars are also worn, ornamented with
cowries, tufts of goats' hair dyed red,

and locks of hair from the heads of per-

sons killed. Some tribes wear a curious

wooden tail decorated with hard white
seed and goats' hair. I have in my pos-

session a Naga tail to which are attached
long locks of human hair, which must
represent the spoil from many a scalp.

Naga villages are built on inaccessible

hills, or along a steep spur ; their huts
differ entirely from those of other hill

tribes. They have high gable ends, and
the roof slopes down and back until it

nearly touches the ground. The eaves
also almost touch the ground, as shown
in the illustration on page 49. The hut
is divided into three compartments. The
large one in the center is used as a sleep-

ing or living-room ; the small division in

front serves as a grain store, and here
the women pound the rice for making
the rice-beer, which is the favorite drink
of the Nagas. It is made and stored
in the small compartment at the back of
the living-room.

Nearly all the Naga villages have a

large hut which serves as a club and
sleeping apartment for the bachelors, and
not a few have a similar hut for the un-
married girls, which is presided over by
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TAMIL, COOLIE WOMAN ON A TEA ESTATE : CEYLON

(See page 61.) Photo from "Women of All Nations," Cassell &
Co., New York, by Skeen & Co.

a widow or elderly female. In other

villages the girls sleep together by threes

or fours. Each hut has a platform jut-

ting out over the hillside and command-
ing a view of the surrounding country.

This was necessary in former days, when
the villages were so constantly raided by
warlike neighbors. The young women
spend the day on this platform preparing

the cotton yarn for weaving ; the primi-

tive hand-looms are tied to the house-

posts • the girls sit on the ground and
swiftly throw the shuttle backwards and
forwards.

The villages are divided into wards,

called khels. Each khel is a distinctive

unit, and is ruled by a headman. Should

one khel be attacked by
another khel, the mem-
bers of adjoining khels

will calmly look on and
never attempt to inter-

fere, or even to defend
the women and children.

In one of the govern-
ment reports a Naga,
giving an. account of a
village fight, stated that

one man, five women,
and 20 children were
killed. He described the

killing of the children as

rare sport, like the kill-

ing of chickens.

The women of some
of the tribes living in

the more remote hills

wear circles of cane
round their waist and
strips of cane wound
round their legs below
the knees. The illustra-

tion on page 50 is from
a photograph taken by
the late R. A. Way, Esq.,

chief engineer in charge

of a survey expedition in

the Patkoi Hills. These
women were employed
in carrying rations. It

was with great difficulty

that they were persuaded
to allow themselves to be
photographed.

The Naga girls wear their hair cut

short, but after marriage it is allowed

to grow long. The girls wear necklaces

of beads and shells ; bracelets and anklets

of brass, sometimes of silver. On mar-
riage these are discarded. A married

woman no longer joins in the dances;

for her the serious business of life has

begun, such as helping her husband in

the village "jhoom," gathering firewood,

and carrying water. The latter task is

no light one, for the water supply is

frequently 300 to 500 feet down the hill-

side, and the water is carried up a steep

path in sections of thick bamboos. One
wonders why, with so little inducement
to marry, the Naga girls give up the
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A NORWEGIAN GIRL SKI-ING

Photo from "Women of All Nations," Cassell & Co., New York, by A. B. Wilse, Christiania

freedom they enjoy as maidens. A
widow inherits all her husband's prop-

erty on the condition she does not re-

marry, and, at her husband's death, she

is called upon to state whether or not

she intends to do so ! Should she retain

the property and afterwards remarry, the

case is arranged among the relatives, but

formerly she was put to death by her

husband's relatives.

Most of the tribes bury their dead, and
in the funeral ceremonies a woman's
basket and weaving-sticks are placed over

the grave. The dead are buried either

in the village street or outside the village

bounds. In some tribes the corpse of a

child or young girl is buried in the

earthen floor of the house, and a pathetic

reason for this custom was given to a

government official by a Naga who had
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Photo from David Fairchild

LADIES IN THE COSTUME WORN BY THE JAVANESE IN THE DUTCH EAST INDIES



Photo from David Fairchild

BRITISH INDIAN GIRD BORN IN CEYDON
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SAXON PEASANT GIRLS IN FESTIVE

Photo from "Women of All Nations," Cassell &
by courtesy of Amy A. Locke

just lost a young daughter: "She might
be frightened if left out alone, with noth-
ing but the sky above her at night."

SOME OE THE PEOPLE OE NORTH INDIA

India has become the home of many
nations and many tongues ; of many
forms of religion and many degrees of

civilization. On the one hand there are

people who are justly proud of a civili-

zation older than that of the nation by
which they are governed ; on the other

there are tribes living in the forests who
are as savage and uncivilized as the

Polynesians.

In its geographical fea-

tures the north of India
presents every variety of

form and climate. There
is the plateau, where the

blizzard rages in winter
and the land is iron-

bound in frost ; the arid

plain, waterless and sun-

scorched ; the snow-
capped mountain, inac-

cessible to the hardiest

mountaineer ; the smiling

valley, a veritable para-

dise to ease-loving hu-

manity ; the poisonous

swamp and the dense

forest, the home of the

wild beast and deadly

snake. Most extensive of

all are the broad, level

tracts of fertile land,

which yield two crops a

year to the industrious

agriculturalist. In such a

country there was room
for a long succession of

invaders without the ex-

termination of the weak.
Descendants of the differ-

ent types are still to be

found throughout the
breadth of the land. They
have adapted themselves

to the climate and to the

nature of the country in

which they have settled,

and consider themselves

in every respect the inheritors of the

land.

The Rani of Sikkim, a small state lying

on the southern slopes of the Himalayas
between Nepal and Bhutan, has the ap-

pearance (see page 52) of being a child

of ten or eleven. The little figure is

loaded with rich brocade and masses of

jewels. There is no sign in those placid

features that she is discontented with her

lot, or that she has any thought of a

different life. She has the greatly ad-

mired wheaten complexion, an olive tint

that is common in the south of Europe.
Her hazel-brown eyes are darkened on

COSTUME

Co., New York,
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the lower lids to heighten their beauty.

Her lips are reddened, and her skin,

from seclusion and the use of cosmetic

oils, is as smooth and soft as satin.

Of a different type altogether are the

Marwari ladies (see page 53). The
Marwari is a merchant and money-
lender, known as a bunnia. He is a

dealer in corn, in which commodity he

makes "corners." The jewels worn by

the women indicate the lucrativeness of

the trade. There are bunnias all over

India, and the trade is not confined to

one caste. By religion the Marwaris who
come from Marwar and Guzerat are

Jains. The Jains of the present day

venerate the cow, employ Brahmans in

their religious rites, and worship at

Hindu temples. In some of its features

Jainism bears a resemblance to Bud-

dhism, but it rejects the doctrine of Nir-

vana. The preservation of life in every

form is an article of the faith. It has

led to the establishment of animal hos-

pitals called pinjrapoles. The unfortu-

nate creatures that find an asylum in

these institutions would be happier dead.

They are ill-fed and ill-cared for.

Particularly striking, says E. A. Craw-
ford, are the women of Ceylon. Most
travelers east of Suez touch at Colombo,
and are more or less familiar with the

brown faces, regular features, and deftlv

coiled long hair of the crowds thronging

its quays and streets. Perhaps many
also have shared the mistake of the

English lady who wondered why so

many more women than men walked
abroad in this Oriental city. She soon

discovered that the round tortoise-shell

comb, to us reminiscent of little girls of

mid-Victorian period, is reserved exclu-

sively for male persons, • and that the

adornment of long hair and petticoats is

shared by men with the gentler sex. So.

of the seeming feminine crowd, maybe
all are males.

The immigrant Tamils, especially on

the up-country tea estates and south and

west of Ceylon, are of the coolie caste,

so that few Tamil ladies are usually met
with. There are, however, some who, in

good looks, charm of manner, and educa-

tion, need not fear comparison with their

European sisters. Their dress is rich and
effective, and they are loaded with costly

ornaments in their ears, round their neck,

in their hair, and across the forehead,

and also round their arms, wrists, and
slim ankles. The toes, too, are decorated

with rings, and the wing of the nostril

is pierced to receive a jewel.

Amongst the population of immigrant
Tamils who cultivate tea and other prod-

ucts in the hill country of Ceylon, large

numbers of women and children of the

coolie caste are employed chiefly to pluck

the leaf and care for the bushes. One
sees them dotted over the steep hillsides

during the sunny hours, each with a large

but light basket strapped to the back.

The mothers arrive on the field with
their babe across their hips, and, leaving

them to slumber or kick about, innocent

of garments, under the shade of a tea-

bush near, proceed to fill their baskets

with the glossy leaves.

The Tamil mother brings her elder

children to help in the plucking, and all

day the family is out of doors, happy
in the fragrant sunshine. It is an exist-

ence that may well be envied by strug-

gling workers in murky cities. Perfect

air, congenial labor, and freedom from
care, on five shillings a week for a pater-

familias !

Ceylon is a kind of El Dorado to the

dense population of the southern part of

the Madras Presidency, whence the cool-

ies (or laborers) arrive in crowds, often

miserably emaciated. They soon fatten

on prosperous Ceylon, and invariablv re-

turn to their "coast," as they call the

continent of India, in better circum-

stances, and not seldom purchase the

coveted bit of land which is the summit
of their ambition.



DAMASCUS, THE PEARL OF THE DESERT

By A. Forder, of Jerusalem

With Photographs by the Author

LEBANON and Damascus ! Ho 1^ far

back such names seem to carry us

^ in the history of the world ! Mil-

lenniums ago Damascus had its attrac-

tions for the Oriental, and today there is

no city in the East that so charms Arab
and Turk. The Bedouin from the sandy
stretches of Arabia and arid Syria has

given it an appropriate name in "The
Pearl of the Desert"

;
for, with its thou-

sands of white houses, mosques, and
towers, encircled with miles of orchards

and gardens, each vying with the other

in foliage, the city indeed has a very

charming appearance.

Damascus dates back to the time when
the Pharaohs ruled in Egypt, and is one

of the few cities of the Orient that has

had a continuous history and existence.

This city, which is second in impor-
tance in the Turkish Empire, may now
be reached by three different railroads,

thus making it a very attractive resort

for the trader from all parts of the East,

whereas a few years ago it was difficult

of access. Its population is estimated at

about some two hundred thousand souls,

not including the garrison of many thou-

sand soldiers. Despite the mixture of

nationalities and creeds, the temper and
endurance of the inhabitants is remark-
able, for one never reads or hears of

riots or impending trouble in Damascus.
The main and most used road to Da-

mascus is the railway from Beirut, the

principal port of Syria. This line is a

narrow gauge rack-and-pinion system,

crossing the mountains of Lebanon at a

THE) MONOLITH OF THE LEBANON

This is the largest known stone ever quarried. It is 72 feet long, 17 feet 2 inches square,
and is estimated to weigh more than a thousand tons. For some unknown reason it was never
finished (see page 65).
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height of 4,880 feet above sea-level. Few
have any idea that hidden away among
the mountains are sights and scenes to

excite the admiration of even the most
disinterested

;
but, in order to see them,

the comfort of the train has to be left

and a number of miles covered in the

saddle.

The railroad, built by the French, at

times runs through some very fine sce-

nery, and the entire journey of 90 miles

is a constant panorama of mountain,

forest, or plain.

At different points scattered in the

mountains are to be found groups of

cedar trees which until recent years suf-

fered so severely at the hands of the

natives that they were fast disappearing

;

but lately the government has placed

guards at the various groups to prevent

any more devastation. The largest group

of these ancient and interesting trees is
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SCENE ON THE} BEIRUT-DAMASCUS RAILROAD

The line runs through deep valleys, forests, and mountain torrents and round the edges
of precipitous cliffs, and is a fine piece of engineering skill. During winter traffic is frequently
stopped by heavy snow-drifts.

to be found at Besherry. Here on an
elevation are about 400 trees, the highest

of which does not exceed 80 feet, while

some are from 30 to 40 feet in circum-

ference. By reason of heavy snows
these trees can only be reached during
the months of summer, when crowds of

natives make merry under the pleasant
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PROVIDING FOR THE WINTER

The sheep is coaxed to eat in order to increase its fat, so that the family may have sufficient

grease with which to saturate their food during the winter months (see text below)

shade afforded by the spreading branches
of these monarchs of the mountains.
The district of the Lebanon also car-

ries the palm for having in its borders
the largest stones ever quarried in the

known history of man, for high up in

the walls of an old castle in the ruins

at Baalbek may be seen stones that are

nearly 65 feet long and 15 feet square,

while in an old quarry a mile away is a
solid block of stone that measures 72
feet long and is 17 feet 2 inches square,

the probable weight being considerably

more than a thousand tons.

To what period these stones belong, or

what race of giants hewed such massive
blocks, or by what means they were
moved from place to place and hoisted

into position we have yet to learn, for

from the absence of inscriptions the han-
dlers of these almost immovable loads

seem to have been content to pass off

the stage of history unknown.
Were a visit made to the homes of

these mountain people, there would be

much of interest, for the raising of the

silk worm and the subsequent silk har-

vest gives occupation to the majority of

the men and women in the many vil-

lages. One thing is worthy of note, viz.,

all the eggs for the silk worms are

brought yearly from France by men who
are sent especially for the purpose. For
some reason the eggs that are produced
the previous season do not mature in the

mountains ; hence the necessity for im-

porting from Europe.
In every home throughout the moun-

tains may be seen women and girls com-
pelling an already too satisfied sheep to

swallow a little more of the green food

that has been gathered off the hillsides

or purchased from some near-by garden
or mulberry plantation.

This pet lamb, subject to frequent

bathings, is being fatted to provide

savory dishes through the long and se-

vere winter that faces the native. Dur-
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ONE OF THE BESHERRY GROUP OF GIANT CEDARS

These trees, once so much in demand, are slowly
declining in number, beauty, and value, as no one is

responsible for their care or cultivation. They might be
grown by the thousand and a large business so built up.

ing the month of November the fatted

sheep is killed and cut up into mince-
meat and melted in its own fat, to be
used as a relish and sauce with the boiled

rice or wheat that forms the staple dish

of these hardy people.

Should occasion require, the fatted

sheep may be killed to provide a feast

for some unusual event, and in this cus-

tom there may be a perpetuation of the

"fatted calf" of the Gospel. Hours are

spent by the women and girls coaxing
food down the throats of these overfed
sheep, and toward the close of their ex-

istence they are so fat that they are

unable to stand.

In some parts of the Lebanon
the earth lends itself to the art

of making pottery, and thou-
sands of the natives get a liveli-

hood by the manufacture of all

kinds of earthenware vessels.

Hidden away in the corner of his

one-room house, the potter turns

his wheel just as did the one to

whom the ancient seer was com-
manded to go in the adjoining
country of Palestine. From this

primitive machinery comes many
a vessel that for shape and form
would do credit to the most
skilled workman of the Occident.
From the wheel the pottery is

taken to be dried in the sun, then

handled by the women, who do
their best at decoration by paint-

ing all kinds of designs on the

jars ere they are consigned to the

furnace to be baked.

After the baking they are sold

to traders, who transport them
on muleback to all parts of the

country, both east and west of

the Jordan, to be sold or bar-

tered for what we would think a

ridiculously low price, but what
enables many a man from the

proceeds to retire and leave his

sons to turn the wheel.

Unfortunately emigration to

the United States has drawn
away the flower of the Lebanon,
and the pottery industry is in

danger of becoming a thing of the past

unless the sons of the land realize that

there are fortunes in the clay of the

mountains of their native land as well

as the factories of America.

But the Lebanon contains natural

beauties and wonders that equal if not

surpass those of other lands. There is

a remarkable natural bridge that has a

span of 125 feet with a river 75 feet

beneath it. This bridge has been formed

by the running of the waters of cen-

turies from the melting snows on Jebel

Sennin, which rears its head 8,000 feet

above sea-level and is "monarch of all
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A POTTER AT THE WHEEL ' DAMASCUS

A familiar scene in many of the homes of the Lebanon. Where such work is done
each member of the family takes some share in preparing and bringing the clay to the wheel,
on which it is skilfully molded into all kinds of vessels.

it surveys
1

' in the Lebanon. Over the

bridge is a constant stream of traffic, for

it is one of the main roads through the

mountains. The native has no eye for

its wonder, and the traveler from the

West rarely crosses it.

Another charm of the Lebanon is the

abundance of cold, clear spring water.

One is led to wonder why the Creator
has been so lavish with the life-giving

fluid in the Lebanon, while lands near by
languish for want of it. Everywhere
cascades, streams, springs, and water-

falls abound, sometimes to such an extent

as to cause serious alarm and danger to

the native and his property, but the finest

fall of water in the mountains is to be
seen at Afka, far away in the east, and
requiring a long ride in order to reach it.

Out from a huge cavern high up in

the cliffs rushes a strong flow of water,

which comes tumbling down over the

rocks into the valley below, in its course

forming one of the finest waterfalls to

be seen in all the Orient. In a land

where water is so precious, it is no won-
der that crowds of people resort there

for many weeks during the long, hot



THE) GREAT NATURAL BRIDGE OF THE LEBANON
This nature-made crossing has a span of 125 feet, and 75 feet beneath flows a good stream of

ice-cold water that springs from the mountains half a mile away (see page 66)

months of summer. It may be
interesting" to those versed in myth-
ology to know that this fall and
spring are connected with the myth
of Venus and Adonis, and on a

spot not far away are the remains
of a temple to Venus which was
destroyed by the Emperor Con-
stantine because of the indecencies

practiced there.

But we must not tarry longer

over the charms of the Lebanon,
but hasten to the city that lies

under the shadow of its hills.

Damascus, as already stated, is

the capital of Syria, and is the ren-

dezvous of peoples from all parts

of the Mohammedan world. It is

one of the sacred cities of the fol-

lowers of him who, having seen the

city from the back of his fiery

steed, requested that "as he had to

enter paradise but once, it might
not be in this life, but after he had
passed out of it into the future

state."

a primitive but EFFECTIVE MILL : Damascus One cannot be long on the streets

A camel takes the place of steam to revolve the of Damascus without being inter-

heavy stones that crush the grain or berries for ested in the motley crowd of hu-
which the mill is used. The camel is blindfolded manity that swarm its streets, and,
so that it may not become giddy ;by its many . .

f d d nationalit
revolutions. A difficult photograph to secure, r >

taken with a flashlight. manage to keep sweet-tempered.
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STREET SCENE IN DAMASCUS

A weaver at his loom making curtains or cloth, which will be exported to Europe and
sold at a high price. Thousands of men and boys are constantly employed in this manner

;

their daily wage is about 12 cents.

The spick-and-span Turkish officer fresh

from Constantinople rubs against the

swarthy, sunburnt son of the desert

without even a word of scorn or anger

;

the Mohammedan shoulders the Jew as

if they were brothers in the faith ; the

spotless visitor from the Occident jos-

tles the not-any-too-clean peasant from
the surrounding villages, while Persians,
Moors, Afghans, Indians, Egyptians, Su-
danese, and others from many parts of
the globe hurry along, all intent on some-
thing of importance that has brought
them to this metropolis of the Orient.

If you turn aside into the spacious
bazaars you are compelled to stop and
watch the many kinds of trades that give
occupation to all classes of the Damas-
cenes. Be it said to the credit of the

city that very few idle people are seen
in the streets, and the absence of beggars
is noticeable, for work is no disgrace in

Damascus, and the boys of the city form
no insignificant part of the machinery

that is responsible for the enormous
amount of merchandise produced and
exported from the town.

In different streets may be found to-

gether the shoe-makers, iron-workers,

saddlers, carpenters, bakers, confection-

ers, drapers, silk merchants, grocers,

stone masons, gold and silver smiths,

druggists, and many others, all engaged

in their different callings, and those of

a mechanical turn of mind are invited

to watch the worker at his calling with-

out being badgered to buy his wares—

a

curse in almost every other Oriental city.

On the streets are to be seen venders

of almost everything under the sun, espe-

cially in the way of eatables, and, to

those who are familiar with the value of

the goods offered for sale, the words of

the native visitor are plain when he in-

forms you that
kk

in Damascus you can

sup or breakfast for nothing," because

of the little cost of food.

On the same street, within a few yards
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AN INEXPENSIVE L,OAD

Cucumbers by the donkey loads are for sale on the streets of Damascus. For a good part of

the year 6 pounds weight may be bought for 2 or 3 cents

of each other, may be seen the vender of

cucumbers with his wares fresh from
the garden, exposed on a donkey's back
(when sold the load will realize between
20 and 30 cents) ; the bread-seller with
his warm cakes of bread on a tray rest-

ing on a stand ready to supply the hun-
gry with a good-sized loaf for a cent,

and the vender of milk, who for another
cent will give you a large basin of sweet-
ened milk in which to soak your loaf.

At different seasons you may fare well

at little cost off melons, grapes, apricots,

plums, peaches, apples, oranges, figs, etc.,

all the products of the gardens and or-

chards around the city.

But some will ask whence comes all

this abundance, for in no other part of

Syria or Palestine is there such a pro-

fusion of fruit and vegetables at such

low prices. The cause is the abundant
water supply provided by the ever-flow-

ing and life-producing river Barada, the

Abana of the Bible.

Rising some miles northwest of the

city, the river is conducted to all parts of

Damascus through thousands of chan-

nels. It is also tapped to irrigate the

gardens, orchards, and fields outside the

city that are constantly under cultivation

to supply the needs of the inhabitants.

There are many pleasant spots by the
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•

ROOF OF ^STRAIGHT" STREET IN DAMASCUS

This view, taken from a minaret, makes it appear as though a huge pipe ran across the city

between the houses, whereas it is only the arched roof of the longest street in Damascus

river's side, whither the Damascenes re-

sort after the work and business of the

day to pass an hour over the coffee cup
or the ever-acceptable water-pipe as they
talk over the news of the day or the

doings of the outer world as revealed to

them through the Arabic or Turkish
papers.

Would you investigate closer some of

the most primitive and interesting doings

of the Damascene, turn aside to the place

where the famous Damascus curtains are

made, and there in semi-darkness you
will find dozens of lads and men engaged
in weaving these requisites of the home
on the most primitive of looms, and yet

they are able to produce an article that

will compete with anything from the

most complete and up-to-date factory in

Europe.
Or, would you see how thousands of

bushels of flour and measures of oil are

produced, you have only to turn aside

into one of the many mills to see that

instead of steam the patient camel is used

to turn the mill whose stones crush the

grain or bruise the berries or seeds from
which different oils are extracted. Some
will say, primitive, indeed ; but the Dam-
ascene's reply would be that it is effective

and inexpensive ; and, where time is of

little object, these are important items.

But the sights of Damascus are not all

on the streets. For a good view of the



EXTERIOR oE THE GREAT MOSQUE: DAMASCUS

The north wall and entrance shown here are part of the former building, but the windows,
which are tiny pieces of colored glass, have recently been added. Most worshipers enter by
this door.

city itself you must get the favor of a

minaret keeper, and have his permission

to climb to the gallery of the minaret and
from there look out over the roofs,

courts, towers, and streets of the city

beneath you. Be it said to the credit of

the Damascene that, although he is a

faithful follower of the "desert prophet."

the fanaticism so often exhibited by
Mohammedans is absent in him.

An interesting outlook of the city is

obtained from a minaret near the west
end of the street called "Straight."

From this position one immediately ap-

preciates how well that ancient thorough-

fare deserves its name
;

for, as seen

in the illustration, the street, which is

roofed in, runs in a direct line across the

city from west to east for about one

and a half miles. This street still bears

the same name as in the days of the

Apostle Paul.

But the principal attraction of the city

is the great mosque, which is located in

the heart of the busy capital, and can
only be reached through one of its many
populous streets. This spacious resort

for worship has recently been rebuilt, the

funds being contributed from all parts of

the Moslem world, for in 1893 the edifice

had been almost entirely destroyed by
fire.

The mosque has had a varied experi-

ence, being at one time a heathen temple,

then a Christian church, then held jointly

by the Mohammedans and Christians and
used as church and mosque at the same
time, but since the eighth century the

Mohammedans have had the sole use of

it for their own purposes.

The outer court of the mosque is

entered by three gateways, each guarded
by massive bronze doors of great an-

tiquity, and which were saved at the time
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ANCIENT BRONZE DOOR TO THE GREAT MOSQUE

Without doubt it is hundreds of years old and was made when the Damascenes knew the art

of working in bronze, an industry now lost in the Orient. The door is about 20 feet high
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INTERIOR OF THE GREAT MOSQUE I DAMASCUS

The great place of worship for the Damascenes. Mohammedans from all parts of the
Moslem world meet there. On Friday, when crowded with worshipers, the place is all too
small. At any hour from sunrise until after sunset people may be seen going through their

forms of prayer and worship. None are allowed in with their boots or shoes on. Note the
rugs.

of the great fire. The workmanship of

these doors is very fine, the detail show-
ing that at some time there were those

who were able to turn out work in bronze
that will compete with anything of mod-
ern times. Because of the crowds that

throng these entrances and the dark loca-

tion they are in, it is difficult to secure

anything like a good photograph of the

gates, but the illustration will convey a

fair idea of them.

We will enter by one of the doors on
the north, and thus avoid giving ofifense

by turning our backs on Mecca. The
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SHRINE TO JOHN THE BAPTIST IN THE GREAT MOSQUE AT DAMASCUS

The most costly shrine in Damascus, supposed to cover the place where the head of
John the Baptist was interred, after being unearthed by one of the Saracen heroes of
Damascus. It is revered alike by Christians and Mohammedans, but the latter claim the
privilege of keeping it in good repair. Note the rugs.

interior, which is quite 300 feet long, has

a very imposing appearance, the numer-
ous huge columns on either side adding
materially to its grandeur. These col-

umns, each 20 feet high, were all quar-

ried in and brought from the adjacent

mountains of Lebanon, and, for finish

and workmanship, speak well for the

ability of the Damascus stone mason.
The floor of the mosque is usually

covered with costly and beautiful rugs,

the gifts of rich Mohammedans from all

parts of the Orient.

On entering this magnificent place of

worship the eye is at once attracted by
an imposing and elaborately decorated

structure that has a place between two
of the massive columns near the center

of the building. On inquiry you will be
told that it is the tomb of John the Bap-
tist's head, a shrine respected alike by
Mohammedans and Christians.



DAMASCUS' MASTERPIECE; IN MODERN MOSAIC

This elegant and delicate piece of work took many months to complete and is the admira-
tion, pride, and boast of Damascenes. Across the center, worked in tiny stones, are some,

verses from the Koran, so neatly joined as to give the appearance of handwriting. The side

columns are red granite brought from Upper Egypt.
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MODERN MOSAIC PRAYER NICHE

This exquisite production of a Damascus workman bears silent testimony to the sort of

-work the Syrian is able to do. The many pieces of colored stone and glass were gathered

from different parts of Europe and Asia. The entire expense was borne by a rich citizen of

the city.
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one: of the: most costly pulpits in tpie: world

It is built entirely of marble, exquisitely carved and joined. Once a week the head of
the religion ascends the stairs and from beneath the cupola preaches the weekly sermon to

the thousands assembled before him. The pulpit was a thank-offering from one of the rich

citizens of Damascus. Note the modern kerosene hanging lamp.
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The local tradition says that after the

execution of the Messiah's forerunner

his head was sent to Damascus, then the

capital of the district over which Herod
had jurisdiction, so that his superior offi-

cer might see that the deed had really

been done and one supposed inciter to

rebellion disposed of. When the Saracen
conqueror Khalid captured Damascus
and was searching the church for treas-

ure, he came across this revered relic

and caused it to be interred and covered

by a fine structure, which has been care-

fully preserved ever since. The dome of

this monument is covered with green, the

religious color of the Mohammedans,
surmounted with the star and crescent.

The sides, which are cagelike in appear-

ance, are of brass rods and filagree-work

of very exquisite design. The fact of

this shrine being in the mosque accounts

for the laxity regarding the entrance of

Christians as compared with mosques in

other Mohammedan cities.

In the south wall of the building are

two exquisite pieces of modern mosaic-

work of which the Damascenes are justly

proud.
These form prayer niches toward

which the faithful turn when engaging

in their devotions, as they face toward
Mecca, their holy city. The niches, which
are about 10 feet high, are made up of

hundreds of tiny pieces of colored mar-
ble, glass, granite, and other stones gath-

ered from all parts of Europe and Asia,

and are the work of men resident in the

city. Every one of the tiny columns

seen in the work is delicately carved and
must have required infinite patience and
ingenuity.

Both niches are the gifts of rich Mos-
lems as thank-offerings to God for a safe

return from the long and trying pilgrim-

age to Mecca, some 800 miles distant

across the Arabian desert.

West of these modern mosaics is

another fine piece of work in the shape

of a massive pulpit worked and carved

entirely in white marble, brought from
the quarries of Italy but worked in Da-
mascus.
From this pulpit the weekly sermon

is preached to the crowds who have
gathered for the Friday service, that day
being equivalent to the Western Sunday.
This delicately wrought piece of filagree-

work in marble is also a gift to the

mosque in return for blessings received.

A visit to the mosque is usually con-

cluded by ascending the minaret on the

southwest side of the building, the only

one that survived the fire already re-

ferred to. The minaret is of pure Ara-
bian workmanship and is a wonder of

skill and design. In shape it is octago-

nal, and has three galleries, one above the

other, tapering toward the top and end-

ing with a ball surmounted with the

crescent. Unlike the other two minarets,

this one is built of different-colored

stones, which from a distance give it a

very pleasing appearance.

From the gallery a magnificent view
of the city is to be had. The main ba-

zaars and streets are prominent because
of the semicircular roofs over them ; the

many tiny domes with glass windows
locate the numerous Turkish baths of

the city, which are well patronized by
the inhabitants ; the well-preserved Cru-
sading castle in the center of Damascus
denotes the military headquarters of the

troops, while the spots of green inter-

spersed about the city tell of many a

shady courtyard, fragrant with flowers

and trees, continually watered from the

fountain that plays in its midst.

Beyond the city may be seen barren-

ness, fertility, mountain, and plain, while
the many-miled circle of green that en-

compasses the town is a sight never to be
forgotten. It is not to be wandered at

that the Damascenes are proud of their

city and think there is no other like it,

and well they may, for its equal has yet

to be found.

Damascus is a city of sacred shrines,

for many worthy and brave men have

been interred there. From a military

point of view the tomb of Saladin, the

great hero of the Saracens, is the most
important in the city. It is to be found
in a small mausoleum attached to the

great mosque. A glass case at the head
of the marble sarcophagus contains a
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TYPICAL SACRED SHRINE

Scores such as this may be seen In and around the city of Damascus. They are much
revered by the natives

golden wreath placed there by the pres-

ent Kaiser during his visit to the city.

Great and deep offense was given to the

Damascenes because worked into the

wreath was a cross. The Mohammedans
petitioned Constantinople for its removal,
but the late Sultan ordered it to remain,
as it was put in place by the German
Emperor.
To the religiously inclined the tomb of

Fatima, the only child and daughter of

Mohammed, is the most important in the

city, and is to be found among the thou-
sands of graves at the north end of the

long Meidan. It is inclosed by an iron

cage, and is the constant care of scores

of women.
Beibars and his son, both great heroes

of the Saracen period, have their tombs
in Damascus, and are visited by thou-

sands of men yearly. In many of the

mausoleums of these worthies are stored

heaps of valuable manuscripts which, if

searched and translated, might add valu-

able information to the history of the

Orient.

Damascus as a center for trade is

probably unequaled in the Turkish Em-
pire. From its forges all kinds of iron-

work are carried into Central Arabia

;

from its many looms clothing and cur-

tains of silk and cotton are transported

to all parts of Asia and Europe; from
its bazaars saddles, brass-work, and con-

fectionery are taken to Constantinople,

Bagdad, and the large cities of the East.

Its apricots are parboiled and then ex-

ported by the thousands of cans to

France, and from its silk-winding ma-
chines thousands of skeins find their way
to all parts of the civilized world.

To its many merchants and skilled

workmen come by steam and camel-train

the raw products of the world—mother-

of-pearl from the Persian Gulf
;
ebony,

mahogany, and precious woods from
India; spices from Yemen and Persia;

rugs and carpets from Armenia and
Mesopotamia ; leather from Europe

;

iron, brass, and steel from England

;

paper, cloth, cotton goods, and sundries

from Germany, and petroleum for light-
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ing purposes from Russia, with a limited

supply from America.
The fertile Hauran and the extensive

plains of Moab furnish the wheat and
barley necessary for such a large city.

The grain is brought thither on camels'

backs or by the Mecca railway. This

Mecca railroad has caused Jerusalem to

suffer considerably, because the large

supplies of wheat and native produce

which the Holy City originally obtained

east of the Jordan are now all sent by
rail to Damascus.
There is no doubt that Damascus, as

the terminus of the Aleppo, Haifa, Bei-

rut, and Mecca railroads, is bound ere

long to become the hub of the East. To
and from it will radiate trade and com-
merce such as it has not known in all

its history.

SURVEYS IN THE PHILIPPINES

ALTHOUGH Spain created a hydro-

. graphic commission for the Philip-

pines as early as 1834, no systematic

surveys were conducted by it, the Span-
ish vessels being too much occupied in

the suppression of piracy and in per-

forming other police duty. They found
time, however, to make several chrono-

metric expeditions for determining longi-

tudes and to make geographic explora-

tions along the coasts. The resulting

charts are to be regarded as mere recon-

naissances, with the exception of a few
detailed surveys in detached localities.

These were supplemented by a British

survey of the west coast of Palawan,

between i85o-'54, and other exploratory

surveys by the British.

It was not until the end of 1900 that

the United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey began to extend its activities to

the Philippine Archipelago, and to con-

duct a systematic hydrographic and topo-

graphic survey of the shores, based on
accurate and continuous triangulation, by
means of which all the surveys have been
properly coordinated. The extension of

the telegraph and cable lines offered the

desired opportunity for the precise longi-

tude determinations which were made,
and which, in connection with latitude

and azimuth observations, completed the

required data for fixing the triangulation

on the map of the world.

In addition to its immediate purpose,

this triangulation forms the basis for the

extension of cadastral and topographic

surveys into the interior, a work which
has been taken in hand by the Philippine

government. The latter has contributed

about $70,000 a year to the work of the

Coast and Geodetic Survey, in addition

to the sums appropriated by Congress.

The most pressing needs of the mari-

ner have been met by the publication of

about 120 charts by the Coast and Geo-
detic Survey, the great majority of which
are based on its own work. The grati-

fying progress made is shown oh the

accompanying sketch-map, which repre-

sents the condition of the work at the

end of June, 1910, and which indicates

that a great contribution has been made
to accurate cartography.

P. A. Wicker,
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
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DUMBOY, THE NATIONAL DISH OF LIBERIA

By G. N. Collins

TO attempt the description of a

gastronomic novelty is like at-

tempting to describe a landscape.

The constituent parts can be described

and the manner in which they are com-
bined, but it requires something more
than accurate description to reproduce

the sensation of the original. To those

who have actually witnessed a particular

view, even a feeble description may

MORTAR AND PESTLE FOR BEATING DUMBOY

suffice to recall the original impression.

It is the same with tastes and odors

;

but there are few who have known the

pleasures of Liberian dumboy.
To these the mere name will recall a

picture of some little native town at sun-

set, surrounded by the somber tropical

forest, where the stillness is broken only

by the appetizing crack of the pestle.

The thought of a chicken dumboy with

"whaney" and "kifTy
1

' seed will obliter-

ate all impressions of the steaming heat

and the mad fevers, and leave only a

desire to taste again this most fascinating

dish. To the uninitiated I fear that any
description I can give will only leave the

impression of a barbarous concoction,

and may perhaps arouse disgust.

The principal ingredient of dumboy is

cassava, or "cassada," as it is called in

Liberia. The edible roots of this plant,

known botanically as Manihot utilissi-

mum, are the source of tapioca and some
of the forms of sago. There are a great

many varieties of cassava, classified usu-

ally as either "bitter" or "sweet." The
roots of the "bitter" sorts contain con-

siderable quantities of prussic acid, and
are poisonous unless cooked. There
seem to be no visible characters distin-

guishing the sweet from the bitter, and
recent investigations indicate that the

poisonous ingredient of the bitter varie-

ties is developed only under certain

conditions of soil and climate. All the

varieties in Liberia are sweet, and may
be eaten raw with impunity.

To prepare the roots of cassava for

dumboy they are peeled, boiled, and all

fibers from the center are removed. The
cooked roots are then placed in a large

wooden mortar and beaten with a heavy
pestle (see figure on page 85). This
beating requires considerable skill and
experience. In the hands of a novice

the pestle sticks to the dumboy, and the

result is a lumpy and inedible mass. To
prevent the sticking, the pestle is dipped
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in water ; but unless the water is used

very sparingly the dumboy becomes
sodden.

The beating requires about three

quarters of an hour, and is hard

work. As the beaten mass becomes
homogeneous the pestle produces a

loud crack each time it is drawn from

the mortar. These sharp reports can

be heard for long distances through

the forest, and are a very welcome

sound at the end of a day's journey.

When the dumboy reaches this

stage the operator may rest without

injury to the quality of the product;

but, once the beating is carried past

this point, it must be rapidly com-
pleted and the dumboy eaten at once.

If the natives are to be believed, it

is actually dangerous to eat dumboy
that has stood for more than a few
minutes after it is beaten. If allowed

to stand long it becomes very hard,

broken pieces of dried dumboy being

a favorite kind of shot for use in

the long muzzle-loading guns of the

natives. A casing of dumboy is also

used to stiffen the leather sheaths of

the native swords and knives.

As soon as the beating is finished

the dumboy is taken from the mortar
and placed in shallow wooden bowls
(see figure on page 88). The native

method is to place the entire quan-
tity in one large bowl from which
all the partakers eat. If divided, the

customary portion for each person is

a piece about the size and shape of

an ordinary loaf of bread.

A soup which has been prepared while

the dumboy was being beaten is now
poured into each bowl. There is great

variety in this soup, which imparts most
of the taste to the dish. There is always
a stock of some form of meat. This
may be either chicken, deer, fish, monkey,
or even canned beef. To this are added
as many vegetables as can be obtained,

the choice depending upon the season.

The list includes sweet potatoes, bread-

fruit, eddoes (the Liberian name for

yautia), and, if possible, "whaney."
Whaney is the juice squeezed from the

POUNDING THE CASSAVA TO MAKE THE
DUMBOY

pulp that surrounds the seed of the oil

palm. It is not attractive in appearance^

but imparts a rich flavor to the soup.

In any case, parched "kiffy," or "beni,"

seed must be added as a condiment.

Kiffy is a small melon-like plant, the seed

of which are parched and finely ground.

Beni (Sesamum orientale) is the plant

commonly known as sesame. The seeds

are treated in the same way as kiffy seed,,

and have very much the same taste. The
parched seeds of either of these plants is

a delightful condiment.
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WOODEN BOWL AND SPOON USED IN EATING
DUMBOY

As soon as the soup is added the dum-
boy is ready to be eaten

;
and, while the

ingredients are somewhat bizarre, the

method of eating the dish strikes the

traveler as even more startling. The
mass of dumboy, which can best be de-

scribed as a sticky dough, will adhere

instantly to anything dry, but is readily

cut with a wooden spoon if the spoon is

kept moist with the soup. An incredibly

large piece is cut off with the moistened
spoon, taken up with a quantity of the

soup, and swallowed whole. No one
thinks of chewing it, and it is customary
to caution the novice by tales of the

frightful operation necessary to separate

the jaws once the teeth are buried in the

sticky mass.

As might be expected, few
Europeans like dumboy on first

acquaintance; and, with some,,

the initial distaste prevents fur-

ther experiments. If a second
or third attempt is made, how-
ever, and the dish has been prop-
erly prepared, the habit is usually

formed, and before long every
night spent in the bush without
a meal of dumboy is counted
a privation. Among the white
residents of Liberia, fondness
for this dish amounts almost to

a cult. It is regarded as a sort

of guaranty that one's tenderfoot
days are over.

While cassava is a staple food
throughout West Africa, dum-
boy seems to be peculiarly Li-

berian. The dish in no way
resembles the "fou fou" of the

neighboring colony of Sierra

Leone, though made of the same
material. It must be unknown
in the parts of Africa familiar

to Sir Harry Johnston, for the

account given in his work on
Liberia is erroneous. A dumboy
prepared in the way described

by him would be quite inedi-

ble*

The great diversity in the methods of

preparing cassava for food that obtains

among the tribes of West Africa would

seem to argue against the generally ac-

cepted belief that cassava was unknown
in Africa until aftei the discovery of

America by Columbus. There can be no
doubt that the plant is of American
origin

;
but, if introduced after the time

of Columbus, it must have been taken up
with marvelous rapidity, and the natives

must have evinced an ingenuity in invent-

ing new methods of preparing the food

in striking contrast to their present con-

servatism.

* Johnston, Harry, Liberia, II, p. 990.



NOTES ON OMAN
By Rev. S. M. Zwemer, Bahrein, on the Persian Gulf

A MONG the most unknown regions

/\ of the earth geographically is

jL A. the Arabian Peninsula, and one
of its least-known provinces is Oman.
Historically, politically, and geograph-
ically Oman has always been isolated

from the rest of Arabia. Ever since

the days of the caliphate, and as far as

outside communication with other Arabs
is concerned, Oman was practically an
island, with the sea on two sides and the

desert on the other. The people are,

therefore, even more primitive in their

habits than the Arabs generally, and
only recently have other towns than

Muscat, the present capital, opened their

eyes to the wide world.

The coast line of Oman extends for

about a thousand miles, from the Strait

of Ormuz, southeast and southwest;

the province has an area of 82,000

square miles and a population estimated

at 800,000 by the Statesmen's Year
Book, but by Colonel Miles, who has

seen more of the interior than any other

recent traveler, at over 1,000,000. The
capital, Muscat, and the adjacent town
of Mutrah have together about 25,000
inhabitants. The ancient capital, Ros-
tak, has declined in importance since

Muscat was occupied by the Portuguese,

from 1508 to the middle of the seven-

teenth century.

Ahmed bin Sa'eed, originally from
Yemen, captured Muscat and was elected

Imam of Oman in 1741. His family

have since been the rulers of this part of

Arabia, and the present Sultan came to

the throne on June 4, 1888. At the be-

ginning of the last century the power of

the Imams of Oman extended over a

large part of Arabia, the islands in the

Persian Gulf, a part of the Pirate Coast,

and a long strip of the African coast

south of Cape Guardafui, including So-

cotra and Zanzibar. At this time the

slave trade was flourishing, and it was
the Arabs of Oman who explored the

great interior of Africa long before the

days of Speke and Livingstone. On the
death of Sultan Sa'eed in 1856 two rival

sons divided the government, one be-

coming the Sultan of Zanzibar and the
other of Muscat.
The present Sultan has for many

years been under the protection of the
government of India, and Oman is prac-
tically a native state like other states in

India. A British consul and political

agent resides at Muscat, and although
the Sultan's revenue amounts to about

$250,000 his authority does not extend
far inland, and there is little security for

OUTLINK MAP OF OMAN

QWtf^TV \shinas
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THE SULTAN SAYYID EEYSIL BIN TURKI, THE PRESENT RUEER OE OMAN, WHO
SUCCEEDED HIS EATHER JUNE 4, 1888

He is a progressive ruler, and the closest relations have existed for years between the govern-
ment of India and his sultanate
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ANCIENT WLLL ON THE ROAD FROM MUSCAT INLAND

Showing the primitive method of drawing water by bullocks or donkeys in large skins for

purposes of irrigation

life and property when the tribes are at

war. In recent years trade has greatly

increased, and there has been considera-

ble agricultural development. The min-
eral resources of the province are not
well known, and a great portion of it is

still largely unexplored.
Some years ago it was my privilege to

cross from Abu Dhabi, on the Pirate

Coast, through Bereima to Sohar, and
also from Sharkah, on the Pirate Coast,
to Shinas, in both cases traveling along
the coast from Sohar to Muscat.
The Pirate Coast was formerly noted

for the savage ferocity and fanaticism of
its inhabitants. Sir John Malcolm wrote
fifty years ago concerning the people

:

"Their occupation is piracy and their

delight murder; they are monsters."
Thanks to English commerce and gun-

boats, these fanatic Arabs have become
tamed. Most of them have given up
piracy and turned to pearl-diving for a

livelihood. Their black tents and rude
dwellings have made room for four im-

portant towns. As the slave trade has

always flourished until recent years, a

large part of the population of Oman is

of negro descent, and at least four dis-

tinct African languages are spoken in

the bazaars of Muscat and among the

slaves in the interior. I quote a para-

graph from the account of my journey:
"We heard on every side that travel-

ing in the interior of Oman was safe,

so, after bargaining with camel-drivers,

we secured two companions and five

camels to take us to Sohar for the sum
of twenty rials, or Arabian dollars. At

9 p. m. on May 20 we left, and, after a

short rest at midnight to water the

camels, marched until 9 o'clock the next

day. By going as much as possible by
star-light to avoid the heat, and resting

during the day under some scraggy

acacia tree or in the shadow of a Bedouin
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fort, we completed the distance of ninety-

odd miles in a little over four days. A
large part of the way we took was desert,

with no villages or even nomad booths

;

the more usual route by Wady Horn be-

ing a little unsafe, we followed Wady
Hitta.

"On the second day we passed villages

and cultivated fields ; that night we slept

in the bed of the wady, surrounded by
thousands of sheep and goats, driven in

by Bedouin lasses from their mountain
pastures. Even among these shepherds

we found readers, and the colporteur

sold books wherever the camels halted

long enough to strike a bargain. It was
late on Wednesday, May 23, that we
entered the narrow pass of Hitta. Our
guides preceded, mounted, but with rifles

loaded and cocked ; then followed the

baggage camel, to which mine was
'towed,' and in similar fashion my com-
panion on the milch camel, followed by
its two colts.

"We were not troubled with the heat

at night, but during the day it was in-

tense, and it was refreshing to come to

an oasis (common in this part of Oman),
where water burst from a big spring and
trees and flowers grew in luxury. In the

mountainous parts of Oman the roads

run almost invariably along the wady
beds ; sometimes these are sandy water-

courses
;
again deep, rocky ravines or

broad, fertile valleys. Vegetation gen-

erally is tolerably abundant. Tamarisks,
oleanders, euphorbias, and acacias are

the most common trees and shrubs.

"Where the country appears arid and
sterile we were surprised to find a con-

siderable population of shepherds and
goatherds. Their dwellings are mere
oval shanties constructed of boulders or

rocks, and they subsist on their flocks.

In the fertile valleys the population al-

ways centers in villages, and scarcely

ever is a dwelling found at any distance

from this common center. Here often

are the fresh-water wells with the watch-
tower to protect them.

"Just at the top of the pass of Hitta is

the village 'Ajeeb, rightly named 'won-
derful.' The view down the mountains

NATIVE OF THE: HILL COUNTRY OF OMAN

over the fertile stretch of coast called El
Batna and out over the boundless Indian

Ocean was grand. We descended to the

sea, and the turbulent mountain stream,

so cold to our bare feet as we waded it

in the early dawn, dwindled to a brook,

and at last ebbed away along the beach,

a tiny stream of fresh water. These
perennial streams are the secret of the

fertile coast all the way from Wady
Horn to Birka."

The whole country through which we
passed, as well as the region north of

Muscat, is capable of development if

only there was a good government and
intertribal warfare could be prevented.

The Batna coast is the exception to all

the maritime plains that surround so

large a part of the Arabian Peninsula.

In western and eastern Arabia these
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SON OF THE SUI/TAN OF OMAN ON A FUFI.-BI.OOD ARAB HORSF UNDFR A NUBUK TRFF

sandy plains are nearly all barren, but

from Muscat for 150 miles north date

plantations and gardens extend almost

to the ocean beach. Fresh water comes
down from the high mountain ranges of

Jebel Akhdar, and the Omanese Arabs
are most successful in their primitive

methods of irrigation.

The chief authorities on the interior

of Oman were until recent date Niebuhr,
Wellsted (1835), Whitelock (1838),
Eloy (1843), and Palgrave (1863). Pal-

grave, however, only vicited the coast,

and his account of the interior ind its

history is pure romance. Later travel-

ers, especially Colonel Miles (whose re-

cent articles on Oman in the Geograph-
ical Journal are very valuable), my
brother, Peter J. Zwemer, and Dr. James
Cantine have visited the chief cities of

Jebel Akhdar and corroborated the ac-

curacy of Lieutenant Wellsted in his

"Travels in Arabia."

Although Colonel Miles reached the

edge of the Oman Desert, all the coun-

try beyond is still largely terra incognita.

No one has ever made the journey be-

yond the range of mountains or solved

the mystery of western Oman, which is

still a blank on the best maps ; nor do we
know anything of the land 100 miles

southwest of Muscat save by Arab hear-

say.

The most populous and fertile district

of the highlands of Oman is Jebel Akh-
dar, which is also the best known. The
fertility of this region is wonderful and
in striking contrast with the barren rocks

of so large a part of the coast. With a
semi-tropical climate, an elevation of
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NATIVE WOMEN OF OMAN

heavy silver anklets, ear-rings, bracelets, and nose jewels are typical, as is also the
peculiar veil worn over the face
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PART OF THE FORT AT BAHILA, IN OMAN

THE WIND TOWER ON THE FORT AT BAHILA

The town of Bahila during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries was the capital of

Oman. Its castle is a large, substantial, and handsome edifice, says Col. S. B. Miles, who
visited the town some years ago. The castle is ornamented with two towers, one of which,

probably the loftiest structure in Oman, is called the Wind Tower and has apartments in it

for use in the hot season, when the open and elevated windows let in the welcome breezes

from all quarters. Photos by Lieut. Col. S. B. Miles. From the Geographical Journal,

London, England.
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THE OLD FORT OR CASTLE AT ROSTAK

Photo by Lieut. Col. S. B. Miles. From the Geographical Journal, London, England.

3,000 to 5,000 feet, and abundant springs,

the wadys and oases of Oman have
awakened the delight and amazement of

every traveler who has ventured to ex-

plore them. Water, the one priceless

treasure in all Arabia, here issues in

perennial streams from many rocky

clefts, and is most carefully husbanded
by the ingenuity of the people for wide
irrigation by means of canals or water-

courses called faluj.

Wellsted thus describes these under-

ground aqueducts : "They are, as far as

I know, peculiar to this country, and are

made at an expense of labor and skill

more Chinese than Arabian. The greater

part of the surface of the land being des-

titute of running streams on the surface,

the Arabs have sought in elevated places

for springs or fountains beneath it. A
channel from this fountain-head is then,

with a very slight descent, bored in the

direction in which it is to be conveyed,
leaving apertures at regular distances to

afford light and air to those who are oc-

casionally sent to keep it clean.

In this way the water is frequently

conducted for a distance of 6 or 8 miles,

and an unlimited supply is thus obtained.

These channels are about 4 feet broad
and 2 feet deep and contain a clear, rapid

stream. Most of the large towns or

oases have four or five of these rivulets

or falj (plural faluj) running into them.
The isolated spots to which water is

thus conveyed possess a soil so fertile

that nearly every grain, fruit, or vege-
table common to India, Arabia, or Per-
sia is produced almost spontaneously,

and the tales of the oases will be no
longer regarded as an exaggeration,

since a single step conveys the traveler

from the glare and sand of the desert

into a fertile tract, watered by a hun-
dred rills, teeming with the most luxuri-

ous vegetation."

Some of the photographs that illus-

trate this article were taken on a recent

journey with Dr. Arthur K. Bennett,
one of the medical missionaries of the

American mission, and give a good idea
of the general character of the country
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and the people. Except for the Pirate

Coast, the Arabs of Oman are remarka-
bly free from fanaticism, simple in their

habits, and wonderful in their hospi-

tality. Most of them belong to the

Abadhi sect, which has many beliefs in

common with Christianity, and the ex-

perience of our missionaries has been
that the peopb are not only accessible,

but willing to learn, and many of them
eager not only for medical help, but for

teaching.

PROTECTING OUR FORESTS FROM FIRE

By Hon. James Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture

URING the past season there

were unusually severe forest

_M ^ fires in nearly every part of the

country. The national forests suffered

to a greater extent than at any time since

their establishment.

The fires of 1910 were primarily due

to a severe drought, which extended

* From Secretary Wilson's Report for 1910.

throughout the country and which in the

Northwest was the most severe ever

known, so far as official records show.
The spring was very dry, and in the

summer, when there are usually abun-
dant rains in the mountains, the rainfall

was exceedingly small and very local-

ized. The region most affected was the

area drained by the Columbia River, ex-

A FAVORABLE CONDITION FOR BURNING PIIy^D BRUSH
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A MOUNTAIN TRAIL BUILT FOR FIRL PATROL

The first object of the trail is to open up a forest and make it accessible for patrol and
for fighting fires. The trails in the national forests are permanently constructed and are
designed for saddle and pack horse travel. While their first purpose is to facilitate patrol and
access to a fire, they may be used as starting points for back firing, and will often check or
actually stop a small surface fire. Photo from Henry S. Graves, Chief U. S. Forest Service.

tending from the ocean to western Wyo-
ming and Montana.
The effect of the drought was to

render the forests very inflammable.

Not only did the surface litter of leaves,

branches, fallen logs, and other material

become very dry, but the thick layer of

vegetable mold in the deep, usually moist
forests became like tinder.

In addition to the drought, the past

season was characterized in many places

by constant high winds, which rendered
fire protection exceptionally difficult.

The smallest escaping spark from a

camp-fire or burning slash-pile was often

enough to start a blaze, which, under the

high winds, developed into a dangerous
conflagration in an incredibly short time.

The worst fires occurred in northwest-

ern Montana and Idaho and in eastern

Oregon and Washington. Severe fires

also occurred in California and the cen-

tral Rocky Mountain region, but the

conditions were not as difficult as in the

North Pacific region and the fires were
more easily controlled.

The entire forests of the northern

Rocky Mountains were at one time

threatened with destruction. Unless the

fires had been checked, scores of towns
and communities would have been wiped
out and the lives and homes of thou-

sands of people imperiled. I was con-

fronted with the problem of either

putting out the fires or being directly

responsible for what would have been
one of the worst disasters in the history

of the country. Without hesitation I

called upon the forest officers to stop the

fires and to make such expenditures as

seemed absolutely necessary to accom-
plish this result. Every source of help

was called in. Temporary labor was
employed where it could be secured.

The War Department aided by sending

troops. The railroad companies, lumber
companies, and private individuals co-

operated in the endeavor to avert a great

disaster.

Early in September the flames wer^
finally subdued. The fires which could

be reached by roads and trails were
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A EUEEY CLEARED FIRE LINE IN THE SAN GABRIEL MOUNTAINS

The ideal fire line is a completely cleared strip, from which are removed not only the
trees and brush, but also all ground debris down to the mineral soil. Such a line is especially
necessary wherever fire will run swiftly and it may not be possible to reach the fire promptly
with fighting appliances. A conspicuous example of the necessity of such fire lines and of
the service rendered by them is found in the chaparral zone of the mountains in southern
California, where the chaparral cover is of great importance in protecting the local water-
sheds. The area is large, the mountains are rough and difficult to travel, and fire runs with
great rapidity. The government is therefore building extensive trails for patrol to prevent
fires and supplementing them by wide, cleared fire lines to stop any fires that may start.

Photo from Henry S. Graves, Chief U. S. Forest Service.

largely put out through the crews work-
ing under the forest officers. Those fires

in the inaccessible areas were extin-

guished finally by the aid of timely rain

and snow storms. While the aggregate
loss of life and property was large and
the cost of fighting the fires about a mil-

lion dollars, I do not hesitate to state

that if it had not been for the heroic
and efficient work of the forest officers

many millions of dollars' worth of public

and private property would have been
destroyed, and probably many lives

would have been lost. I cannot com-
mend too highly the self-sacrificing work
of the local forest officers, who toiled

day and night, week after week, risking

their lives to save the forests.

The reports show that there were over

4,000 fires in the national forests during

the season. Most of them were small

and were promptly extinguished by the

forest officers. Only about 15 per cent

of the fires were responsible for the

great losses. These occurred chiefly in

the inaccessible regions where they could

not be reached quickly because of the

lack of roads and trails, or in areas in-

adequately patrolled. The greatest dam-
age was done by the great fire of August
20 in northern Idaho. Many fires were
burning at that time, but nearly all of

them were under control and would
shortly have been extinguished had it

not been for a terrific hurricane which
developed and swept all fires beyond
control. Within 24 hours there was
practically a continuous fire for a dis-

tance of over 100 miles.

The total area burned over during the
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a fire: une in the: adirondacks

Where there are no roads or trails which will answer the purpose the Forest Service
advocates the construction of special fire lines. These are necessarily expensive and are used
only in woodlands in the better-settled portions of the country, where the property to be
protected is very valuable.

season amounts to over 3,000,000 acres.

While accurate data have not yet been
received from all the forests, it is proba-

ble that between 6 and 7 billion feet of

timber was killed. A portion of this can
still be cut and utilized, so that it will

not be a total loss. The damage in

money cannot be accurately estimated

until forest surveys are made, but it will

probably reach over $25,000,000 if both

merchantable timber and young growth
are considered.

The cost of fighting the fires will

aggregate a little over a million dollars.

This is a large sum, but it represents

considerably less than 1 per cent of the

value of the property saved.

It is to be deeply regretted that there

was a large loss of life through these

fires. Altogether 76 persons in the em-
ploy of the Forest Service were killed

in fighting the fires. That more were
not killed was due to the skill and cool-

ness of the forest rangers. Where
relatives were found, the bodies were

brought out and every help possible

given to the families. There were 35
persons killed whose relatives could not

be located.

There were a number of men injured

more or less seriously. Unfortunately
the law does not permit paying the ex-

penses of the injured or their wages
after they ceased their work. The hos-

pital expenses of these men were met by

private subscription. The Red Cross

contributed $1,000. The remaining ex-

penses, including expenses of interment

of the dead, were borne by subscriptions

from the forest officers and other mem-
bers of the Forest Service.

how the; forest fires are; started

Railroads continue to be responsible

for a large number of fires. This will

continue to be the case until the locomo-

tives are either equipped with efficient

spark-arresters or oil is used for fuel-

It should be said, however, to the credit

of the railroads, that during the past
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A PLOWED FURROW THAT STOPPED A SURFACE FIRE

season many of them have taken an
active part in assisting in the work of

fire protection and fire fighting. The
Chicago, Milwaukee and Puget Sound
Railroad has installed oil-burning loco-

motives, and it is a striking fact that not

a single fire has started from them, al-

though the road traverses a long distance

in the national forests.

A number of railroad companies have
entered into cooperative agreements with
the Forest Service to clear fire lines

along the right of way and to employ
special guards to patrol the tracks during
the dangerous season. The effectiveness

of the cooperative patrol by the railroads

and the Forest Service was well illus-

trated in Montana and Idaho. Although
a very large number of fires were started,

most of them were extinguished before
great damage was done. In some in-

stances, however, no effective system of
protection had been undertaken, and very
damaging fires are chargeable to locomo-
tive sparks.

One of the most prolific sources of
fire and one which is uncontrollable is

lightning. There are scattered through-

out the forest innumerable dead trees

and stubs. During the past season there

were many electric storms unaccom-
panied by rain. In nearly every such

storm some tree was struck and a fire

started. These occurred frequently in

very remote and inaccessible places and
resulted in fires which were very disas-

trous, because they could not be quickly

reached.

Many fires are chargeable to careless-

ness, especially in leaving camp fires and
in burning slashings. A larger patrol

service would prevent to some extent

carelessness in the use of fire in the

woods, but fundamentally there is re-

quired a better appreciation on the part

of the public of the need of protection

from fire.

The most regrettable fact is that there

has been a considerable amount of in-

cendiarism. While it is very difficult to

prove that a given fire is of incendiary

origin, circumstantial evidence has shown
that many incendiary fires were started

during the past season. The situation has

been so serious that I have offered a re-

ward for the conviction of incendiaries.
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TANNED HIDE OF THE HEAD OE ONE OE THE ELEPHANTS SHOT BY MR. ROOSEVELT
EOR THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM

As the scientists could not find a "cask" large enough to contain an elephant's hide, they
shipped it in five pieces. This is one of them. Although they scraped off as much from the

inside of the skin as they could before shipping, this hide weighed 858 pounds when it

arrived. These hides vary in thickness from three-eighths to one inch and are a tough propo-
sition for the tanner. Photo from Crosby Frisian Fur Co., Rochester, N. Y.

OUR EOREST RESERVES NEED MORE TRAILS,

EIRE LINES, LOOKOUT STATIONS
AND EQUIPMENT

The first necessity in organizing a

forest for protection from fire is to con-

struct roads and trails in order that the

different parts of the forest may be

accessible both for patrol and for the

mobilization of fire fighters. A forest in

which there are inadequate means of

communication cannot be fully protected

under any conditions. Without trails it

is impossible properly to patrol the

forest
;
and, in case a fire is discovered,

it cannot be attacked if there are no

means of transporting quickly to it men
and fire-fighting equipment. The roads

and trails serve also as an aid in attack-

ing fires. The work of constructing

roads and trails has been pushed as fast

as available funds permitted. There
have been so far built about 5,500 miles
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changing the: tan bath for the exephant

Hauling a part of the immense hide from one tan tub to another, in order to change and
strengthen the liquor in which it is "tanned." From four to six months are required to

properly tan the hide of an elephant, although they are a little more loose in fiber than the

hides of the rhinoceros and hippopotamus, which are about the hardest proposition which the

tanners have ever been called upon to tackle. One of the workmen has in his hand the

elephant's hoof, which is 16 to 18 inches across. Photo from Crosby Frisian Fur Co.,

Rochester, N. Y.

of roads and 16,000 miles of trails. Yet
this is only a beginning when the extent

of the forests is taken into consideration.

In addition to roads and trails, it is

necessary to construct special fire lines.

These are cleared lines through the

woods located at critical points to sup-

plement the system of roads and trails

for fire protection. They serve both to

check fires and also as points from which
to fight them. Fire lines are being built

as rapidly as possible. The most exten-

sive work has been carried on in south-

ern California, where the protection of

the chaparral forests is of great impor-
tance in protecting the water supply.

Fire lines are also extensively built along

railroad rights of way and around lum-
ber operations. The burning of broad
fire lines here and there at critical points

in open yellow - pine forests has been
undertaken and will be pushed with

vigor.

A second necessity in the organization
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"1

"skiving" a piece; of ei^phant hide

This picture shows the manner of "skiving," or shaving, the inside of a piece of elephant

hide. With a sharp knife the extraneous matter and some of the inner thicknesses of the hide
are pared away, leaving the skin thinner and much easier to work and mount. A skilled

shaver will work hard the better part of a week on a big rhino, hippo, or elephant hide.

Photo from Crosby Frisian Fur Co., Rochester, N. Y.

of the forest is a proper equipment for

the prevention of fires and for fighting

such as may be started. The most essen-

tial primary equipment is a system of
telephone lines connecting ranger head-
quarters and lookout stations . The pur-
pose of the telephone is to enable rangers
and guards to give quick notice of fires

and to secure such assistance as is re-

quired. There are already many in-

stances where millions of dollars' worth
of Government timber has been saved
through the use of such telephone lines

as have already been built. The total

amount so far constructed comprises
about 9,200 miles. The forests are still

very meagerly equipped.

The forests should be provided, also,

with lookout stations. These are usually

located at high points, from which it is

possible to look over a large area. At
these lookout stations there should be at

least a small building and a telephone.

Frequently, where it has not been possi-

ble to build telephone lines, the lookout
stations are provided with the heliograph

and other means for signaling. Where
the country is flat, watch-towers are

built.

An essential part of the equipment
of a forest is a system of properly lo-

cated and well-equipped ranger stations.

Many instances have occurred during
this season where fires which threatened

enormous damage were promptly extin-

guished because there was a ranger sta-

tioned within striking distance.

The equipment of the national forests



SORTING THE ROOSEVELT TROPHIES FOR SHIPMENT

Most of the hides in sight are those of East African antelope, of which 17 varieties are
represented. In the foreground is seen the hide of a giant eland, and in front of it are
stretched several hides of the tiny "dik-dik," the smallest animal in the world with a split

hoof. There are about 200 of the antelope hides. On the table at the right is a pile of many-
varieties of monkey skins, great and small. There is no African collection in the world in

numbers or quality equal to the remarkable series of big and little game which Mr. Roosevelt
and the scientific members of his party obtained for the U. S. National Museum. The white
rhinos (with the exception of two poor specimens in Berlin and London), the reticulated

giraffe, the giant elands, and several of the antelopes are the only specimens of these animals
possessed by any museum. The expense of securing this extraordinary series was paid
entirely by Mr. Roosevelt and by private individuals, who have thus presented to our National
Museum one of the most generous and priceless gifts the American people have received.

Photo from Crosby Frisian Fur Co., of Rochester, N. Y.

should comprise also an ample supply

of tools necessary in fighting fires. A
beginning has been made in the estab-

lishment of small equipment stations

here and there along the roads and trails,

consisting of small buildings or tool-

boxes containing axes, shovels, grub-

hoes, water-buckets, ropes, etc.

The danger of the recurrence of such

disasters as that of last summer's fires

should be reduced to a minimum. Though
it was unpreventable under the condi-

tions of the year, the day will come
when it would be counted preventable,

and when under similar conditions it

would generally be prevented.

Not to extend the existing permanent
improvements as fast as opportunity is

given would be criminal. The Forest

Service is powerless to provide them ex-

cept as means are put at its disposal.

Expenditures for equipping the forests

with roads, trails, telephones lines, fire

lines, and other improvements can be

made only from the permanent improve-

ment fund. In the years 1907 to 191

1

Congress made available a total for this

purpose of $1,975,000. The amount
available in 19 10 was $600,000; in the

current year it is $275,000. There are

now on file carefully considered plans

for specific permanent improvements
calling for an amount of work which the

entire appropriation for the Forest Serv-

ice last year would hardly have paid for.

In view of the facts, I consider it my
duty to ask for a substantial increase of

the permanent improvement fund.
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THE SNAKE DANCE

By Marion L. Oliver

IT
was after a hot day's march across

the desert that I had my first glimpse

of Oraibi, one of the pueblo towns
of the Hopi Indians. It looked like

some gigantic fortress, looming in the

distance above miles and miles of desert

sand.

As we rode nearer we saw that at the

foot of the great rock on which the town
was built were little patches of corn and
a few peach trees, tiny gardens which
looked parched and stunted in the hot

sun of the desert. We pitched our camp
at the foot of the mesa and spent the

night waiting in great excitement for the

morrow, when we were to see the great-

est religious ceremony of the Hopis, the

Snake Dance, which takes place only

every two years, and for which we had
come so far. The dance was to take

place at the hostile village, "Ho-Ta-Vila,"

7 miles beyond Oraibi. This village to

many is more interesting than the other

older towns, for there missionaries are

not welcome, schools do not exist, clothes

are not thought necessary, and the old

faith of the Hopis is guarded and taught

with care by the Antelope and Snake
priests.

At last morning came, and at the first

notes of the reveille I was up. My tent

was open and even from my blankets I

could see in the dim morning light the

great wall of the mesa, several hundred

feet high, with the Hopi village on top,

frowning at the white men who had
come to see the sacred ceremony of the

Hopi nation. Although it was very
early, I could hear from time to time

songs and voices floating down on the

chill morning air
;
evidently the village

was wide awake. The time passed all

too slowly, and breakfast and the regular

camp routine seemed unending.
At last ii o'clock came, and, mount-

ing our horses, we started for what
proved a most thrilling experience. We
had to ride up a very hard trail over
the mesa, through Oraibi, and on over
the desert on the other side. The trail

was filled with both Navahos and Hopis
on little underfed Indian ponies, all on
their way to see the "big medicine."

Soon the hostile village, Ho-Ta-Vila,
was reached. Everywhere there was a
feeling of intense excitement, and al-

ready the roofs of the adobe houses
surrounding the tiny plaza were being

covered with gaily dressed squaws and
little naked children, looking like tiny

mahogany cupids.

We found a cool spot in the shadow
of a house and ate our luncheon before
exploring the village. The village was
delightfully foreign, and I had to keep
pinching myself to make sure that it was
not all a dream. The doors of the low
adobe houses were open and one could
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Photo by Mrs. Herbert Wadsworth

"Oraibi looked like some gigantic fortress, looming in the distance above miles and miles of
desert sand. We pitched our camp at the foot of the mesa."

look in without feeling that one was
prying.

In one house I saw the village cere-

monial hair-dresser doing the young
maiden's hair, for unmarried maidens
do their hair in a style of their own, in

a big round coil over each ear, to repre-

sent the squash blossom.

In another doorway was a young
squaw with the fattest and brownest
baby I have ever seen. He was as naked
as the day he came into the world, and
was eating, much to my horror, a melon
almost as big as himself.

The next house I looked into I re-

ceived quite a shock, for, instead of see-

ing some Indian child or some home
scene, a little gray burro's face looked
back at me. He seemed quite at home
in the room.
Along the outer edge of the village

were little corrals, and there were many
more burros and many sheep. We
walked past the kivas, or underground
chapter nouses, of both the Antelope and
Snake clans, but were not allowed to

look, much less to go down, as the priests

were praying and preparing themselves

for the dance.

I found some one who understood the

origin and meaning of the dance, and,

returning to the plaza, we climbed up
on one of the near-by roofs, from which
we had a splendid view of the tepee-like

altar of green leaves, and could look be-

yond over the roofs to the great ladder

leading out of the Snake kiva, and be-

yond again over the edge of the mesa,

over miles and miles of desert sand, to

the distant blue San Francisco Moun-
tains. While waiting for the ceremony
to begin, he told me somewhat of its

origin and religious meaning.
''It seems that the Hopis believe that

long, long ago all mankind came up from
the lower world to the earth's surface

through a part of the Grand Canyon
of the Colorado River. As the various

families emerged, some went north, some
south, and some west and east. Those
that went north, the Hopis, were driven

back by fierce cold which they encoun-
tered, and built themselves houses at a
place called To-ko-na-bi. But, unfortu-
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Photo by A. C. Vroman, of Pasadena, California

"At the foot of the great rock on which the town was built were little patches of corn

and a few peach trees, tiny gardens which looked parched and stunted in the hot sun of the

desert."
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Photo by A. C. Vroman, of Pasadena, California

ON a doorstep: oraibi
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Photo by H. E. Hoopes, of Media, Pennsylvania

SCENE IN ORAIBI
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Photo by A. C. Vroman, of Pasadena, California

CHILDREN OF ORAIBI

nately, this was a desert place, where no

rain fell and the corn could not grow.

"The chief of this village had two
sons, the elder of whom, 'Tigo,' resolved

to return to the underworld where he

could learn of the gods how to be always
assured of their favor. He made for

himself a coffin-like boat of a hollow

tree, into which he sealed himself and
was thrown into the Colorado River,

which he was convinced would carry him
down to the home of the gods'. His rude

boat dashed down the rapids and over
the falls into the secret bowels of the

earth.

"At last it came to a stop, and Tigo,

looking out of his peep-hole, saw the

Spider Woman, who invited him to enter

her house. The Spider Woman is a

great personage in the Hopi faith. She
it is who catches the clouds into her web
in the heavens and makes the rain possi-

ble. Tigo accepted her invitation and
she gave him the power of invisibility.

She led him to descend still lower into

the earth, until he reached the Snake-
Antelope people. Here he was received

with great cordiality and learned all the

necessary ceremonies for making the

rain-clouds come and go, the ripening

winds to blow, and order the coming and
going of the animals.

"With words of affection the chief of

the Snake-Antelope clan gave him many
things from both the kivas, and also two
maidens, both of whom knew the snake-

bite charm liquid, and instructed him
that one was to be his wife and one the

wife of his brother, to whom he must
bring her in safety. Then, finally, he
gave him the sacred standard," 'the ti-

poni,' and told him that it must be re-

vered and protected, and in all his

prayers and worship it must be at the

head of his altar, or his words would
not reach 'Those Above.'

"Tigo now started on his homeward
journey, and when he reached the Spider
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Photo by P. G. Gates, of Pasadena, California

A HOPI BEELE, DRESSED FOR THE SNAKE DANCE
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Photo by A. C. Vroman, of Pasadena, California

A SNAKE PRIEST DRESSED EOR THE DANCE

Note the crown of feathers on his head. With the feather in his right hand he charms the

snakes
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Woman's home she wove a deep basket,

into which she packed Tigo and the two
maidens, and then, letting down part of

the web from the clouds and attaching

it to the basket, the clouds drew them up
safely to the upper world. Tigo gave

the younger maiden to his brother and
announced that in 16 days they would
celebrate the marriage feast. On the

fifth day after the announcement the

Snake people from the underworld came
to the upperworld, went to the kivas, and
ate corn pollen for food. Then they left

the kivas and disappeared.

"But Tigo and the maidens knew that

they had only changed their appearance

and were in the valley in the form of

snakes. So he commanded his people to

go into the valley and capture them,

bring them to the kivas and wash them,

and then dance with them. Four days
were spent catching them from the four

quarters ; then with solemn ceremony
they were washed, and while the prayers

were offered the snakes listened to them,

so that when at the close of the dance,

where they danced with their human
brothers, they were taken back to the

valley and released
;
they were then able

to return to the underworld and carry to

the gods there the petitions that their

human brothers had uttered on the

earth."

This' was the origin and meaning of

the unique ceremony we were to witness.

I was so interested in the legend that

before I knew it the sound of a whirring
noise made me look up, and then I saw
that the sun was setting and at last the

time for the dance was come.
The whirring noise became louder and

around the corner of the plaza appeared
the priests of the Antelope clan, the

harvest priests. They were naked to the

waist, and were painted a warm red
brown ; from each shoulder and breast

ran a white zigzag line to represent the

lightning. They wore a kilt, which came
to just above the knee ; a gray fox skin

hung behind, the tail almost touching the

ground ; necklaces of silver and beads
were their ornaments. The chief Ante-
lope priest had in his hand a weird wind

instrument, which as he swung sounded
like the angry, soughing wind of a storm.

Many of the other priests carried rattles

which made the sound of falling rain
;

others had ears of corn, or others harvest

emblems.
Suddenly my companion caught my

arm ancl said, "Look!" Following his

pointing finger, I saw a priest ascending
the ladder leading from the Snake kiva.

He was covered with a long coat and car-

ried a great bag, the contents of which
writhed and wriggled. He came quickly

into the plaza, deposited his bag of

snakes under the tepee-like altar, and
returned to the kiva.

I kept my eyes glued to the ladder,

for I knew that the Snake priests had to

come up that way, and I was rewarded,
for just as the rays of the setting sun
struck the top rung of the ladder a wild
figure emerged, dressed more or less like

the Antelope priests, but with long, flow-

ing hair, crowned with masses of feath-

ers. As he reached the top of the ladder

he took a handful of sacred meal from
his pouch, and with a splendid free

gesture he flung it, with up and out-

stretched arm, towards the sinking sun
and for a second stood like a bronze
statue with arm uplifted as the meal, a

tiny white cloud, floated downward over
the edge of the mesa. Then he turned
and stepped into the narrow street and
another took his place, and another, and
another, until all had left the kiva ; then

quietly and without any hurry they

marched into the plaza and took their

stand just opposite the altar, facing the

Antelope priests. Then the chief priest

of the village took some sacred meal and
made a line with it between the Snake
and Antelope priests.

Now the ceremony began. Crossing

hands, they swayed from east to west

with eyes half closed. After about 20

of these motions they burst into a deep-

voiced chant, stamping with the left foot

upon the ground. Next they swayed
from west to east and again gave voice

to the queer, low chant. I got a little

nearer and heard that as they swayed
they were praying in low tones.
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After a while some of the priests

began to look half hypnotized, and
sang with their eyes fixed and heads

bent. The silence, except for the

chanting, was getting on my nerves.

I looked around and saw crowds of

people, all silent ; even our troopers

were quiet. Suddenly the singing

stopped and the Snake priests stood

in line, single file, only every other

priest had his hand on the shoulder

of the one in front of him and in

the other hand carried a wand of

eagle feathers. Four other Snake
priests stationed themselves at the

four points of the compass.

Then suddenly the "Antelope Clan"

began another chant, louder and far

wilder than before. They stood in

front of the altar, swaying forwards
and backwards. At about the second
stanza the Snake priests began to

move ; around they went, around the

plaza, with a funny, high-stepping

motion. As they passed the altar

they paused and stamped twice on
a board that was over a hole in the

ground.

I asked my companion what it

meant, and he said that the Hopis
believe that that hole leads to the

underworld and they are awakening
the spirits to hear their prayers.

The second time the priests passed
the altar I saw them pause, but only

when they had turned facing me I

realized the horror. Every other

man had a squirming live rattle-

snake in his mouth ! The snakes

were curling themselves into all kinds

of horrible shapes, and their evil heads
went darting this way and that.

I saw one rattler strike a man just

under the ear. He had to pull it loose,

but took a fresh hold of the snake nearer

its head and seemed none the worse
for it.

Now I saw the reason for the second
priests with the feather wands. Their
duty was to soothe the snake by stroking

it with the feathers, and to guide the

snake-carrying priest, who often looked
as if he was in a trance. Once around
the plaza they would dance with their

Photo by Mrs. Herbert Wadsworth

"I saw one dancing with a bull snake bigger than
himself, and the little boy had to hold it with both
hands, as well as with his teeth, to prevent it

from getting away (see page 133).

ghastly burden, and then, putting it down
facing one of the four points of the

compass, they would leave it, going on
to the altar for a fresh one.

As soon as the snake was released, off

it would glide, trying to get to the refuge
of one of the houses, or into the crowd
which surrounded the plaza like a living

wall
;
but, before it could reach either,

the priest stationed at that point would
come behind it and stroke it with a

feathered wand similar to those of the

guiding priests. The snake would hiss

and try to coil and strike, but the tick-

ling of the feathers would make it un-



Photo by Mrs. Herbert Wadsworth

"Every other priest had his hand on the shoulder of the one in front of him, and in the

other hand carried a wand of eagle feathers. Their duty was to sooth the snake by stroking

it with feathers, and to guide the snake-carrying priest who often looked as if he was in a
trance." The tepee-like altar and the great bag which contained the snakes are clearly shown
in the picture.

Photo by Mrs. Herbert Wadsworth

After dancing once around the plaza, the priest places the snake on the ground and goes to

the altar for a fresh one (see page 131)
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coil; then, with a long swing of the arm,

the priest would pick it up with about

as much unconcern as most people would
pick up a rope.

Two of the Snake priests were little

boys who were serving their novitiate,

and who could not have been more than

eight years old. I saw one of them
dancing with a bull snake bigger than

himself, and the little boy had to hold

it with both hands as well as with his

teeth to prevent it from getting away.
The chanting became louder and

louder, and on and on went the priests

until every snake had been danced with.

A group of Hopi maidens now entered

the plaza. Their hair was done in the

great wheel-like coils on either side of

their heads, to resemble the squash blos-

som, and they were dressed in their very

brightest and best and carried ceremonial

baskets filled with sacred meal. As they

neared the altar the priests rushed for-

ward and threw all the snakes on the

Photo by Mrs. Herbert Wadsworth

a snake: priest, oraibi : note the pong
snake held in the pe^t hand

Photo by Mrs. Herbert Wadsworth

One of the four snake priests who was sta-

stioned to gather up the snakes that had been,

danced with (see page 131).

ground in a great squirming mass at

their feet, and the maidens sprinkled the

hideous reptiles with the meal.

Then, at a signal from the chief priest,

the Snake priests bent down and each
seized two handfuls of snakes, and turn-

ing ran with incredible swiftness out of

the plaza, some to the north, some south,

some east and west. We watched and
saw them rush over the mesa and down
its almost perpendicular sides until they

reached the desert. There with a part-

ing message to their spirit brothers they

left them at the four points of the com-
pass to go whither they would.
Then, mounting the mesa once more,

the priests halted where some hollowed-
out rocks had formed basins and had
caught the rain-water. There they

stripped and washed off the ceremonial
paint. Then, to my dismay, they drank
something that proved to be a strong

emetic, and for a few minutes I found
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Photo by Mrs. Herbert Wadsworth

A SNAKE PRIEST TICKLING A SNAKE WITH FEATHERS TO MAKE IT UNCOIL
(SEE PAGE 131) *

Photo by Mrs. He'rbert Wadsworth

The priest holds two rattlesnakes in his left hand. With the feathers held in his right hand
he has been stroking the snake on the ground, thus making it uncoil, and he is now about to

seize it (see page 131). Oraibi.
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it best to look away and think of more
pleasant things. At last their purifica-

tion was over and on they came. Run-
ning very swiftly, they passed us like a

brown flash, and then, with a last fare-

well gesture to the now almost-vanished

sun, their kiva swallowed them up and
I realized the dance was over.

I rode back to camp very silent, the

whole thing leaving me rather dazed, it

seemed so weird, so unreal ; and yet the

knowledge that the dance was the culmi-

nation of 16 days of fasting and prayer,

and the intense religious attitude of both

priests and people, impressed me more
than I was willing to admit.

How was it that the poison of the

snakes had no effect on the dancers?

I asked many for the solution of this

problem, and their answers were always
the same, "We don't know ; all we know
is, if any trader or sheep-herder is bitten

by a rattler, if we can get them to the

Snake priests they are always saved.

The cure, whether drug, herb, or incan-

tation, is kept secret, and the Snake clan

guard it as a sacred trust, never to be
divulged under any conditions."

It was w 1'th real regret we broke camp
next day, and, as we rode across the

desert, for several hours I kept looking
back at the mesa and the little Hopi
town, clothed in a dignity of its own,
holding the faith of its forefathers un-
changed, unmoved by the centuries of
civilization.

TAMING THE WILD BLUEBERRY
By Frederick V. Coville

As the result of Mr. Coville s experiments with blueberries, it is very probable
that in a few years blueberries will be cultivated in the United States as exten-

sively and profitably as the cranberry. All the blueberries now used are picked
wild, just as were all the cranberries not so very many years ago. Many persons

in many parts of the United States now make good incomes by cultivating the

cranberry. Last year, for instance, the cranberry crop amounted to about one
million and a half bushels, zvorth three million dollars. Readers of this Magazine
desiring further information on the cultivation of blueberries are referred to

"Experiments in Blueberry Culture," by Frederick V. Coville, recently published

by the United States Department of Agriculture as Bulletin No. 193 of the Bureau
of Plant Industry.

THE "taming of the wild blue-

berry" has involved the pursuit

of a strange and often dim trail

of scientific search, in the following of

which a curious chapter has been added
to the ever-increasing Book of Marvels
in which our knowledge of the founda-
tions of agriculture is recorded.

The name blueberry is applied in New
England to plants of the genus Vacci-

nium, which have seeds so small as to be

unnoticeable when the berry is eaten,

while the name huckleberry is usually

restricted by New Englanders to the

genus Gaylussacia, in which each seed is

surrounded by a bony covering like a

minute peach pit, which crackles between
the teeth.

In the South and West, however, the

name huckleberry is applied with little

discrimination to the various wild species

of both Vaccinium and Gaylussacia,

about 40 in number. This article deals

principally with the swamp or highbush
blueberry, Vaccinium corybosum, which
commonly grows from 4 to 7 feet high,

and produces berries in abundance and
of especially good flavor.

The wild blueberries are everywhere
utilized for pies and jam and the well-

beloved blueberry cake and blueberry
pudding. An accurate valuation of the

wild blueberry crop has never been made,
but it undoubtedly reaches millions of
dollars annually. In blueberry districts

the yearly shipments from single small
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a cluster of blueberry blossoms
(natural size)

towns often bring ten, or twenty, or even
thirty thousand dollars, and in Northern
cities, as for example Boston, New York,
Detroit, and Chicago, the annual con-

sumption is enormous.
Many attempts have been made to cul-

tivate the blueberry for its fruit; but,

when given the care, protection, and
nourishment that man has found neces-

sary for the ordinary plants of agricul-

ture, the blueberry sickens and dies. The
belief ic prevalent among farmers that

it is impossible to transplant the wild

blueberry successfully. And it really is

impossible if, as usually happens, the

planting is done in the soil of a fertile

garden.

What the blueberry demands is acidity.

In a soil so acid that ordinary plants die

of poison and starvation, the blueberry

thrives, luxuriating in flower and foliage

and fruit. That a plant should grow

better in an acid soil than in a fertile one
is contrary to what has been regarded as

one of the fundamental principles of

agriculture.

Ordinary agricultural plants absorb
their nitrogen from the soil in the form
of nitrates. From the cumulative re-

searches of a group of scientists who
have exhaustively studied the question
for a generation, it has been established

that the production of nitrates in the

soil is brought about by certain micro-
organisms known as nitrifying bacteria;

and, furthermore, that the ability of

these bacteria to manufacture nitrates is

destroyed by acidity. Growing as it does
in an acid soil, the blueberry is therefore

squarely up against the question how it

shall get its nitrogen. To the individuals

of the plant world the nitrogen problem
brings about the same tragic situations as

does the bread problem to the human race.

PLANTS THAT TRAP INSECTS LOR POOD

. One group of acid-soil denizens, the

insectivorous plants, has solved the ni-

trogen question in a singularly direct

way. They entrap insects and digest

and absorb their nutritive parts. Of
such habits among our native plants are

the sundews (Drosera) , the pitcher

plants (Sarracenia) , the bladderworts
(Utricularia) , the butterworts (Pingui-

cula) , and the Venus' flytrap (Dionaea)

.

Another method of getting nitrogen

in acid soils is represented by the Euro-
pean lupin. These plants have on their

roots living tubercles within which grow
certain bacteria. It has been found to

be the function of these bacteria to take

the nitrogen of the atmosphere and con-

vert it into some, chemical combination
in which the lupin plant can use it. The
very similar tubercle bacteria of the

roots of clover and other cultivated legu-

minous plants have been much studied in

the last 30 years, and the fact of the

fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by them
has been fully established and is every-

where recognized in agricultural prac-

tice. The blueberry gets its nitrogen by
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A THREE-YEAR-OLD BLUEBERRY PLANT IN BLOOM

neither insect trap nor root bacteria.

The microscopical examination of the

plant, however, disclosed the presence of

a fungus growing partly outside and

partly inside the epidermal cells of the

root. The fungus is exceedingly minute,

the threads of which it is composed hav-

ing a diameter of 0.00006 to 0.00012 of

an inch. The fungus occurs in great

abundance on the roots of vigorous
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plants. The cells in which it is found
are not swollen nor distorted, nor do
their contents collapse or show any of

the other effects usually produced by
injurious fungi. There is no indication

that the fungus is in any way obnoxious
to the plant. On the contrary, the uni-

formity with which it has been found to

occur on healthy plants and its frequent

absence or scarcity on sickly plants are

at once suggestive of a mutually bene-

ficial relationship.

It is well known that fungi differ

from the higher plants in being able to

take their required nitrogen directly

from organic nitrogen compounds. They
do not require that the nitrogen they

consume shall be in the form of nitrates.

Fungi are particularly abundant in the

decaying vegetable matter forming the

leaf litter of a forest, though this litter

may be distinctly acid in its chemical
reaction. Indeed, they grow luxuriantly

on vegetable remains containing no ni-

trates and of such acidity that the con-
version of humus nitrogen into nitrates

by means of bacteria cannot take place.

As a reasonable explanation of the

phenomena presented in the peculiar life

history of the blueberry, the conclusion
has been reached that the root fungus
extracts nitrogenous food from the non-
nitrified acid organic matter with which
it comes in contact and changes it into

some chemical form in which the blue-

berry plant can make use of it. Such a
transformation is analogous to that al-

ready well known to occur in the root
tubercles of leguminous plants. It is

quite within the range of possibility that

mycorhizas, as these structures are called,

consisting of a root and its symbiotic
fungus, will ultimately be proved to

have a very high place in agriculture as
nitrogen purveyors, second only in im-
portance to these same leguminous tuber-
cles.

BLUEBERRIES THRIVE ONLY IN VERY ACID
SOIL

The writer's experiments with blue-
be rries, which extended over a period
of four years, covered a great diversity
of soil mixtures, nutrient solutions, meth-

ods of potting, amount of shade, and
day and night temperatures. Glass pots

were much used, to facilitate the study

of the roots. A hole was bored in the

bottom to give the necessary drainage,

and the glass was darkened by a remov-
able cuff of opaque gray blotting paper.

The use of these glass pots resulted in

an intimate knowledge of the behavior
of blueberry roots under different soil

conditions, which could not have been
secured in any other way and which
was essential to the correct interpreta-

tion of the experiments.

In a rich garden soil in which alfalfa

seedlings and rose-cuttings grew luxuri-

antly the blueberry plants stagnated, but
in an acid soil the blueberries became
large and vigorouo, while roses and al-

falfa starved and died. Alfalfa is ex-

ceedingly sensitive to acidity and cannot
be grown with success in soils that have
not a somewhat alkaline reaction. When
grown in the humid eastern United

• States, alfalfa is rarely successful, ex-
cept on calcareous soils, unless the natu-

ral acidity of the soil has been neutral-

ized by suitable applications of lime.

Heavy manuring, also, is injurious to

the blueberry. Six blueberry seedlings

were transplanted into glass pots in a
good blueberry soil, and six more seed-

lings were potted in the same manner,
except that to each two parts of blue-

berry soil one part of well-rotted cow
manure was added. At first the manured
plants appeared, superficially, to be doing
better than those not manured, for in the

former the production of new leaves and
the continued growth of the stem were
not interrupted by the potting, while in

the plants not manured there was a tem-
porary but definite stoppage of stem
growth immediately after the potting.

The apparent superiority of growth in

the manured plants, above ground, con-
tinued for about three weeks. Below
ground, however, the roots of the two
cultures showed directly opposite results.

In the plants without manure, new root

growth began a few days after potting.

At the end of three weeks the develop-
ment of an extensive root system was
well under way and the plants were
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ready for a period of vigorous stem growth. In the manured
plants, however, either no new root growth took place or only
a slight amount. The old rootlets turned brown and appeared
to be dead or dying. At the end of five weeks the growth of
the tops was very slow. About ten days afterward, on a
bright, warm day, the lower leaves on three plants withered,
and within a few weeks all six of the manured plants were
dead.

Except in acid soils the roots of the blueberry are subject
to decay, their whole action indicating that the rotting is caused
or aided by injurious bacteria and fungi. In good blueberry
soils, however, these organisms are apparently killed or held
in check by the acids that exist naturally in such soils.

EXPERIMENTS WITH TIME

Although the application of lime to ordinary agricultural

crops has usually a marked beneficial influence, the thorough
liming of a good blueberry soil was found to have a very in-

jurious effect on blueberry plants, similar to heavy manuring.
In the course of these experiments with lime a remarkable

phenomenon was produced, which, though having no impor-

tant bearing on blueberry culture, is of very great significance

to agriculture in general.

From some imperfect early experiments with lime the writer

had erroneously concluded that the blueberry was so exceed-

ingly sensitive to lime that the slightest admixture of it in the

soil would be immediately fatal to a blueberry plant. Later
experiments showed that lime was injurious to the blueberry

only when in sufficient amount to neutralize the acidity of the

soil, one per cent usually being adequate. But, before these

later experiments had been made, and while still laboring under
an erroneous conception of the supersensitiveness of the blue-

berry plant to lime, the writer, desiring

to produce fresh examples of this phe-
nomenon, placed a very small quantity

—

a few milligrams—of air-slaked lime on
the surface of the soil in each of three

2-inch pots containing a small blueberry
plant. No effect was produced, either at

first or for several weeks.

A large surface application of carbon-
ate of lime was then made, to the same
three plants, a gram to each pot, and the

lime was washed down with water. The
expected collapse did not occur. The
limed plants continued to grow as luxu-
riantly as their unlimed neighbors. The
conclusion was reached that the reason
why the growth of the plants had not
been affected was because the lime had
not penetrated sufficiently into the soil.

, „.
a ft, i i . • • Blueberry seedling m
Another and more drastic experiment

r jch gar(jen soil ^One-
was therefore determined upon. half natural size.)

Blueberry seedling in

peat mixture. (One-half
natural size.)
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Six seedling blueberry plants in 4-inch

pots containing a good acid blueberry
soil were set apart from their fellows

and watered exclusively with ordinary
lime-water. The applications were of

such an amount that the soil in the pot

was thoroughly wetted each time, and
usually a small excess quantity ran
through the hole in the bottom of the

pot.

For more than seven months these

pots received no other water than lime-

water. During this period the plants

continued to grow in a normal manner,
their average height increasing from \~y2
to 14 inches. The lime appeared to have
no deterrent effect whatever on the

growth of the plants. An analysis of

the soil in one of the pots showed that

it contained over 8 per cent of lime, or
the equivalent of an application of 25
tons per acre, an enormously excessive

amount from the standpoint of agricul-

tural usage.

The blueberry plants ought to have
been dead long before. As a matter of

fact they were making excellent growth.

A careful examination of the contents

of one of the pots was then made. The
surface of the soil was found to be

covered with a hard gray crust of lime.

Immediately underneath for a depth of

about half an inch the soil was black and
contained no live blueberry roots. Be-

neath this the peaty soil was dark brown
and filled with growing, healthy roots.

The lime appeared to have penetrated

only into the superficial portions of the

soil. A chemical test confirmed this,

showing that the black, rootless upper
layer was densely impregnated with lime,

while the brown, peaty portion contain-

ing the growing roots still gave the acid

reaction that was characteristic of the

whole potful of soil before the lime-

water applications began.

Since all the water that the limeless,

root-bearing portion of the soil had
received during the preceding seven

months had come from the lime-water

applications, it was evident that the lime

contained in the lime-water had been
deposited in the upper half inch of the

soil. The following laboratory experi-

ment confirmed this : A 2-inch glass pot

was filled to the depth of three-fourths

of an inch with the acid upland peat used
in growing blueberries. The peat was
slightly moist and of rather fine texture,

having been rubbed through an eighth-

inch sieve. Then ordinary lime-water

reddened by the addition of phenol-

phthalein—a substance giving a delicate

color test for alkalies such as lime—was
poured upon the soil. The excess water
that filtered through the soil and came
out of the hole in the bottom of the pot

was wholly devoid of red color and,

when submitted to a further chemical
test, showed not a trace of lime. The
precipitation of the lime by the soil had
been not only complete but practically

instantaneous. Only 15 seconds had
elapsed between the time when the lime-

water was added to the soil and the time
when the liquid, entirely free from lime,

began to drop from the pot.

This experiment has a very important
bearing on the method of applying lime

to acid soils in ordinary agricultural

practice. A surface application of lime

would have no appreciable effect in neu-
tralizing the acidity of a soil unless the

soil were so sandy, or gravelly, or other-

wise open that the rain-water contain-

ing the dissolved lime could run down
through it practically without obstruc-

tion. A surface dressing of lime would
have little effect in neutralizing the acid-

ity of an old meadow or pasture. To
secure full action of the lime, as now
generally recognized in the best agricul-

tural practice, requires its intimate mix-
ing with the soil, such as is accomplished
by thorough harrowing, especially after

putting the lime beneath the surface with
a drill.

where) to look FOR BLUEBERRIES

The favorite type of acid soil for the

swamp blueberry is peat. The peat

chiefly used in the experiments was not,

however, a bog peat, but an upland peat

formed of a half decomposed mass of

mixed leaves of oak and laurel (Kalmia
latifolia). This accumulates for years
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in thickets of laurel, if fire is kept out,

making a layer often 2 to 6 inches in

thickness, the lower portions matted to-

gether by the fine, interlacing surface

roots of the oak trees and laurel bushes.

When the leaves of trees are piled

together and left to rot they gradually

change, in from two to five years, from
their initial state of pronounced acidity

and brown color to a black, mellow, non-

acid mold in which all traces of leaf

structure have disappeared. Through a

similar but more rapid process of de-

composition pass the fallen leaves of a

forest when underlain by a soil which is

rich in lime or for any other reason has

an alkaline reaction. Such a black mold
occurs in the rich woods in which tril-

lium, spring beauty, blood-root, and ery-

thronium delight to grow. This soil is

non-acid and fertile, and ordinary agri-

cultural plants grow luxuriantly in it.

When, however, a forest is underlain

by a sandy or granitic soil, in which
there is not sufficient lime or equivalent

substance to neutralize promptly the

acidity of the decaying leaves, the nor-

mal progress of decomposition lags.

Apparently the micro-organisms which
cause the rotting of the leaves are not
able to do their work so efficiently while
the leaves remain acid, and when the

next year's leaf-fall occurs they are del-

uged with new leachings of acidity. A
permanently acid condition of the leaf

litter is thus established, such as prevails

in various types of forest. Such acid

lands have a flora of their own—such
plants as trailing arbutus, laurel, the

azaleas, wintergreen, blueberries, huckle-

berries, the purple lady's slipper, and
many others.

Thus it is that the swamp blueberry
occurs not only on sphagnum-cushioned
hummocks of peat in bogs, but on sandy
uplands in upland leaf peat. When
found in such places the plant commonly
bears another name—the highbush blue-

berry. The essential feature of similarity

in the two situations is their acidity and
wherever the plant goes it follows an
acid soil.

The geographic distribution of blue-

berries, huckleberries, and their relatives

indicates their adherence to naturally

acid soils. They occur in abundance
from Maine to Florida in the sandy
coastal plain, the prevailingly acid char-

acter of which is now well known
through the conclusive experiments of

Dr. H. J. Wheeler, of the Rhode Island

Agricultural Experiment Station. They
occur generally through the cool, humid
hill-lands of New England, the acidity

of which is notorious. They occur in

sandy pine barrens and peat bogs
throughout the eastern United States,

both of which are acid. They are ab-

sent, on the contrary, from limestone

soils, rich bottom lands, and rich woods
where the soils are neutral or alkaline.

In the lower elevations of the whole sub-

arid West, where acid soils are almost
unknown, these plants do not occur.

Within reach of the fogs and heavy rain-

fall of the Pacific coast, or on the higher
mountains of the interior, where condi-

tions favor the development of acid soils,

blueberries occur again in characteristic

abundance.

CULTIVATING BLUEBERRIES IS EVIDENTLY
VERY PROFITABLE

The experiments in field culture, as

distinguished from the experiments with
potted plants, have been in progress for

but a short time, and only after the lapse

of several years can definite statistics of

yield, cost, and profits be given. The
preliminary announcement of these ex-

periments, however, has brought out

one very interesting bit of information,

namely, that a 5-acre bog near Elkhart,

Indiana* set with wild blueberry bushes
about 20 years ago has for many years

produced large crops of berries, the area

yielding in some years a clear profit of

more than $100 an acre. The berries

are sold at 15 to 18 cents a quart, and 5

cents a quart is paid for picking.

This is the only instance known to the

writer in which the cultivation of the

blueberry has heretofore been attempted
on an acreage scale. Without further

experience it is impossible to say whether
this yield is larger or smaller than may
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BLUEBERRIES GROWN IN A GREENHOUSE (NATURAL SIZE)

reasonably be expected of a blueberry

area under good management. It is of

some significance, however, that accord-

ing to the reported yield the bushes in

the Elkhart bog, which are set 6 by 6
feet, average about a quart of berries

each in a good year, while in almost any
good blueberry pasture in New England
exceptional wild bushes may be found
that produce from 4 to 6 quarts of ber-

ries each. It is to the selection and
propagation of such productive plants

with large, attractive, and fine-flavored

berries that experimental culture should
devote itself. The propagation of bushes
with berries over half an inch in diame-
ter is already actually in progress.

The only fruit the culture of which
bears any resemblance to that of the

blueberry is the cranberry. The two
plants are closely related botanically;

they both require an acid soil, and they

both have a mycorhizal fungus on their

roots, essential apparently to their suc-

cessful culture. Cranberry-growing is

a highly specialized and profitable in-

dustry, the development of which has

required nearly a century of experimen-
tation. It is only within the last few
years that any really scientific attention

has been paid to cranberry culture, the

development of the industry having been
accomplished by commercial -growers.

Progress in learning to handle the plant

has therefore been slow and costly, but

highly practical, and cranberry culture

has much of experience to offer, by way
of suggestion, to blueberry culture.

In preparing a bog for cranberry-

growing the water level is lowered at

least a foot below the surface by ditch-

ing; then a few inches of the top soil
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are removed by a process known as

"turfing," which carries away all the

native vegetation, and the naked peat is

smoothed and covered with a few inches

of clean sand. In this the cranberry

plants are set. The provision of ponds
or reservoirs to permit the rapid flooding

of the bog completes the initial equip-

ment. Such treatment of land is ex-

pensive when well done, costing perhaps

$400 an acre. But a first-class cranberry

bog in full bearing is often valued at

$1,000 an acre, and each acre may be

expected to produce a gross revenue of

$300 per year, sometimes twice that

amount.
A bog thus prepared promises to be an

ideal situation for the swamp blueberry.

Whether the profits would warrant the

expenditure of so much money remains

to be seen ; but the expense may be re-

duced to a minimum by cutting out the

turfing, sanding, and reservoir building,

the blueberry plants being merely set in

holes dug in the bog, after drainage, at

intervals of about 8 feet each way.
Another sort of situation that gives

experimental promise is a sandy, well-

drained, but permanently moist upland
possessing a distinctly acid soil. The
plants should be set in trenches or sepa-

rate holes filled with peat to the depth

of about a foot. The surface should be

well mulched with leaves or clean sand,

and a deep mulch of leaves, preferably

oak, should be added each year. The
excavations should provide ample space

for new growth of the roots, not less

than a foot each way from the surface

of the old root-ball.

The peat used may be taken from the

surface of a bog containing plants of

the heather or blueberry family, or it

may be an upland peat, such as that de-

scribed on page 144. In either case it

should be gathered, piled, and rotted for

several months before using.

The soil in which the holes or trenches

are made should be such as will give

good drainage, the ideal condition of the

peat about the roots of the plant during
the growing season being one of con-

tinued moisture, but with all the free

water draining away readily so that

thorough aeration of the mass of peat
is assured.

To secure a stock of blueberry plants,

the simplest method is to transplant wild
bushes in early spring, before the buds
have begun to push. The roots usually

lie within the upper 6 inches of the soil.

A disk of this root and soil mat as large

as practicable should be taken up with
the bush.

If the experimenter has a greenhouse
at his disposal he can raise seedlings,

which will be ready for field-planting in

the spring of their second year.

Seedling bushes are unsatisfactory in

one respect. They are not exactly like

the parent. The seedlings from a large-

berried bush do not all bear large berries.

Selected forms of special merit have
been propagated by budding and by
grafting, just as our highly developed
varieties of apples are perpetuated; but
in the blueberry the stock is continually

sending up new shoots from points below
the graft. As blueberry culture develops
it will undoubtedly become the practice

to propagate the best varieties by layer-

ing or by cuttings, as has already been
done, for by these methods the whole
plant body, including the roots, is of the

variety desired, and alien shoots can
never be produced.

BLUEBERRY BUSHES LJVE MANY YEARS

As to the time required for a blue-

berry seedling or cutting to come into

profitable bearing, experience cannot yet

give" a definite answer. They should
bear a few berries the second and third

years. It is believed they will bear
profitable crops, under proper culture, in

5 to 10 years. They ought to remain in

bearing for a long time. In some in-

stances wild bushes undoubtedly live, in

favorable situations, for 50 to 100 years.

They are enabled to reach such an
age by continual rejuvenescence through
their habit of sending up new stems
from the root to replace old and dying
ones. Those who are curious to know
how large an old blueberry bush may
become should read Thoreau's descrip-
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tion of one in his Winter Journal, under
date of December 24, 1859.*

One interesting feature of blueberry

culture is the cheapness of the lands on
which they thrive best. Bog lands and
sandy lands well suited to the blueberry
can be bought in many parts of New
England for $1 to $5 an acre, and this

* December 24, 1859. ... I measure the
blueberry bush 011 Fairhaveu Pond Island.

The five stems are united at the ground, so as
to make one round and solid trunk thirty-one
inches in circumference, but probably they have
grown together there, for they become separate
at about six inches above. They may have
sprung from different seeds of one berry. At
three feet from the ground they measure
eleven, eleven, eleven and one-half, eight, and
six and one-half or on an average nine and
one-half inches. I climbed up and found a
comfortable seat, with my feet four feet from
the ground. There was room for three or four
more there, but unfortunately this was not the
season for berries. There were several other
clumps of large ones in the neighborhood.
One clump close by the former contained
twenty-three stems within a diameter of three
feet, and their average diameter at three feet

from the ground was about two inches. These
had not been cut because they stood on this

small island which has little wood beside, and
therefore had grown thus large. .

The stems rise up in a winding and zigzag
manner, one sometimes resting in the forks of
its neighbor. Judging from those whose rings
I have counted, the largest of those stems must
be about sixty years old.—Blake, H. G. O.
(editor). Winter: From the Journal of Henry
D. Thoreau, 16-17. 1888.

because the very reason that makes them
good for blueberries—their acidity—has

made them almost worthless for ordi-

nary agricultural purposes.

Some reader will ask, "Do you advise

me to go into blueberry culture?" My
reply is, the industry is so new and so

many unforeseen difficulties are bound to

arise that, until the details of successful

field management have been worked out,

blueberry-growing is not recommended
as an industry to any one who cannot
afford to lose both the time and the

money he may put into it. On the other

hand, if one does succeed in carrying the

thing through successfully, he may ex-

pect good returns from his venture, for

the Elkhart farmer, while apologizing

for his poor blueberry crop of 1910,

which was "almost a total failure" on
account of the late spring freezes, says

nevertheless that he got 65 16-quart

crates of berries, which he sold at an
average price of $2.75 a crate—an item

of $178.75 from an otherwise useless

5-acre bog.

I remarked to a friend that blueberry
culture promised to be comparable in

many respects with cranberry culture.

He quite outran the idea that was in my
mind by replying, "Why, it has the cran-

berry beaten. You can't use cranberries

without buying a turkey to eat with
them."



THE PANAMA CANAL

By Colonel George W. Goe
Panam

thals, Chief Engineer of the
a Canal

IT
is not possible in the time at our

disposal to enter upon a description

of the explorations and investiga-

tions which were made of various routes

proposed for a canal joining the two
oceans, nor can an account be taken of

the considerations which resulted in the

United States finally adopting the Pan-

ama route. Suffice it to say that under

the Spooner Act, approved June 28,

1902, the President of the United States

secured the necessary concession from
the Republic of Panama, purchased the

rights and property of the New French
Canal Company, and undertook the con-

struction of the canal on May 4, 1904.

The Isthmus of Panama runs nearly

east and west, and the canal traverses, it

from Colon on the north to Panama on
the south, in a general direction from
northwest to southeast, the Pacific termi-

nus being 22 miles east of the Atlantic

entrance.

TORRENTIAL FLOODS OE THE CHAGRES
RIVER

The greatest difficulty of the Panama
route is the control or disposition of the

Chagres River and its tributaries. The
Chagres River rises in the San Bias

Mountains and drains a basin of 1,320

square miles, about half of which is

above the mouth of the Obispo River.

Its course is generally parallel to the

Caribbean coast line so far as the mouth
of the Obispo, where it turns almost at

right angles to the westward, pursuing
this general course to Tabernilla, whence
it traverses a tortuous channel in a gen-

eral northwesterly direction and enters

the Caribbean Sea to the west of Limon
Bay.

The general elevation of the valley is

but little above sea-level to Bohio, where
the low-water surface of the Chagres is

one foot above mean tide. At the mouth

of the Obispo, 13 miles from Bohio, the

low-water surface is 48 feet above, and
at Alhajuela, 11 miles farther, it is 95
feet above the same datum. Above Bo-
hio the Chagres Valley is undulating, the

hills becoming higher and steeper as the

river is ascended, causing very rapid

run-off of the rains, amounting to 100

inches and over in eight or nine months,
the average duration of the wet season.

The maximum observed rainfall is

5.86 inches in one hour ; the greatest

recorded change in the river at Gamboa
is a rise of 25.6 feet in 24 hours. Its

discharge at the beginning of the rise

was 8,200 cubic feet per second, increas-

ing to 90,000 cubic feet per second at the

peak of the flood. The excessive rain-

fall and precipitous character of the hills

enclosing the valley make it a torrential

stream. The bars formed during floods

differ materially, and are of sand, gravel,

pebbles, and rounded stones three inches

to six inches in diameter. The sand and
clay deposits are useful in giving suitable

material for the impervious portion of

the dams, while the gravel beds furnish

ballast for the railroad and for other

purposes.

The Chagres River has 26 tributaries

between Bas Obispo and Gatun, the

largest of which are the Gatun and Trini-

dad rivers, the former entering from the

-east with a drainage basin of about 160

square miles, and the latter from the

west, draining an area of about 390
square miles. Each rises in the same
character of country as the Chagres, and
though with smaller drainage areas, they

are of the same torrential character and
must be reckoned with in the general

question of the control of the Chagres
and its tributaries.

Various methods for the disposition

or control of the Chagres have received

consideration. The first French com-

An address to the National Geographic Society, February 10, 191 1.
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pany, in its attempt to cut a sea-level

canal, found it necessary to provide di-

version channels to care for the water

of the rivers. The New Panama Canal

Company adopted the plan of a dam
across the river valley at Bohio, creating

a lake above this point and discharging

the flood waters to the level below by

means of a spillway in the adjacent hills.

The canal which the President was au-

thorized to construct by the provisions

of the Spooner Act was the lock type

recommended by the first Isthmian Canal

Commission in its report submitted No-
vember 1 6, 190 1. This plan also pro-

vided a lake for controlling the Chagres
by a dam at Bohio, following along the

plans of the New Panama Canal Com-
pany, thereby utilizing to the fullest

extent the work already accomplished.

Early in the progress of the work the

construction of a sea-level canal was agi- >
tated ; this is undoubtedly the ideal canal. ^

It took such a hold on the public mind §
that, in consideration of the international

importance of the work, the President 5
convened a Board of Consulting Engi- o
neers to consider and report upon the 3
type of canal which should be adopted. >

This Board consisted of 13 members— N
five representatives of European coun- §
tries and eight Americans—and assem- w
bled in Washington in June, 1905. The
minority of this Board—five in number

—

reported in favor of the lock type for

the reasons that such a canal would pro-
vide greater safety for ships and less

danger of interruption to traffic by rea-

son of its wider, straighter, and deeper
channels, as well as quicker passage for
large ships ; the other considerations
were that such a canal could be built in

less time and for less money.
In forwarding the report of this Board

to Congress, on February 19, 1906, the
President stated : "The law now on our
statute books seems to contemplate a

lock canal. In my judgment a lock canal

as herein recommended is advisable."

On June 29, 1906, the Congress author-
ized the construction of the lock type of
canal, in accordance with the general
plans of the minority of the Board, and
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THE CUSTOMARY LABORERS MESS, BEFORE AMERICAN CONTROL

the work has since been carried on along

these lines.

This conclusion was not generally ac-

cepted as satisfactory ; the plan was
again vigorously attacked after the set-

tlement and slip in a part of one of the

toes of the Gatun Dam in the latter

part of 1908, and the "Battle of the

Levels" continued well into 1909, not-

withstanding the fact that the then

President-elect, with a party of eminent

engineers, after a personal inspection of

the work advocated no change.

WISDOM OE CHOICE OE LOCK CANAL NOW
GENERALLY ACKNOWLEDGED

Since then, as the work has advanced,

the wisdom of the choice is clearly

shown and there is no doubt as to the

ultimate success of the project. Devel-

opments within the last year in the form
of slides have brought more prominently

to the front the excellence of the judg-

ment which accepted the minority plan

in lieu of the sea-level plan as advocated

by the majority, and show more clearly

the greater difficulties that would be en-

countered in an attempt to construct a

sea-level canal.

An English scientist, who has kept in

close touch with the work since the

Americans took charge, and who at first

was skeptical as to the Gatun Dam, said,

after a recent visit, that he was con-

verted to the present plan because it is

not a dam at all that is building, but a

veritable hill. He also thought that the

expressed opinion of the Board of Con-
sulting Engineers with reference to the

Gatun Dam, namely, "that no such vast

and doubtful experiment should be in-

dulged in," was now applicable to Cu'le-

bra Cut. There are probably some who
still believe a wrong choice was made,
but a visit to the Isthmus is a sure cure

for such cases, provided always that

they are open to conviction.

In the present plan the control of the

Chagres is also effected by a lake, but
greater in extent, because the dam is lo-

cated at Gatun instead of Bohio. This
solution was first proposed by Godin de
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Lepinay, a French engineer, who, in an
exhaustive paper on the subject, pre-

pared for the Congress of Engineers in

Paris in 1879, advocated the construc-

tion of a lock canal with a dam at Gatun
in lieu of a sea-level canal. The reasons

which he advanced at that time were to

the effect that such a canal could be

built for less money, in less time, and
with less sacrifice of life.

THE PRINCIPAL FEATURES OP THE CANAL

The canal which is now building con-

sists of a sea-level entrance channel

from the sea through Limon Bay to

Gatun, about seven miles long, 500 feet

bottom width, and 41 feet deep at mean
tide. At Gatun the 85-foot lake level is

obtained by a dam across the valley.

The lake is confined on the Pacific side

by a dam between the hills at Pedro
Miguel, 32 miles away. The lake thus

formed will have an area of 164 square

miles and a channel depth of not less

than 45 feet at normal stage.

At Gatun ships will pass from the sea

to the lake level, and vice versa, by three

locks in flight. On the Pacific side there

will be one lift of 30 feet at Pedro
Miguel to a small lake held at 55 feet

above sea level by dams at Miraflores,

where two lifts overcome the difference

of level to the sea. The channel between
the locks on the Pacific side will be 500
feet wide at the bottom and 45 feet deep,

and below the Miraflores locks the sea-

level section, about eight miles in length,

will be 500 feet wide at the bottom and

45 feet deep at mean tide. Through the

lake the bottom widths are not less than

1,000 feet for about 16 miles, 800 feet

for about four miles, 500 feet for about
three miles, and through the continental

divide, from Bas Obispo to Pedro
Miguel, a distance of about nine miles,

the bottom width is 300 feet.

The total length of the canal from
deep water in the Caribbean, 41 -foot

depth at mean tide, to deep water in the

Pacific, 45-foot depth at mean tide, is

practically 50 miles, 15 miles of which
are at sea level. The variation in tide

on the Atlantic side is 2.5 feet as a

maximum, and on the Pacific it is 21.

1

feet as a maximum.
Provisions are made to amply protect

the entrances of the canal. During the

winter months occasional storms occur
on the Atlantic side, of such violence

that vessels cannot lie with safety in

Colon Harbor, and during the progress
of such storms entrance and egress from
the canal would be unspfe. To over-

come this condition, a breakwater will

extend out about two miles from Toro
Point in a northeasterly direction, which
will not only protect the entrance, but
will provide a safe harbor. Whether
protection on the east side will be ulti-

mately necessary is still an open ques-
tion.

The Pacific entrance requires no pro-

tection from storms, but the set of the

silt-bearing current from the east is at

right angles to the channel and the silt-

ing made constant dredging necessary.

To prevent this shoaling a dike is being
constructed from the mainland at Balboa
to Naos Island, a distance of about four

miles ; the benefits derived from it are

already very marked.
The projected lakes will submerge the

tracks of the Panama Railroad for the

greater part of its length, and as this

road is necessary for construction pur-
poses, and ultimately for the operation
and maintenance of the canal, it is being
reconstructed throughout, with the ex-

ception of a few miles at either end. It

was originally intended to pass the new
railroad through Culebra Cut on a berm,
10 feet above the water surface, to be

left for this purpose during the excava-
tion of the channel through the cut, but
the slides and the absolute necessity for

keeping open railroad communication
between the two ends of the line neces-

sitated a change in the location, and a

new line to the east of the cut has been
selected.

In order to hold its concession the

French company continued work on the

canal up to the time that the United
States assumed control, and after the

transfer of rights and property was for-

mally made the excavation was carried
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SPANISH LABORERS ON THE CANAL

The popularity of the work on the Isthmus has become so great that it is no longer
necessary for the Canal Commission to bring in shiploads of recruits from the West Indies
and Europe. Laborers are so attracted by the good pay, fair treatment, and excellent living

conditions that more than 2,000 came from Spain and Italy during 1910. Old laborers who
had left the work to go to Brazil and South American countries have also been returning to

the Isthmus in large numbers, seeking re-employment. There are at present about 35,000 on
the rolls of the canal works.
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on by the United States with the various

tools and appliances then in use.

MAKING THE ISTHMUS H EALTHY

The first two and a half years of

American control were given to prepara-

tion. All energies were devoted during

that time to rid the Isthmus of disease

by sanitation, to recruiting and organiz-

ing a working force, and providing for

it suitable houses, hotels, messes, kitch-

ens, and an adequate food supply; to

assembling the plant to do the work; to

increasing the capacity of the existing

railway system, and to establishing a

system of civil government for the Canal

Zone, which is a strip of land 10 miles

wide (five miles on either side of the

center of the canal), extending across

the Isthmus.

The work of sanitation included clear-

ing lands, draining and filling pooh and
swamps for the extermination of the

mosquito, the establishment of hospitals

for the care of the sick and injured, and
the quarantine. In addition, to secure

and maintain better health conditions,

municipal improvements were under-

taken in the cities of Panama and Colon,

and the various settlements along the

line of canal, such as the construction of

reservoirs, with mains and adjuncts, for

furnishing wholesome and sufficient

water, sewerage, pavements, and a sys-

tem of roads.

Buildings to the number of 2,009 were
constructed, including office buildings,

hospitals, hotel's, messes, kitchens, shops,

storehouses, and living quarters. In ad-

dition to this, 1,536 buildings out o£ a

total of 2,200 buildings turned over by
the French were remodeled and repaired

for use.

Recruiting agencies were established

in the United States, Europe, and the

West Indies.

AN IMMENSE DEPARTMENT STORE

The Commissary Department of the
Panama Railroad Company was enlarged
until it is now a great department store

supplying to the employees whatever
may be necessary for their comfort and

convenience. Manufacturing, cold stor-

age, and laundry plants were established

and turn out each day alout 90 tons of

ice, 14,000 loaves of bread, 2,400 rolls,

250 gallons of ice-cream, 1,000 pounds
of roasted coffee, and 7,500 pieces of

laundry. Four to five refrigerator cars,

loaded with meats, vegetables, and such

fruits as can be obtained, are sent out

on the night freight to distant points,

and every morning a supply train of

about 16 cars, of which number six to

eight are refrigerator cars, leaves Cris-

tobal at 4.30 to distribute food-stuffs and
laundry to the local commissaries along
the line, where the employees make their

purchases and where the hotels, messes,

and kitchens secure their supplies for

the day.

The construction plant, consisting of

steam shovels, locomotives, cars, unload-
ers, spreaders, track-shifters, pile-drivers,

cranes, dredges, steamboats, tugs, and
barges, was purchased for the most part

"knocked down," and shops for their

erection and repair were constructed

and enlarged. Some of the machinery
was built from parts manufactured in

the shops. The distance from the home
market, with attendant vexatious delays

in securing parts and material and the

necessity for keeping the construction

plant in the most efficient condition for

economical operation, made it imperative
that the shops be equipped to meet every
possible contingency.

The capacity of the Panama Railroad,

over a large part of which the spoil from
Culebra Cut must be handled, was in-

creased by double tracking it through-
out, except from Cristobal to Gatun and
from Culebra to Paraiso. Yards were
enlarged and connections made to areas

available for dumping grounds.

Laws were framed, and civil govern-
ment was established with its necessary
adjuncts of courts, police force, fire com-
panies, customs and revenue service,

post-offices, public works, and treasury.

A purchasing department was organ-
ized in the United States for the obtain-

ment of supplies of all kinds and de-
scriptions. Upon arrival on the Isthmus,
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the supplies are shipped to the various

subdivisions of the canal-work for which
they were purchased, or they are placed

in storehouses along the line for issue

when required.

It was only after these various yet

necessary adjuncts had been provided

and the forces for their operation were
organized that the principal work in

hand—the building of the canal—could

be pushed forward with any hope of

success, and too much praise cannot be

given to those who conceived and estab-

lished them in a working condition.

The Department of Construction and
Engineering is divided into three con-

struction divisions. The Atlantic Divis-

ion embraces the engineering construc-

. tion from deep water in the Caribbean
Sea to include the Gatun locks and dam

;

the Central Division extends from Gatun
to Pedro Miguel, and the Pacific Divis-

ion from Pedro Miguel to deep water in

the Pacific Ocean.

KEEPING THE FLOODS OUT OE CULEBRA CUT

As already noted, the Americans con-

tinued the work in progress by the

French in the cut through the continental

divide, commonly known as the Culebra

Cut, utilizing the French machinery until

it could be replaced by more modern
appliances. This is the most formidable

part of the enterprise on account of the

magnitude of the cutting, and also be-

cause of the difficulties attending it, due
to the excessive rainfall and to the vary-
ing character of the materials encoun-
tered.

The efficient and economical working
of the plant requires that provisions be
made for the disposition of the large

quantities of water that result from the

rains. Whatever water is not carried off

by the streams enters the cut, either

through direct fall over the excavated
area or by seepage into it. Proper drain-

age of the cut is therefore an ever-exist-

ing problem, and two distinct phases are

presented, viz

:

1. To keep out the water of the sur-

rounding country.

2. To rid the excavated area of the

water that collects in it.

A system of diversion channels accom-
plishes the first, and gravity drains and
pumps solve the second. The canal line

follows the Obispo River, which drains

the area from the divide to the Chagres
River. It has four principal tributaries,

two from the east, the Masambi and the

Sardinilla, and two from the west, the

Mandinga and the Comacho. These are

cared for by two diversion channels.

On the east side of the cut the Obispo
diversion has been constructed almost
parallel to the canal and carried through
a depression in the hills so as to dis-

charge into the Chagres about one mile

above the point at which the canal line

crosses the river.

To the west of the cut the Comacho
diversion carries the waters from Cule-

bra to the Chagres River through the

old channel of the Obispo River. Through
a hill between Haut Obispo and Bas
Obispo, which sharply deflects the river,

the French had built a tunnel for divert-

ing the flood waters, and this forms a

part of the new diversion.

The canal follows the Rio Grande on
the southern slope of the divide, and its

waters are cared for by a diversion chan-
nel constructed by the French. They
also constructed a dam across the valley,

impounding the waters, and the resulting

reservoir supplies the settlements from
Culebra to and including Panama. Dur-
ing the wet season the diversion channel
carries the overflow from the reservoir.

HOW THE SHOVELS WORK

The French so planned the excavation
that after the removal of the peak of

the divide and lesser summits they could

work a number of excavators simultane-

ously at several points, so that a succes-

sion of benches resulted, lying one above
the other, each with the natural surface

as the point of beginning. By working
in the direction of the length of the cut,

the face of the bank gives the longest

cutting possible, reduces the number of

times the excavator must be hauled back,

and secures a satisfactory drainage ar-

rangement, since the cutting is carried

up grade on either side of the summit.
The Americans have followed this
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SPRAYING CRUDE Oil, IN DITCHES TO EXTERMINATE THE MOSQUITOES

The sanitary department spent $43,000 last year for the purchase of oil and to pay laborers
to distribute it
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same method, the only difference being

in the character of machinery used. The
width of the channel adopted by the

French was 74 feet; the present plan is

for a channel 300 feet at the bottom, so

that the first work undertaken by the

Americans was directed to securing the

necessary widths for the upper reaches

before attempting any increase in depth.

Whatever water entered from rains

and seepage was drained from the sum-
mit of the cutting by gravity to the Rio
Grande on the south and to the Chagres
River on the north. As shovels in ex-

cess of those required for widening be-

came available, they were put to work to

secure increased depth, care being taken

to maintain, as far as possible, free,

easy, and rapid drainage. Shovels are

started at either end and carried towards
each other, cutting out at a new summit.
These pioneer shovels on the next lower

grade make the "pilot cuts," which con-

stitute the new drains and to which
water is led by laterals from various

parts of the excavated area adjacent.

The average grade or slope is about 36
feet per mile. The loading tracks for

these shovels are on the level above.

When the "pilct cut" has progressed

sufficiently far, its cut or trench becomes
the loading track for a second shovel,

which is started to widen out the cut al-

ready made by the pioneer, and so the

work moves forward, the shovels ap-

proaching the summit from either direc-

tion in echelon.

In 1904 the summit of the excavation
was at Gold Hill and at reference 193
above sea level. The summit at present

is between Empire and Culebra and is at

reference 106 above sea level. The
drainage to the south is still by gravity,

through the old bed of the Rio Grande
to the west of the Pedro Miguel locks.

It is expected that before the next wet
season the center culvert of the locks

will be utilized.

On the north side conditions are now
different. The reference of the low-

water surface of the Chagres is 43 at

the point of its intersection with the

center line of the canal. The bottom of

the completed canal is at reference 40.

A dike separates the cut from the Cha-
gres, but this is overtopped during the

high floods. To get rid of the accumu-
lated flood water, 24-inch pipes are laid

through the dike, each with a suitable

valve, and so arranged that all water
above the pipes is carried into the Cha-
gres by gravity after the subsidence of
any flood.

Recourse must be had to pumping
whatever water remains from the floods

below this level, and such as may be col-

lected by drainage from the south ; for

this purpose a sump has been dug to ele-

vation 32 and pumps installed. It is not
possible to estimate the quantity of water
that will have to be handled, but three

pumps are in place, each capable of dis-

charging 12,000 gallons of water per
minute.

VERY TROUBLESOME SLIDES

The greatest difficulty encountered in

the excavation is due to slides and
breaks, which cause large masses of ma-
terial to slide or move into the excavated
area, closing off the drainage, upsetting
steam shovels, and tearing up the tracks.

The term "slide" is applied to the move-
ment of the overlying clay upon smooth,
sloping surfaces of rock or other ma-
terial harder than the clay.

"Breaks" occur at points where the

underlying rock is of poor quality, inter-

sected by vertical seams or seams slop-

ing toward the canal, and which is un-
able to bear up the superimposed mass.
Generally, the upper surface of the

broken portion of the bank remains ap-

proximately horizontal, settling nearly

vertically. The weight of the broken por-

tion forces up and displaces laterally the

material lying directly below it in the

bottom or on the berms of the canal. As
the material thus forced up is taken

away the upper part gradually settles

and moves toward the axis of the canal

until the entire broken portion is re-

moved.
The greatest slide is at Cucaracha, and

gave trouble when the French first be-

gan cutting, in 1884, and still continues.
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Though at first confined to a length of

800 feet, measured along the line of ex-

cavation, the slide has extended to in-

clude the entire basin south of Gold Hill

or for a length of about 3,000 feet. The
original slide covered an area of about
six acres, but the latest surveys show
that is has extended to cover 47 acres.

no danger from slides after canal is

completed

There are all told nine "slides" and
"breaks" to be reckoned with, and there

is nothing to do but to remove all the

material embraced within their limits.

As the cut is deepened these may be ag-

gravated or others may develop. There
is no method known to stop or to pre-

vent them. Usually the first indication

received, if there be a forewarning, is the

lifting or moving of a shovel and tracks.

The cut has therefore developed into

the uncertain and experimental feature

of the work and its completion will mark
the date of finishing the canal. No ap-

prehension is felt because of the slides

after the completion of the work. They
develop as the depth of the cut increases,

and the banks slide or break because of

the condition of unstable equilibrium

that results from the cutting ; when
grade is reached equilibrium will be es-

tablished, and the back pressure of the

water will result in greater stability.

Whatever slides occur subsequently will

be relatively small, and the material can

be easily handled by steam shovels on
the berms that will be left and by
dredges that will be available.

Some idea of the magnitude of the

slides can be obtained from the fact that

during the fiscal year 1909, of 14,325,876
cubic yards removed, 884,530 cubic

yards, or 6 per cent, were from slides.

For the fiscal year 1910, of 14,921,750
cubic yards that were removed, 2,649,-

000, or 18 per cent, were from slides or

breaks that had previously existed or

that had developed during the year.

THE MATERIAL IS ALL ROCK

Except for the slides, which are of

earth, the material to be removed is

rock, and requires blasting to enable the

shovels to handle it expeditiously. The

largest part of the drilling is done by
churn or well drills, though tripod drills

replace them where the others cannot be
used to advantage. The drills are oper-

ated by compressed air, supplied by three

compressor plants, which are connected
together by a 10-inch pipe line about
five miles long, with 6-inch and 4-inch
leads running into the cut. The drills

operate in batteries of from 4 to 12; the
holes, from 15 to 27 feet in depth, are
spaced from 6 to 16 feet apart.

The explosive used is dynamite, 45
per cent to 60 per cent nitro-glycerine.

Excessive moisture and water in the
holes prevent the use of blasting powder.
When the holes in any section are ready
for blasting, they are "sprung"—that is,

four to six sticks of dynamite are low-
ered to the bottom and exploded

—

thereby forming a chamber for the re-

ception of the charge. The charges vary
from 25 to 200 pounds, depending upon
the local conditions ; the tamping fol-

lows, and the explosion is effected by an
electric current from one of the lighting

plants.

THE EARTH AND ROCK FROM THE CULEBRA
CUT ARE USED FOR THE BREAK-
WATERS AND EMBANKMENTS

Through the blasted area the steam
shovel cuts its way, averaging 34 feet

wide at the bottom and 50 feet at the

top for the "pilot cuts," which are 8 to

12 feet deep. The widening cuts are

about 26 feet wide and from 15 to 24
feet deep.

The best results are secured with the

95-ton shovels, though the 45-ton and
70-ton shovels are also used. The 95-

ton shovels have dippers of four and
five yard capacities, the former remov-
ing rocks containing as much as six

cubic yards.

When the rocks are too large to be

lifted by the shovel, they are "dobie"

blasted, and thus broken to sizes con-

venient for the dipper. This is done by
placing three or more sticks of dynamite

on the rock, covering them with mud
and igniting by means of a slow match.

The shovels load the material on dirt

trains, consisting of 20 flat cars and
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from 25 to 35 steel side dumps to a train.

The available dump grounds in the vi-

cinity of the cut were utilized to their

fullest capacity by the French and dur-

ing the earlier periods of American con-

trol, so that longer hauls are necessary.

The new line of the Panama Railroad,

being above the lake level, requires many
heavy embankments, which offer suitable

places for depositing material. The
breakwater from Balboa to Naos Island

offers a dump, though requiring an aver-

age haul of 11 miles.

As difficulty is experienced in extend-

ing this breakwater, additional dump
tracks are provided at Balboa, so as not

to delay the trains, and land at the inner

end of the breakwater is being reclaimed ;

already 253 acres have been filled in.

The interior swamps in the vicinity of

Ancon are also to be filled. From 16 to

22 trains of material are sent daily to

Gatun, an average haul of 25 miles, and

used in building up the toes of the dam
or for large rock to place in the concrete.

The remainder of the excavated material

is wasted on extensive dumps at Mira-

flores. A large dump ground at Taber-

nilla was used, but is abandoned for the

present.

The Lidgerwood flats are dumped at

Miraflores, Balboa, and on the relocated

line of the Panama Railroad, where
special equipment is kept to handle them,

consisting of plows, unloaders, spreaders,

and track-shifters. The plow is attached

to one end of the train, and the unloader,

consisting of a steam-driven drum on
which is wound the cable, at the other

end. To stretch the cable, the train

passes between two uprights to which
the cable is attached temporarily, and by
moving the train the cable is drawn from
the drum to the plow to which the end
of the cable is attached. Winding the

cable on the drum draws the plow the

length of the train, removing the load.

After the material is plowed off, the

spreader performs its functions, and,

when no longer capable of throwing the

material beyond the edge of the dump,
the track is shifted by a device patented

by W. G. Bierd, formerly general man-

ager of the Panama Railroad, which
raises by one motion the track with the

ties so as to clear the ground, and by
another motion pulls it sidewise. The
usual throw is two and a half to three

feet, though, if the rails will permit, the

track can be thrown as much as nine

feet in one throw (see page 179).
The steel dump-cars require no special

or extra appliance for their operation,

and can be dumped as easily on curved
as on straight track. They also dump
to either side.

Work has been in progress on the Cu-
lebra Cut since 1880, and during the

French control 18,646,000 cubic yards
were removed. Between Gatun and Bas
Obispo, the northern end of Culebra
Cut, the French excavation which is use-

ful to the present project amounted to

2,201,000 cubic yards, or a total in the

Central Division of over 20,000,000 cubic

yards. The total estimated amount of
material to be excavated from May 4,

1904, in this division was 97,125,018
cubic yards, of which, up to January 1,

191 1, 67,792,855 cubic yards have been
removed, or 69.7 per cent. It is expected
that all the excavation in the lake section

will be finished by July 1, 191 1.

Some idea of the magnitude of the

operations may be formed from the fact

that this division has within its jurisdic-

tion over 200 miles of 5-foot-gauge track

laid, about 55 miles of which are within
the side slopes of the Culebra Cut alone.

the: great dam at gatun is a veritable
hill

An earth dam across the Chagres at

Gatun impounds the water of the river

and creates the lake which constitutes

the summit level. The dam is 7,500 feet

long over all, measured along the top,

and, according to the latest profile, it is

2,100 feet wide at the base, 398 feet

through at the water surface, reference

85, and 100 feet wide at the top, which
is 115 feet above sea-level. It crosses

two valleys separated by a hill rising to

elevation no, in which the regulating

works are being constructed. Of the
total length of the dam, only 500 feet
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TRACK-RAISING AND SHIFTING MACHINE

This powerful machine lifts the track and ties clear of the ground and then deposits

them from three to nine feet away. It "bends the steel rails as easily as if they were made
of clay (see page 177).

will be exposed to the maximum head
of 85 feet, the remainder to less.

The dimensions of the dam have been

criticised as excessive and unwarranted,

but its designers considered it desirable,

in view of the amount of material avail-

able, that ample provisions be made
against every force which may affect its

safety, and that a barrier be made so

that the layman without engineering

knowledge would recognize its stability.

Now that the dam is assuming appreci-

able proportions, this latter object is

more than realized.

The dam in plan is a broken line to

conform to the configurations of the

natural surface, thereby materially re-

ducing the fill. It extends from the hill

in which the locks are to be constructed

to Spillway Hill, thence along the spur

or hog-back of the hill on the west side

of the valley (see map, page 201).

The adoption of the earth dam brought
on such criticism that an exhaustive ex-

amination of the foundations was made
in order to determine more carefully the

character and extent of the various under-

lying materials ; to ascertain whether
there was any possible connection be-

tween the swamp areas to the north and
south through the deposits in the gorges

across which the dam will be built ; for

testing the ability of the material to sup-

port the proposed structures, and for

learning whether suitable material for

the dam could be obtained in the im-
mediate vicinity.

As the result of the investigations, it
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may be briefly stated that the underlying

material is impervious to water ; that it

possesses ample strength to uphold the

structure that will be placed upon it, and,

the subsoil being impervious, that there

is no connection between the swamps
above and the sea below.

Because of the sluggish current of

the river in the vicinity of Gatun and
above, the deposits consist of the finer

sands and silts interspersed with beds of

clay. By constructing experimental dams
of this material and subjecting them to

the full head of water, it was conclu-

sively demonstrated that this material is

suitable for the interior or the impervi-

ous core.

The dam is constructed by forming
two dumps on the outer lines of the

structure and depositing waste material,

mostly rock, obtained from Culebra, the

lock site, and Mindi. The area between
the piles thus formed is filled with the

material pumped in by hydraulic dredges,

the natural surface of the ground having
been previously cleared of vegetation

and a suitable bonding trench excavated.

THE SPILLWAY

Fluctuations in the lake due to floods

are to be controlled by regulating works
constructed in Spillway Hill. Objections

were made to constructing such works in

the line of the dam, but because of the

natural configuration of the ground, irre-

spective of the location of the spillway,

provision had to be made for tying the

dam to the sides of the hill ; moreover,
the extent and elevation of the hill, as

well as the material composing it, make
it a suitable and desirable place for the

waste weirs. The channel has been cut,

the floor and side walls of concrete com-
pleted, and the Chagres River now dis-

charges through it. As the reference of

the floor is at 10 feet above sea-level, the

lake is already formed at least to this

height.

The spillway dam will be of concrete

with its crest at elevation 69. Piers 8.5

feet wide will be built on top of the

crest, 53.5 feet centers, grooved for

Stoney gates, which will close the open-

ings and complete this portion of the

dam. The trace of the dam will be the

arc of a circle 740 feet long, with 14
openings, which, when the gates are

raised to the full height, will permit a

discharge of 140,000 cubic feet per sec-

ond. The water discharged over the

dam will pass through a diversion chan-
nel into the old bed of the Chagres. (See
map, page 201.)

The dam is to contain 21,145,931 cubic

yards of material. On January 1, 191 1,

there had been placed 12,001,592 cubic

yards, making 56.72 per cent of the dam
complete. The spillway will contain an
estimated quantity of 225,485 cubic yards
of concrete, of which 113,269 cubic yards,

or 50.23 per cent, were completed on
January 1.

THE LOCKS CAN BE FILLED OR EMPTIED IN
8 MINUTES

The locks are in pairs, so that if any
lock is out of service navigation will not
be interrupted. Thus, also, when all the

locks are in use, the passage of shipping
will be expedited by using one set of
locks for the ascent and the other for

descent. The locks are no feet wide
and have usable lengths of 1,000 feet.

The system of filling adopted consists

of a culvert in each side wall feeding
laterals perpendicular to the axis of the

lock, from which are openings upward
into the lock chamber. This system dis-

tributes the water as evenly as possible

over the entire horizontal area of the

lock, and reduces the disturbance in the

chamber when the latter is being filled

or emptied. ( See diagram, page 202, and
illustrations, pages 206-207.)
The middle or separating wall con-

tains a single culvert of the same area
as the culverts in the side walls, which
feeds in both directions through laterals

controlled by valves designed to operate

against a head from either direction.

This arrangement permits communica-
tion between the chambers of twin locks,

so that water may be passed from one
lock to the other of the pair, effecting a

saving of water. The main culverts are
controlled by Stoney valves, and the lat-
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CULEBRA CUT, LOOKING NORTH

erals leading from the center wall by
cylindrical valves.

Assuming a difference of head of 30
feet, it is estimated that the entire lock

can be filled or emptied, using one cul-

vert in 15 minutes and 42 seconds, and
in 7 minutes and 51 seconds when both

culverts are used.

The lock gates are of the mitering

type, double leaf, straight gates, vary-

ing in height from 45 feet 7 inches to 79
feet ; the length of each leaf is about 65
feet. A contract has been entered into

for furnishing the steel for the gates

and for their erection in place by June
i, 1913. To meet this condition, it is

necessary that the concrete work shall

be completed in time to enable the con-

tractors to begin the erection of the

various sets of gates on the dates speci-

fied in their contract, and the work is

being prosecuted with this end in view.

To accomplish the result, the concrete

for the Gatun locks must be finished by

June 1, 1912, and that for the locks on
the Pacific side by October of the same
year.

SAFETY DEVICES

It has been accepted as a fundamental
feature of the design that at each flight

of locks there must always be two bar-

riers separating the high level from the

level next below. To carry this out, two
sets of mitering gates are placed at the
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upper and two at the lower end of each

of the uppermost locks in each flight.

In addition a chain device is used to

guard the barrier gates against accident,

and so controlled as to be capable of

checking a ship of 10,000 tons moving
at the rate of about five miles an hour.

More than 95 per cent of the vessels

navigating the high seas are less than

600 feet in length, and this has been

taken as the determining factor for the

location of intermediate gates, which are

introduced in the design to save both

time and water. For the protection of

the intermediate gates against vessels

using a smaller length of chamber a

chain barrier is to be installed.

Guide piers are provided both up-

stream and down, to which vessels will

tie before entering the locks. Designs

for electric towing machines are being

prepared, which will be used for towing

vessels into and controlling their passage

through the locks by means of lines or

cables attached to what may be con-

sidered the four corners of the ship.

Even with all of these precautions ac-

cidents may happen, and emergency
dams are provided at the head of each

flight of locks, consisting of swing
bridges, which can be thrown across the

locks in case of an accident which
makes a connection between the top level

and the level below ; wicket girders are

let down from these swing bridges, sup-

ported by a sill at the bottom and the

horizontal truss work of the bridge at

the top. These wicket girders act as

runways for gates, which are lowered
and gradually stop the flow.

GATUN LAKE WILL STORE WATER EOR THE
DRY SEASON

It will not be out of place at this point

to give consideration in a general way to

the question of adequacy of the water
supply to maintain a large commerce
through the locks. Data bearing on the

subject have been collected for many
years and studied with care. During
eight or nine months of the year there

is more than a sufficient supply for all

purposes, but during the other four or

three months there is practically none,

and it becomes necessary to store a suffi-

cient quantity during the rainy season

to supply the needs during the dry sea-

son.

The enormous reservoir of Gatun
Lake is available for this purpose. The
bottom of the canal in the summit level

is at reference 40, and it is evident that

navigation, with the extreme depths pro-

vided of 40 feet in sea water, can be
carried on until the surface of the lake

falls to reference 8if. As the water sur-

face in the lake is to be allowed to rise

to reference 87, there is stored available

for the dry season a little more than
five feet.

Making due allowances for power
consumption, evaporation, about which
data are available, seepage and leakage
at the gates during a dry season of
minimum flow, assumed as following a

wet season of minimum flow, an average
of 41 passages of the canal per day is

possible, using the full length of lock.

In the average dry season 58 complete
transits of the canal are possible, or a

greater number than the 24 hours of the

day would permit, allowing vessels to fol-

low each other at intervals of one hour.

With the design for the locks as

adopted a certain amount of water can
be saved at each lockage whenever a

vessel does not draw the full permissible

depth of 40 feet by cross-filling or

emptying through the middle wall. As
a consequence it can be stated that there

will be sufficient water for as many lock-

ages as the time in the day will permit.

INGENIOUS METHODS LOR HANDLING THE
ROCK AND CEMENT

At Gatun three locks in flight over-

come the difference in level between the

lake and sea, and are being constructed

in a cutting made through a hill. The
excavation, consisting of upwards of

5,000,000 cubic yards, mostly rock, is

practically completed. The locks are of

concrete, and contain about 2,046,100
cubic yards of this material. On Janu-
ary 1 last they were 49 per cent com-
pleted.
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The broken stone for the concrete is

quarried and transported from Porto
Beilo, about 20 miles east of Colon, and
the sand is procured from Nombre de

Dios, about 20 miles farther to the east.

Both are transported direct to Gatun in

barges through the French Canal, which
was dredged of rock ledges and accumu-
lated deposits for the purpose. Since

the canal line was cut through to the

French Canal this new channel is also

used. The cement is purchased under
contract at docks in Jersey City and
shipped to Cristobal, thence by barges

to Gatun or cars to Pedro Miguel and
Miraflores.

The material taken to Gatun in barges

is landed at unloading docks, conven-

iently located on the old east diversion,

to which a channel from the French
Canal was excavated by dredges. The
east dock is inclosed, forming the ce-

ment storehouse. Its floor dimensions

are 106 feet by 490 feet. The roof pro-

jects 35 feet beyond the face of the

dock, affording some protection against

the rains.

The building is divided into ten bays,

in each of which a two-ton traveling

crane, worked by electric motors, oper-

ate entirely across the building. In the

rear of the building 30 cement hoppers
are placed in the floors and covered with

steel screens. The cement is delivered

through these hoppers into cars running
on a track below the floor. The cement
for this work is in barrels, which are

first put into the storehouse and subse-

quently moved to the hoppers.

Grab buckets, operated by cableways,

remove the sand and stone from the

barges, moored against the west dock,

and deliver the materials in stock piles.

The towers of the cableways are of
steel, 85 feet high and 800 feet apart.

They are mounted on cars, which enable

movement at right angles to the line of

the cable ; one single and two duplex
cableways are provided. (See illustra-

tion, page 196.) Each of the latter have
complete independent cableway systems.

The cableways are equipped with five

70 cubic feet self-digging grab buckets,

each having an independent run from
the barge to the stock pile. The cable-

ways have not the capacity to unload
the material required with sufficient

rapiditv, and have been augmented by
three derricks operating on a dock north
of the cement shed, transferring sand
and stone to bins.

THE AERIAL CABLEWAYS

Two tunnels run north and south

through the stock piles, with hoppers in

the top through which stone and sand
are fed to cars.

The cars used for transferring the

material are of steel with hinged side

doors, and bottoms inclined outward at

an angle of 52 degrees from the hori-

zontal. A steel partition divides each car

into compartments, one for rock and ce-

ment and one for sand. The car starts

at the cement shed, where it receives two
barrels of cement, thence runs through
one of the tunnels, receiving a full charge
of stone and sand in the proper compart-
ment, and proceeds to deliver this load

in the mixer hopper.

The concrete mixers are of the cubical

type, each having a capacity of 64 cubic

feet. There are eight of them, all

mounted in one building on the west side

of the lock site, arranged so that four
dump in one direction and the other four
directly opposite, thus permitting the use

of two tracks under the mixers. There
is, however, but one track above.

A four-track electric railway, third-

rail system, operates the length of the

locks and carries the concrete from the

mixers to the cableways over the locks,

by which it is placed. The equipment
for this road consists of 12 electric four-

wheel mine-locomotive-type engines and
24 flat cars fitted with automatic coup-
lers, each designed to carry a two-yard
concrete bucket. Two charges of con-
crete are taken by each train and carried

to the cableways.

Four duplex cableways span the locks

with steel towers 85 feet high and 800
feet apart, similar in design to the un-
loading cableways.

The forms used in concrete laying are
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of steel and, for the straight portion of

the walls, so designed as to permit con-

struction of monoliths 36 feet in length

extending from the floor to the top of

the walls. The forms for the main and
the lateral culverts are of steel and are

collapsible.

FROM GATUN TO THE OCEAN

The channel from the locks to deep

water in Limon Bay, approximately

seven miles in length, is being excavated

in part by steam shovels and the remain-

der by dredges.

South of the French Canal the Mindi
Hills cross the line of our canal between
Gatun and Limon Bay, rising to the ele-

vations 50 and 60. As the bulk of the

excavation is rock, steam shovels were
put to work to secure the requisite width
and depth. It was thought that when
sea-level was reached the shovels would
have to be replaced by dredges, as the

Mindi River is within a few hundred
yards of the area, and the French Canal
borders it. As the work progressed,

however, notwithstanding the seamy na-

ture of the rock, it was found that a

relatively narrow levee would keep out
water from the French Canal, and the

seepage was so small as to be easily han-
dled by pumps. One shovel-cut to grade
was made, when the high water in. De-
cember, 1909, flooded the pit and work
was suspended until recently, when the

soft material was removed by a suction

dredge. The water is being pumped from
the pit so as to permit completion of the

work by steam shovels.

Over the area to be dredged, a sea-

going suction dredge removes the softer

material, while ladder and dipper dredges
handle the rock and stiff clays. The
underlying rock is drilled and blasted
prior to dredging. A total of over 35,-

000,000 cubic yards was the estimated
amount to be excavated, of which 60.3
per cent is completed.

THE LOCKS AT PEDRO MIGUEL

In the Pacific Division the work con-

sists of the construction of duplicate

locks at Pedro Miguel overcoming a 30-

foot difference of level, with the neces-

sary dams ; two locks in flight, also in

duplicate, at Miraflores, connected with

the adjacent hills by one earth and one
concrete dam

;
excavating the channels

between the locks to the required depths,

and the excavation of the channel to

proper width and depth to deep water in

the Pacific.

The Pedro Miguel locks connect the

summit or 85-foot level with the 55-foot

level. The excavation for the locks,

amounting to 770,000 cubic yards, is

completed, and of the 837,400 cubic yards

of concrete required for their construc-

tion, 57 per cent is completed.

The west dam connects the head of

the locks with the hills to the northwest

and performs the same function at the

south end of the lake that the Gatun
dam does at the north. It is to be of

earth, about 1,400 feet long, 40 feet wide
at the top, which will be at reference 107
above mean tide, and have side slopes of

8:1. It will be subjected to a maximum
head of 40 feet, though the average head
is from 25 to 30 feet.

In its construction two rock piles are

formed ; between these two masses of

material (from which an existing stratum
of gravel was removed), selected mate-
rial will be placed properly puddled and
rolled. This central portion will have a

thickness of 140 feet at the bottom.

Concrete core walls will connect the dam
with the hill and lock. The dam, which
contains about 1,000,000 cubic yards, is

26 per cent completed. The natural sur-

face of the ground from the east wall

to an adjacent hill is above the upper
level, but it is to some extent pervious

to water. To cut off any possible flow,

the lock wall is returned toward the hill,

with which it will be connected by a con-
crete core wall.

THE LOCKS AT MIRAELORES

The Miraflores locks are two in flight,

overcoming the difference in level be-

tween Miraflores Lake, whose surface is

at reference 55, and the sea-level section.

As the fluctuations in tide are about 20
feet and mean tide is the datum, it will
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RECEIVING THE CONCRETE

Note the men standing on' top of the wall on the extreme left. The largest amount of

concrete laid in any one month at Gatun is 89,401 cubic yards. The average cost of the con-

crete per yard in place for 1910 was $7-355, including plant charges and division expenses.
To build the Gatun locks 2,250,000 barrels of cement will be required.

be noted that the maximum lift for these

locks is about 65 feet. The excavation
for the upper set of locks is complete
and for the lower set it is about 70 per

cent complete. It was not intended to

lay any concrete until the plant at Pedro
Miguel had finished the locks at that lo-

cality, but, as the work has advanced so

much more rapidly than anticipated, and
as the contractors are to complete the

erection of the gates seven months ear-

lier than expected, it became necessary

to install auxiliary mixers and begin this

part of the work earlier. There will be
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MAP OP GATUN DAM, SPILLWAY, AND LOCKS (SEE PAGES 1 77 AND 1 79)

a total of 1,312,200 cubic yards of con-

crete to lay for these locks, of which

7 per cent is already done.

The Cocoli River, a tributary of the

Rio Grande, crosses the site of the Mira-
rlores locks from the west, and is such

a formidable stream in times of heavy
freshets that the protection of the locks

against its floods during construction and
after completion is necessary. A diver-

sion channel through the hills to the west
with a dam across the river valley would
accomplish the desired end

;
but, as a

dam at the head of and to the west of

the locks is also necessary to impound
the water for the pool above, the solu-

tion finally adopted was the construction

of a dam extending from the head of the

locks to Cocoli Hill, with a direction

nearly parallel to the axis of the locks;

by this arrangement the Cocoli River will

discharge into the upper pool.

The dam is of earth, 2,300 feet long,

top width 40 feet at reference 70, and
the side slopes approximately 12:1. The

average head to which the dam will be

subjected is 30 feet, the maximum 40
feet. It is being constructed like the

Gatun dam, and is 43 per cent complete.

The east dam will be of concrete, ap-

proximately 500 feet long, provided with

regulating works similar to and of the

same dimensions as those at Gatun, the

crest in this instance being at elevation

39, with seven openings, permitting a dis-

charge of 7,500 cubic feet per second.

For a distance of one and one-half

miles south from the Miraflores locks

rock is found in the channel, to be ex-

cavated at an average elevation of minus

30. The estimated quantity to be re-

moved is 1,503,260 cubic yards, which is

covered by 8,158,133 cubic yards of al-

luvial material, averaging 38 feet in

depth. It was not practicable to remove
the earth and rock by dredging and sub-

aqueous methods, as the requisite plant

could not have been assembled to com-
plete the work in the allotted time.

An hydraulic excavating plant was,
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CROSS-SECTION OF LOCK CHAMBER AND WALLS, GATUN LOCKS

A. Culvert in center wall. E; Culvert in side wall.

B. Connections between center and lateral F. Drainage gallery.

culvert. G. Gallery for electric wires.

C. Lateral culvert. H. Passageway for operators.

D. Wells opening from lateral culverts into lock chamber.

There will be three main culverts extending the full length of the locks, one in each of
the side walls and one in the middle wall. The side-wall culverts are 22 feet in diameter
from the intake at the south end of the upper locks to a point 320 feet north, where they are

reduced to 18 feet, at which diameter they will continue to the end, a distance of about 3,500
feet. The culvert in the middle wall is 22 feet in diameter from its south end to a point 120

feet north, where it also will be reduced to 18 feet, at which diameter it will continue to the

end, a distance of about 3,600 feet. Lateral culverts in the form of an ellipse will run in the

floor from and at right angles to the'main culverts at intervals of 32 and 36 feet, leading
alternately from the side and middle culverts. Water will be delivered or collected by each
lateral culvert through five openings or wells in the floor. Valves, which may be opened or
closed either individually or all at one time, will be located at the intakes and outlets of the

main culverts, and at the connections between the center culverts and the lateral culverts

(see page 205). In the center space of the middle wall there will be a tunnel, divided into

three stories or galleries. The lowest gallery is for drainage ; the middle, for the wires that

will carry the electric current to operate the gate and valve machinery, which will be installed

in the center wall, and the top, a passageway for the operators.

therefore, selected as being the cheapest

and most expeditious method of hand-

ling the loam, especially because by this

means 450 acres of swamp land adjacent

to the canal could be reclaimed. Four
hydraulic pumps force water through

pipes, fitted with hydraulic giants or

monitors, with a pressure of 130 pounds
per square inch at the nozzles ; these jets

wash the loam to sumps, from which

18-inch centrifugal dredging pumps,

mounted on reinforced concrete barges,

pump the material to such places as may
be desired.

Below the area to be excavated in this

manner, the channel is secured by ordi-

nary dredging operations. Rock en-

countered is blasted, the drilling being

done by churn drills through the natural

surface to the proper depth or, where

submerged, by use of a drill scow. A
Lobnitz rock breaker is also in use for

preparing the rock for the dredges. The
total amount of material to be excavated

aggregates 35,000,000 cubic yards, of

which 73.55 per cent is completed.

REBUILDING THE RAILROAD

The relocated Panama Railroad is be-

ing pushed forward so as to keep pace

with canal construction work. From
Colon to Mindi and from Corozal to

Panama, the old line, relieved of some
of its curvature, will be used, but the re-

mainder must be rebuilt. From Mindi
to Gatun, two miles, and from Paraiso

to Corozal, four miles, the new line is

completed and is being operated.

Just south of Miraflores the new road
passes through a tunnel 800 feet long.
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the: middle: wall, op the: gatun locks

The size of the structure can be appreciated by noting the man at the bottom. The great
cylinder is the culvert to fill or empty the locks (see page 202)

The section from Frijoles to Gamboa, 9
miles, is complete to grade and has been
turned over to the Central Division for

use in wasting material. This includes a
steel bridge across the Chagres nearly
one-quarter of a mile long. From Gatun
to Frijoles a temporary line was com-
pleted up to grade 60 in April, 1910, and
maintained ready for operation at any
time during the past wet season that the

old line was flooded out.

About 3,000,000 cubic yards are still

required to complete the embankments
of this section to elevation 95, and every
effort is being made to finish the entire

line to Gamboa, 31 miles, to full grade

by January 1, 1912. On this date it is

expected that work in the Gatun spill-

way will have progressed sufficiently to

begin raising the lake to elevation 55.

Construction of the line from Gamboa
to Paraiso, east of the cut, was started

in January and will be pushed with a

view to completion by January 1, 1912,

if possible. As the greater part of the

road passes through the lake, reinforced

concrete culverts are provided to equal-

ize the water on both sides of the em-
bankments.
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the: side: wall of" one: of the: gatun locks compared to a six-story building

The size of the culverts may be appreciated from the engine and dray. The "steps" will

be filled in with earth and stone and graded to the top. Face forms for the side and center
walls (see preceding illustration) are of sheet steel carried on movable towers, also built of
steel. Tracks are laid as near to the line of the walls as possible, and on these tracks the

towers move up and down the lock chambers parallel with the walls (see page 200). Jacks
fixed to the towers and bearing on the forms are used to align the forms and hold them in

place. There are 12 of these towers, with forms 78 feet long from top to bottom, 36 feet

wide, and 7^ inches thick (see page 198).

the: canal, will, be: completed on time:

Generally speaking, employees are se-

lected on account of their special fitness

for the work in hand, and are then un-

hampered in their methods of securing

definite results, thus bringing out to its

fullest extent individual effort and brain

power. As a consequence each man has

a personal interest in the work and seems

imbued with the idea that the success

of the enterprise depends on him. The
spirit of enthusiasm and of loyalty
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PLACING THE FORMS FOR THE LATERAL CULVERT IN THE MIRAELORES LOCK
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ANOTHER VIEW OE THE FLOOR OE THE MIRAELORES LOCK, SHOWING THE OPENINGS

TO THE CULVERTS BY WHICH THE LOCK WILL BE ElLLED AND EMPTIED
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53,399.368 -29,908.000—1

Quantify Remaining
Feb Man.

Taken out
by French

3i.858.i22 All Divisions of Panama Canal

Total taken out last fiscal year.

DIAGRAM TO SHOW PROPORTION OP EXCAVATION OP CANAL ALREADY COMPETED
The quantity remaining to be excavated may, however, be considerably increased by slides

into Culebra Cut (see pp. 167 and 173). The figures are cubic yards

among the canal workers strikes forcibly

every one who visits the Isthmus, and
convinces the doubting that the canal

will be built.

The time required for completing the

lock type of canal was estimated by the

Board of 1905, which made its report

in January, 1906, at 9 years, in accord-

ance with which the work should be

completed by January 1, 191 5, and this

is still retained as the date for the offi-

cial opening. The expectation that the

locks will be completed by June 1, 19 13,

is dependent on the gate contract and
has already been noted, which leaves

Culebra Cut as the doubtful factor.

THE SLIDES IN CUIvEBRA CUT ARE THE
ONE DOUBTPUE PACTOR

Assuming that all the material will

slide into the cut that was estimated in

June last, so that all of it will have to be

removed, it is estimated that this part of

the cut will be finished by September 1,

191 3. It is well within possibility—in-

deed, it is probable—that other slides or

breaks will develop, and it may be more
economical to admit the water, thus get-

ting the advantage of the back pressure,

and remove the remainder by dredges,

which will then be available and which
can be passed through the locks when
completed. This will be done if need

be, but in any event there is nothing that

can be foreseen at present which will

postpone the date fixed for the official

opening, with ample time to spare for

tuning up the operating machinery and

to organize and train a force for the

operation and maintenance of the canal

by January 1, 19 15.

With concrete work in the locks com-
ing to a close in the early part of 1912,
steps must be taken to disband the pres-
ent organization. The time has arrived
for outlining an organization for the op-
eration and maintenance of the canal.

The tuning up of the machinery and the
training of an organization will require
the actual use of the canal. It is stated
on reliable authority that at least i&
months will be required for shipping to
adjust itself to the new conditions that

will exist when the canal is ready for
use. Such readjustment, however, will

not be attempted until some definite an-
nouncement is made of the tolls that are
to be charged and the basis for such
tolls.

THE CANAI, IS WORTH THE $375,000,00©
INVESTED

Much has been said and predicted as
to the commercial value of the canal to-

the United States. In this connection it

must be remembered that the commer-
cial shipping of this country never re-

quired the canal. The trip of the Ore-
gon in 1898 settled the question of the
advisability of constructing an Isthmian
Canal, and had the canal been built at

that time, thereby saving that trip-

around the Horn, there is no question

that it would have been agreed generally

that the canal, even at an expenditure of
$375,000,000, was worth while.

In whatever light the Panama Canal is-

viewed, it will have paid for itself if in

time of war or threatened war a concen-
tration of the fleet is effected without
that long, tedious, uncertain route fol-

lowed by the Oregon.
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It will practically double the efficiency

of the fleet, and, notwithstanding the

fact that we are a peaceful nation, our
outlying possessions make the Panama
Canal a military necessity, and it must
be so recognized. From this point of

view the debt should be charged to the

account which necessitated its construc-

tion, and whatever revenues are derived

from other sources are so much to the

good. The traffic that will utilize the

canal depends upon the tolls that will be

charged, and the President has asked
the Congress for legislation which will

enable the establishment of rates.

There is another policy which if

adopted will have a material bearing on
the revenues of the enterprise. Through
the Panama Railroad a large expendi-

ture of money has been made for pro-

viding the present working forces with
supplies of all kinds. Though the rail-

road has been reimbursed for this plant

through fixed charges on sales, it should

not be abandoned, but utilized for fur-

nishing shipping with its needed sup-

plies. Suitable coaling plants should be

erected for the sale of coal to vessels

touching at or passing through the

canal. In addition, since oil is now used

on a number of ships plying in the Pa-
cific, such fuel should also be on hand
for sale by the canal authorities.

The extensive machine shops now lo-

cated at Gorgona must be moved before
the completion of the canal, and they

should be established in connection with

a dry dock that will be needed for com-
mercial purposes, and utilized as a reve-

nue producer for the canal. This policy

also needs congressional action.

With properly regulated tolls, and with

facilities for fully equipping, supplying,

and repairing ships, the Panama route

would offer many advantages and bring

to it a sufficiently remunerative return

to pay not only the operating expenses,

but to gradually absorb the debt which
the United States has incurred by its

construction.

THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

THE speeches delivered before the

National Geographic Society on
the occasion of the annual ban-

quet, Saturday evening, January 14, will

be printed in full in the next number of
the Magazine.

At the annual meeting of the Society,

January 13, the eight members of the

Board of Managers whose terms ex-

pired at the meeting were unanimously
re-elected for the ensuing three years,

viz., Alexander Graham Bell, Henry Gan-
nett, J. Howard Gore, A. W. Greely,

Gilbert H. Grosvenor, George Otis Smith,
O. H. Tittmann, and John M. Wilson.
At a regular meeting of the Board of

Managers, January 18, Mr. Henry Gan-
nett was re-elected President ; Mr. O. H.
Tittmann, Vice-President ; Mr. O. P.

Austin, Secretary, and Mr. John Joy
Edson, Treasurer, for the ensuing year.

The reports of the Secretary and Treas-
urer for the year 1910 are printed below.

REPORT OF SECRETARY O. P. AUSTIN FOR

THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, I9IO

The year 1910 shows a large increase

in the membership of the National Geo-
graphic Society and a general improve-

ment in its condition and work.
The number of members December r,

1909, was 53,333 ; the number added
upon their own application during Jan-
uary i-December 31, 1910, was 23,398;
the losses by death, by resignation, and
by non-payment of dues was 2,703,
making the total membership on Decem-
ber 31, 1910, 74,018. Fifty-one new life

members were elected during the year
7

making the total life membership 399.
The membership is distributed through-

out all the States and Territories of the

Union, and includes about 2,358 in the

District of Columbia, and between 700
and 800 in the Philippines, Hawaii,
Porto Rico, and Alaska. The member-
ship in foreign countries is 2,404, and
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Photo by P. G. Gates, of Pasadena, California

NAVAHO WOMAN AND BABY
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Photo by P. G. Gates, of Pasadena, California

NAVAHO FAMILY OF ARIZONA
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represents fifty different countries and
colonies of the world, including all

the European countries, Egypt, India,

China, Japan, Australia, New Zealand,
the various Central and South American
countries, and several of the West In-

dian islands. The membership in Can-
ada is 863 ; in Mexico, 450 ; in Cuba,

116; in Panama, 183 ; in Europe, 652,

and in Central and South America, 129.

A gold medal was presented March 26,

1910, to Sir Ernest H. Shackleton for

his explorations in the far south, the

presentation being made on behalf of the

Society by the President of the United
States, William H. Taft. On Novem-
ber 18 ex-President Roosevelt addressed
the Society on his recent expedition to

Africa.

Honorable William H. Taft was
elected an honorary member of the So-
ciety during the year in recognition of
his active interest in the promotion of
geographic science. The Society now
has five honorary members, as follows:
William H. Taft, Theodore Roosevelt,
Robert E. Peary, George Dewey, and
Frithjo f Nansen.

REPORT OF TREASURER JOHN JOY EDSON EOR THE YEAR ENDING DEC 31, 1910

Receipts :

Cash balance, as shown by statement of December 31, 1909 $10,614.55
Dues 120,442.16
Life members
Magazine—subscriptions and sales

Lectures
Advertising
Interest on investments and on bank deposit,

Publications
Notes paid
Sundry

2,550.00

11,504.93

7,324-55
15403.28
1,826.77

8,567.62
12,000.00

1,244. 12

Disbursements
$191,477.98

Salaries and services $24,312.27
Magazine—paper, printing, articles, etc 70,166.04
Magazine—pound rate postage 4,700.00
Postage 8,018.59
Printing and stationery 10,999.25
Lectures 7,215.73
Hubbard Memorial Hall—lights, heat, telephone, furniture, etc.... 1,053.03
Publications 867.89
Research Committee (Alaskan Expedition) 5,141.08
Advertising commissions 711. 17
Taxes, all of 1910 - 298.17
Medals 675.00
Remodeling and repairs to No. 11 52 16th street N. W 943 -42

Purchase of lots 46 and 47, square 183, 57 feet on 16th Street N. W.,
adjoining present property of Society 32,021.22

Sundry 2,164.97

Cash on deposit in the Washington Loan and Trust Co 22,190.15

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, I9IO
$191,477.98

Motes, secured by first deeds of trust on real estate $18,500.00

Publications on hand, at cost • 3,5°°- 00

Real estate :

Lot 45, square 183, purchase price 1 1,338-95

Lot 46, square 183, purchase price 16,145.22

Lot 47, square 183, purchase price 15,876.00

Cash in the Washington Loan and Trust Co 22,190.15

Assets December 31, 1910 $87,550-32

Assets December 31, 1909 59,453-5°

Gain in assets, 1910 $28,096.82
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FIELD SPORTS AMONG THE WILD MEN
OF NORTHERN LUZON

By Dean C. Worcester
Secretary of the Interior of the Philippine Islands

With Photographs by the Author

MY acquaintance with the wild

men of northern Luzon began

in July, 1900, shortly after the

arrival of the second Philippine Com-
mission at Manila.

We now know that there are but seven

non-Christian tribes in northern Luzon,

namely, the Negritos, the Benguet-

Lepanto Igorots, the Ilongots or Ibilaos,

the Ifugaos, the Bontoc Igorots, the

Kalingas, and the Tingians ; but at that

time no member of the Philippine Com-
mission had any personal familiarity with
the tribes of this region. My own pre-
vious travels had been limited to Marin-
duque, Mindoro, the Visayan Islands,

Mindanao, and the Sulu, Tawi-Tawi, and
Palawan groups. No other Commis-
sioner had ever previously visited the
Philippines. I was therefore forced to

get my information concerning the non-
Christian people of northern Luzon from
the available literature, which was full

of contradictions and obvious misstate-
ments.

For instance, Fernando Blumentritt,
whose extraordinarily incorrect state-

ments relative to the non-Christian peo-
ple of this region had at that time hardly
been questioned, assigned to it a total of
some 36 tribes, while the Jesuit priests

at Manila, following Blumentritt for the

most part, gave a total of 26.

In the general scheme of government
for the Philippines, the control of all

non-Christian tribes, except those of the

Moro province, was assigned to the Sec-
retary of the Interior. It also fell to my
lot to draft such legislation as might be
deemed necessary in the premises

;
and,

in order that I might do this with an
adequate knowledge of the facts and
might exercise intelligently the somewhat
arbitrary authority vested in me by law,

it seemed to me necessary to visit the

wild man at home, and to investigate

conditions on the ground. I therefore
began a series of trips which were at first

limited to the territory over which the
Spaniards had established some sem-
blance of authority, but were gradually
extended to previously unknown regions
until I had familiarized myself with
conditions throughout practically all of
northern Luzon.
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SKETCH MAP OE NORTHERN LUZON

These trips were at first made at my
own discretion, but later the provinces

largely populated by non-Christians were
organized under the so-called Special

Provincial Government Act, and the duty
of visiting and inspecting each such prov-
ince at least once during each fiscal year

was imposed by law upon the Secretary

of the Interior.

The number of wild men who assem-
bled to meet me at important points was
at first small, and the meetings held with
them were very informal. The meetings
are still informal, but the attendance

now sometimes reaches 6,000 or 8,000.

Opportunities are thus afforded to meet
the headmen of entire subprovinces and
amicably to discuss past occurrences and
future plans. Gradually it has come to

be understood that the feuds between
hostile settlements must be forgotten at

such gatherings. As a result

there are often present delega-

tions from settlements which
have been fighting each other

for years. When such people

.have once been brought into con-

tact with each other it has often

proved a comparatively simple

matter to establish more or less

permanent friendly relations be-

tween them.

It is obviously essential to

maintain peace during the period
of 24 to 48 hours while they
are together. To do this and at

the same time create just the
right atmosphere to stimulate

the frank and friendly discus-

sion of any vexed questions
which demand settlement, and
the bringing about of friendly

understandings between old ene-

mies, requires no little tact and
good judgment. On more than
one occasion I have seen a thou-
sand or more fighting men rush
to arms and begin looking for

trouble as the result of some
occurrence which should have
been of insignificant importance.
Yet in the end good fortune has
always attended us, and thus far

no one has ever been killed, or
wounded except by accident, while pres-

ent at one of these gatherings.

NATIVES FOND OE INTOXICANTS

In achieving this very fortunate result,

we have always been careful to see that

there was plenty to eat and not too much
to drink! The latter condition is not al-

ways easily maintained. Any one who
knows the Christian Filipinos knows that

the vice of alcoholism will never become
common among them, but with the wild

men the case is very different. Many
of them are prone to overindulge in alco-

holic stimulants
;
and, indeed, some of

the tribes hardly considered it good form
to leave a fiesta sober. At the outset the

hillmen received the white man's fire-

water with enthusiasm and promptly got

so drunk that the universe seemed to
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AN IGOROT GATHERING UUES NEAR THE TRAII, TO CERVANTES
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LEPANTO IGOROTS BRINGIK

Tapuy is a fermented drink made from rice.

which it is kept, are

reel around them, and they had to hang
on to the grass in order to lie on the

ground.
I secured the passage of a stringent

law, which is effectively enforced, mak-
ing it a criminal offense to sell or give

to any member of a non-Christian tribe

"any ardent spirits, ale, beer, wine, or

intoxicating liquors of any kind, other

than the so-called native wines and liq-

uors which the members of such tribes

G IN TAPUY: CERVANTES

The old jars, probably of Chinese origin, in

very highly prized

have been accustomed themselves to

make."
The native drinks are comparatively

mild and innocuous, but there are never
lacking those who are willing to make up
for their lack of strength by guzzling

them in large quantity. Furthermore, to

guard against a possible shortage, due to

what they consider the Americano's ultra-

conservative ideas, they are very apt to

bring their own drink with them to these
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LEPANTO IGOROTS AT CERVANTES

They are dancing around unopened jars of tapuy to propitiate the "anitos," or spirits of
the dead, and make it certain that the drink will have a proper effect on those who partake
of it. The spectators are Filipinos.

gatherings. Indeed, an absolutely essen-

tial feature of the arrival of a deputation

of Ifugaos is that the headmen should

offer bubud to the American officials. A
refusal to taste it would be interpreted

as an act of hostility, and would throw
cold water on all subsequent proceedings.

KEEPING THE HEAD-HUNTERS IN GOOD
HUMOR

Apart from the all-important question

of providing proper food and drink, it is

highly essential that from the time the

first delegations begin to arrive until the

last have departed the crowd should be

kept occupied and entertained in order
that there may be no opportunity for ill-

disposed persons to stir up mischief. To
this end the fondness of the hillmen for

field sports has been utilized with con-
stantly increasing success.

Members of six of the northern Luzon
tribes—namely, the Ilongots, the Ifugaos,

the Kalingas, the Bontoc Igorots, the un-
civilized Tingians of Apayao, and the

Negritos of the east coast of northern
Luzon—have until recently followed that

wildest and most dangerous of all such
sports, in which the reward of success
is a gory human head and the penalty
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THE "BIRD" DANCE." CERVANTES (SEE PAGE 222)

for lack of skill and alertness is that one
furnishes such a prize to some one else.

It may seem flippant to call head-
hunting a field sport, yet the hard fact

is that it has been just that with many
of the northern Luzon hillmen. Fur-
thermore, the game has often been
played with close observance of very
stringent rules, under which bodies of

picked men from hostile rancherias met
at prearranged times and places and
fought to a finish. More commonly,
however, attacks were made from am-
bush and victims were outnumbered ten

to one by their assailants.

It is needless to say that this particu-

lar form of sport, with its attendant train

of cowardly and ghastly murders of

women and children and of endless

bloody feuds, has not been smiled upon
by the American authorities. The effort

to suppress it has been unexpectedly suc-

cessful and head-hunting is rapidly be-

coming a thing of the past, but super-

abundant animal spirits will inevitably

find an outlet, and in this case we have
tried, with a good deal of success, to

direct them into less turbulent channels

by teaching them American athletic

games and by encouraging their fond-

ness for dancing.

All hillmen and most hill-women love

to dance, and each tribe has its own pecu-

liar dances. Indeed, there are special

dances which are confined to single set-

tlements or small groups of settlements.

Feasting, music, and dancing have gone

together since the world was young, and

we have frankly encouraged the continu-

ance of this good old custom.

I invite you to take a trip with me, in

imagination, through northern Luzon, in

order that you may see for yourselves

the part which field sports are playing

among the wild people of that region.

We leave Manila on a coast-guard boat

and 24 hours later land through the surf

at Tagudin, the capital of the subprov-

ince of Amburayan. As this is a Chris-

tian town, and as the wild men prefer
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to come to some point within their own
territory to meet us, we have arranged
that the Igorots of Amburayan should go
to Cervantes, the capital of the neighbor-

ing subprovince, Lepanto.
Cervantes is reached after a horse-

back ride of 41 miles, in the course of

which we climb upward through won-
derful tropical forests until at the crest

of the Malaya range we reach the pines

and lilies of the temperate zone ; we then

descend its eastern slope, and as we ap-

proach our destination are met by a great

gathering of Igorots on horseback and
on foot, who escort us into town.
The plaza is already crowded and

new delegations are constantly arriving,

bringing with them their tapuy, a fer-

mented drink made from rice. They are

anxious to begin the fiesta and almost
immediately open the tapuy jars and
start the preliminary ceremonial dances
necessary to insure the good-will of the

spirits of the dead and to make it cer-

tain that the tapuy will have a proper
effect on those who partake of it

!

THE BIRD DANCE

Other dances of several kinds are soon
in full swing. The commonest of these

is the Benguet-Lepanto bird dance, the

music for which is furnished by two
long-barreled wooden drums with skin

heads, two gansas or bronze timbrels, a

stone, and a bit of iron and steel. Each
drummer squats on the ground with the

barrel of his drum held under his left

arm. He beats its head with his open
hands and gives considerable range to

its really musical notes by fingering its

head and by pressing on its barrel. The
remaining musicians dance while they
play. The gansa men beat their instru-

ments with sticks, while the man with
the steel and stone clicks them together.

The musicians dance around a circle

of small diameter into which there pres-

ently steps a man with outstretched arms
from which hang blankets reaching to

the ground. He is supposed to represent

a bird, and hops and swoops about in

a peculiar fashion, occasionally letting

his arms drop and walking by way of

change. His advent is promptly followed
by that of a woman, whose body is

draped in a long blanket, which gives her
much trouble by constantly slipping from
her shoulders, often making it necessary
for her to discontinue her dancing long
enough to readjust it.

Her performance is usually stiff and
ungraceful. All of the participants in

the dance remain as solemn as if it were
a religious ceremony.
The Lepanto Igorots also have a circle

dance, which is invariably in evidence on
festive occasions. Any number of per-

sons of both sexes may take part in it.

The men line up with their arms about
each other's necks. The women form a

-similar line immediately back of them.
The men sing and the women answer.
The voices of the men are harsh and
guttural. Those of the women are soft

and musical. The lines soon begin to

sway forward and back and then to

move slowly to the right or to the left.

The dancers sidestep and do a good deal

of vigorous stamping. The two lines

weave in and out, forming circles and
straightening again, and the performance
may continue for hours.

This circle dance is a much more cheer-

ful performance than is the bird dance
previously described. Shouts of laugh-

ter from the participants sometimes in-

terrupt it. In the glare of the morning
sun it looks prosaic enough, but when
seen at night on some chilly, wind-swept
hilltop, by the light of a blazing fire of

pitch-pine, it becomes strangely attract-

ive. One wishes that he could under-
stand the words of the songs, which
often obviously refer to him, but is

forced to be content with watching the

play of fire-light and shadow, listening to

the strange harmonies of the barbaric

music, and wondering what it is all

about.

THE WILD DANCES OF BONTOC

Our next stop will be at Bontoc, 32
miles away, and for half that distance

we climb steadily. As we leave Sagada,
come out for a moment on the sky-line

and begin the real descent to the Rio
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BONTOC IGOROTS WITH GANSAS

Note that the handles of the gansas are human lower jaws (see page 226)
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the: champion dancer from bangad (see page 232)

Chico near Bontoc, we catch, now and
then, wind-borne musical notes, which
rise and die away again and again, but

gradually grow clearer. As we drop
down a final bit of steep trail and come
out on a flat-topped mountain shoulder,

they swell out triumphantly, ringing

harsh and clear, "ding-o, dmg-o, ding-

ding-ding-o" over and over again. There
is nothing soft and soothing about this

music. Its rhythm stirs one's pulse and
one's toes in a strange fashion. The
accompanying dance is a mans dance,

danced by men. They move forward in

single file. Each holds in his left hand
a gansa, which he beats with a carefully

fashioned skin-covered drumstick. The

gansa handles are the

lower jaw-bones of hu-
man enemies, slain no
one knows how long

ago (see pages 223-

225).

The perfectly devel-

oped brown bodies of

the dancers are naked
save for handsome blue

and scarlet clouts and
an occasional boar's

tusk arm ornament with
its horse-hair plume.
Not a man has an
ounce of superfluous

flesh. There is a beau-
tiful rippling play of

perfect muscles under
clear skin. The men
crouch slightly as they

dance. Their steps are

springing and panther-

like. As they advance,

pause, and retire, their

alignment is never bro-

ken and their move-
ments are executed in

perfect time. Take a

snap-shot at them with

a fast camera, develop

the plate, and you will

find that the positions

of the hands and feet

of any given dancer

correspond very closely

with those of every other. This is our

welcome to the land of the head-hunter.

As we come abreast the dancers, they

break ranks, crowd up to shake hands,

and then fall in behind us.

An hour more and again we hear gansa

music. A sharp turn in the trail brings

into view a little level meadow just above

the brawling waters of the Rio Chico.

A mighty roar of sound greets us, the

full-lunged cry of a thousand Bontoc
Igorot headmen drawn up on the level

ground in two lines facing each other,

while half a dozen groups of dancers

beat gansas and add to the deafening

clamor. Here are gathered the best fight-

ing men from every little town in the
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THE WILD DANCERS AT BONTOC

This is the same girl as shown in the preceding picture
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k

AN AMERICAN SUBSTITUTE EOR HEAD-HUNTING: A WRESTLING MATCH
(see page 232)

subprovince. They crowd up to shake
hands with us as we dismount and pass

between their lines.

They force upon us squawking chick-

ens, produced from heaven knows where,
and eggs, many of which are of un-
doubted antiquity. Fortunately we knew
what we were going to get into, and a

couple of boys with baskets receive these

gifts of friendship from us after we have
taken them from the hands of the do-
nors, as official etiquette prescribes. As
we mount our horses, again there comes
a yell which makes our ear-drums vi-

brate like the blast of a big steam-whistle.

The wild man likes to yell and he is

good at it. We ride on into the town,
followed by an apparently endless file of
Igorots, marching to the music of gansas
and occasionally giving a shout that

wakes the distant echoes.

On entering the town we pass under
a series of graceful arches which the

friendly people have seemingly evolved

out of nothing. We ride on to the plaza,

where we are saluted by a company of

Bontoc Igorot constabulary soldiers,

armed with Krag carbines and uniformed
in caps, coats, ammunition belts, and
loin cloths. With them, trousers are

"taboo." We ascend to the balcony of

the provincial building. In ten minutes
the plaza is one solid mass of black

heads and natty, bright-colored rattan

caps.

At one side we note that the crowd
is pushing and scrambling. They are

thirsty after the long march in the sun.

Some one has brought out a great jar

of basi, and the liquor is being handed
around in small blue-enamel wash-basins,

from which two or three men try to
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THE END 0E A WRESTLING BOUT

The judges and referee are Americans, and the Igorots have implicit confidence in the

fairness of their decisions

drink at once. As a result half the basi

is spilled on the ground, and no one gets

much.

THE PICKED DANCERS OE BONTOC

Now the gansas start up again. The
crowd pushes back in all directions from
a central point, and into the circle thus

cleared step the picked dancers of Bon-
toc town, followed by a dozen of their

women, each of whom wears a blanket

draped from her left shoulder and under
her right arm in such a way as to leave

the right breast exposed. Music and
dancing begin. It is the same dance that

we saw beside the trail, save that the

performers are now picked men, and
that women are taking part. The latter

dance with arms stretched horizontally

from the shoulders, waving their hands
in time to the music, at the same time

rising on tip-toe and dropping down
again, or lifting first one foot and then

the other, either remaining in one place

or moving forward or to one side very
slowly. Their movements are more
graceful than were those of the women
whom we saw dancing at Cervantes,

and many of them have wonderfully
strong and well-developed bodies.

As things warm up, a famous fighting

man, at the prime of life, steps lightly

into the ring. The music changes a little

and a real head-dance begins. Armed
with head-axe alone, or perhaps with

lance and shield in addition, the warrior
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BONTOC IGOROT SLAPPING GAME

First position : striker ready to make his preliminary swing. The right arm is drawn behind
as he swings on his right foot

Second position : the striker has just finished his preliminary swing (see page 233)
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BONTOC IGOROT SLAPPING GAME

Third position : the striker ready to deliver his blow

executes a pantomime, showing how he

fought his enemy, killed him, and took

his head. Meantime his feet never for

a moment fail to keep time to the music.

In two minutes we learn things about
the handling of shield, lance, and head-
axe of which we never dreamed. As the

performance ends, the crowd indicates its

appreciation by giving an ear-splitting

yell. Those who have not been able to

see the dancer nevertheless join in the

applause on general principles.

The dancers from Bontoc town lay

their gansas on the ground and retire,

and a picked delegation of their ances-

tral enemies from the neighboring town
of Tucucan snatch up the instruments
and announce that they will show the

people of Bontoc a little real dancing.

This time two fully armed warriors in-

dulge in mimic combat, advancing, re-

tiring, thrusting, parrying, and keeping
up a marvelous exhibition of skill and

endurance, but withal never for an in-

stant losing the step.

Town after town sends its dancers to

the front, and each new delegation is

generously applauded. This gives rise to

good feeling, and presently the town
lines, which were at the outset sharply

drawn, begin to break down and people

from two or more settlements dance to-

gether. The Igorot constabulary soldiers

cannot resist the temptation to join in.

At first they retain their uniforms, but

soon get too warm, retire for a moment,
and reappear stripped to their clouts.

Their strikingly light-colored bodies show
that the Bontoc Igorot, when free from
dirt and sunburn, has quite a fair skin.

THE CHAMPION DANCER

We go down and mingle with the

crowd, and, noting unusual excitement

among the women at the edge of a

dance circle, force our way through to
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BONTOC IGOROT SLAPPING GAME;

Fourth position : note the knots of muscle that spring out on the striker's arm, back, and
legs as he strikes

ascertain its cause. We are well repaid

for our trouble. The men from Bangad,
in the far north, have the floor. They
have brought only one woman with them
to uphold the reputation of their town,
but she is abundantly capable of doing
this. There is nothing slow about her

dancing, nor does she bob up and down
in one place like the Bontoc girls. She
wears only a bright-colored and hand-
somely embroidered skirt, reaching from
the waist to the knee and open up the

right side, so that her movements are

absolutely unimpeded. Her arms are

stretched upward and outward, and her

open hands are extended, palms up.

Her chest is thrown out and her shoul-

ders are held well back. Her arms and
hands convey the impression of soaring

wings, and she seems hardly to touch the

ground. While the dance lasts she has

no thought for anything else. Wr

hen it

ends and the crowd shrieks its approval,

she becomes self-conscious, covers her

face with her hands, and bounds away
like a deer.

A WRESTLING MATCH

Now, with much pushing and jabber-

ing, a larger ring is cleared. The towns
of Tinglayan and Tucucan have had a

difference of opinion over a stolen hog.

They are to settle the matter by a wrest-

ling match, instead of by fighting it out,

as they would have done a few years

ago. The two champions come forward
and look each other over. Each reaches

his arms behind the other and takes a
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BONTOC 1GOROT SLAPPING GAME

Fifth position: just after the blow. The man struck does not look happy

firm grip on the waistband of his oppo-
nent's clout. There is an instant of quiet,

and then begins a curious hauling and
tugging as each strives to lift the other

bodily from the ground and throw him
flat. Tripping is barred. The physical

exertion involved is tremendous and the

bout is almost always short. A single

fall may decide the match, or it may be

the best two in three. The judges and
referee are Americans, and the Igorots

have implicit confidence in the fairness

of their decisions.

the: igorot slapping game;

A constabulary officer tells us that if

we want to see a unique contest we must
ask for the slapping game of the Bontoc
Igorots from the towns of Kadaklan and
Barlig. We want to see all there is

going, and say so. A wooden bench is

brought out and two lithe and muscular
young men step forward. One of them
squats on the bench, grasping his right

thigh so as to tighten the muscles in a

fashion which will be best understood
from the accompanying illustrations.

The other stands beside him and
stretches out his right arm. He first

throws it back and then sweeps it for-

ward in a full round-arm swing. The
blow falls on thin air close to the tight-

ened thigh muscles of his opponent. He
now swings his arm back again, his

whole body turning with it, rises on the

toes of his left foot, and puts every
ounce of strength which he possesses

into a stroke delivered with the flat of

his hand full upon the rigid thigh of his

opponent. Knots of muscle spring out

on his arm, back, and legs as he strikes,

and the blow cracks like a revolver shot.

The recipient endeavors, sometimes with
rather poor success, to preserve an ex-

pression of contemptuous indifference.

The judges examine his thigh. If the

blow has been hard enough, blood will

show just beneath the skin, and he will
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SUBSTITUTES FOR HEAD-HUNTING: THE START OF* A BONTOC IGOROT MEN'S FOOT-RACE

"There is no beating the pistol at the start, no tripping or holding, 'no pocketing'
"

A "WAR PARTY" OF BONTOC IGOROT BOYS THROWING RUNO STEMS AT ANOTHER PARTY

Note the men coaching them
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A MEN S THREE-LEGGED RACE

not have the satisfaction of taking a

whack at his opponent; but, if this result

has not been achieved, his opponent must
take his place on the bench and be smit-

ten. The contest continues until one
succeeds in producing the bloody mark
on the other.

RACES EOR AEE

There follows lance-throwing at a

target. The crowd always takes great

interest in this contest, vigorously ap-

plauding the more skillful contestants

and mercilessly jeering those who throw
badly.

The Igorot has now pretty well ex-

hausted the list of his native sports, but

he has been quick to learn from the

Americans, and there is still much fun
in store for him and us. A half dozen
unarmed constabulary soldiers appear
with a long rope. After much pushing
and pulling they succeed in forcing the

crowd back with it, and thus clear a

track for short foot-races. There follow

in quick succession a presideiites' race, a

vice-presidentes race, a race for picked

men from the different towns, a men's
three-legged race, and a free-for-all race

for women. There is no lack of contest-

ants. Indeed, it is difficult to keep the

number down to the limits imposed by
the width of the track. The innate

sportsmanship of these hillmen comes
out very clearly in running contests-

There is no beating the pistol at the

start, no tripping or holding, no "pocket-

ing," no dirty work of any sort. The
competition is both clean and good-
natured. The prize may be anything
from a flannel shirt or a woolen blanket

to the honor to one's town. The win-
ners are happy and the losers are good
losers.

The next event is a wheelbarrow race,

which causes much merriment. The
prize is a scarlet blanket hung on a stake

at the end of the course, and he who
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A BONTOC IGOROT BOY WHO HAS BEEN BURROWING FOR COINS IN A DISH OF FLOUR
(see page 239)

gets it has it. There are four contest-

ants. At the start one of them tips his

barrow over and two others turn com-
pletely around. The fourth, through
extraordinary skill or great good fortune,

makes a straight run from the starting

point to the stake, snatches the blanket,

and disappears without once looking

back. He is taking no chance of losing

the prize

!

THE GREASED-POEE CONTEST

Now comes the time-honored greased-

pole climbing contest. In this case the

"pole" is a bamboo, planted firmly in the

ground and held in place with rattan

guy-ropes. From a stick thrust into the

top of the bamboo hangs a bag of coin.

The wild man can climb like a monkey,
and he hails this opportunity with de-

light, but there is a surprise in store for

him. Bamboo in its natural state is

smooth enough, but when it is thoroughly

greased no living man can climb it.

However, each new contestant wipes a

little more of the grease off and goes a

bit higher than his predecessor. Some
climb with legs twisted around the bam-
boo ; others use only their hands and
feet.
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Eventually a smart constabulary-

soldier makes a try. When he

reaches the hitherto unclimbed and
consequently most slippery portion

of the pole, he produces wood ashes

from the waistband of his clout,

and, holding on with his legs, pro-

ceeds to apply them. In this way
he gets near the top ; but at the last,

when he can almost grab the bag,

his strength gives out. Down he

slides, slowly at first and then

faster and faster, hitting the ground
with a resounding thud, and shak-

ing his burned hands as he goes off

to renew his stock of ashes. Mean-
while a long-haired heathen from
the north starts with a running

jump, goes up the bamboo like a

streak, and grabs the bag.

The small boy is noc forgotten.

He is allowed to bury his face in

a wash-basin of flour and grope for

coins, which, when found, must be

seized in his mouth
;
or, he is blind-

folded and hunts for dearly loved

cans of salmon scattered on the

ground. He forms war parties,

which attack each other with runo
stems in lieu of lances, and, in gen-

eral, like the small boys of other

countries, he makes a prodigious

noise, gets in everybody's way, and
lias a wholly delightful time.

THE TUG-OF-WAR

And now comes the great event
•of the day. The wild man accepts

with appreciation the American's
greased-pole contests and wheel-
barrow races, and grows enthusi-

astic over foot-races, but he has
taken the tug-of-war to his bosom
and made it his own.

Samoqui and Talubin, old enemies, are

to pull first, twelve men on a side,

coached by their respective presidentes

and cheered on by most of the male citi-

zens of their respective towns.

A heavy rope is produced and a white
string is tied at its center for a marker.

Two canes are stuck up a yard apart,

and the American referee puts his foot

on the rope with the white mark exactly

THE) WINNERS OF THE GIRLS FOOT-RACE)

The girl on the left won first prize, the roll of cotton

which she holds in her hands

midway between these canes. The mem-
bers of the two teams silently take their

places and vigorously begin to dig foot-

holds. The ''anchors'
1

have no belts, but

wrap the ends of the rope around their

bare waists. Each presidente counts the

members of the opposing team to be sure

that their number is correct. The men
are now warned to get ready. Digging
ceases and they stand like statues.

The pistol cracks and the rope tightens
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CLIMBING THK GREASED POLE

"A long-haired heathen from the north starts with a running jump, goes up the bamboo
like a streak and grabs the money bag" (see page 239)

with a vicious strain. The white marker
has apparently not deviated from its cen-

tral position by a hair's breadth. Both
teams have dropped exactly together and
now how they pull and how their per-

fectly developed muscles stand out ! A
minute goes by, then two, three, four.

The rope moves a bit. Talubin gains an

inch and loses it
;
gains two inches and

holds one of them for a while. Then
the white marker slowly but very stead-

ily moves back whence it came and con-

tinues to move toward the Samoqui side.

Samoqui is too heavy for Talubin.
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AN ENTHUSIASTIC AMERICAN COACHING TAEUBIN, WHO ARE WEAKENING: THE
ROPE IS SUPPING THROUGH THEIR HANDS

An enthusiastic American, who per-

haps himself pulled in his college days,

rushes up to coach the Talubin men. He
tries to get them to heave, and to heave

together, but it is now too late. They
can only hold on for dear life while the

rope is gradually pulled through their

burned and bloody hands. Samoqui
heaves and gains three inches. She
heaves again and gains half a foot. She
heaves a third time and the white marker
passes the cane on her side.

So Samoqui wins, after *jy2 minutes

of pulling that would disable the mem-
bers of a white team. The yelling has

been ear-splitting before, but now pande-
monium breaks loose. The backers of

the Samoqui team leap into the air and
scream themselves hoarse. Talubin yells

a little herself just to show that there is

no hard feeling, and every one else joins

in for luck. Ultimately the tumult lulls,

and, while the Talubin people are telling

the Samoqui men what they will do to

them next year, Tucucan and Tinglayan

line up for the next pull. So the fun

continues until darkness falls and the

crowd adjourns for its evening meal.

A DELEGATION PROM LUBO

Now great fires blaze out on the plaza,

and around them the fighting men gather

and sing the fame of warriors who are

dead ;
sing of their own brave deeds ; of

their troubles with the Spaniards ; of the

coming of the Americans with their

strange new ideas, and of all that has

since happened down to the day which is

just ending. Until customs change, no
secret service will ever be needed in

Bontoc. If a head has been taken, go
and sit at the camp-fires and sooner or

later the guilty man will sing and tell

you all about it.

Now and then a particularly enthusi-

astic delegation dances a bit. We are

tired out, so turn in, and the singing and
the dance music soon mingle with our
dreams.

It is 5 a. m. and we are in the saddle
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and off for Lubuagan, distant 54 miles,

in traveling which we shall climb and

descend many thousand feet. Between

10 and 2 o'clock it will be too hot for

our ponies, so we must take two days

for the trip.

Late in the afternoon of the second

day, while resting at Bahgad, we are met

on the trail by a delegation of 29 men
and one woman from Lubo. Lubo is the

town that attacked former Lieutenant

Governor Folkmar and got burned out

for its pains. It has recently sent Lieu-

tenant Governor Hale word that it would
take his head; but Lubo says that it has

finally decided to be good and is volun-

tarily coming to Lieutenant Governor
Hale's capital, where it is likely to meet
the Mangali people, with whom it has

been fighting within a few weeks. There
is a suspicious circumstance about the

makeup of this party. It includes but

one woman. War parties take one
woman with them

;
friendly parties take

two!
As we continue our journey the Lubo

men fall in behind us, and we keep a

sharp eye on them. We reach Lubuagan
after dark and are escorted into town
by Igorots who have come out in the

rain with torches to meet us. There are

but few people about the plaza when we
awake in the morning, but more come in

rapidly, and by the time breakfast is over
dancing has begun. The Lubuagan Igo-

rots are probably of the same tribe as

their neighbors of Bontoc on the south,

but differ from them materially in dress

and in ornaments. The leading men of
the Lubuagan Igorots wear elaborate
and beautiful feather head-dresses and
rattan caps ornamented with agate beads.

Frequently, also, they stick scarlet hibis-

cus flowers into their hair. The women
wear handsomely woven and brightly

colored skirts, supported underneath at

the waist by numerous coils of braided
fiber cord. Some of them also wear
upper garments, which they usually dis-

card when they dance.

The dancing is better than any we
have heretofore seen. Eighteen gansa

A TINGIAN PLAYING THE) NOSE FXUTE

Of the many remarkable musical instru-
ments in use in the Philippines, the nose flute
is one of the oddest.

players enter the circle at once, and 30
or 40 women and girls join them, danc-
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THE HEADMAN OE LUBO AND HIS WIFE (SEE PAGE 248)
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the dancing master at lubuagan

ing with the light, springing steps and
upturned hands of the Bangad girl whom
we saw at Bontoc.

EUBO AND MANGAU MAKE FRIENDS

At this stage of events the Mangali

delegation suddenly and unexpectedly

appears on the plaza armed. Mangali is

another town that said it would not come
in, and its representatives have now
shown bad taste in coming fully armed
into a crowd of unarmed men. After

they have been received in a friendly

manner, their attention is called to this

fact, and they retire in a shamedfaced
way, leave their arms in a safe place,

under guard, and return to dance before

their enemies of Lubo, who in turn dance
before them. When they first appear,

Lubo wants to leave, but is refused per-

mission. After Lubo has danced, Man-
gali wants to leave, but permission is

again denied.

The fact is that the men of Mangali
and Lubo have never before seen each
other except over the tops of their

shields when lances were whizzing
through the air. At first they glare at

each other menacingly, but as the day
wanes the general spirit of good cheer
has its effect and they become less hos-
tile. Finally the two chiefs, each with
a few followers, approach each other,

squat on the ground, and begin to talk.

Lieutenant Governor Hale uses this

favorable opportunity to intervene, and
before the discussion ends Mangali and
Lubo have formally agreed to make
peace on the morrow. Thus a bloody
feud, which has lasted for no one knows
how long and has cost many lives, is

ended.

THE IFUGAOS

We now retrace our steps to Bontoc
and thence proceed to Banawe, the capi-
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LISTENING TO THE TALKING MACHINE

tal of the subprovince of Ifugao, passing

en route over the crest of the Polis range

at an elevation of 6,200 feet on a trail

which for many miles runs through a

magnificent forest.

At the edge of this forest, on the east-

ern slope of the mountain, we are met
by a delegation of Ifugaos, short-haired

barbarians who until very recently have
been inveterate head-hunters. Having
shown their friendship by giving us a

drink of bubud, they precede us, their

headman carrying an American flag. He
is followed by three gansa men, who play

march music, to the tune of which we
continue our journey. The country is

thickly settled and each village sends out
its flag-bearer and gansa men to escort

us to the next. The trail runs along the

steep mountain-side among the terraced

rice fields of the Ifugaos, which are one
of the wonders of the Philippines. When
we sight the plaza at Banawe it is filled

with a solid mass of humanity, which
forms a great splotch of brown and
black, relieved only by the white roosters'

feathers and strips of white paper which
the Ifugaos so dearly love to wear in

their hair. There are no gay colors here.

Clouts and blankets are of dark blue or

black cloth, at the most with white

stripes or small scarlet figures.

Again we are greeted by a tremendous
shout, instantly followed by a sound of

a very different nature. We could shut

our eyes and imagine that we are at a

football game, for a genuine college yell,

given with a snap and vim that would
do credit to Harvard or Yale, is ringing

in our ears. "Wah-wah, wah-wah, wah-
wah, yi-i-i-i" shouts the crowd, and then

it repeats the performance, trying to

make a little more noise than it did

before.

Dancing begins the moment we arrive

and keeps up continuously throughout
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MAKING THE; ACQUAINTANCE OF THE CAMERA

the following night. It is strikingly

different from anything we have seen

before.

They dance in a circle, stamping
smartly and showing great skill in their

foot-work. First the left arm is stretched

forward, while the right is extended
backward ; then this arrangement is re-

versed. Again one arm extends forward
while the other is bent so that the

hand comes just below the corresponding
breast. As the dance progresses the

arms are flexed and the hands and fin-

gers moved in a manner that defies de-

scription, but some idea of it can be

gained from the accompanying illustra-

tions.

The crowd is soon increased to at least

3,000 by new delegations, each of which
marches in to the tune of gansa music,

sticks the handles of its lances into the

ground, and comes forward to "present"

to the authorities. The headmen bring

their bottles or jars of bubud and their

presents of chickens and eggs. The
Ifugao is a great fellow to save docu-

ments, and preserves all scraps of paper
on which his name is written. He in-

sists upon your reading each of them,
so that you may know who he is and
what he has done.

In addition to dancing, we have lance-

throwing and wrestling, but no foot-

races or other American sports, as the

Ifugao is conservative and prefers to

celebrate his holiday in his own way.

KILUNG THE CARABAOS

Our next stop is at Kiangan. Here
the program is similar to that at Banawe
until we come to the meat distribution,

and then we witness an extraordinary

and bloody spectacle. The Ifugao is

crazy for meat and especially for carabao
meat. He has pigs and chickens, which
are reserved to be eaten on festal occa-

sions, but he keeps no cattle or carabaos.

When a very rich Ifugao is going to give

an especially important feast, he sends
down into the Christians' country and
buys one or two old carabaos. These he
presents to his assembled friends, who
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TWO JOLLY IFUGAO DANCERS

The right is the daughter of Mataag, one of the most famous head-hunting chiefs of Northern
Luzon
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lEUGAOS DANCING ROUND A SACRED IMAGE

dispose of them in the savage manner
we are now to witness.

A tough old carabao is led out on the

plaza, surrounded by a score of experi-

enced and wary warriors, each armed
with a sharp, heavy bolo. They have
need of daring and skill at the outset, for

a wounded carabao is an exceedingly

dangerous animal. Back of the bold few
who are to cut the poor beast down there

is a solid wall of men with drawn bolos,

ready to rush in, chop the victim to

pieces, and struggle for the meat. The
man who is leading the carabao drops
the rope and strikes him a heavy blow
on the neck, trying to sever the spine.

He fails and springs aside as his victim

turns and lunges viciously at him. Two

other men rush up from behind and try

to hamstring the now infuriated beast.

They, too, fail ; but as he whirls to attack

his new enemies a swarm of men beset

him and rain blows on every part of his

body. Down he goes, and the crowd
rushes in on him with a roar.

Some men lie flat on the ground and
cut and hack ; on these others kneel,

chopping away for dear life, while those

who stand farther back bend forward
and strike with their bolos. One fortu-

nate individual manages to cut off the

carabao's tail. Half a dozen others

instantly lay hold of it, and, fighting

vigorously for its possession, they push

through the crowd, perhaps only to roll

down a steep bank into a thicket of



Note their knives or bolos

The arms are flexed and the hands and fingers moved in a manner that defies description'*

IFUGAOS DANCING AT BANAWE
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IFUGAOS DANCING : THE WOMAN HAS BEEN SAUCED BY THE CROWD AND IS

TALKING BACK

thorny undergrowth, where they pull,

tug, and threaten each other until all

are tired out and one is able to get away
with the tail, or until an agreement to

divide it is reached. When a man has

once placed a bit of meat on the ground
he will not be further molested, but may
turn it over to some less vigorous com-
panion to keep for him, or stick it on
the point of his lance, which he has pre-

viously thrust into the ground, point up.

This done, he rushes back for more
meat.

Before the carabao is through kicking

his intestines have been torn out and the

crowd has a tug-of-war with them, each

individual retaining what he can get.

When such a mob of people hacks reck-

lessly with war-knives, it is inevitable

that severe wounds should be accident-

ally inflicted. In every scrimmage a

number of men are badly cut, but they

accept their misfortune with absolute

good nature, merely shrugging their

shoulders and saying that it was their

"buni," or luck. No ill-feeling is shown
or felt on account of wounds received

in a struggle for meat. If the Ifugaos
were not extraordinarily skillful in the

use of their war-knives serious injuries

would be much more frequent. With
half a dozen men tugging at a small

piece of meat, I have seen an outsider

neatly halve it with a single blow, and
this without wounding any one

!

In ten minutes from the time the cara-

bao is turned loose he has completely

disappeared, having been chopped into

bits and carried away. Nothing remains
save a pile of partially digested fodder
from his stomach, and small boys are

hunting through this for stray bits of

meat. The next victim is now led out.

We emphatically disapprove of turning
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FIGHTING FOR A SINGLE PIECE) OF THE CARABAO

him loose, and insist that he shall be

killed with an axe. The Ifugaos agree

to make this concession to American
prejudice. He is knocked down and the

usual scrimmage follows. Meanwhile
the men wounded in the first melee have
come to have their cuts sewed up and
bandaged, for they have already learned

to have great confidence in the white

man's medicine and surgery. They are

sure that we must be good Ifugaos and
brothers, because we are willing to do
them this service. Before we have fin-

ished with the first lot of wounded, hun-
dreds of men and women are squatting

around us and showing their appreciation

by singing to us the Ifugao love song.

One after another the carabaos meet
their fate, and one after another the dif-

ferent delegations go marching off to the

tune of gansa music, each taking with it

a goodly supply of meat for women and
children at home, who perhaps may
never before have tasted any.

The next day we continue our jour-

ney, dropping down from the mountains
to the Christian town of Bagabag, in

Nueva Vizcaya, escorted all the way by
Silipan Ifugaos, who were the terror of

the Spaniards ; who annihilated an entire

garrison at Payoan, on this very trail

;

who exacted a heavy annual toll of

heads from the people of Bagabag, and
who made the main trail from Nueva
Vizcaya to Isabella so dangerous that

three strong garrisons were constantly

maintained on it, and that people were
not allowed to travel over it except under
military escort, and even so were often

attacked and killed.

At Bagabag we receive an enthusiastic

reception. The people of this town are

more than grateful, because the govern-
ment has made their lives and property

safe. They will tell you that the Ifugaos
believe the Secretary of the Interior,

Lieutenant Governor Gallman, and Lieu-
tenant Meimban to be genuine gods,

recently reincarnated. In no other way
can these Christian Filipinos explain the

fact that we have been able to cause

120,000 head-hunters to give up head-
hunting and to leave them in peace ! In

point of fact the Ifugaos believe nothing
of the sort, but they are convinced that

we are pretty good Ifugaos, and they
have the best of reasons for knowing
that we are their friends.

We have been able to get results in

dealing with wild men by following the
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simple policy of always giving them a after due warning, they have misbe-

square deal
;
by not punishing them for haved

;
by making friends with them

a given course of action unless they had again whenever they were ready to be

had ample previous warning that such friendly, and by finding an outlet for

action would be followed by punishment ; their superabundant animal spirits in

by never failing to punish them when, rough but innocent field sports.

IN HONOR OF THE ARMY AND AVIATION

THE sixth annual banquet of the

National Geographic Society,

which was held on January 14,

was probably the most notable banquet
in the history of the Society. In addition

to the President of the United States and
the ambassadors of Great Britain, Ger-
many, Mexico, and the Ottoman Empire,
there were members present from 37
States and from many foreign countries.

The dinner was in honor of the United
States Army and of the discovery of the

art of aviation, the principal guests of

honor being the officers of the Army and
Mr. Wilbur Wright. Announcement was
made during the evening of the election

of President Taft as honorary member
of the Society in recognition of his

effective promotion of and interest in

geographic science. The Society now
has five honorary members, as follows

:

William H. Taft, Theodore Roosevelt,

Robert E. Peary, Fridtjof Nansen, and
George Dewey. Mr. Henry Gannett,

President of the Society, presided, and
Gen. John M. Wilson, formerly Chief of

Engineers, U. S. Army, acted as toast-

master.

Through the courtesy of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, the guests and
members of the National Geographic
Society had the opportunity of testing

a new plant recently introduced by the

explorers of the Department. The new
vegetable was the dasheen, which, in-

stead of potatoes, was served with the

filet of beef. The dasheen is one of the

principal foods of rich and poor in the

Orient, the Pacific Islands, Africa, and
the West Indies. By many connoisseurs
it is preferred to the potato. The intro-

duction of this popular tuber is impor-

tant, because the plant can be grown
throughout the Southern States and as

far north as Washington. It is capable

of becoming a profitable industry on
many lands which are too wet for the

growing of potatoes. The office of For-
eign Seed and Plant Introduction of the

Department of Agriculture will be glad

to give information to all persons inter-

ested in this newly imported vegetable.

The addresses of the evening are

printed in full as follows

:

PRESIDENT GANNETT

It gives me much pleasure to welcome
this gathering here tonight. It is true

of all societies that the membership
moves slowly at first, but lately the

Society has been growing by leaps and
bounds. A year ago the membership
numbered 53,000. Today it numbers
74,000—an increase of 21,000 in a year.

It publishes a monthly magazine, and
those who are competent to judge say it

is a very good magazine. It maintains a

course of weekly lectures here in Wash-
ington, and those I know are good, be-

cause they are always crowded every
night and people are turned away. It

has given a number of medals for

achievement in geographic science and
exploration. It has sent an expedition

to Alaska to explore the mountains and
volcanic regions and scenic phenomena.
And, finally, it gives an annual banquet.

Now, ladies and gentlemen, I have great

pleasure in introducing to you the toast-

master of the evening, General Wilson.

THE TOASTMASTER, GEN. JOHN M. WIESON

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:
In a long military life of over 55 years
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DASHEENS DUG FROM A SINGLE HILL, AS THEY LOOK BEFORE COOKING

in the service of my country, many
honors have been conferred upon me,
but none have been greater than that of

having been selected as toastmaster at

this superb gathering of beautiful women
and eminent men.
Modern war demands that campaigns

shall be short, sharp, and decisive, and
we are looking forward to the happy
millennium when the speeches of toast-

masters shall be of the same character.

In presenting the distinguished speak-

ers of the evening I shall detain you but

a few minutes, for I have learned the

lesson of brevity on such occasions from
eminent authority.

During the two administrations of that

magnificent citizen and statesman, the

late President Cleveland, whose constant

thought was for the welfare and pros-

perity of this nation, I was honored by
being selected as his military aide ; and,

on one occasion, when he was about to

send me off on a duty requiring tact and
diplomacy, he talked with me for nearly

half an hour, fully explaining his views
on the subject. Rising to leave him, I

had reached the door of the library when
he called, "Colonel !" Turning and sa-

luting, I answered, "Yes, Mr. President."

Whereupon he added, "Let the other
fellow do the talking." That is what I

propose to do tonight.

Again, while Superintendent of the

United States Military Academy, on one
occasion I invited that wonderful humor-
ist and raconteur, Mark Twain, to visit

West Point and address the cadets. He
was my guest at my home, and, at din-

ner, being desirous of finding out how
long he would talk, so that I might give

the necessary order as to the hour for

sounding "tattoo," I said to him, "Mr.
Clements, about what time tonight will

you finish your address ?" With that in-

imitable drawl so well known to his

friends, he replied, "That depends, sir,

upon how long you take to introduce

me. Some fellows take half an hour."

I promised him I would not exceed three

minutes, and I propose to keep myself
within the same limits tonight.

We have with us this evening the

Ambassador from the great Empire of
Germany, a nation renowned for its

achievements in peace and war; a nation
which has reached the highest round of
the ladder of fame in the arts and
sciences—in fact, in everything that rep-

resents the highest culture; a nation
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which has given to the world such superb
soldiers as Frederick the Great and von
Moltke ; a nation whose great Emperor
has managed the affairs of state so

grandly, and who, although inheriting

from his noble ancestors all the qualities

of a splendid soldier, has nevertheless

done so much towards maintaining peace
in Europe during the past decade.

It gives me pleasure to present to you
His Excellency Count von Bernstorff,

the Ambassador from the Empire of

Germany.

THE GERMAN AMBASSADOR, COUNT J. H.

VON BERNSTORFF

Mr. Toastmaster, Ladies and Gentle-

men: I wish to thank you most sincerely

for the kind invitation to this splendid

banquet. We diplomats in this most
hospitable of all countries of the world
become experts in banquets, so that if I

say it is a splendid banquet I hope it will

convey the superlative to you. It is a

great honor and a pleasure for me to

meet here tonight one of your most cele-

brated compatriots—a man who has done
more than anybody else in the world to

promote aviation.

There is only one disadvantage for us

ambassadors, if we are honored and have
the pleasure of attending a banquet like

this, and that is that we have to earn

this honor and pleasure by making a

speech. Now making a speech is not so

difficult if one knows what one has to

say. I do not mean to say that we am-
bassadors know nothing at all, but those

things we do know we are generally sup-

posed not to speak about ; and it so often

happens that we speak about things of

which we know nothing. But I must
confess that I never in my life have been
asked to speak upon something I knew
so little about as now, when I have been
asked to speak about aviation in Ger-
many, of which I know positively noth-

ing.

The only experience which I ever had
and which promoted my knowledge of

aviation was not in Germany, but in

America, about two years ago, when the

long debates about the tariff kept us

diplomats here in Washington until about
August. Our principal form of recre-

ation was to go over to Fort Myer and
see our distinguished fellow-guest of this

evening preparing for his test flight. I

remember one day very well that he was
kind enough to show me his machine in

all details. I tried to understand as much
as I could

; but, to my great humiliation

—

we must not have been alone when he
was teaching me— I remember the next
morning seeing in a local newspaper that

Mr. Wilbur Wright had tried to explain
his machine to the German Ambassador,
who did not seem, however, to under-
stand anything about it.

' Speaking of aviation in Germany, I

may say that it has developed of late

very much, which is perhaps sufficiently

proved by the fact that Prince Henry,
the brother of our Emperor, has gained
a certificate as a pilot. One other proof
out of many recollections I can give of

the development of aviation in Germany
is that only eight years ago I was coming
home from a trip in Switzerland, and we
crossed the Lake of Constance. When
we came to the shore I saw a very great

garage, which nobody seemed to know
the use of. There was one person on the

ship who was clever enough to tell us

that that was a garage in which a mad
fellow named Zeppelin was building a

ship in which he hoped to be able to

travel in the air. Last year, only eight

years later, when I came across that same
lake, I saw this same supposed madman
crossing over the lake with about 20
people in his airship.

Germany has been particularly success-

ful in developing the type of airships

which are known under the names of

Zeppelin, Parsival, and Gross. In the

beginning the Zeppelin airship, with its

rigid envelope, created the greatest en-

thusiasm, but since a reaction of public

opinion has set in on account of several

accidents which these airships have suf-

fered. I believe, however, that this re-

action is not justified. In consequence
of the first successes which these airships

had, the great aeronauts forgot that to-

day the success of a trip in the air
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is dependent on good
weather. They started

several times when the

weather conditions were
not satisfactory, and the

results, as you know, have

been several accidents.

But it is to be hoped that

in future, when more
garages have been built

and people are more care-

ful, such accidents will

not happen again.

In former times there

were two names in Ger-
many whose bearers have
done much to promote the

cause of aviation. One is

Gottlieb Werner Daimler,

who constructed the first

light motor to be used in

airships. Without these

motors flying would have
been impossible.

The other was Otto
Lilienthal, of whom I can
perhaps say a few words
without being afraid of
having it said by our dis-

tinguished fellow - guests

that I have been talking

nonsense. Otto Lilienthal

was one of the first ex-

perimenters who used a

flying machine. He con-
structed a very simple

machine with canvas and
wooden wings, and started

first to dart down hills,

and afterwards tried to

tiy through the air. These wings were
at first perfectly straight. But later on,

by observing the flight of birds and
continuing his experiments, he found
that it was necessary to curve these

wings
;
and, after having made this ex-

periment, he managed successfully to fly

for several hundred yards. In one of
these flights he died. But he wrote many
essays on aviation, and I think I may say
that his essays have been read and have
been followed by the most successful

aviators of today.

Now my knowledge about aviation is

Photo by Prof. Robert W. Wood, Baltimore

OTTO LILIENTHAL MAKING ONE OF HIS LAST GLIDING
PLIGHTS

really at an end. So I will sit down,
thanking you again most sincerely for

your kind invitation to spend this charm-
ing evening with you.

THE TOAST ^ I ASTER, GEN. JOHN M. WILSON

It has been my good fortune for the

last few hours to be sitting with the most
charming gentleman I have met for a

long while. He represents our neighbor

republic down along the Rio Grande

—

the land of sun and flowers ; the land

whose mountains and hills are filled with

gold and silver and whose fertile valleys
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produce the most delicious fruits ; the land

of beautiful women and brave men; the

country whose magnificent President has

done so much for its development. It is

my pleasure to present to you tonight the

Mexican Ambassador, Senor Don Fran-
cisco Leon de la Barra.

THE MEXICAN AMBASSADOR, SENOR DE EA
BARRA

Mr. President of the United States,

Mr. President of the National Geographic
Society, Ladies and Gentlemen: A very
great honor has been conferred upon me
in the invitation extended to me by the

National Geographic Society to speak at

this banquet in the presence of the Presi-

dent of this Republic, that great citizen,

the worthy representative of the Ameri-
can people, who has won, in the high office

he fills, the respect and esteem of all.

One cannot but admire the energy ap-

plied by this Republic, not only to the

development of industry and commerce,
but also to the progress of science that

to so great an extent serves as the valu-

able aid of trade.

Among other sciences is that to which
your association is devoted, a society

well deserving the name of "National,"

because of the lofty spirit with which it

harmonizes the teaching of the wise and
its love of the mother-land, for whose
greatness the Society unceasingly strives.

The topic which I am to discuss
—"The

great commercial routes of the world"

—

is of so vast a scope that it would be

impossible for me to do it justice, even

superficially, in the short time I may be

allowed to occupy your attention this

evening. I shall therefore limit my ad-

dress to general considerations which I

may be permitted to lay before you.

In the present day the science of geog-

raphy is not merely a universal cicerone,

as it was formerly considered, confining

itself simply to a description of the

earth's surface and its inhabitants, with-

out bas-reliefs or color, if I may be so

allowed to express myself. It has be-

come the most suitable means of acquir-

ing a scientific and practical knowledge
of the material and social life of nations.

The object of some of its studies is the

solution of problems in regard to those

great commercial routes of the world
which have been selected for the purpose
of, or rather because of the need of,

shortening distances between the pro-

ducers and consumers, lessening thereby
the cost of transportation to the benefits

of all concerned.

Thus we find in the world's history

that the paths marked out by navigators

and explorers who were led on by thirst

for glory, or by love of the mother-land,

or by the idea of promoting the welfare
of humanity, have been followed by com-
mercial people in search of wealth by
exploiting or obtaining new markets.
To these tendencies, which within their

proper limits we welcome as motives for

the progress of humanity, is due the

great movement of expansion and coloni-

zation, which began in the sixteenth cen-

tury and goes on today more actively

than ever.

To the financial problems, the solution

of which is sought for in the lower prices

and rapid transportation of merchandise,

we must add other politico-social prob-

lems of no mean interest.

The Mediterranean route, which brought
together India and England, has not been

of benefit to commerce alone. Politics

has also taken a most useful advantage
of the great historical route of the Suez
Canal, the influence of which has been
universally felt.

The Isthmian Canal, thanks to which
the eastern and western coasts of this

continent will be in closer touch, not only

will be of benefit to the commerce of the

United States with the extreme Orient

and with the South American republics,

but also to the whole world. It is but

natural, then, that the advantage to be

derived from these great commercial
highways should be felt in the most re-

mote countries as well as in those in

closer proximity to the new route.

By shortening the time necessary for

transportation, both near and far lands
will be benefited by lower freight rates,

to the advantage of both industry and
commerce.
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the: advantages oe the tehuantepEc
ROUTE

The interoceanic problem in our conti-

nent was clearly defined in the first half

of the sixteenth century by the Emperor
and King, Charles V, and by Hernan
Cortes, the conqueror. In a letter, a most
interesting document in many ways, the

Spanish monarch urged Cortes to do all

in his power to find a route that would
connect the eastern and western coasts

of the New World. The captain, in re-

ply, gave great hones of success, adding
that this would make the King of Spain
lord and master of so many kingdoms
that he might be properly called King of

the World. This was in the year 1533.

In the midst of his occupations as war-
rior and governor, Cortes tried to find

this passage, and explored the Coatza-
coalcos River to its head-waters in the

Isthmus of Tehuantepec. Finding no
opening, but being aware that commerce
in a more or less distant day would pass

through this low, narrow region, he

asked for and was granted by the Span-
ish Crown a concession of lands in that

region, where, in his belief, the outlet

would be eventually opened. His de-

scendants still continue to hold the lands,

which formed part of the marquisate of

the Oaxaca Valley granted to the Con-
queror.

When Baron von Humboldt visited

Mexico he understood at once the great

importance of the Isthmus of Tehuante-
pec for the commerce of the world, and
gave a graphic form to his idea by calling

this part of our country "The Bridge of

the World."
Tehuantepec and Panama are destined

to be the great highways of our conti-

nent.

"Mexico," says the eminent Reclus,

"is destined to play a prominent part in

the future of humanity. The Isthmus of

Panama, soon to be changed to a strait,

is one of the historic routes of the fu-

ture ; the Isthmus of Tehuantepec is also

marked as one of the routes to become
of universal importance."

Tehuantepec already affords rapid

means of transportation for passengers

and merchandise by the railway, 190

kilometers in length, lying between Sa-

lina Cruz, one of the best ports of the

Pacific, and Puerto Mexico, formerly

called Coatzacoalcos, where the great

port works are nearly completed and
ships drawing 30 feet of water may enter

freely.

The 16,200 miles separating Liverpool

from Auckland, in New Zealand, have

been reduced by the Suez Canal to 14,600

miles, still further reduced by the Pan-
ama Railway to 13,200 miles, and to

12,800 by the Railway of Tehuantepec.
The Mexican government has left

nothing undone to supply the terminal

ports of this route with all possible

means for facilitating rapid transit for

both passengers and freight. The great

success attained has shown that the fore-

sight upon which the action of the gov-

ernment was based was prudent and jus-

tifiable, and that, thanks to it, the com-
merce of the world receives from this

interoceanic route benefits of notable

utility.

You, members of the National Geo-
graphic Society, have done a good work
As the efficient aids to a sound and pru-

dent diplomacy, which strives for the

maintenance of harmony among nations

by the force of justice, you, I say, labor

to the end that nations may better know
each other, and proffer the service of

science to this noble aim. This is of the

greatest possible importance, because one

of the grand problems of the present mo-
ment is that of conquering the preju-

dices that keep apart peoples of different

races.

For this reason, members of the Na-
tional Geographic Society, you not only

deserve praise from scholars for your
scientific and practical work, as shown
in part by your most interesting maga-
zine, but you should also be entitled to

the gratitude of statesmen for your valu-

able aid in the harmonizing of interna-

tional policies.
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THE TOASTMASTER, GEN. JOHN M. WILSON

Honors are heaped upon us tonight.

We have with us that noble and dis-

tinguished statesman, that wonderful
writer, that accomplished gentleman who
represents the great Kingdom of Great

Britain, upon whose dominions the sun

never sets ; that kingdom which has pro-

duced some of the greatest of soldiers,

some of the greatest of statesmen. It

gives me pleasure to present to you the

Right Honorable James Bryce, Ambassa-
dor from the Kingdom of Great Britain.

THE BRITISH AMBASSADOR, HON. JAMES
BRYCE

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:

I did not come here with any intention

of addressing you. I knew that you had

already a program which would be

amply sufficient for the time, and I had
really nothing to say, which, however, is

the smallest reason that ever is assigned

for not making- a speech. But I came
because it is always a pleasure to me to

be in a company of geographers who
represent in a very large sense the whole
world, their nature being that of mak-
ing the people of every part of the world
know the people of every other part of

the world, and thereby bringing about

that good understanding which is the

basis of international peace.

There is only one observation which
has occurred to me as I am thus sud-

denly called to my feet. It is suggested

by the journey from which I have just

returned in the Southern Hemisphere. It

has always seemed to me that the one
dark cloud on the horizon of our geog-
raphers, the one drop of bitter which
prevents us from enjoying the draught
of knowledge which is raised to our lips

by every successful geographer, is the

sense that this planet of ours is limited,

and that in time we shall have exhausted
all its resources as far as exploration is

concerned. We are accustomed to take
large views of time as well as of space,

and we do not want so to define and dis-

pose of the whole earth as to leave noth-

ing for the many generations that are to

come after us—as I believe the astrono-

mers allow us several millions of years

until the changes in the solar system will

bring this earth and its population to an

end.

Well, I received some consolation in

visiting South America from this night-

mare of a sense of exhaustion which
sometimes arises in the minds of geog-

raphers, because I found in traversing

South America that there is still a vast

deal left that the geographical explorer

has to do. And I should like to call the

attention of those aspiring spirits among
you who wish to associate your names
with further discoveries to the opportu-

nities which that great continent offers.

Of course, these are no longer the

days of the most sensational discoveries.

We cannot have anything to look for-

ward to like the discovery of the Pacific

Ocean or the North Pole or the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado River. But
still there is a vast deal of useful geo-

graphical work to be done, particularly

in the center of the South American con-

tinent. There are regions in the eastern

part of Bolivia and Peru, and in the

western parts of Brazil, and in the ad-

joining parts of Argentina, Venezuela,

Colombia, and Equador, which are prac-

tically unknown, and where an immense
deal is to be done, not only by the natu-

ralist, the biologist, and botanist, but also

by the simple explorer, in determining

the course of rivers, the heights of

mountains, and in ascertaining the re-

sources of the country.

At present there are two forces at

work in exploration ; the one is that of

the railway projectors, who are laying

out lines, some of which will be com-
pleted and some of which will have to

wait a good while for completion, and
perhaps a longer time still before they

afford an adequate return to sharehol 1-

ers. And there are also the people who
are exploiting the resources of the coun-
try and who are more concerned with
making profits than with scientific dis-

covery. Now there is a great field for
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the scientific explorer. There are no
countries in many ways more interesting

than these countries as regards the gran-
deur and the peculiar character of their

scenery, and as regards the extraordi-

nary spectacle presented by the unex-
ampled and exuberant resources of na-

ture. I do not think anything in the

world is more striking than the resources

of nature as in a South American forest.

Therefore I can console you by telling

you that there is still a great deal re-

maining for geographers to do, and that

there is a field open to any geographer
who will devote himself to that conti-

nent. We in Great Britain have sent

thither many explorers, and I hope we
may send^many more. You here I hope
will join us in this effort. In the re-

moter part of these countries the idea of

exploring for purely scientific purposes
has hardly reached the peasantry. Every-
body is supposed to be looking for mines
hidden in the days of the Incas. But if

you will play your cards judiciously you
may fcr a time at least facilitate your
searches.

Ladies and gentlemen, let me thank
you for the opportunity of being present

among you this evening. Let me tell you
that in addition to the enjoyment you
will have if any of you go there in add-
ing new realms to knowledge, you will

also have one of the greatest pleasures

that the poetical and philosophical mind
can enjoy, in contemplating these scenes

of nature, which open much that is not

to be paralleled elsewhere, which give

one a lively sense of what that magnifi-

cent continent will become when its re-

sources have been further developed.

the; toastmaster, gen. john m. wilson

The honor seldom comes to a soldier

to present such a magnificent body as

this to his Commander-in-Chief, as I pro-

pose to do in a very few minutes. We
have with us the President of the United

States, a man who has never failed in

any duty, who has won the love and re-

spect and admiration of the American
people without regard to politics, who

today stands before the world as a great

and magnificent chieftain of a nation of

93 million people within its own limits,

and who waves the American flag over

8 million more for their protection. It

gives me pleasure to present this Society

and its guests to the President of the

United States, whom we also greet as

one of the five honorary members of the

Society.

the; president of the united states,

hon. wm. h. taft

Ladies and Gentlemen of the National

Geographic Society: It is always a great

comfort to be at a meeting presided over

by General Wilson. He conducts it as a

military man. I have always thought

that even the Speaker might learn some-
thing from General Wilson, and I com-
mend him to Brother Champ Clark as to

how to carry on a deliberative assembly.

I am very much honored to be made
an honorary member of the Geographic
Society. I do not think I deserve it, but

not for that reason will I decline the

honor and the membership.
One has a constant source of regret

for what he loses as he sees the oppor-

tunities pass by in life. As I stand in this

presence and look at Mr. Grosvenor, I

am constantly reminded of the valuable

information that he is giving to the

public through the Geographic Magazine
that I have to pass over because I do

not have time to read it ; and if this

association is maintained for the purpose

of carrying on that Magazine, I am sure

it can justify its existence.

The British Ambassador has referred

to a number of places to which the Na-
tional Geographic Society might direct

its attention. I wish to add two more.

One is Sumatra and the other is the

Philippines. We are doing a good deal

in the Philippines in the way of attempt-

ing to develop that country, but there is

a great opportunity for a scientific survey

of the islands with respect to a great

many data that would give us exact in-

formation that we do not now have. In

the enthusiasm of a desire to do every-

thing in the Philippines at once, I sug-
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gested and urged the passage of a bill

for the appropriation of $10,000,000 to

make an investigation in those islands,

and make them complete according to

scientific ideas. But after I had found
a great deal of difficulty in getting two
or three millions out of the government
for the purpose of helping us along with

our education and with other things, I

concluded that that sort of a survey was
in the nature of a luxury and might be

postponed for many years ; but luxuries

are to be reached through private contri-

butions. We in this country depend on
the generosity of our millionaires for

doing the things that we do not think

the government ought to do, and I sug-

gest that one very useful place in which
to spend the income from these $10,000,-

000 funds that are being distributed with

such a lavish hand would be a scientific

survey in the Philippines.

Another thing I should congratulate

the National Geographic Society upon is

that Congress is taking slow steps—but

1 hope sure steps—to recognize in an

appropriate way the man who went to

the North Pole. You who are scientific

members of this body understand the

value of what he did, and all of us who
have read can understand the tremen-

dous labor that he undertook and the

amount of inconceivable endurance that

he had in winning that place, which,

when we find it, does not seem to be

particularly useful except by way of

satisfying what had theretofore been a

most dangerous curiosity. I sincerely

hope that Congress will recognize the

fact that Commander Peary has done
something of which every American
ought to be proud, and which, if he had
been an Englishman or a German or a

Frenchman, would have been long ago

recognized by a promotion to some per-

manent honor and by something more
substantial that would have enabled him
to enjoy that honor without working.

Now, my friends, I did not intend to

make a speech any more than Ambassa-
dor Bryce ; but I cannot close without

making a remark or two in respect to

something in which the National Geo-

graphic Society is deeply interested, be-

cause when it is completed it will change
geography and it will make the Atlantic

and the Pacific oceans very much the

same. Ambassador Bryce visited Pan-
ama two or three weeks before I did.

He sent me some suggestions with refer-

ence to the geological investigations that

ought to be made there ; and, having the

power without consulting Congress to

send a geologist there, I did so. And he
discovered a condition of things on the

Isthmus that will certainly be most inter-

esting to geologists and is certainly most
valuable to uz in the construction of the

canal with reference to the slides that

may be anticipated in the deep cut at

Culebra.

I am glad to be able to say that the

work is going on and that quite a number
of months before January, 191 5, I hope,

we shall have straits cutting through the

Isthmus, for the canal will be 300 feet

wide in the narrowest part and will in

almost all its length be 500 to 1,000 feet

wide. We shall have straits there that

will carry out the idea that was con-

ceived in the time of Charles V, when
the Isthmus was first discovered. It has

taken 400 years to carry out that idea,

and it must thrill through the veins and
the nerves of every American to go down
there and see that work and realize what
this country is doing there with the aid

of its army engineers and with the or-

ganization which moves as one machine
through 40 miles to cleave that isthmus
and make it an instrument of commerce
between the oceans. I thank you.

THE TOASTMASTER, GEN. JOHN M. WIESON

We have heard from the Chief Execu-
tive of our nation, from some of the

superb ambassadors from foreign coun-
tries, and now we turn to the Army of

the United States. It gives me great

pleasure to present to you a soldier and
a scientist, a man who has given magnifi-

cent service in the Indian country, whose
service in the Spanish war was great not

only from a military point of view, but

as an executive officer, and who after-

wards did even more superb work in the
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Philippines. I present to you Maj. Gen.

Leonard Wood, the senior officer on the

active list of the United States Army.

MAJ. GEN. LEONARD WOOD, CHILE OF

STALE, U. S. ARMY

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Toastmaster, La-

dies and Gentlemen : I have had the good

fortune tonight to sit beside Mr. Wright,

and I have tried to pull a little informa-

tion out of him about his work with the

Army. But those of you who know him

know that he is so modest and so reti-

cent that to get information out of him
is a good deal like mining, for you have

to work it out in little pieces. He is the

father of aviation in our Army. He has

instructed *a number of our officers in

the use of the aeroplane, and he has laid

the foundation for a corps of officers

skilled in the use of this most useful ma-
chine. All of us soldiers look upon the

aeroplane as a great addition to our

warlike apparatus. We know that its

use is going to be invaluable in future

wars. As a means of reconnaissance, of

locating the forces and dispositions of

the enemy, it will be invaluable. Its use

is going to be rather hazardous, and as

yet I look upon it only as an instrument

or means of reconnaissance and for the

transportation of messages and perhaps

messengers. But there is no doubt, if

the rate of progress made the last year

or two is continued, that we shall soon
have machines working with great ac-

curacy and great speed and carrying two
or perhaps three or four people, or the

equivalent amount of material, to places

which would otherwise be inaccessible.

I think the course of the next war, cer-

tainly the course of all the larger opera-

tions, will be very largely influenced by
the knowledge that the enemy will have
a machine which will enable it to fly over

their lines and locate their dispositions

and see where their reserves are, etc.

Now, the work that Mr. Wright has

been doing has not received much en-

couragement from the government.
While the governments of France, Ger-
many, and other great European coun-

tries have made very large and liberal

appropriations for the purpose of in-

structing their officers in the use of the

aeroplane and providing machines for

their use, we have one old machine which
the chief signal officer told me the other

day he thought could be put in working
order for seventy-five or eighty dollars.

And one of the officers volunteered to

put up that amount of money and see if

he could get it off the ground again.

That is the condition of aeronautics

in our military establishment. The offi-

cers are willing if the money is forth-

coming. *

* Some young men scattered through-
out the country who own aeroplanes,

under the leadership of Mr. Thomas
Ryan, of New York, and others, have
gotten up a voluntary aeronautical club,

and they are working at a plan to organ-
ize a sort of aero-militia, if I may use

that term, and put themselves entircdy at

the disposition of the government. They
have recently made application for the

use of some of the government land near
Washington, and propose to keep a num-
ber of machines for the purpose of in-

structing the officers of the Army, and
all of us who are interested in this work
are trying to assist them in obtaining the

use of a suitable piece of public property.

We feel sure that as soon as this work is

taken up and the government sees the

future of it, that money will be forth-

coming, and the United States will be

the last in the procession. I thank you
very much for your kind reception.

THE TOASTMASTER, GEN. JOHN M. WILSON

Before calling upon the eminent scien-

tist, Mr. Wright, Major General Greely,

a distinguished scientist, has a few words
to tell us about the experiments of Sec-

retary Langley in aeronautics before his

death. I present to you General Greely.

MAJOR GENERAL A. W. GREELY

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Toastmaster, La-
dies and Gentlemen : The dinner tonight

* The Congress has since made an appropria-
tion of $125,000 for the purchase and operation
of aeroplanes.
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is in honor of the Army, which gave the

first victim to modern aviation through

the death of Lieutenant Sel fridge, of the

Signal Corps. As I would not have you
think that the Army is entirely unmind-
ful of what it owes to the civilians of

the country, I wish to say a few words
in memory of the father of modern avia-

tion, the late Samuel Pierpont Langley.

When the Board of Ordnance and

Fortification of the Army allotted fifty

thousand dollars for the purpose of con-

structing a full-sized aerodrome I was
the officer associated with Mr. Langley

by being designated as a legal super-

visor of the expenditures for that pur-

pose. The history of that work is known.
A machine was built. It was ready for

testing, but in launching, through acci-

dent, it was so injured as to make it im-

possible to fly, although today it is recog-

nized that the aerodrome was constructed

suitably for aviation. As a result there

came an abuse and revilement which has-

tened Professor Langley's death, caus-

ing in him a sense of humiliation at the

loss of his reputation and at the unfortu-

nate results. People said that he was a

dreamer and not a worker. Dreams
pass, but work abides, and on the foun-

dation which Langley so well builded

has grown up this wonderful fabric of

modern aviation.

And I would like to tell you that Pro-

fessor Langley foresaw this shame and
humiliation and possible failure. When
I informed him that the money had been

allotted and asked him when he would
go to work, he took me in his confidence

and told me what he thought and what
he foresaw. He believed aviation prac-

ticable and possible, but he said, "You
see what I risk for this work." And,
after a week of mature reflection, he

took upon himself this great and, as

many thought, impossible task. He gave
to it the best of his scientific ability. He
risked the loss of his reputation. He
faced unflinchingly the criticisms and re-

flections that were made upon him, and,

unfortunately, he died before he saw the

full measure of success which came from
his self-sacrificing work.

I have had fifty years of public serv-

ice, extending into different spheres and
varied in its activities, and I have been

familiar with many forms of altruism,

but in them all I have never known a

loftier note than was sounded by this

man when he risked everything that was
dear to him, things which he valued
more than life, for advancing the inter-

ests of humanity, for enabling man to

dominate the unknown kingdom of the

air. And so tonight I felt that I should
like to say a word for this man who
dared and who suffered in the interests

of science and of the world. Samuel
Pierpont Langley was our associate.

Now he is our fitting exemplar.

THE TOAST MASTER, GEN. JOHN M. WILSON

The closing address will be made by
the distinguished aviator, Mr. Wilbur
Wright, and after he finishes I have
one word more to say, and then we
will close the evening's entertainment.

Mr. Wright is believed to be the first

successful man in the use of the aero-

plane. He has received the medal of

Congress and he has received the Lang-
ley medal. His career is well known to

all, and he stands before you tonight with
that clean-cut, pleasing face to tell us

what he has done and what he will yet

accomplish.

Sixty years ago, as a boy of 13 I at-

tended the old National Theater here

and saw a play called "Washington a

Hundred Years Hence." There were
advertisements on the scenery of excur-
sions to London, going over in the morn-
ing and returning in the afternoon, and
show-bills telling of excursions to Mars
and other planets. I am sure I do not

know whether Mr. Wright is going to

carry us that far, but I am sure that he
will give us an interesting talk. I pre-

sent to you Mr. Wilbur Wright.

MR. WILBUR W'RIGITT

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:
When the Director of your Society ex-

tended me the invitation to be present at

this dinner he indicated that a few re-

marks might be required from me. This
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game of after-dinner speaking is one that

I have never played very much ; so I said

to myself, "It will be a good thing to

study up on the rules of the game."
So last week I went up to New York

and had an opportunity to attend a din-

ner there at which were present a num-
ber of distinguished speakers. The first

gentleman on the program was a bishop,

and he made a splendid speech. I said

to myself, "If it is necessary for me to

speak like that I might as well give up
trying to play this game." But as the

evening wore on I began to discover

things. I found out after a little bit that

this man had been stealing the speeches

of all the men who were to follow him
on the program ; and not only that, but.

according to the statements of the other

speakers, he had not only stolen their

ideas, but he expressed them better than

they could express them themselves.

"Well," said I, "if a man is permitted to

steal the speeches of all the other men
on the program, it is an easy job." So
when I heard that among the speakers

this evening were some of our most dis-

tinguished men, including the President

of the United States, I said to myself,

"This will be an easy job. I will steal

their speeches and I will present them
better than they could present them
themselves."

But unfortunately the novice often

learns some other rule that is equally

as important. In this case the rule I

overlooked was the rule that provides an
arrangement of the speakers on the pro-

gram. Instead of being on first, so that

I could steal their speeches, I have been
put on last, with the result that all the

speech I was going to make they have
made

;
and, as usual in banquets, accord-

ing to rule, they have said it a great deal

better than I could say it myself.

But I have discovered one other rule

that is customary in this game, and that

is to choose the subject which is appro-
priate to the occasion ; and another rule

:

confine your remarks strictly to the sub-

ject. Therefore I chose for my subject

this evening "geography." I shall con-

fine my remarks more particularly to

that branch of geography which I dis-

covered on the front of a book once in

my father's library. The book was en-

titled "The Geography of the Heavens."
I am not certain now whether the book
treated of astronomy or whether it was
a book on theology. Eor my part I

steered clear both of astronomy and
theology ; and, in order to keep off the

ground that might have been covered in

that book, it is my intention to turn the

subject exactly upside down, and instead

of viewing it from the ground I will

view geography from the heavens.

The ways and means of studying
the earth from above have now become
pretty well known. Some of the uses

which may be expected to be derived
from the aeroplane and similar instru-

ments have been told you very well by
our distinguished friend, General Wood.
The real uses of the aeroplane in warfare
are so much better known to him and
have been so much better presented that

I shall not attempt to take up your time

with that. The advantages of knowing
what the enemy is doing, with the conse-

quent advantage of being able to con-

centrate your own troops at the critical

spot—the advantage of rising high in

the air for the purpose of determining

the accuracy of gun-power and giving

appropriate directions for carrying on
work of that kind—are so well known
that it is useless for me to take it up
now.
The leading nations of the earth are

taking up the subject, our own nation

being the first of all to begin it. But,

unfortunately, there seems to be some
hesitation at present. I do not know
exactly what the trouble is. I presume
possibly that if we were to apply the

parable of the talents we would possibly

arrive at something near the present situ-

ation. The Department probably feels

that with the small equipment it now has

it is useless to do anything. On the other

hand, Congress seems to feel that unless

something is done with the equipment
already on hand it is useless to appropri-
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ate for it now. I hope the day will soon
come when more will be done with what
we already have, so that Congress will

see fit to appropriate more if it sees that

the money will be well spent. I thank
you very much.

the: toastmaster, gen. JOHN m. WILSON

Thanking you for your presence with
us tonight, I must, before closing the

pleasures of the evening, give to you "a

wish for you all," which a charming
Southern gentleman gave to me a few
years ago when with a delightful party

we were sailing on one of Maine's most
beautiful lakes

:

"Sweet as the song which the robins sing,

Pure as the flow of a crystal spring;
Deep as the depths of a mother's love,

True as your faith in the God above
;

With a harvest of smiles and a famine of
tears,

Through all the course of the coming years,

So sweet, so pure, so deep, so true,

Be the joys fate holds in store for you."
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Mrs. Harriet Wood.
Colonel and Mrs. M. A. Winter.
Representative Wm. H. Wilder, of Massa-

chusetts.

Mr. Franz Workman.
Mr. Lee M. Welbourn.
Dr. Wm. A. White, Superintendent of Govern-

ment Hospital for the Insane.

Captain E. Wittenmyer, U. S. Army.
Dr. James M. Wilson.
Mr, C. L. Welch.
Mr. Frank Whitehead.
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Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Waterman.
Representative Wm. H. Wiley, of New Jersey.
Brigadier General and Mrs. Chas. H. Whipple,

U. S. Army.
Brigadier General John M. Wilson, U. S. Army.
Hon. Dean C. Worcester, Member Philippine

Commission.
Major General Leonard Wood, Chief of Staff,

U. S. Army, and Mrs. Wood.
Mr. Wilbur Wright.
Brigadier General W. W. Wotherspoon, U, S.

Army, President Army War College, and
Mrs. Wotherspoon.

Hon. Chas. D. Walcott, Secretary Smithsonian
Institution, and Mrs. Walcott.

Mr. Francisco J. Yanes, Secretary of Pan-
American Union.

Representative and Mrs. H. O. Young, of

Michigan.
Mr. R. A. Young.
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HUNTING WALRUS IN BERING SEA

Hauling aboard an immense polar bear, which had been shot many miles from land. The
polar bear thinks nothing of traveling hundreds of miles on an ice floe, feeding principally

on seals. It is also very fond of walrus meat, and preys frequently on its clumsy neighbor.

The lower picture shows a number of walrus asleep on the ice-floe (see page 286).
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HUNTING WALRUS IN BERING SEA

The upper picture shows the walrus hunters disembarking their boats and skin kayaks.
The ship remains moored to the ice floe while the men hunt the walrus from the ice or from
the boats.

Walrus that have been killed and are "buoyed" on the ice until the hunters can cut off

the tusks. Many, however, of these magnificent animals when shot plunge into the ocean,
where they sink before they can be secured.
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Photos by Dobbs, of Nome, Alaska

CHOPPING OPP THE WALRUS TUSKS, THE ONLY PART OP THE AN IMAP THAT IS

UTILIZED BY THESE HUNTERS

The tusks are solid ivory, hard and more yellowish than those of elephants. Both males
and females have tusks, but the females' are longer, their huge teeth sometimes reaching 30
inches in length. The animal uses the tusks to dig up clams from the sea bottom and to help
it climb on to the ice. The ivory now sells for a dollar a pound in the open market at San

- Francisco.

PART OP ONE MORNING'S "BAG" OP WALRUS TUSKS
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CUERNAVACA, THE SUN CHILD OF THE
SIERRAS

By Russell Hastings Millward

THROUGH the many ages of

travel few spots of the world

have remained unchanged in the

well-trodden paths of civilization ; but

Cuernavaca, the Sun Child of the

Sierras, lies today in the little Mexican
valley of the same name well preserved

in its natural beauty since the time of

Cuauhnahuac, when the ancient builders

wrote their history in hieroglyphics.

The name Cuernavaca, meaning "horn
of the cow" in Spanish, is probably a

contraction of Cuauhnahuac, the more
poetic Aztec term, meaning "near the

mountain," and tradition tells us that it

was applied by the Spanish during the

days of the Conquest, in April, 1521.

Accentuating the grandeur of the dis-

tant snow-capped mounts, Popocatepetl

and Iztaccihuatl, the town is situated on
the edge of the tropics, among the foot-

hills of the Sierras. Hemmed in on
every side by lofty peaks which no storm
can surmount, and having an altitude of

nearly 5,000 feet, which tempers the heat

of a tropical sun, Cuernavaca enjoys an
equable climate at all seasons of the year.

It is little wonder, then, that the Aztecs,

the Montezumas, the great Conquistador,
Cortez, the unfortunate Emperor Maxi-
milian and his erstwhile Empress Car-
lotta sought this ideal retreat and found
peace, rest, and sunshine.

There is no other 75-mile trip in the

three Americas so typically Oriental and
so full of charm as that from Mexico
City to Cuernavaca. The four hours
required to make the journey pass only
too quickly, as the train winds its way
through a veritable wonderland. Cha-
pultepec, Molino del Rey, Contreras,

Monte de las Cruces, and many other

places of historic interest are passed,

and upon reaching La Cima, the highest

point on the route, at an elevation of
about 10,000 feet, a magnificent view of

the fertile Valley of Cuernavaca is un-

folded below. Plantations of sugar-cane

and coffee, fields of rice and bananas,

and orchards of lemon, orange, and
mango trees can be seen as far as the

eye can reach.

From a line of mountains suggesting

Switzerland in their sublimity and whose
crests are perpetually covered with snow,

the panorama extends through a country

of rolling hills, winding rivers, blue

lakes, tropical plains, Aztec ruins of un-

known antiquity, primitive Indian vil-

lages, old mines of fabulous wealth,

petrified lava streams from volcanoes of

prehistoric days, and a civilization more
quaint and unconventional than that

found in any other part of the world.

Upon arrival at the railway station a

number of rickety carriages will be found
in waiting, and, after a bit of good-

natured chaffing, a bargain is made with
one of the "cocheros" to drive you to

the village, about a mile distant. As the

frail little conveyance is driven along the

roadway, across the bridge, and then,

swaying to and fro, over the rough cob-

blestones of the narrow, crooked streets

of the village, you will experience a ride

not soon forgotten. Vying in its excite-

ment with a chariot race of medieval
times, a contest between the cocheros is

soon on in earnest. The houses of the

village, which are built without a vestige

of symmetry or regularity, appear to be
toppling over each other as the driver

frantically strives to reach the hotel

ahead of his rivals. Perhaps he might
be contemplating an extra tip for his

cleverness, if he wins the race, for you
will then be able to secure a first choice

of rooms ; but by what miracle has de-

struction of the entire outfit been averted
will ever remain a mystery to you. As
the fare is paid to the excited cochero
you will probably declare that you will
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THE WATER CARRIER IN A MEXICAN VILLAGE

find some other means of returning to

the railway station when ready to depart.

The incident, however, will always prove
a happy one in retrospect.

The town is located on a thickly

wooded hill between two deep barrancas
and surrounded by a number of precipi-

tous gorges, which make it by nature al-

most inaccessible. Crossing these passes,

however, are the Porfirio Diaz and sev-

eral other notable bridges. From the

Puente del Diablo (Bridge of the Devil)

an excellent view can be had of one of

the gorges and the two great springs,

Ojos de Guadalupita (Eyes of the Little

Guadalupe), which have been highly

treasured by the natives for centuries.

Quite near are numberless other springs

and mountain streams, which have been
united and form what is known as the

municipal water-works. So great is the

supply of water and so constant and
thorough has been its distribution that

the entire community has been converted
into a rich grove of trees and innumer-
able gardens.

Nature has been most lavish in her

gifts to Cuernavaca. Here time or

money counts for little except the peace,

comfort, and happiness it will bring.

In no other place on earth is law more
highly respected than in this curious little

village of the red-tiled roofs, crooked

streets, and cobbles.

A police force is almost unnecessary,

as the natives are peaceful, happy, and
law-abiding. The poor have practically

no taxes to pay, as each year the city

council calls a meeting of the more
prominent property - owners, who sub-

scribe voluntarily the sums necessary to

maintain the public works and institu-

tions. Each property-owner considers it

a great honor to be one of the chosen,

and cheerfully sets opposite his name
such amount as his purse will allow. All

funds are paid in and the necessary work
done without delay. Truly, this is a

model municipality.

Life is not a burden to any one in

Cuernavaca. The natives converse in

soft, musical tones and go quietly about
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A HAT STORE IN MEXICO

their several ways. The plazas and
public markets afford agreeable meeting
places and serve as an open-air social

rendezvous for all classes. Military and
native bands play each evening in one of

the plazas, fiestas are of frequent occur-

rence, and the air is filled with the se-

ductive fragrance of roses, jasmine, and
orange blossoms.

Every home, however humble, has its

little patio and a wealth of sunshine and
flowers. The domestic life is ideal. A
very pretty custom obtains on Sunday
evenings and festivals, on which occa-

sions the village maidens promenade
around the plaza. They usually take the
inside turn, strolling in one direction,

while the "novios," or village beaux,
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take the outside turn, in an opposite
direction, and in this manner face each
other at all times. It is not customary
for a Mexican maiden to go about unless

attended by some member of her family,

and it is most amusing to witness the

small brother, when pressed into service

as an unwilling escort, trudging along
hand in hand with his laughing, bright-

eyed sister.

The Cortez Palace, built in 1531,
where the patriot Morelos was confined
as a prisoner of war, and which is now
used as the capitol of the State of More-
los ; and the Cathedral, built in 1535,
whose tower contains a clock from the

Cathedral of Segovia, bear silent testi-

mony to the noble and quiet manner in

which Hernando Cortez spent his life

after the Conquest. He made Cuernavaca
his residence and personally managed
the vast estates in the vicinity which had
been granted to him by Charles V of
Spain. One of these estates, the Haci-
enda de Atlacomulco, is still intact and
contains a sugar plantation and refinery

under active operation.

During the second empire Maximilian
and his consort, Carlotta, made Cuerna-
vaca the summer capital of their court,

and spent the few tranquil and happy
days of a stormy career at their country
residence, Olindo, in the suburbs of the

town. They also paid frequent visits to

the Borda gardens.

These gardens of world-wide fame
were laid out by Don Jose de la Borda
in 1762 with the idea of reproducing,

on a grander scale, the gardens of Ver-
sailles. In order faithfully to carry out

his plans, he sent to France for land-

scape gardeners and expended over a
million dollars in the work. The natural

springs on the estate were transformed
into lakelets, cascades, and luxurious

baths. Sloping terraces, bowers and
trellises of roses, groves of laurel and
mango, costly fountains and vases, casi-

nos and pavilions, formed part of the

adornment. Birds of gorgeous plumage
made their nests and sang in the trees

that shaded the fern-lined walks. Plants

and flowers of the rarest varieties were

brought from all parts of the world and
arranged with the most artistic skill, aud-

it has been aptly said that even today
the place lacks but an apple tree to con-
vince the visitor that it might have been
the original Garden of Eden.
Don Jose was extravagant with the

millions dug from his rich mines, the

great "Asturiana" at Zacatecas, the Tlal-

pujahua, and the Tasco. During his

lifetime he performed many acts of

charity and gave generously to the arts

and sciences. Many of his institutions

have survived him, and the shrine at

Tasco, which he built of virgin silver,

has been classed among the most sacred
of Mexico.
The Morelos baths, with their gardens

of roses and tropical plants, owned by
the governor of the State, remind the

traveler of a bit of Granada. Then there

are the gardens of the Bishop's palace,

which faithfully typify a courtyard of
the middle ages.

Like Boston, the streets of the town
appear to have been laid out by the cows.
The Calle Nacional, the principal street,

with its quaint shops, offers many attrac-

tions to the lover of antiquities. There
are also a number of interesting public

buildings, including the palace of the

governor, the Porfirio Diaz Theater

—

which also contains the public library

—

the literary institute, the post and tele-

graph offices, the barracks, and a number
of public schools, hospitals, and chari-

table institutions.

It appears to matter little whether
buildings are old or new in Cuernavaca.
They have all taken on the mellow color-

ing of antiquity and harmonize with
surrounding nature.

The town is unique in another respect

:

it is the home of Isabel Belaunsaran,
maker of the smallest dolls in the world.

She is called "Queen of the Needle" and
is most affectionately regarded by all the

natives of the village. They will tell

you that no cleverer Mexican Indian

maiden has ever been known, and that

she has restored a certain style of needle-

work long supposed to have been lost.

Besides the more serious work of
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THE PUBLIC LETTER-WRITER IN A MEXICAN VILLAGE

Two-thirds of the 15,000,000 inhabitants of Mexico can neither read nor write

embroidering a number of costly and
pretentious pieces, Isabel makes these

diminutive dolls, which in both point of
construction and design are the most
remarkable in the world.

The operation of making consists in

forming a tiny framework of wire barely

three-fourths of an inch in length and
winding the same with many turns of silk

thread. After the frame has been prop-
erly formed it is ready for dressing. The
clothing is cut according to the character

of the doll and fitted carefully about the

small figure. The most difficult work,
that of embroidering, is then begun.

With a needle that can scarcely be held

in the fingers and the finest of silk

threads, various designs are actually em-
broidered on the clothing, and so cleverly

is the work executed that even through

a powerful magnifying glass the details

of the design appear to be perfect.

After dressing the figures it is neces-

sary to add the hair, and what is un-
doubtedly an example of the tiniest and
most marvelous hair-dressing known is

then performed on each doll. Even to

the details of the braids and ribbons,

the work is completely carried out. The
eyes, nose, mouth, hands, and feet are

then formed and the doll is ready to be
placed on sale in the village shop.

On account of their daintiness, ex-

quisite coloring, design, and workman-
ship, these dolls find at all times a ready
sale at the ridiculously low price of 25
cents each. But two hours are required

to make each doll, so it can readily be
imagined just how rapidly the work
must be done, although the finished prod-
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GATHERING THE LUSCIOUS FRUIT OE A HEAVILY LADEN MANGO TREE: CUERNAVACA
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ISABEL BELAUNSARAN

Maker of the smallest dolls in the world.

She holds a tiny doll in her left hand (see page

^95) •

uct shows no signs other than those of

.artistic skill and extreme patience. By
working steadily for 10 hours the sum
of $1.25 may be earned—less than that

paid for the same period of time to an
•ordinary day laborer in the United States

for work of the crudest kind. So con-

stantly has this little maiden used her

eyes that she is beginning to lose her

-eyesight.

The dancing-girl dolls are particularly

attractive. Miniature roses are embroid-
ered on their dresses and hung about the

shoulders. Ornaments are arranged in

the hair and the tiny limbs are formed in

graceful and lifelike attitudes of dancing.

The costume of the matador doll is

gaily embroidered in colors and its hair

dressed in Spanish style, including the

•conventional cue. Slippers are added, a

sword and muleta are placed in the

hands, and the manikin bull-fighter is

ready to enter the ring, so far as minia-
ture details of dress and equipment are

concerned.

The flower-girl dolls are dressed ac-

cording to the custom and provided with
small baskets woven of fine hair filled

with flowers of variegated colors. The
hair is arranged in a double braid, and
artistic shawls, brilliantly colored, are
hung loosely about the shoulders. The
tiny flower-sellers are then not unlike

those seen in the flower markets through-
out Mexico.

Vaqueros are represented in their most
attractive and picturesque attire. Faith-

ful reproductions of the native serapes
are thrown about the shoulders, and som-
breros, woven of fine hair, are placed on
the heads in true Mexican fashion.

Aguadors are provided with tiny ollas,

made from clay and fashioned on the

exact lines and proportions of the prac-

tical sizes, and are considered important
members of the doll family.

Religious dignitaries are also repre-

sented in this remarkable doll family and
are dressed in full accordance with the

character which they are supposed to

represent in dignified miniature.

It is difficult to believe that human
hands could have fashioned such wonder-
ful little figures. A photograph cannot

do justice to the coloring and execution,

and it is only after they have been ex-

amined carefully through a magnifying
glass that they can be fully appreciated.

The first dolls of this kind made by
Isabel were secured by several of the

royal families. They were also included

in many private collections, where they

are always greatly admired.

A German traveler criticized the dolls

one day and told the little Indian maiden
that in Germany they had fleas fully

dressed and trained to perform the most
wonderful feats. "Yes," answered she,

"I remember my father telling how those

trained fleas were first sent to your coun-
try from Mexico. We cannot dress the

fleas so completely as the dolls, however,
as we cannot make them stand still long
enough. I suppose," she added, naively,
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the: dolls op cuernavaca, en:

(SEE PAG

"you can make fleas stand still as long

as you like in Germany."
In the vicinity of Cuernavaca the coun-

try abounds with places of geographic

and scientific interest. The haciendas

Acapancingo and Temisco, over two cen-

turies old, and the Buena Vista, where
sugar-cane rum is distilled, are well worth
a visit. Just across the barranca to the

west is a lake of great beauty and the

Falls of Saint Anthony, noted for its

resemblance to a long white feather.

Near by is the village of San Anton,
where stand several buildings of un-

known antiquity and an old house built

by Cortez in 1521, all in an excellent

state of preservation.

Time has not been able to efface primi-

tive methods in this locality, and Indian

pottery, known as "La Verita," is still

being made here by Lupe, "King of the

Pottery Makers," in much the same fash-

ion of his forefathers. This pottery is

made in a great variety of distinctive

shapes, is rich maroon in color, and rude,

almost classic, in design.

RGED SLIGHTLY IN THE PICTURE
296-298)

Many prehistoric stone carvings are

found in the neighborhood of Cuerna-
vaca. The Lizard Stone, measuring
nearly 9 feet in length ; the Stone Eagle,

measuring about 10 feet across its ex-

tended wings, and the Victory Stone,

with its curious carvings of a shield, five

spears, and a tomahawk, evidently mark-
ing an ancient victory, are particularly

interesting.

Other evidences of an ancient civiliza-

tion are found at Amanalco, Tlaltenango,

Tlalmanalco, the Hill of Ouauhtetl, the

Ruins of Tepozteco, Xochiltepec, and in

the caves of the Amates, "The Grotto
of the Devil," where steps were cut from
the solid rock on the occasion of a visit

by Empress Carlotta. On the summit of
a small ridge west of Cuernavaca are the

Ruins of Xochicalo and the remains of a

prehistoric city. Among these ruins is a
pyramid, fort, or temple, which is built

of cut porphyry and measures 68 by 75
feet. Its walls are filled with carvings

of birds, animals, and warriors, which
are more curious and interesting than
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Photos from G. N. Collins and C. B. Doyle, Dep't of Agriculture

a popular mkxican fruit, the "sapote prieTo" ( Diosoyros ebenaster)

It is seedless, its flesh of a very dark-brown color, and closely related to our common
persimmon (see page 301)

CHIEES (MEXICAN PEPPERS) READY FOR SHIPPING
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anything of a similar character yet found
in Egypt.
About seven miles from Cuernavaca is

the Indian village of Juitepec, where
some of their mysterious customs are

still observed. The place has the ap-

pearance of a stage setting and the na-

tives of the village are like the characters

in a play. Each year a strange feast is

celebrated in an ancient church and pil-

grimages are made to its shrine by na-

tives from a number of the outlying

districts.

How these people have preserved their

ancient customs through such long peri-

ods of time is unexplained. They seem

THE chief object of our expedition

to southern Mexico was to inves-

tigate the cotton culture of that

region. It had been learned that there

was a cotton mill at Providencia, Chia-

pas, and that part of the cotton used in

the factory was grown locally. As the

cotton-boll weevil was known to exist in

this region, it became of interest to dis-

cover, if possible, why this insect did not

prohibit the commercial culture of cotton

here as elsewhere in the American trop-

ics. It was further planned to cross

Chiapas and visit some of the rubber
plantations in Tabasco, where the oldest

plantations of Central American rubber
are known to exist.

During our stay in Mexico City we
made a rather careful study of the mar-
kets. There was a comparatively poor
display of fruits and vegetables at the
time (November), much less than we
saw there on our former visit. The most
common fruits were bananas, oranges,
pineapples, guavas, figs, pawpaws, apples,

mamee sapotes, and strawberries. The

to be in a world by themselves and care

little about the outside. The traveler will

not regret a visit to these remarkable
places, which are all within such con-

venient distance of Cuernavaca.
Altogether Cuernavaca quite fascinates

with its mysterious charm and idyllic

picturesqueness. Glorying in its atmos-
phere of legend and romance, free from
care, free from the struggles and vicissi-

tudes of a modern world, surrounded by
forbidding mountains, which seem to

keep eternal vigilance over it, this little

pastoral community, the Sun Child of
the Sierras, peacefully slumbers and
dreams on.

MENT

strawberries were of good size and flavor

and remain white when perfectly ripe.

Another fruit very common in the

market at this time of the year is the

"sapote prieto" ( Diospyros cbcnastcr )

.

This fruit was entirely new to us. The
flesh is stringy and very dark brown,
almost black. It is very unattractive in

appearance and the taste is rather in-

sipid, but the fruit is very popular with
all classes, fair specimens selling at 5
cents, Mexican, apiece. Many specimens
are entirely seedless, suggesting that the

species has been cultivated from remote
periods and probably by asexual methods.
This fruit was afterwards seen growing
at Cuernavaca. The trees were 40 or 50
feet high and about one foot in diame-
ter. As this species is closely related to

our common persimmon and the fine

Japanese forms, it may be of interest to

form hybrids of these fruits.

On December 4 we left Mexico City
for south Mexico by way of Cordoba
and the Vera Cruz and Pacific Railroad.
Corn is quite extensively cultivated about
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Cordoba, and here, as in all parts of this

country where there is insufficient pas-

ture, the tops of the stalks are cut off

for fodder as soon as the corn is full

grown. At the same time the stalks are

also broken down just below the lowest

ear, so that the ears hang with the tips

down, a process known as "doubling."

This custom of "doubling" was after-

ward found to be universal throughout
southern Mexico, both in dry and wet
regions. In dry localities it is employed
to protect the grain from weevils. The
corn is left in the fields often for months
and, except in rare cases, is there im-

mune from the weevils. In the moist
regions this practice allows the grain to

harden without injury from the rain, as

the ears shed water perfectly when hang-
ing. Doubling might be used to advan-
tage in parts of the United States when
there is excessive rain at the time of har-

vesting, such as the summer of 1906 in

the vicinity of Washington, where quan-
tities of corn were ruined through the

germination of the grains before the corn
was picked.

Another important reason for this

practice in some parts of Mexico is to

protect the ears from parrots and parro-

quites. While the ears are erect the birds

can light on the side of the ear and open
the husks, but when the ear is pendant
they have no place to stand from which
the tip of the ear can be reached.

Santa Lucrecia, which is situated at

the junction of the Vera Cruz and Pacific

Railroad with the Tehuantepec Railroad,

is the region of greatest activity for rub-

ber stock companies. About here and
for some distance south there is little or

no virgin forest, but the land is covered
with a luxuriant second growth. Numer-
ous rubber trees can be seen from the

railway, but they are all small. The
leaves, however, are fresh and green.

From Santa Lucrecia south the rail-

road gradually ascends. Before reaching
the summit of the divide the country be-

comes broken and is covered with fine

large forests. North of Rincon Anto-
nio the land is open and rolling, cattle

abound, and the dry-land type of vege-

tation appears.

From a botanical standpoint Rincon
Antonio would be a very interesting place

to spend one or two weeks. It is pleas-

antly situated and has what looks like a

clean hotel. The climate is dry and not
very hot. Trips could be made north
into the fine dense forests, which are as

wild and tropical as anything on the

Isthmus. To the south it is but a little

way to cactus forests, through exceed-
ingly rough and interesting country. This
region is sparsely inhabited and the set-

tlement is completely isolated. A study
of the agriculture of these people would
probably show plants with interesting

adaptations to drought and short season.

We reached San Geronimo on the
evening of December 8. The inhabitants

are chiefly Indians, though there are a

number of Mexicans and Americans liv-

ing there who are connected with the

Pan-American Railroad, of which this

town is the western terminus.
The country about is perfectly flat,

with hills visible in the distance in all

directions. The type of vegetation is

decidedly desertic, the strong winds
which blow for the greater part of the
time doubtless aiding in accentuating this

feature.

The change from the continual climb-

ing and striving to reach the light that is

so apparent in the forests a few miles

north is very striking. Not that the

plants here shun the light, for the typical

shape is spreading—a form that secures

the greatest isolation—but it is as though
there was an effort on the part of each
species to get as close to the ground as

possible. The advantage gained by shad-
ing the roots and resisting the wind is

obvious.

Another characteristic that is quite

general is the tendency to have finely

divided leaves, though the reason for this

is by no means so clear and would seem
to counteract the shading of the roots,

for the leaflets close during the middle
of the day, when the sun is brightest. The
possession of these characteristics causes

a number of only distantly related plants

to present an almost uniform appearance.
Thus what appeared to be a single species

forming a low tree with spreading top
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BEANS PACKED IN A COW-HIDE TO PROTECT THEM PROM GRAIN WEEVILS
(see page 309)

and pinnate leaves proved to consist of

five different species belonging to at least

three genera and two families.

We found that the cotton mill at

Providencia is not located on the shortest

road between Jalisco (where we left the

railway) and Tuxtla, so that our baggage
was sent direct to the latter place by ox-
cart, while we with two pack animals
took the old road which passes through
Providencia (see map, p. 316).
The rise from Jalisco is very abrupt.

In one or two hours We had entirely left

the lowland type of vegetation, and oaks
and pines put in an appearance. Before
night we had left the oaks, the only

trees being pines. We spent the first

night at Los Pinos, where we secured
several varieties of corn. Los Pinos is

at an elevation of about 2,600 feet, and
although we found verv much higher

country farther north we had already

crossed the continental divide, which is

here close to the Pacific coast.

The next morning we reached the cot-

ton mill at Providencia. This mill,

though small, is very complete, much of

the cotton being received as seed cotton.

About 150 pieces of cotton cloth, each

&2y2 feet long, are turned out daily.

The entire output is sold locally—that

is, in Chiapas—this being the only cot-

ton mill in the State. The bulk of the

cotton used in this mill is imported from
the United States and from Mexico
through the port of Acapulco. The
local supply averages about 5 tons

yearly, but it is the best grade of cotton

that they secure.

We were treated with extreme cour-

tesy by the manager of the mill and se-

cured a quantity of cotton seed from the

picking of Acala and San Bartolome,

the centers where most of the cotton in

this region is grown. Although at an

elevation of over 1,000 feet, sugar-cane

is successfully cultivated here, the fac-

tory turning out both brown sugar and
mm for local consumption.

Beyond Santa Lucia the country is very

barren. There are long level stretches

surrounded by high pinnacles of rock
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BOLLS OL "CULLUCHL" COTTON ('SLIGHTLY REDUCED)

This cotton protects itself against the boll weevil in most vigorous fashion. As soon
as a weevil has deposited an egg inside the cotton boll, the plant manufactures tissue around
the egg and smothers it. The buds are protected by a small jumping spider, which weaves
a web across the base of the bracts (see pages 310 and 313).

which appear to be limestone. Here
logwood is abundant. So far as we
could learn, no use is made of this dye-
wood, and the transportation facilities

are probably insufficient to warrant its

exportation. The only agricultural op-
erations seen in this part of the country
were a few scattered fields of Indian
corn and young henequen plantations.

Traveling in this sparsely inhabited

region, one always fares well at the haci-

endas along the road, but in the towns
it is difficult to secure any accommoda-
tions. There is not sufficient travel to

warrant hotels, and the generous hos-
pitality of the Unqueros is entirely want-
ing in the towns.

At Cintalapa we learned of a cotton

plantation at Rosario which we visited.

The way from Cintalapa to Rosario
leads through two broad valleys sepa-

rated by low hills ; the same dry-land
type of vegetation continued, consisting

of fine-leaved legumes, grass, and occa-

sional cacti. Occasional corn fields were
the only signs of cultivation. The corn

had all been harvested, and the plants

showed that they had been doubled and
the tops cut for fodder. At Rosario,

which is located on similar land, Sehor
Tirado is growing beans, corn, tobacco,

cotton, sugar (with irrigation), and
henequen. He also keeps a quantity of

cattle and is making cheese. The place

is a striking example of what can be

done on these dry lands by intelligent

management. Serior Tirado gladly gave
all information requested and is willing

to send seeds to the Department or aid

in any way possible.

The cotton crop at Rosario had just

been harvested, but the plants had not

been destroyed, so that we were able to

secure data regarding the nature of the

variety and its method of culture. The
field used this year for cotton was about
20 acres of practically level, sandy
ground inclosed by low hills.
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INDIANS WEAVING MATS FROM INODES FIBER : SAN BARTOIyOME

The men wear a red cloth, tied like a turban, around the head (see page 315)
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INDIAN WOMEN AT THE FOUNTAIN : SAN BARTOIyOME

The method here employed for com-
bating the weevil is to plant the cotton

only in alternate years. When Sehor
Tirado began planting cotton, several

years ago, four or five other Unqueros
began planting at the same time. All

secured fine returns the first year. Con-
trary to the advice of Sehor Tirado, the

others planted the following year and
the weevils completely destroyed the

crop. Sehor Tirado waited until the

others had planted for three successive

years, each time the crop being a com-
plete failure, when all gave it up. He
then waited another year and planted

again with good results and has secured

good crops every alternate year since.

The off year he plants corn, beans, to-

bacco, etc., and gets good use of the

land. He naively says that cotton yields

so abundantly that one ought to be satis-

fied with planting every other year.

From Sehor Tirado we also obtained
five varieties of Indian corn that are ad-

mirably adapted to dry conditions. They
mature here in from 40 to 60 days.

Grain weevils are a serious pest at

Rosario, and Sehor Tirado has adopted

several ingenious methods to prevent

their ravages. He protects beans by
storing them in cow-hides, which are

sewed up and the seams sealed with
lime. He states that they will keep in-

definitely in packages of this kind.

A common custom in these regions is

to plant a climbing species of bean in

the corn fields soon after the corn is

planted. The short-season corn matures
and is doubled before the beans make
much growth, and as soon as the corn
is harvested the stalks serve as poles for

the beans.

From Rosario we proceeded to Tuxtla,
spending several clays en route. Here
we were introduced to the Governor of
Chiapas, who gave us letters of intro-

duction to the various alcaldes and
leading men of the towns which we
were to visit. He also sent telegraphic
orders to these officials that they pre-

pare quarters for us and aid us in every
way possible. There is so little travel

in this part of the country that without
such aid it is often difficult to secure
men or animals. We also met a number
of influential people who were interested
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AN INTERESTING FRUIT FOUND IN Tl

Although belonging to the Solanacese, t\

to that of a fine cantaloupe. The fruits are
and very refreshing.

in agriculture and who gave us much
valuable information and data from
which we could plan our further move-
ments.

In the market at Tuxtla we found a
quantity of cotton said to have come
from Acala. The bolls were exception-
ally large, running 38 to the pound.

Inquiry about the town also led to the

discovery of a very interesting small-

boiled cotton, known here as "culluche."

The variety is without economic impor-
tance, but it shows such weevil resistance

that it seemed worthy of careful study.

The plants are perennial, those seen
being about 10 feet high with trunks
about 3 inches in diameter. They were
heavily loaded with very small bolls and
still flowering, the lint being short and
brown in color.

Weevils were present in large numbers,
but were doing comparatively little darm

[E MARKET OF SAN CRISTOBAL, MEXICO

e odor and taste of this fruit are very similar

almost seedless, the flesh firm, of fine texture,

age. The bolls are protected by prolifer-

ation much more completely than in any
cotton thus far studied. Hardly a single

boll could be found which had not been
punctured, but in all the bolls opened
we could not find a single live larva. In
fact the proliferation was so complete
that the bolls were hardly deformed, al-

though as many as 7 or 8 eggs had been
laid in a single boll. Proliferating tissue

had formed to such an extent that it was
forced out through the opening and dried

as a coiled mass on the outside of the

boll. In many cases these coiled masses,
if straightened out, would be at least two
inches long (see page 305).

Curiously enough the buds of this cot-

ton showed no proliferation whatever.

They were protected, however, in a very
interesting manner. The bracts were
tightly closed except at the base, where
there was a small aperture, and in nearly
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MARKET SCENE AT SAN CRISTOBAL

The white blocks that the Indians have for sale are chicle, which is an important con-
stituent of chewing-gum. The streamers on the man's hat indicate he is unmarried and has
a sweetheart (see page 315).
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every case examined this opening was
closed by the web of a small jumping
spider (

Aysha minuta) . The protection

thus afforded, though by no means so

complete as in the case of the bolls, is

still very effective. Practically the only

time that the weevils can gain access to

the bud is just as the flower is opening
the bracts. The only use that is made of

this cotton here is in the decoration of

the altars which every house contains at

Christmas time.

Although the country from Tuxtla to

Chiapas showed every indication of being
subject to severe drought, almost all the

land is under cultivation. Corn and
henequen are the principal crops. This

district is very densely populated, the

houses, each in a small yard, being so

thick along the road that the impression
is given of a continuous town all the way
from Chiapas to Rivera de Cupia. At
this point the road leaves the Chiapas
River, and the country gradually rises

and becomes still drier.

Near El Faro the land was more
open, with sufficient grass to support

numbers of cattle, the raising of which
is the principal industry. It being Christ-

mas eve, there was a demonstration in

the church at the hacienda, after which,

amid fireworks and the beating of drums,
an image of the Child was carried to the

bank of the river, where the entire popu-
lation remained until daybreak.

The town of San Bartolome is old

and very picturesque. The buildings are

of stone, with tile or thatched roofs, and
the streets are paved with large flat

stones. All the vacant spaces between
the houses are filled with high stone

walls, so that the streets are narrow
alleys of stone.

In the plaza are the ruins of an old

church, the nave of which has been en-

tirely destroyed by earthquakes, leaving

only the towers. There is a large Indian

population in and about the town who
speak the Tzotzil language.

Cotton is grown by both the Indians

and the Mexicans, and is planted only in

alternate years. This custom is probably

an aboriginal one and the Mexicans copy
it from the Indians. No one could be

found who had the faintest idea as to

why the cotton failed to do well if

planted every year. It is another in-

stance of primitive people being right in

practice without knowing the reason
why. Unfortunately this was the year
in which no cotton was planted, and the

only place where cotton was being grown
at the time of our visit was at San Sebas-
tian, a finca located about three leagues

southeast of San Bartolome.
Here the corn is planted about the

middle of May, the cotton in /\ugust,

and the beans in September—all in the

same field. The corn is doubled in No-
vember or early December and remains
in this condition until after the cotton is

picked, so that the harvesting of the corn
may not injure the cotton.

Our visit was well timed for the study
of this cotton, as the bolls were just be-

ginning to open. Weevils were present

in great abundance on all the cotton

bushes, which were five or six feet high,

but it was nevertheless apparent that a

good crop would be secured. The bulk

of the crop is set on the long basal

branches close to the ground, where the

bolls are practically exempt from the at-

tacks of the weevils.

There could be little doubt that the

plant protected itself from the weevils

by bearing its crop close to the ground,
as hardly a punctured square or boll

could be found except on the upper part

of the plant. The crop was said to be

not unusually large, but it would compare
very favorably with anything I have seen

in the United States. We were told that

in ordinary years it is necessary to pick

50 yards of a row in order to secure one
arroba, or 25 pounds, of seed cotton. As
the cotton is planted one yard each way,
this would amount to 2,420 pounds seed

cotton per acre, or about 800 pounds of
lint. This seems an incredibly large yield

for land that was also producing a crop
of corn and beans, but from the appear-
ance of the plants I am inclined to believe

that it is not far from right. The region

toward the river, where cotton is grown
only in alternate years, is said to produce
even larger crops.

The yield of corn at San Sebastian

must have been correspondingly large.

The hills were planted at the same dis-
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the: famous doubeE-Eared corn of tuxtla (see page 319)
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tance as the cotton, with four or five

stalks in each hill. Very few sterile

stalks could be found, and most of the

stalks bore two or three well formed
though rather small ears. The plants be-

fore being doubled must have been about

8 feet high.

The greater part of the inhabitants of

this place are pure Indian. The men
have straight, coarse, black hair reaching

almost to their shoulders. The lips are

thick, but otherwise the features are

quite like those of the Indians of Guate-
mala. They wear a red cloth, tied like

a turban, about the head, a short "guipil"

or shirt like that of the women, and full

white trousers that are usually tied in

at the bottom, making them look like

Dutch trousers. The women are very
short and well formed. They wear a

short "guipil," usually white or with very
little color, and a dark-blue cloth wrapped
around the hips. Their chief decoration
takes the form of embroidery of this blue

cloth, which they do in silk of various
colors. Some of the more elaborate

cloths are valued as high as $10 or $12
gold.

From San Bartolome the road passes
around the base of the mountain on
which the town is located, and at a dis-

tance of about one league enters the oak
forest. Soon after this the pines appear
and the characteristic plants of the lower
levels disappear.

Our course led up the valley of a small
river, along the banks of which the vege-
tation was more luxuriant, mahogany
and cedar trees being not uncommon. At
an elevation of 4,000 feet, the country
became more open and Brahea palms ap-

peared. Our road continued to rise until

it crossed a high ridge amid magnificent
pines and oaks, and the town of Teopisco
came into view in a flat valley entirely

surrounded by high mountains. The ele-

vation of the town is 5,300 feet, and the
night before our arrival there had been
a hard frost and nearly all the vegetation
was black. We spent a night at Teo-
pisco, and in the morning the white frost
could again be seen on the ground and
roofs.

We left for San Cristobal early in the

morning of December 31. The road con-

tinued to ascend and for nearly the whole
day we traveled through magnificent for-

ests of pine and oak. The trees were
very large, with little or no undergrowth,
the absence of which is probably due to

the sheep, which are pastured in the for-

est in large numbers. Toward night we
crossed a high ridge, probably 7,000 feet,

and descended to the valley in which San
Cristobal is located.

San Cristobal, like Bartolome, was at

one time the capital of the State, but its

inaccessibility was sufficient reason for

removing the seat of government. It is

more closely associated with the civiliza-

tion of the western part of Guatemala
than with other parts of the State of

Chiapas. Frost occurred every night of

our stay and is usual at this time of year.

Here we secured seed of a wheat which
is cultivated on the very steep slopes near
the tops of the mountains about the

town, in the hope that the variety might
be of some historic interest, this region

being so isolated that the variety is prob-
ably one that has been grown here from
very remote times.

Seeds of a fine avocado were secured.

As this entire region is subject to frost,

snow sometimes falling at San Cristobal,

the variety will probably prove to be re-

sistant to cold. The exact locality from
which the fruit came could not be ascer-

tained, but trees were seen which had
withstood the frost better than orange
trees and where most of the vegetation

was killed back.

There is a considerable Indian popula-
tion about San Cristobal. They dress in

coarse woolen blankets with a hole for

the head, or in short woolen shirts. They
wear very low-crowned straw hats deco-
rated with ribbons, which give them a

very ludicrous appearance. The stream-
ers on the hats indicate that the man is

unmarried and has a sweetheart.

We started on our return for Tuxtla
on the morning of January 2, taking the

road that leads through Ixtapa.

The road descends steadily. For a long
distance practically the only trees are the
oaks, and for three or four leagues these
have been pollarded to secure fire-wood
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LARGE CASTIIXA RUBBER TREE: CHIAPAS (SEE PAGE 320)
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San

for San Cristobal,

which has caused
the trees to assume

grotesque, dwarfed
forms. Effects of

frost were evident

until we descended to

about 4,000 feet. A
fine feature of this

day's trip was a

stretch where the road

followed the bank of

the Osumatinta River

through a gorge, the

sides of which ranged

between 500 and 1 ,000

feet high. The side

of the gorge opposite

the road was covered

with a rank growth
of ferns and other

vegetation, rare i n
these regions.

The oaks around
Ixtapa have also been
pollarded to furnish

fuel for the town.

For miles about all

the towns in this re-

gion every piece of

available wood has
been removed and fuel has often to be

carried a distance of 10 or 12 miles on
the backs of Indians. As soon as the

higher ridge is reached the whole valley

of the Grijalva is visible from the top of

an almost perpendicular cliff about 2,000

feet high. The view is more like that

from a balloon than anything we had ever

seen. The descent from here is constant

and a very severe strain on the ears.

While in Tuxtla we secured samples
of a curious double-eared corn that was
at first thought to be merely an abnor-
mality. We soon found these ears in

such quantities, however, as to lend color

to the statements of the natives that this

was a real variety that always came true

to seed. It is certainly not a case of

simple fasciation, for the ears are not
grown together, but have branched just

inside the husk. Kernels are borne en-

tirely around each of the branches. We

lytapa /«,

Santa Lucia^. an B ar t ol orne
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secured specimens with three branches,

and four are said to be not uncommon.
Aside from the peculiar form of the ears,

this corn is a type distinct from anything

else found at Tuxtla, and every ear that

we saw had at least two branches. It is

one of the most popular varieties here

and is said to yield very good crops.

As an evidence of the isolation of

Tuxtla and to show the extent to which
primitive customs still prevail, the fact

may be mentioned that cacao is still used
as money in the market, a custom that

was general in many parts of tropical

America at the time of the discovery. A
common expression for cheap articles in

the market is that they sell so many
for a "cinco." This originally meant 5
cacao beans, but to allow for the fluctuat-

ing value of the cacao a "cinco" actually

consists of from 2 to 5 cacao seeds, but
the ratio will be uniform throughout the
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TRUNK OF CACAO (CHOCOLATE ) TREE ' PICHUCAECO
Showing the peculiar position in which the fruit grows. Cacao beans are still used as

money at Tuxtla
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AN OPENED POD OP CACAO ( SLIGHTLY REDUCED)

Cacao was appreciated by the Mexicans long before the discovery of America. Prescott

writes that the Emperor Montezuma was "exceedingly fond of it, . no less than 50
pitchers being prepared for his own daily consumption

; 2,000 more were allowed for that of

his household." Seventy-three per cent of the cacao used by the world comes from tropical

America and the West Indies (Ecuador, Brazil, Trinidad, Santo Domingo, and Venezuela) ;

23 per cent from Africa (principally Portuguese East Africa), and the rest from Ceylon and
the Dutch East Indies.

market. In making a purchase the neces-

sary question is, "Cuanto es cinco?"

(How many are five?) The money value

of the "cinco" is about y2 cent, Mexican.
A drink that is common Here, and one

that we found very useful in making long

trips where there was little food availa-

ble, is "tascalate." It is made of parched
corn, ground and mixed with ground
cacao and almonds, and is conveniently

carried in the form of a powder. It is

only necessary to add sugar and a little

water to make a pleasant and very nour-
ishing drink.

Soon after passing Santa Rita the as-

cent becomes more rapid and the pines

and oaks become larger. A broad plateau

is soon reached, covered with a moist
forest, that reminds one strongly of the

forests of our northern States, except
that everything is on a larger scale. The

oaks are more like the species at home,
and sweet-gum trees that appear identi-

cal with those at home are not uncom-
mon. Many of the oaks and pines are 3
feet in diameter and very tall. As we
crossed the edge of this plateau and de-

scended into the humid tropics to Pante-

pec, the transition was very abrupt ; tree

ferns, Musaceae, and Zingiberaceae sud-

denly appeared in abundance.
The town of Pantepec has an elevation

of about 5,000 feet. The inhabitants are

Indians, but speak a dialect distinct from
the Indians of Tuxtla. We found but

two people in the entire town that could

speak Spanish, yet they are all devout
Catholics.

Pichucalco, two days by trail from
Pantepec, is a rabbling town that pre-

sents a very striking appearance from the

fact that nearly all the nouses are painted
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a bright blue. It is of considerable im-
portance as a center of cacao and rubber
growing, but is isolated and seldom vis-

ited. The usual means of communica-
tion with the outside world is to the

north instead of by the route over which
we came, but even in this direction it is

necessary to make a three or four days'

journey in a dug-out canoe from San
Juan Bautista in order to reach the town.
In early Spanish times Pichucalco was
connected with San Cristobal and the

other towns to the south by a paved road,

the remains of which can still be seen.

The rubber plantations here are very
old, the trees having been first planted as

shade to cacao. In making experimental
tappings of a considerable number of

trees we were impressed with the great

difference of yield between apparently

identical trees that were growing side by
side, which proves conclusively that all

estimates of yield based on the tapping
of a small number of trees are entirely

worthless. At the finca Concepcion, about
three leagues from Pichucalco, we found
rubber trees measuring over 9 feet in

circumference at 5 feet from the ground.

These trees were estimated to be at least

50 years old.

From experimental tappings it was es-

timated that the tree shown on page 316
should yield at least 12 pounds, and the

owner of the finca stated that about that

amount had been taken from this tree at

former tappings. The trees are tapped
to a great height, the "uleros" ascending
by means of climbers.

Our experimental tappings at Coahuila
disclosed the important fact that the trees

do not recover from the effects of tap-

ping with anything like the rapidity that

has been supposed. An old tree perhaps

40 years of age was selected. It had
been tapped a number of times and al-

ways on the same side, the last tapping

having been made about a year before

our visit. Cuts were made with a 2-inch

chisel and it was found that on the side

which had been previously tapped hardly

a trace of latex could be secured, while

on the opposite side on clean bark the

flow was enormous, 80 cc. of latex being

secured from a single 2-inch cut. With
cultivated trees the yield cannot be ex-
pected to keep up after the first two or
three tappings, even if these are deferred
until the trees are 10 or 12 years old.

No plantation devoted exclusively to
the growing of rubber has yet proved
to be a commercial success, but the out-
put of cultivated rubber from southern
Mexico is rapidly increasing.

The cacao at Coahuila produces the
largest pods that we have ever seen.
They are all of the white-seeded type

;

but, unlike most of the white-seeded
cacaos, the pods have very thick shells;

the seeds are large with an unusual
amount of pulp.

The trees are well fruited and the pods
are for the most part borne close to the

ground. The crop is almost continuous
from November to June, although there
are three chief pickings. The seeds are
unfermented and sell for 50 cents, Mexi-
can, per pound at Pichucalco.

As soon as the seeds are removed from
the pods they are washed by placing them
in shallow baskets partly submerged in

water and rubbing them against the bot-

tom and sides of the baskets, forcing the

pulp through the meshes. The seeds are

then sun-dried, the quicker the better, it

is thought. This unfermented product
would not command a high price in the

European or American markets, but it

is said that the Mexicans do not demand
a fermented bean. The price which they

get would seem to make suggestions for

improvement superfluous.

From a few miles below Pichucalco to

within a few miles of San Juan Bautista

the banks of the river are almost con-

tinuous cacao plantations, a great part of
which is shaded with rubber.

About 1,500 tons of cacao pass through

San Juan Bautista annually, valued at

about $1,250,000. In spite of the enor-

mous amount of cacao produced in Mex-
ico and an import duty of 30 cents per

kilo, cacao is still imported from Guaya-
quil. In the fine cacao lands above San
Juan Bautista the growing of this com-
modity is the most lucrative agricultural

operation with which we are familiar.
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Time is not here, nor days, nor months, nor years,

An everlasting NOW of solitude.
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PESTS AND PARASITES

Why We Need a National Law to Prevent the Impor-

tation of Insect-Infested and Diseased Plants

By Charles Lester Marlatt
Of the Bureau of Entomology, U. S. Department of Agriculture

With Photographsfrom the U. S. Department of Agriculture

THE United States is the only great

power without protection from
the importation of insect-infested

or diseased plant stock. Referring to

European powers only, Austria-Hungary,
France, Germany, Holland, Switzerland,

and Turkey prohibit absolutely the entry

from the United States of all nursery

stock. Our apples and other fruits are

admitted only when a most rigid exami-
nation shows them to be free from infes-

tation. Most of the other European
countries have very strict quarantine and
inspection laws, and the same is true of

the important English and other colonial

possessions.

The United States thus becomes a sort

of dumping ground for refuse stock.

Diseased live-stock may be, and are, ex-

cluded by law, but diseased or insect-

infested plants have no bar against their

introduction.

A properly enforced quarantine inspec-

tion law in the past would have excluded
many, if not most, of the foreign insect

enemies which are now levying an enor-
mous annual tax on the products of the

farms and orchards and forests of this

country.

FOREIGN ORIGIN OF MANY OF OUR INSECT
PESTS

Fully 50 per cent of the important in-

jurious insect pests in this country are
of foreign origin. Among these are the

codling moth, the Hessian fly, the as-

paragus beetles, the hop-plant louse, the

cabbage worm, the wheat-plant louse,

oyster-shell bark louse, pea weevil, the

Croton bug, the Angoumois grain moth,
the horn fly of cattle, and in compara-
tively recent years have been introduced
such important pests as the cotton-boll

weevil, the San Jose scale, the gypsy and
brown-tail moths into New England, the

Argentine ant into New Orleans, and the

alfalfa-leaf weevil into Utah.
While it is true that certain classes of

injurious insect pests, such as the house
fly and other household insects which
may be similarly carried in ships' cargo
or in the packing of merchandise, have
been imported, and still will be, in spite

of any quarantine law, however rigid, it
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TREES THAT HAVE BEEN COMPLETELY STRIPPED OP LEAVES BY THE GYPSY MOTH

This picture of a woodland at Lexington, Massachusetts, was not taken in midwinter, but

in July



The gypsy moth (Porthetria dispar)

Fig. i. Male moth. Fig. 2. Female moth. Fig 3. Male pupa. Fig. 4. Female pupa.
Fig. 5. Egg cluster. Fig. 6. Caterpillars ; the largest are less than half grown.

The gypsy moth is one of the worst forest pests of Europe. It was accidentally intro-

duced into Massachusetts 40 years ago. and has now spread to the adjacent States of

Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, and Maine. It has been recently brought into

this country on imported stock and taken to such widely isolated points as Louisiana and
Ohio. There is grave risk of its becoming distributed over the entire United States. It

has already cost in New England, in mere efforts at control, a good many millions of
dollars, and should it become widespread in the United States, damage from it would be
beyond calculation. Every effort should be made to prevent a further introduction of this

and other equally serious forest pests from Europe and Asia.



GYPSY-MOTH IyARV^E PREVENTED FROM ASCENDING THE TREE BY A BAND OF
TANGLEFOOT

This is one of the efficient means of control, and especially for the protection of trees
adjacent to infested territory
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MASS OF* GYPSY-MOTH LARVAE WHICH HAVE COLLECTED UNDER A BAND OE BURLAP

After the larvae are half grown they seek for shelter during the day, and will collect under
burlap bands in enormous numbers, where they can be readily destroyed

is essentially true that the great mass of

the foreign insect enemies of orchards
and forests have come in on nursery and
ornamental stock, and might have been
kept out, in large measure, if an efficient

quarantine had been in operation.

THESE IMPORTED INSECTS COST US MANY
MILLIONS OE DOLLARS YEARLY

The codling moth, or apple worm, oc-

casions a loss, in cost of spraying trees

and injury to fruit, of 16 million dollars

a year ; the San Jose scale, similarly in

loss of product and cost of treatment of

trees, 10 million dollars a year ; the Hes-
sian fly, the most important enemy of

wheat, probably causes an annual loss of

50 million dollars, and in some years this

loss has reached the enormous total of

100 million dollars. The cost to this

country of the cotton-boll weevil, from
the very conservative estimate of Mr.

W. D. Hunter, amounts to about 25 mil-

lion dollars a year. All these were im-
ported.

The Argentine ant is destroying citrus

orchards in Louisiana, and has spread to

the orange groves of southern California ;

the alfalfa-leaf weevil, probably intro-

duced on packing of nursery stock from
Europe, has destroyed hundreds of fields

of alfalfa in Utah, and is spreading to

adjacent States.

The gypsy and brown-tail moths in

Massachusetts and portions of other
New England States are now costing

those States, in expenditures merely in

efforts at control, not counting damage
at all, upward of a million dollars a year.

In addition to this, the national govern-
ment is appropriating $300,000 a year to

aid in controlling these pests along the

highways, and by this means check their

more rapid distribution. In spite of these
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FEMALE GYPSY MOTHS DEPOSITING EG'

Each female deposits a mass containing fr

between the moths

efforts and this enormous expenditure,

these insects are slowly spreading, and
great damage is done yearly to wood-
lands, private grounds, and orchards.

The dissemination of these two pests

over the whole United States, as is ex-

tremely likely under present conditions,

would entail a like cost throughout the

country—a tremendous and unnecessary
charge on our fruit and forest interests.

Very careful estimates, based on crop
reports and actual insect damage over a

series of years, show that the loss due to

insect pests of farm products, including

fruits and live-stock, now reaches the

almost inconceivable total of one billion

dollars annually. The larger percentage
of this loss is due to imported insect

-MASSES AT THE FOOT OE AN OAK TREE

>m 400 to 500 eggs. The light oval patches
are such egg-masses

pests, and much of it undoubtedly would
have been saved if this country had early

enacted proper quarantine and inspection

laws.

DANGER OP ADDITIONAL, PESTS BEING
IMPORTED

Great as is the number of foreign in-

sect pests already imported and estab-

lished in the United States, there remain
many others with equal capacity for

harm, which, fortunately, have not yet

reached our shores or crossed our bor-

ders
;
or, at most, have infested only a

limited part of our domain.

Our increasing business relations with

China and other Oriental countries adds
enormously to the risk of the importation



THE DEFORESTED HILT, WITH ITS UGLY FIELD OF STUMPS, SHOWN IN THIS PICTURE,

WAS ONCE A BEAUTIFUL PINE GROVE

As the gypsy moth had stripped the trees of their foliage, they had to be cut down,
because pine trees will not recover from a single stripping of their leaves. Elms, maples,

and other deciduous forests will usually stand two or three defoliations.

of new pests. We know very little of

the injurious insect pests of those coun-

tries, and particularly of China, but the

importation of new stock in the last

year or two, from China especially, has

demonstrated the existence there of

many pests which have not hitherto been
known. The power of harm of these

new pests is abundantly illustrated by
the San Jose scale, which is one of the

earliest of the Chinese insect pests to

reach us, and undoubtedly came to this

country with some ornamental nursery
stock sent from north China.

Among the known foreign insect fruit

pests which it is very desirable to keep
out of this country are the Morellos
fruit worm, which is an important enemy
of citrus fruits in certain parts of Mex-
ico ; the olive-fruit worm, which occurs
throughout the Mediterranean countries

where the olive is grown ; the mango-

seed
s

weevil, which has been found in

imported mango seed during the present

year; several fruit-scale pests known to

occur in China, Japan, and other Oriental

countries, which have records for harm
quite as great as the San Jose scale ; the

gypsy and brown-tail moth to regions

in this country where they do not now
occur, and many other equally dangerous
insect enemies of fruit trees, forest trees,

and farm crops, known to occur in for-

eign countries.

In addition to the danger of importing

these insect pests is the risk of bringing

in new and dangerous plant diseases.

Two illustrations of this danger only will

be mentioned, but there are many others

equally important. First may be noted

a new disease of the potato, known as

the "potato wart," which there is grave
risk of establishing in this country. This
disease, once in the soil, destroys the
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PINE GROVE KILLED BY THE GYPSY MOTH (SEE PAGE 339)

PINE TREES THAT HAVE BEEN PROTECTED PROM THE ATTACKS OF THE GYPSY MOTH
BY BURLAPPING AND OTHER MEANS
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A HIGH-POWER SPRAYING APPARATUS TREATING A MASSACHUSETTS ROADSIDE WITH
AN ARSENICAL WASH TO DESTROY GYPSY AND BROWN-TAIL MOTH CATERPILLARS

Note the water tower, by means of which the tops of the tallest trees can be reached
with the poison spray. The National Government is spending $300,000 a year in snch road-
side work in an effort to prevent the rapid spread of the gypsy moth by carriage of cater-

pillars dropping from roadside trees on vehicles and automobiles, one of the principal

means of spread.

potato tuber and prevents the culture of
this staple. The disease was discovered
in Hungary in 1886, and has since spread
over portions of Europe and into Eng-
land, where it is causing great alarm. It

has also established itself in Newfound-
land, and it is especially from this source
that the danger to the United States

comes. There is no known remedy for

the disease, and its existence in the soil

practically puts an end to potato culture.

Its introduction into the United States

would result in the loss of millions of

dollars annually.

The other disease is the "white-pine
blister-rust," which has caused enormous
losses in Europe, particularly to nursery
stock. This disease has, during the last
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PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN IN AUGUST, I9IO, BORDERING A ROADSIDE IN MASSACHUSETTS

The protected trees on the left border the road and have been sprayed ;
the trees to the

right, further from the road, have not been treated, and have been practically stripped of

their leaves by gypsy-moth caterpillars.



winter nests oe the: brown-tail moth, consisting of leaves and web
attached to twigs

In these nests from 300 to 400 minute larvse pass the winter

PILE OE 120,000 WEBS OE THE BROWN-TAIL MOTH GATHERED AND DESTROYED AT
YORK, MAINE

York Harbor, Maine, has become thoroughly infested with the brown-tail moth. This

illustration is a photograph of a pile containing 120,000 of the winter nests of the brown-
tail gathered and destroyed in an effort to free the community from this pest. More than

40 million larvse were contained in these nests. The brown-tail moth was imported by a

Boston florist about 20 years ago on roses from Holland or France. It is a serious enemy
of orchard, forest, and shade trees and ornamental shrubbery, and has long been recognized

as one of the worst orchard pests of Europe. During the last three years it has been

imported in enormous numbers on nursery stock from northern France, Holland, and

Belgium, and carried to 22 States. There is no law to prevent such importations. The
hairs on the caterpillars produce the brown-tail rash, which often affects residents of

infested districts.



year or two, been imported on nursery
stock into a good many of our States
and into the Province of Ontario, Can-
ada. Earnest effort has been made to

stamp it out at these points of introduc-
tion, and it is hoped that this work has
been successful. If this disease becomes
established in this country it will result

in enormous losses in our pine forests.

Both of these diseases are examples of
dangers which can be prevented only by
an absolute quarantining of the infested
foreign districts, so far as importations
therefrom to this country of these par-
ticular products are concerned. In other
words, these diseases are often not dis-

coverable by inspection, and cannot be
destroyed by fumigation. The pine dis-

ease may be present in the pine for two
or three years before giving any visible

demonstration. The potato-tuber disease
may be in imported potatoes and simi-
larly escape detection.

EFFORTS TO SECURE LEGISLATION

The necessity for a national quaran-
tine against foreign insect pests and plant

diseases has long been recognized, and
during the last 14 years, especially, a

strong continued effort has been made to

secure such legislation. This effort has

been blocked very largely by a small body
of importing nurserymen, who, careless

of the consequences to the country at

large, feared some slight check on free-

dom of their operations. The main body
of nurserymen have interests identical

with the fruit-growers and are in favor

of protective legislation, and The Na-
tional Nurseryman, the principal organ

of the nursery trade of this country, has

taken positive stand in support of such

legislation.

The entire value of the imported nurs-

ery stock, as declared at customs, which

is thus menacing the safety of this coun-

try is about $350,000 annually—scarcely

more than the government is now appro-

priating to assist in the effort at the

control of the gypsy moth alone in New
England.
Some of this imported stock is of

ornamentals neither new nor peculiar,

and is merely brought in because of

cheaper production abroad. A large per-

centage of it is seedling apple, pear,

* These moths emerge early in July, are strong fliers, and have spread from the original

point of infestation near Boston, northward and eastward, over much of New England, for-

tunately the prevailing winds are to the northeast during this season, and their spread to the

south and west has been comparatively limited.

BROWN-TAIL MOTHS ON AN ELECTRIC-

LIGHT POLE THE MORNING
FOLLOWING A ELIGHT*



MAP OF NEW ENGLAND, SHOWING AREAS INFESTED BY THE BROWN-TAIL MOTH
This map shows the progressive spread of the brown-tail moth. The prevailing winds

during the summer flight in July have carried the insect eastward and northward much faster

than southward and westward. This is the insect which is now being introduced on im-
ported nursery stock, and if it gains a foothold in a few interior points its means of rapid
spread would enable it to quickly infest the whole country.

cherry, plum, and quince stock. It is

held by importing nurserymen that par-
ticularly the cherry, plum, and quince
stock is better grown abroad than at

home. Nevertheless, until recently all

such stock was home-grown, and proba-
bly the bulk of the apple-seedling stock

is still home-grown. Admitting the ne-

cessity of the importation of some seed-

ling stock, it is all the more desirable to

have means to thoroughly inspect, and, if

necessary, quarantine such stock.

The first concerted effort to obtain a
national quarantine and inspection law;
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A HEDGE-ROW IN BELGIUM HEAVILY INFESTED WITH WINTER NESTS OF THE BROWN-
TAIL MOTH, THE SMALL BLACK DOTS SEEN ON THE BRANCHES

This is a common condition of hedge rows and trees in Belgium. This photograph was
taken within a few miles of the Holland border and within easy flight of the moths to

certain large Dutch nurseries, which send immense quantities of stock to this country.

WINTER (I9IO) NESTS OF THE BROWN-TAIL MOTH IN AN INFESTED DISTRICT OF

MASSACHUSETTS

These are easily recognizable objects and must be pruned off during winter and burned
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THE: EARLY STAGES OF THE SAN JOSE SCALE AT WORK IN A PEACH ORCHARD

Trees in full fruit dying. Peach, apple, and other trees are very quickly killed by this

scale insect. The San Jose scale is probably the worst orchard pest that has ever come to

America. It was evidently brought with ornamental stock from north China, its native
home. It has already caused a loss of more than 50 million dollars, and more than 5 million

dollars a year are now being spent for spraying trees to control it. This is an annual tax
which does not include the damage to the trees and fruit, much exceeding the cost of
spraying.
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THE SAN JOSE SCALE AS IT APPEARS ON THE BARK

The small white dots are the young scale insects,

and the larger shell-like objects are the full-grown scales.

The insect lies beneath this shell-like covering, and is

thus protected from parasitic enemies and from any
except strong-killing washes.

was due to the introduction in

the East on nursery stock of the

San Jose scale in the early cp's.

The failure to reach an agree-
ment as to suitable legislation

among the nurserymen, fruit-

growers, and entomologists pre-

vented anything coming from
this effort, although several bills

were introduced in Congress
from time to time. In the

meanwhile the San Jose scale

became so widely distributed by
transportation on infested nurs-

ery stock that quarantine against
this insect was no longer practi-

cable, and the country is now
being taxed, and probably will

be for all time, many millions of
dollars annually in consequence
of the absence of any law under
which strong hold could have
been taken of this danger at the
outset.

CRIMINAL CARELESSNESS

The present effort to secure

legislation resulted from the dis-

covery two years ago of the

introduction of enormous quan-
tities of brown-tail moth nests,

full of hibernating larvae, on
seedling fruit stock, chiefly from
northern France. With these

were occasional egg-masses of

the gypsy moth. During the

years 1909 and 1910 such in-

fested stock was sent to no less

than 22 different States, cover-

ing the country from the At-

lantic seaboard to the Rocky
Mountains. During the first of

these years no less than 7,000
winter nests of the brown-tail

moth, containing approximately

2,800,000 larvae, were found in

shipments to New York State

alone—seed material enough to

infest the whole United States

within a few years.

So far as possible, this stock

sent to the different States has

been examined and the brown-
tail moth nests removed and de-



A PLANT FOR PREPARING UME-SULPHUR WASH
This wash is prepared by cooking a lime and sulphur mixture with steam. The mixture

is applied to trees in late winter, and is the best remedy so far found for the San Jose
scale. All the large commercial orchards have their own plants for preparing this wash,
which must be applied yearly to save the trees and fruit crop.

A SPRAYING APPARATUS FOR APPLYING THE LIME-SULPHUR WASH IN ORCHARDS

This is a winter treatment, and is the best-known means of controlling the San Jose

scale. More than 5 million dollars a year are spent by fruit-growers in spraying orchards

in this way. In addition to this cost is the actual loss from the San Jose scale itself, which

very much exceeds the cost of the spray application in orchards not sprayed or imperfectly

treated. A proper inspection and quarantine law would have prevented this enormous yearly

loss.
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stroyed by State authorities

;

or, where these were not avail-

able, by the agents of the Bu-
reau of Entomology of the

United States Department of

Agriculture. It is by no means
certain, however, that all of the

infested shipments have been
located and freed.

It is scarcely necessary to

comment on the tremendous
danger to this country from the

careless introduction and wide
distribution of the brown-tail

and gypsy moths with nurs-

ery stock. The cost of these

insects in the New England
States has already been re-

ferred to. The tax from these

pests, should they gain a foot-

hold throughout the country, is

almost beyond estimate.

In addition to their great de-

structiveness to orchards and
forests, the establishment of
the brown-tail or gypsy moths
in any suburban residential dis-

trict means an enormous depre-
ciation in property values, as is

well illustrated about the city

of Boston, and very notably
lessens the attractiveness of
coast or mountain summer-re-
sort districts. The north-shore
towns of Massachusetts and
lower Maine resorts have al-

ready felt this influence, and
for such regions as the Cats-
kills or Adirondacks the estab-
lishment of these pests would
mean an end of their more
pleasing features. Control over
such extended forested moun-
tains would be a practical im-
possibility, and few would care
to live amongst defoliated and
caterpillar-infested trees, with
the additional risk of danger-
ous and lasting poisoning from
contact with the hairs or molted
skins of the brown-tail moth.

the: brown-tail rash

In addition to the great monetary loss,

the brown-tail moth exercises a very

A SEEDLING pine

The white-pine blister rust, one of the most danger-
ous diseases of pine trees in Europe, is probably not

yet established in America. Seedling pines affected by
this disease are now being imported in enormous num-
bers. It was necessary to burn an entire shipment of

25,000 trees recently received in New York State. In

its early stages this disease shows no outward sign, and
hence can be excluded from this country only by pro-
hibiting the importation of seedling pines from dis-

tricts in Europe known to be infested. Its establish-

ment in America would mean a tremendous loss to

pine forests. The illustration is one of the diseased
pine seedlings. The excrescences on the stem are the

postules of the fungus.

deleterious effect on health. The hairs

which cover the caterpillars of this moth
are strongly nettling, and not only are

they so from accidental contact with a
caterpillar which may fall on clothes,
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ILLUSTRATION SHOWING A COTTON FIELD PLANTED LATE AND YIELDING NOTHING,
BECAUSE OE THE RAVAGES OE THE BOLL WEEVIL

The cotton-boll weevil, an immigrant from Mexico, first invaded Texas and is now
extending eastward as far as Louisiana and Mississippi. It causes a loss of cotton to the

value of more than 20 million dollars every year. The plants are healthy, but have no bolls

or cotton ; the weevil has taken it all. The field shown in the illustration on the next page
contains a normal cotton crop ready for harvest. This field has been protected from the

boll weevil by methods determined by the work of the Bureau of Entomology, U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture.

face, neck, or hands from an infested

tree, but also from the myriads of hairs

which are shed by these caterpillars when
they transform to the chrysalis state.

The hairs are carried about by winds
and find lodgment on clothing, or collect

on one's face, neck, or hands, and fre-

quently cause very disagreeable and ex-
tensive nettling, the effect of which
may last for months. Breathed into the

lungs, they may cause inflammation and
become productive of tuberculosis.

The brown-tail rash is well known
throughout the regions infested in New
England, and thousands have suffered
from it. All of the assistants who have
been connected with the government
work in the New England States with

these pests have been seriously poisoned,

and two of them have had to give up
their work and go to the Southwest to

attempt to recover from the pulmonary
troubles superinduced by the irritating

hairs of the brown-tail moth.
This insect is therefore a most unde-

sirable neighbor, even if it were not re-

sponsible for great injury to orchards

and ornamental trees. When it is real-

ized that the brown-tail moth has already

been distributed on imported nursery

stock throughout 22 States during the

last two years, the danger to the whole
country is sufficiently apparent.

In view of this special danger—which
after all is only a continuation of the

dangers and experiences to which this
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POTATO PLANT ATTACKED BY WART DISEASE

This disease has stopped potato culture in Europe wherever it has appeared, and is now
established in Newfoundland, and diseased potatoes are now coming into the United States,

threatening to establish the| disease here. This disease, once in the soil, stops potato culture.
Its introduction into the United States would mean a loss of. millions of dollars annually.
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A VIEW IN FOREST PARK, BROOKLYN

Seventeen thousand chestnut trees have been killed in this park by the chestnut-bark disease,

despite every effort made to save them. Photo by Haven Metcalf

country has been long subjected—a new
bill was drafted and submitted to Con-
gress for action, the passage of which
would give this country great protection.

It is a compromise measure—compro-
mise in the sense that efforts have been
made to meet the objections of these im-

porting nurserymen. Its enactment will

undoubtedly give this country great pro-

tection, but not absolute protection, for

the simple reason that no inspection or

disinfection can be guaranteed to be per-

fect in its results
; and, in addition, there

is always the risk of carelessness or
venality on the part of inspectors. The
bill provides for the introduction of
foreign plants by permit only, for the

inspection and disinfection of such stock
at point of destination in this country,
and, in case of need, the quarantining
of foreign districts which may contain
pests or diseases not possible to be ex-
cluded by inspection and disinfection.

Absolute prohibition of entry of nurs-
ery stock, except for the introduction of
plants new to the United States, through

the agency of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, is the only perfect

means of preventing ultimate entrance of

dangerous insects, and this is the course

which has been adopted, as already indi-

cated, by most of the foreign powers in

relation to their own territory. The dan-

ger and amount of damage possible from
these new pests justify the recommenda-
tion of such prohibition, especially in

view of the small value of imported
nursery stock in comparison with the

risk and the fact that most of it at least

can be just as well produced at home as

abroad.

The State of California for the last 20
years has enforced a quarantine at the

port of San Francisco, which is the only
port in this country so guarded. During
these 20 years a great many dangerous
insects and diseases have been detected

and stopped at this port, to the enormous
gain of the fruit interests of California,

and, indirectly, of the whole country.

Some of our more recently developed
fruit districts in the great Northwest and
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MAP SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF* THE CHESTNUT-BARK DISEASE {DlClpevthe

parasitica Murr.) in December, 1910

It was probably imported with chestnut trees from Japan. First observed in the parks
of New York City in 1904, it has since rapidly spread, and now covers much of adjacent
territory in lower New York, Connecticut, Long Island, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania,
with widely scattered points of infestation. It is estimated that the loss in and about the

city of New York is now between 5 and 10 million dollars, and the loss throughout the

areas now infested is fully 100 million dollars. There is a prospective loss in Pennsylvania
of fully 50 million dollars, and the entire chestnut timber of America seems to be doomed.
All this might have been saved with proper quarantine laws.

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS

Black area. Complete infection; trees mostly dead. Spotted area. General infection.

Black dots. Infection reported by specimens or observed prior to 1909. Black crosses. In-

fection reported by specimens or observed in 1909. Black triangles. Infection reported on
reliable authority in 1909. Circles. Infection reported by specimens or observed in 1910.

Hollow triangles. Infection reported on reliable authority in 1910. (345)
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some of the more newly opened Cana-

dian provinces, profiting by past experi-

ence, have established protective quaran-

tine regulations, which should for a long

period give these regions a tremendous
advantage over older fruit centers in

lessening the cost of production.

It is useless now to dwell on what
could have been saved to the agriculture

and natural-forest resources of this con-

tinent if our forefathers had been wise

enough to have early established and

intelligently enforced inspection and
quarantine regulations against the Old
World to exclude plant diseases and in-

sect enemies. That would have been con-

servation in its most practical form. The
past cannot be remedied, but the future

can be safeguarded, and that is the pres-

ent opportunity. The first step towards
securing the desired legislation is to

arouse a public realization of the need.

The moment this need becomes generally

felt, the legislation will be forthcoming.

OUR GREATEST TRAVELERS

Birds that Fly from Pole to Pole and Shun the

Darkness: Birds that Make 2,500

Miles in a Single Flight

By Wells W. Cooke

Of the Biological Survey, U. S. Department of Agriculture

THE migration of birds has long

been considered an unfathomable
mystery, but late investigations

have furnished abundant data on the

when and where of migration and solved

many of its puzzles. The Bureau of Bio-

logic Survey of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture has collected

much information on the migration of

North American birds, and this article is

an attempt to put in popular form some
of the data that have already appeared
in the more technical bulletins and re-

ports. No correct understanding of bird

migration is possible until it is con-
sidered as a voluntary evolution. All

migratory movements must have begun
with changes of location, which were
only very slight.

From this short migration, benefit ac-

crued to individuals or to their posterity.

Migration became a fixed habit, and the
distance covered gradually—very gradu-
ally—increased as each succeeding exten-
sion proved advantageous. It is not to

be supposed that every attempted exten-

sion was a success ; in fact, it is more
probable that only a small part of the

experimental pioneering routes were per-

manently adopted.

Moreover, it must be borne in mind
that the time occupied in the establish-

ment of present migration habits and
routes was measured in geologic ages,

and there is no reason to suppose that

changes took place during these ages any
faster than they do now.

It is about a hundred years since the

first reliable notes on migration in the

United States were recorded, and this

period has proven too short to show any
perceptible difference in its time, direc-

tion, or speed. It can be affirmed, then,

that the migration routes of today are

the results of innumerable experiments

as to the best way to travel from the

winter to the summer home and return.

It can also be said that food supplies

en route have been the determining fac-

tor in the choice of one course in prefer-
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map showing the; principal routes used by birds in their migrations
between north and south america

ence to another, and not the distance

from one food base to the next. The
location of plenty of suitable provender
having been ascertained, the birds pay
no attention to the length of the single

flight required to reach it.

PRINCIPAL MIGRATION ROUTES OE NORTH
AMERICA

The shape of the land areas in the

northern half of the Western Hemisphere
has tended to great variations in migra-
tory movements. If the whole area from
Brazil to Canada were a plain with the

general characteristics of the middle sec-

tion of the Mississippi Valley, the study
of bird migration would lose much of its

fascination. There would be a simple

rhythmical swinging of the migration
pendulum back and forth spring and fall.

But a large part of the space between
Brazil and Canada is occupied by the

Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean Sea, and

parts of the Atlantic Ocean, all devoid
of sustenance for land birds. The two
areas of abundant food supplies are

North America and northern South
America, separated by the comparatively
small land areas of Mexico and Central

America, the islands of the West Indies,

and the great stretches of foodless

waters.

The different courses taken by the

birds to get around or over this inter-

vening inhospitable region are almost as

numerous as the bird families that trav-

erse them, and only some of the more
important ones are shown on the accom-
panying map (page 347). The routes
are numbered from the east westward,
the middle one, No. 4, being by far the

most important. In general it may be
said to extend from northwestern Flor-
ida and western Louisiana across the
Gulf of Mexico to the southern coast of
the Gulf (Yucatan to Vera Cruz), and
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MIGRATION ROUTK OF THE} BLACK-POLL WARBLERS THAT NE}ST IN ALASKA

This bird winters in South America alongside the cliff swallow, but in summer seems to

try and get as far as possible from its winter neighbor.- Note how its northward route

diverges from the northward flight of the cliff swallow, shown on the map on the opposite
page. It travels at night, often flying several hundred miles in the darkness (see pages

349, 351, and 363).
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MIGRATION ROUTE OE THE CTJEE SWALLOWS THAT NEST IN NOVA SCOTIA (SEE PAGES

348, 351, AND 365)

The swallow, unlike the warbler, travels by day

thence by land through Central America

to South America. Probably more indi-

viduals follow this route than all the

other routes combined.

The birds east of the Alleghany Moun-

tains move southwest in the fall approxi-

mately parallel with the seacoast, and

most keep this same direction across the

Gulf to eastern Mexico. The birds of

the central Mississippi Valley go south-

ward to and over the Gulf. The birds

between the Missouri River and the edge

of the plains, and those of Canada east

of the Rocky Mountains, move south-

eastward and south until they join the

others in their passage of the Gulf.

In other words, the great majority of

North American birds bound for a win-

ter's sojourn in Central or South Amer-

ica elect a short cut across the Gulf of

Mexico in preference to a longer land

journey by way of Florida or Texas. In

fact, millions of them cross the Gulf at

its widest part, which necessitates a sin-

gle flight of 500 to 700 miles.

The peninsula of Florida extends far

to the south, and the great island of

Cuba forms a convenient stepping-stone

between its coast-line and Yucatan. A
bird taking this highway would avoid

any long single flight; yet, with the ex-

ception of a few day-migrating swallows,

no bird is known to follow this route.

A probable explanation is that southern

Florida has vastly less bird food per

square mile than the country to the
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northward, and the birds prefer a single

long flight with abundant rations to a

series of shorter flights on scantier fare.

Migration route No. 3, which is by-

way of Cuba and Jamaica, offers a much
shorter journey to South America, but it

is traversed by only a few species. It is

popular as far as Cuba with some 60 spe-

cies, of whom great numbers spend the

winter on the island ; about 30 of these

species have a small contingent who pass

on to make Jamaica their winter resort;

but scarcely more than 10 species try the

final long flight across the Caribbean Sea
to South America. Among these are one
species each of six widely differing fami-

lies—the bank swallow, gray kingbird,

Florida nighthawk, Alice thrush, black-

poll warbler, and bobolink. The other

members of those families employ en-

tirely different migration routes.

It is not possible to ascertain whether
these travelers on the so-called "bobolink

route'' represent adventurous species that

are seeking to improve on the round-
about course through Mexico, or old

fogies who hold to the way of their fore-

fathers long after their brethren have
proven to their own satisfaction the su-

perior advantages of the more western
route.

The next route to the eastward, No. 2,

traverses the chain of islands that ex-

tend from Florida to South America.
This, too, is considerably shorter than

the Florida-Yucatan route, and land can
always be kept in sight

;
yet this line also

is discredited. A few individuals of

about 25 species follow it as far as Porto
Rico, and only 6 of these continue to the

South American coast, and these last in

such diminished numbers as to form an
insignificant fraction of the winter visit-

ants in that region.

The explanation, of course, lies in the

question of food. The combined area of
all the West India islands east of Porto
Rico is so small that it could not furnish

subsistence for even one per cent of the

myriads of birds which throng the main
migration route across the Gulf.

To the westward the short route, No.
5, stretches a few hundred miles from
the coast of Texas to northern Vera

Cruz. It is adopted by a few Kentucky
warblers, worm-eating warblers, golden-
wing warblers, and some others, who
seek in this way to avoid a slow journey
by land across a region scantily supplied

with moist woodlands.
Still farther west, routes 6 and 7 rep-

resent the land journeys of those birds
from the western United States who
winter in Mexico and Central America.
Their trips are comparatively short ; most
of them are content to stop when they
have reached the middle districts of
Mexico, and only a few pass east of the

southern part of that country.

Route No. 1 remains to be noticed. It

extends in an approximately north-and-
south line from Nova Scotia to the

Lesser Antilles and the northern coast
of South America. Though more than
a thousand miles shorter than the main
migration route, it is not employed by
any land bird. But it is a favorite fall

route for thousands of water birds, and
as such will be referred to again more
in detail.

It must not be considered that these

routes as outlined on the map repre-

sent distinctly segregated pathways with
clearly defined borders. On the contrary,

they are merely convenient subdivisions

of the one great flightway which extends
from North to South America. There is

probably no single mile in the whole line

between northern Mexico and the Lesser
Antilles which is not crossed each fall

by migrating birds. What is meant is

that the great bulk of the birds, both as

to species and number of individuals,

cross the Gulf to eastern Mexico, while
to the eastward their numbers steadily

diminish.

LIGHT-HOUSES LURE THOUSANDS OF BIRDS

TO DESTRUCTION

It is not to be supposed that these long"

flights over the waters can occur without
many casualties, and not the smallest of

the perils arises from the beacons which
man has erected along the coast to insure

his own safety. "Last night I could have
filled a mail-sack with the bodies of little

warblers which killed themselves strik-

ing against my light," wrote the keeper
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of Fowey Rocks light-house, in southern

Florida.

Nor was this an unusual tragedy.

Every spring the lights along the coast

lure to destruction myriads of birds who
are en route from their winter homes in

the South to their summer nesting places

in the North. Every fall a still greater

death-toll is exacted when the return

journey is made.
Light-houses are scattered every few

miles along the more than 3,000 miles

of our coast-line, but two light-houses

—

Fowey Rocks and Sombrero Key—are

responsible for far more bird tragedies

than any others. The reason is twofold

:

their geographic position and the char-

acter of their lights. Both are situated

at the southern end of Florida, where
countless thousands of birds pass each

year to and from Cuba. Both lights are

of the first magnitude, on towers 100-140

feet high, and Fowey Rocks has a fixed

white light, the deadliest of all.

A red light or a rapidly flashing one

repels the birds, but a steady white light

piercing the storm and fog proves irre-

sistible. From whatever direction they

approach they veer to windward, and
then, flying against the wind, seek the

object of their infatuation. The larger

part do not strike with sufficient force to

injure themselves, but, like great moths,

they flutter in and out of the light's rays,

and finally settle on the platform or

framework to await the abatement of

the storm or the coming of sufficient day-

light to enable them once more to orient

themselves.

NEIGHBORS IN WINTER AND REMOTE
STRANGERS IN SUMMER

The next two maps (pages 348 and 349)
show the extremes of direct and circui-

tous routes of migration. All black-poll

warblers winter in South America. Those
that are to nest in Alaska strike straight

across the Caribbean Sea to Florida

and go northwestward to the Mississippi

River. Then the direction changes and
a course is laid almost due north to

northern Minnesota, in order to avoid

the treeless plains of North Dakota. But

when the forests of the Saskatchewan
are reached, the northwestern course is

resumed and, with a slight verging to-

ward the west, is held until the nesting

site in the Alaska spruces is attained.

The cliff swallows are winter neigh-

bors in South America of the black-poll

warblers. But when in early spring na-

ture prompts the swallows who are to

nest in Nova Scotia to seek the far-off

land where they were hatched, they begin

their journey to that region—which is

situated exactly north of their winter

abode—by a westward flight of several

hundred miles to Panama. Thence they

move leisurely along the western shore

of the Caribbean Sea to Mexico and,

still avoiding any long trip over water,

go completely around the western end of

the Gulf. Hence as they cross Louisiana

they are moving in the opposite direction

from that in which they started. A
northeasterly course from Louisiana to

Maine, and an easterly one to Nova
Scotia, completes their spring migration.

This circuitous route has added more
than 2,000 miles to the distance traveled.

THE WARBEER TRAVELS AT NIGHT, THE
SWAEEOW BY DAY

Why should the swallow elect so much
more roundabout a route than that taken
by the warbler ? The explanation is sim-
ple. The warbler is a night migrant.
Launching into the air soon after night-

fall, it wings its way through the dark-
ness toward some favorite lunch station,

usually several hundred miles distant,

where it rests and feeds for several days
before undertaking the next stage of its

journey. Its migration consists of a

series of long flights from one feeding
place to the next, and naturally it takes

the most direct course between stations,

not deviating for any body of water that

can be compassed at a single flight.

On the other hand, the swallow is a
day migrant. Little and often is its rule.

It begins its spring migration several

weeks earlier than the warbler and
catches each day's rations of flying in-

sects during a few hours of slow evolu-
tions, which at the same time accomplish
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two op the: principal, migration routes op the papm WARBLER

They winter in the Gulf States from Louisiana eastward and throughout the Greater

Antilles to Porto Rico. The Louisiana birds nest in Labrador, and those from the Antilles

cut diagonally across the United States to summer in central Canada. The two routes

cross each other in Georgia at approximately right angles.

the work of migration. It keeps along

the insect-teeming shores, and the 2,000

extra miles thereby added to the migra-

tion route are but a tithe of the distance

covered in pursuit of its daily food.

idiosyncrasies in migration ROUTES

How migrating birds find their way
over the widespread regions lying be-

tween their winter and summer homes
has always been one of the tantalizing
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THE: CONNECTICUT WARBLER CHOOSES A DIFFERENT ROUTE TO RETURN TO ITS
WINTER HOME THAN IT USED WHEN LEAVING IN SPRING (SEE PAGE 355)

problems of the migration student. A
favorite theory of the past, and one still

claiming many advocates, is that river
valleys and mountain chains form con-
venient highways along which the birds
travel in the spring, and which are easily

recognized on the return trip.

The incorrectness of this theory (at

least with reference to some species) is

proven by the migration routes of the
palm warblers. They winter in the Gulf
States from Louisiana eastward and
throughout the Greater Antilles to Porto
Rico. They nest in Canada from the
Mackenzie Valley to Newfoundland. To
carry out the above theory, the Louisiana



the: longest single: flight made: by any bird—2,500 mites across the: ocean
from nova scotia to south America

This map shows the migration route of the golden plover, which uses a different course on
its return from its winter home (see page 355)

j
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palm warblers should follow up the

broad, open highway of the Mississippi

River to its source and go thence to their

breeding grounds, while the warblers of

the Antilles should use the Alleghany

Mountains as a convenient guide.

As a matter of fact, as shown on the

map (page 352), the Louisiana birds nest

in Labrador, and those from the An-

tilles cut diagonally across the United

States to summer in central Canada,

The two routes cross each other in Geor-

gia at approximately right angles.

Another idiosyncrasy of bird migra-

tion is the adoption by the Connecticut

warbler of different routes for its south-

ward and northward journeys. All the

individuals of this species winter in

South America, and, as far as known, all

go and come by the same direct route

between Florida and South America,

across the West Indies ; but north of

Florida the spring and fall routes di-

verge. The spring route (page 353) leads

the birds up the Mississippi Valley to

their summer home in southern Canada

;

but fall migration begins with a 1,000-

mile trip almost due east to New Eng-
land, whence the coast is followed

southwest to Florida.

The Connecticut warbler is considered

rare, but the multitudes that have struck

the Long Island light-houses during Oc-

tober storms show how closely the birds

follow the coast-line during fall migra-

tion.

The map represents the spring-migra-

tion route as far as at present known.
The fact that the route is practically

north and south through Ohio and then

turns abruptly west indicates a large and
as yet undiscovered breeding area in On-
tario north of lakes Huron and Superior.

Indeed, so little is known about the nest-

ing of the Connecticut warbler that the

eggs obtained by Mr. Seaton more than

25 years ago still remain unique.

Incidentally this route of the Connec-
ticut warbler is a conclusive argument
against the theory that migration routes

indicate the original pioneer path by

which the birds invaded the region of

their present summer homes.

THE LONGEST CONTINUOUS FLIGHT IN

THE WORLD—2,500 MILES

Such elliptical migration routes as that

mentioned above are rare among land

birds, but are used and on a far larger

scale by many water birds, notable

among which is the golden plover. This

species nests along the Arctic coast of

North America, and as soon as the young
are old enough to care for themselves

fall migration is begun by a trip to the

Labrador coast, where the plover fat-

tens for several weeks on the abundant
native fruits. A short trip across the

Gulf of St. Lawrence brings it to Nova
Scotia, the starting point for its extra-

ordinary ocean flight, due south to the

coast of South America (page 354).
The golden plover takes a straight

course across the ocean, and, if the

weather is propitious, makes the whole

2,400 miles without pause or rest. But
if tempests arise, it may be blown out

of its course to the New England coast

and start anew on the advent of fair

weather ; or it may rest for a few days

at the Bermudas, one-third of the way
along its course, or at the nearest of the

Lesser Antilles, still 600 miles from the

mainland of South America. These,

however, are emergency stop-overs, to be

resorted to only in case of storms. Hav-
ing accomplished its ocean voyage, it

passes across eastern South America to

its winter home in Argentina.

After a six months' vacation here, the

plover finds its way back to the Arctic

by an entirely different route. It travels

across northwestern South America and
the Gulf of Mexico, reaching the Lmited
States along the coasts of Louisiana and
Texas. Thence it moves slowly up the

Mississippi Valley and by early June is

again at the nesting site on the Arctic

coast. Its round trip has taken the form
of an enormous ellipse, with a minor
axis of 2,000 miles and a major axis

stretching 8,000 miles from Arctic Amer-
ica to Argentina.
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HOW DID TH^ GOLDEN PLOVER COME TO

USE SUCH A DIFFICULT ROUTE?

The evolution of the elliptical route of

the golden plover, wonderful though it

is in its present extended form, is easily

traced through its various stages. To-

ward the end of the glacial era, when
the ice began to recede, the peninsula of

Florida was submerged and a compara-

tively small area of land in the south-

eastern United States was free from ice.

Any golden plover that attempted to fol-

low up the retreating ice must have been

confined to an all-land route from Cen-

tral America through Mexico and Texas
to the western part of the Mississippi

Valley. As larger areas of the eastern

United States were uncovered and be-

came available for bird habitation, ex-

tension of the route would be to the

northeast, until in time the whole of the

Mississippi Valley to the Great Lakes
could be occupied.

As the migration route lengthened and
powers of flight developed, there would
arise a tendency to straighten the line

and shorten it by cutting off some of the

great curve (No. I, page 357) through
Texas and Mexico. A short flight across

the western end of the Gulf of Mexico
was finally essayed (No. 2), and this

gradually lengthened and its points of
departure and arrival moved eastward
until eventually the roundabout curve
through Texas was discarded and the
flight was made directly from southern
Louisiana across the Gulf (No. 3).
As the great areas of Canada were

added to the birds' domain, other condi-

tions arose. Here appeared a vast new
stretch of coast and plain—the Labrador
peninsula—offering in the fall rich stores

of the most delectable berries and fruits;

but at migrating time, in the spring,

bound by frost and shrouded in fog.

Since Chinook winds made the climate
of the inteiior of the continent just east
of the Rocky Mountains especially favor-
able for spring migration, there arose
gradually a dividing of the spring and
fall routes, the fall route tending east-

ward (No. 4), while the spring route

remained unchanged. When the fall

route had worked eastward to the Gulf

of St. Lawrence (No. 5), a shortening

began to take out the great westward
curve of the New England coast. A
short ocean flight was attempted (No.

6) ;
and, when this proved successful, it

was extended until the present direct

route (No. 7) across the Atlantic was
obtained.

HOW DOES THE PLOVER ElND ITS WAY
EVERY SEASON TO THE LITTLE HA-

WAIIAN ISLANDS, 2,400 MILES
ACROSS THE OCEAN ?

The above gives a probable and fairly

satisfactory explanation of the origin of

the present migration route of the golden

plover over the Atlantic Ocean. But this

is a very simple problem compared with

that presented by the Pacific golden

plover. The Hawaiian Islands are in

the middle of the Pacific Ocean, distant

2,000 miles from California on the east,

2,400 miles from Alaska on the north,

and 3,700 miles from Japan to the west.

Golden plover in considerable numbers
fly each fall the 2,400 miles across an
islandless sea from Alaska to Hawaii,

spend the winter there, and fly back
again the next spring to nest in Alaska.

But how did they first find their way to

Hawaii ?

It is not to be supposed that any birds

would deliberately strike out over un-

known seas hunting for a new winter

home. It is scarcely more probable that,

even if a large flock was caught in a

storm and carried far out of its course

to the Hawaiian shores, the birds would
change in a single season habits of count-

less generations and start at once a radi-

cally new migration route. It has already

been said that present migration routes

are evolutions—age-long modifications of

other routes. The problem, then, is to

find some migration route from which
the golden plover's present Hawaiian-
Alaskan route could have been easily

and naturally derived.

The bird breeds on the northern shores

of eastern Siberia, from the Liakof Is-

lands to Bering Strait, and on the Alaska
side of the strait south to the northern
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MAP SHOWING THK EVOLUTION OF THE PRESENT MIGRATION ROUTE OF THE GOLDEN
PLOVER (SEE PAGE 356)

base of the Alaska peninsula (page 359).
It winters on the mainland of southeast-

ern Asia, in the eastern half of Australia,

and throughout the islands of Oceanica,
from Formosa and the Liu Kiu Islands

on the northwest to the Low Archipelago
in the southeast.

The breeding range has an east-and-

west extension of about 1,700 miles,

while the winter home extends nearly

half around the globe— 10,000 miles

—

from India to the Low Archipelago.
Undoubtedly the original migration route

was approximately north and south, be-
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tween the nests in Siberia and the winter
resorts in southern Asia. In the course

of time the species spread eastward in

the winter to Australia, to the islands

along the eastern coast of Asia, and
throughout Oceanica, while at the same
time the breeding range was extended
eastward across Bering Strait to Alaska.

If all these extensions took place be-

fore there was any cutting off of corners

in the migration route, then at this stage

of development the Alaska - breeding

birds were journeying over 11,000 miles

(page 359, No. i) to reach the Low
Archipelago, distant only a little more
than 5,000 miles in an air-line.

It is fair to suppose that early in

the course of the eastward extension

among the Pacific islands, the plover be-

gan to shorten the roundabout journey
by flights from the northern islands to

eastern Asia, and finally to Japan (No.
2). The most northern island is Pal-

myra, and the flight from there west-
ward to the nearest of the Marshall
Islands is about 2,000 miles ; thence a

3,000-mile journey, with several possible

rests, brings the birds to Japan.
It is easily possible that birds accus-

tomed to this 5,000-mile flight might be
driven by storms a thousand miles out
of their course and discover Hawaii.
When from Hawaii they attempted to

reach Japan (No. 3) they would find a

chain of islands stretching for 1,700

miles in the desired direction, and the

final flight of 2,000 miles from the last

of these—the Midway Islands— to Japan
would be no longer than previous flights

to which they had become accustomed.
Having once learned the route from

the Midway Islands to Japan, it would
be natural that the place of alighting on
the Asiatic coast should be gradually

carried north and east until the direct

flight was made from the Midway Is-

lands to the Aleutians (No. 4). A natu-

ral and easy carrying of this line east-

ward would result in the present route

(No. 5) between Hawaii and Alaska.

NEIGHBORS AND STRANGERS

Both the American and Pacific golden

plovers nest in Alaska near Bering Strait,

the former on the north and the latter

on the south side of the strait. The
American bird reached there by a west-
ward extension from Canada, and the

Pacific by an eastward extension from
Siberia. The birds themselves are so

nearly alike that only an expert can dis-

tinguish them
;
and, notwithstanding they

are such near neighbors during the sum-
mer—scarcely a hundred miles apart

—

the beginning of migration makes them
utter strangers ; for those north of the

strait travel 3,000 miles east and then

6,000 miles south to Argentina, while the

others make a 3,000-mile flight directly

south to their winter home in Hawaii.

the world's most extraordinary
traveler

The shore-birds, such as the golden
plover, present the longest migration

routes among land-feeding birds ; but

even their surprising records are sur-

passed by some of the birds which glean

their living from the waters. The world's

migration champion is the Arctic tern

page 360). It deserves its title of Arc-
tic, for it nests as far north as land has

been discovered ; that is, as far north

as the bird can find anything stable on
which to construct its nest.

Indeed, so Arctic are the conditions

under which it breeds that the first nest

found by man in this region, only 7^
degrees from the pole, contained a downy
chick surrounded by a wall of newly
fallen snow that had been scooped out

of the nest by the parent.

When the young are full grown the

entire family leaves the Arctics, and sev-

eral months later they are found skirting

the edge of the Antarctic continent.

What their track is over that 11,000

miles of intervening space no one knows.

A few scattered individuals have been

noted along the United States coast south

to Long Island, but the great flocks of

thousands and thousands of these terns

which alternate from one pole to the

other have never been met by any trained

ornithologist competent to learn their

preferred path and their time schedule.

The Arctic terns arrive in the far north

about June 15 and leave about August
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MAP TO EXPLAIN HOW THE GOLDEN PLOVER IS ABLE TO NAVIGATE TO THE

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS IN THE MID-PAClElC ( SEE PAGES 356 AND 358)

The longest ocean trip without any possibility of resting is shown in this map. This is

the same distance as traversed bv the Atlantic plover, but the latter can get to land when m
trouble. The dotted lines along the Arctic coast show the breeding range of the bird.

25, thus staying 14 weeks at the nesting

site. They probably spend a few weeks
longer in the winter than in the sum-
mer home

;
and, if so, this leaves them

scarcely 20 weeks for the round trip of

22,000 miles. Not less than 150 miles in

a straight line must be their daily task,

and this is undoubtedly multiplied sev-

eral times by their zigzag twistings and
turnings in pursuit of food.

The Arctic terns have more hours of

daylight and sunlight than any other ani-

mals on the globe. At their most north-

ern nesting site, the midnight sun has

already appeared before their arrival,

and it never sets during their entire stay

at the breeding grounds. During two
months of their sojourn in the Antarctic

they do not see a sunset, and for the

rest of the time the sun dips only a little



MAP SHOWING SUMMER AND WINTER HOMES OE THE BIRD THAT HATES DARKNESS

The summer home of the Arctic tern is along the Arctic coast of North America; its

winter home within the Antarctic Circle, 11,000 miles away. During eight months of the year

the bird lives where the sun does not go below the horizon. The track of the tern in its

round journey of 22,000 miles is unknown (see page 359).
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way below the horizon and broad day-

light continues all night. The birds

therefore have 24 hours of daylight for

at least eight months in the year, and
during the other four months have con-

siderably more daylight than darkness.

the: movements of the robin

The number of miles traveled per day
by a migrating bird varies greatly in dif-

ferent parts of the migration journey.

These variations are intimately con-
nected with corresponding variations in

the speed of the northward march of
spring, and are based primarily on two
facts : First, that the interior of a conti-

nent warms up faster than the coasts

;

second, that spring is hastened in western
North America by the Japan current,

while it is as decidedly retarded in the

east by the polar current.

The results of these two causes are
strikingly shown in the migration of the

robin ( page 362). This bird differs from
most others in that throughout its entire

course northward it adopts spring's time-

table for its own.
The robin's average temperature of

migration is 35
0

F. ; that is, it puts in

an appearance soon after the snow be-

gins to melt and streams to open, but
before vegetation has made any start.

These conditions occur in the central

Mississippi Valley about the middle of
February, and it is the first of March
before spring and the robins cross north-
ern Missouri and arrive together in

southern Iowa. Thence a whole month
is consumed by the birds in their slow
progress— 13 miles a day—to central

Minnesota. There their pace quickens,
to keep up with the northward rush of
spring, and another 10 days at doubled
speed brings them to southern Canada.
Here they must make an important

choice. To the north and northeast lies

a land that awakens slowly from its win-
ter's sleep, and where the sun must wage
a protracted contest against the cold of
the ice - masses in Lake Superior and
Hudson Bay. To the northwest stretches

a less forbidding region, already quick-
ening under the influence of the Chinook
winds.

THE EASTERN ROBINS MOVE SLOWLY, THE
PACIEIC MUCH EASTER

Most of the robins from Missouri that

pass through western Minnesota elect to

turn to the northwest, and now they

must not only keep pace with the rapidly

advancing season, but must do so while

traveling on a long-drawn-out diagonal.

Their daily average rises to 50 miles

—

four times that in southern Iowa—and
later, when for the birds bound for west-

ern Alaska the course becomes nearly

due west, the rate increases to 70 miles

a day—more than six times the speed

with which the journey began.

The migration map of the robin shows
that these Alaska-breeding birds are the

only ones that develop high speed. The
robins bound for Newfoundland move
leisurely along the Atlantic coast at the

proverbially slow rate of the oncoming
of spring in New England, and, scarcely

exceeding 17 miles a day, they finally

arrive at their destination May 6, when
their Alaska-bound relatives are already

1,200 miles farther north.

One of the most interesting things in-

dicated on the map is the migration route

of the robins who nest in southern Al-

berta. They arrive too early to have

come from the south or the southeast;

hence they must have come from the

southwest, though this has necessitated

their crossing the main range of the

Rockies while the mountains were still

in the grasp of winter. Robins remain
all winter on the Pacific coast, north to

southwestern British Columbia, which
has about the same winter temperature
as St. Louis, 700 miles southward. Hence
the wintering robins of British Columbia
are already far north at the advent of.

spring and do not need any hurried mi-
gration to reach Alberta on time. As a

fact, they average only 8 miles a day, the

slowest rate for the species.

It may be fairly asked, How do we
know that the Alaska robins have come
all this long distance from the central

Mississippi Valley, instead of the far

shorter distance from British Columbia?
It happens that the robins of the two
sides of the continent are slightly dirTer-
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THE) ROBIN MOVES MUCH QUICKER ON THE PACIEIC THAN ON THE ATLANTIC

The dotted lines connect the places at which the robins arrive simultaneously. The heavy

solid line marks the division between the eastern and the western forms. The heavy dotted

line represents the migration route of the Alaska breeding birds (see page 361).
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ent in color and in pattern of coloration.

Birds of the western style are not known
north of southwestern Saskatchewan,
central British Columbia, and southeast-
ern Alaska, while the whole country to

the northward is occupied by birds that

evidently have come from the southeast.

The heavy, solid line on the map shows
the approximate meeting-ground of the

two forms.

Most migrants except the robins,

ducks, and geese wait in their warm
winter quarters until springtime is far

advanced, and then, traveling swiftly,

occupy only a few days in their vernal

migration. The black-poll warbler is one
of the best examples.

the: warblers and cliff swallows

While the Alaska-breeding robins start

off in February, and spend nearly 90
days in going from central Missouri to

western Alaska, the black-poll warbler

remains in his tropical home during Feb-
ruary and March, and is not seen in

southern Florida until about April 20.
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By the first of May he arrives in central

Missouri, which the robins left 60 days
earlier, and yet he reaches northwestern
Alaska only 10 days later than the robins.

The latters' 90-day schedule has been
shortened by the warbler to 30 days.

The black-poll warbler furnishes a

striking example of speed acceleration

during the latter part of migration. As
indicated on the map of his migration
route (page 348), between April 20 and
April 30 he goes from central Missouri
to central Iowa, a distance of 300 miles,

or an average of 30 miles a day. The
next 10 days the rate rises to 100 miles

a day, while during the last few days of

migration a velocity of 300 miles a day
is attained.

In contrast, notice the dates, distances,

and speeds indicated for the cliff swal-

low on its migration-route map
(
page

349 ) . The swallow must strike out for

the north very early, since by March 10

it is already 2,500 miles from the winter
home, and yet is averaging only 25 miles

a day for the next 20 davs, while it is

rounding the western end of the Gulf of

Mexico. It more than doubles this rate

while passing up the Mississippi and
Ohio rivers. The crossing of the Alle-

ghany Mountains comes next, and there

are only 200 miles of progress to show
for the 10 days of migration. By this

time spring has really come east of the

Alleghanies, and the swallow travels 60
miles a day to its summer home in Nova
Scotia.

It is to be noted that the swallow, like

the robin and the black-poll warbler,

works up to high rates of speed when
it is traveling on a diagonal, and that

except during the 10 days spent in cross-

ing the mountains, each 10 days' travel

covers approximately five degrees of lati-

tude.

SOME NARROW MIGRATION ROUTES

The accompanying illustration of the

range of the scarlet tanager (page 363)
is given to show the narrowness of the

migration route as compared with the

width of the summer and winter homes.
This tanager nests from New Brunswick

to Saskatchewan, a region extending over
1,900 miles of longitude. The Missis-

sippi Valley birds go south and the New
England birds southeast, until they all

leave the United States along 800 miles

of Gulf coast from Texas to Florida.

The migration lines continue to converge
until in southern Central America they
are not more than a hundred miles apart.

Arrived in South America for the win-
ter, the birds scatter over a district about
one-half the area of the summer home,
with an extreme east-and-west range of

about 700 miles.

THE BOBOUNKS ARE SEEKING NEW
ROUTES

The migration route of the bobolink

(page 365) shows a similar though not

so decided a contraction at its narrowest
part. The summer home extends from
Cape Breton Island to Saskatchewan,
2,300 miles, and the migration lines con-

verge toward the rice fields of the South,

the objective point of all bobolinks, no
matter where they nest.

Having gorged themselves to repletion,

they press on toward their Brazilian win-
ter abode ; but the South Carolina and
Georgia birds take a course almost at

right angles to that chosen by the scarlet

tanagers from those States, and strike

out directly across the West Indies for

South America. In this part of their

journey their migration path contracts to

an east-and-west breadth of about 800
miles, while a very large proportion of

the birds restrict themselves to the east-

ern 400 miles of this route. In South
America, the region occupied during the

winter has about one-fifth the breadth

and one-third the area of the breeding

range.

The bobolinks of New England have
witnessed great numerical changes, or

evolutions. When the white man arrived

on the scene, nearly all of New England
was covered by primeval forest and bob-

olink meadows were scarce. As the for-

est gave place to hay-fields, the bobolinks

promptly took advantage of their chance

and their numbers increased steadily until

the maximum was reached some 40 years
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THE MIGRATION ROUTE OF THE BOBOLINK IS CHANGING (SEE PAGE 364)

ago. Then the newly invented mowing
machine and the horsepower hay-rake
began to destroy thousands of nests and
caused a marked diminution in the bobo-
link census.

The case of the bobolink is a fitting

close to this article, because it is reveal-

ing to us at the present time the manner
of evolution of a new migration route.

By nature a lover of damp meadows, it

was formerly cut off from the western

United States by the intervening arid

region. But with the advent of irriga-

tion and the bringing of large areas

under cultivation, little colonies of nest-

ing bobolinks are beginning to appear
here and there almost to the Pacific.

Some of them are shown by dots on the

accompanying map, and the probability

is that the not distant future will see

a large increase in these trans-Rocky
Mountain bobolinks.
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THE COUNTRY OF THE ANT MEN
By Thomas H. Kearney

ONE of the most remarkable por-

tions of the Sahara Desert is the

region known as the Erg. It is

a wilderness of great ridges of sand that

extends from southeastern Algeria far

into the hinterland of Tripoli. In the

northern part of the Erg, about midway
between the Jerid district of Tunis* and
the Oued Rirh Valley in the Algerian

Sahara, the oases of the Souf lie hidden
among dunes that are almost mountain-
ous in size.

Although less than 200 miles from the

termini of three railways— Biskra and
Tebessa in Algeria and Gafsa in Tunis

—

the Souf country is so difficult of access

that it is rarely visited by Europeans.
I had heard much of its marvels from
the natives of the Jerid, and it was there-

fore with a feeling of keen anticipation

that I started thither from Nefta one
November morning (see map, p. 377).
Our road led first across the western-

most prolongation of the salt flat called

the Chott el Jerid, which is about 70 feet

below sea-level. Near the bank the salt

lay like a powdery rime of hoar-frost on
the dark-colored mud. As we proceeded
across the Chott it became a continuous
crust, like ice on a pond, but so thin and
transparent that we could plainly see

the muddy bottom. Gradually the crust

thickened and the mud was visible only
where the hoofs of camels and donkeys
had broken through. In places the salt

had been forced up, as if a mole had
made his runways beneath, into a net-

work of low ridges.

Striking displays of mirage were seen
here. The rocky hills on the south side

of the great salt pond seemed much
nearer and higher than was really the

case, and their jagged peaks appeared
to give place to flat-topped buttes. The
center of the Chott assumed the likeness

* Se "The Date Gardens of the Jerid," by
Thomas H. Kearney in National Geographic
Magazine, July, 1910.

of a lake of blue water, with graceful

clusters of palms along its shore.

Climbing the steep bank that marks
the western border of this depression,

we saw before us a seemingly endless

expanse of nearly level country, dotted

with hummocks about waist high. Each
little mound was crowned by a spiny

bush of "retam" or by other gray shrubs
of the desert. Among them in every
direction wound faintly marked bridle

paths. How the Souafa guide found his

way through this maze I could not guess.

Yet find it he did, rarely hesitating as to

which was the right road. He seemed
to be guided more by instinct than by
reason, for he was generally in a state

of half stupor, caused by the hashish
which he smoked constantly.

We rode all day through this dreary
region and supped with the clean desert

sand for a table. The guide made beds
of the coarse grass known as "drinn"

—

the principal food of camels in the Sa-
hara—upon which we spread our blan-

kets. The night became so cold that

after the first few hours I could sleep

but little. There was compensation,
however, in the view of the glittering

African sky, uninterrupted from the

zenith all around to the horizon, that

one could enjoy to the utmost while
lying on the ground.

By 10 o'clock the following morning
we were engaged in a labyrinth of

dunes, laboring up one side of a sand-
hill and sliding down the other with our
donkeys sinking nearly to their bellies at

every step, then following one of the long
trough-like stretches of hard ground that

lay between the ridges of sand before
starting up the next slope.

The last few miles of our journey was
an excessively toilsome climbing and de-
scending of enormous dunes, some of
which must have been 500 feet high from1

base to summit. Nowhere could we see
the smallest leaf or twig, for this sand
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OFTEN THE BORDERING RIDGES WERE SO HIGH THAT EVEN THE TOPS OE THE PALMS
COULD NOT BE SEEN UNTIL WE REACHED THE VERY BRINK OF THE BASIN"

The slightest puff of air suffices to start a little cloud of light sand curling from their

crests. After every violent windstorm the natives must toil for days to carry the sand out

of their gardens, "a veritable labor of Sisyphus" (see page 369).

is so constantly in motion that even the

hardy desert grasses, with their long,

creeping rootstocks and ability to resist

burial, are unable to find a foothold. A
striking bit of evidence of the mobility

of the sand was an apparently fresh

wagon track, which ran sharp and dis-

tinct for several rods, then stopped ab-

ruptly at the base of a good-sized dune,

to reappear beyond it.

As the day waned these giant sand-

hills assumed an unearthly beauty, the

dense shadows among them emphasiz-
ing their contours and contrasting most
vividly with the tawny yellow of their

sunlit flanks. The surface of the sand
was delicately modeled with wind rip-

ples, so that at a little distance it looked

like watered silk.

We reached El Oued, the capital of

the Souf, shortly after sunset. At the

little hotel, kept by a Marseillais, Euro-
pean guests are so few and far between
that, turning back three or four pages

of the register, I found the name of

Professor Massart, the Belgian botanist,

who had visited the region six years

before.

My first excursion next day was to a

high point at the northeast corner of the
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town, where the view shown on page 366
was had. Except for the houses of El

Oued behind us, nothing could be seen

in every direction but great ridges of

pure sand absolutely bare of vegetation.*

Here and there among the dunes the

clustered heads of palms projected, look-

ing almost black by contrast with the

prevailing pale buff of the sand.

Riding along the crests of the ridges,

we could look down into the date gar-

dens that nestle in the hollows among
them. We found these sunken gardens—"ghitan" is the local name for them

—

to vary in size from mere pockets con-

taining a dozen or a score of trees to

large basins holding several hundred.
Often the bordering ridges were so high

that even the tops of the palms could not

be seen until we reached the very brink

of the basin.

The date gardens of the Souf are in

constant danger of burial in the sand,

for in that country the air is almost con-
stantly in motion. During the winter
the winds are generally from the north-

west or northeast. In summer the pre-

vailing wind comes from the southeast.

It is not so hot as the occasional sirocco

that blows from the south, but is usually

more violent and carries more sand.

With their steep slopes and knife-edge
summits, the dunes that border the ba-
sins are peculiarly liable to wind erosion.

The slightest puff of air suffices to start

a little cloud of fine sand curling from
their crests. In gardens that have been
abandoned for a few years the trunks of
the palms are sometimes entirely sub-
merged and only the tufts of leaves pro-
trude.

The blowing is checked in some degree
by fences made of palm leaves or low
walls of gypsum rock along the crests of
the dunes, but after every violent storm
the natives are compelled to excavate
anew the floors of their gardens. It is

a veritable labor of Sisyphus. The sand
is carried out in baskets on the backs of
men who toil up the slopes of the dunes,

_

* Professor Massart could discover only
eight species of flowering plants growing wild
in the Oued Souf.

sinking almost to their knees at every

step.

In summer, when the fierce rays of

the Saharan sun beat down relentlessly

and the shade temperature sometimes
reaches 120

0
F., as much as possible of

this back-breaking work is done at night.

During the period when the dates are

ripening especially strenuous efforts must
be made to keep the sand out, as the

low-hanging fruit-clusters spoil quickly

if buried. Souf dates fresh from the

trees are usually liberally powdered with
fine sand, and this coating must be

brushed or washed off before they are

fit for export. The natives themselves
apparently have no objection to sand as

a condiment with their dates.

The gardens have a very different ap-

pearance from those of most Algerian

and Tunisian oases. The palms are

widely spaced, so that sunlight reaches

the ground almost everywhere, and the

clean sandy floor of the basins is pat-

terned with the black shadows of the

palm leaves, flecked with patches of

bright light. The palms are remarkable
for the great thickness of their trunks,

which sometimes reach three feet in

diameter. Except for an occasional fig

tree or pomegranate bush, no other plants

are grown at the bottom of the ghitans.

A peculiarity of the Souf region which
at once strikes the traveler familiar with
the ordinary oases is the absence of sur-

face water. There are no springs nor
streams, no canals and ditches for irri-

gation and drainage. The rain that falls

at rare intervals is quickly sucked up,

leaving the surface of the sand as dry
as ever an hour or two afterward. But
in the hollows among the dunes the

water-table is usually only a few feet

below the surface of the soil. The coun-
try is believed to be underlain by a sub-

terranean river ; hence its name "Oued"
Souf.

In planting a date garden in this re-

gion, the first step is to sink a well in

order to ascertain the depth to ground
water at the bottom of the basin. It

then remains only to deepen the basin

so much as is needful to make the dis-
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"during the: period when the dates are ripening, strenuous eeeorts must
be made to keep the sand out oe the gardens, as the

low-hanging clusters spoil quickly ie buried"

tance from the bottoms of the individual mer, the roots of the young palms soon
holes in which the offshoots are planted find their way to the underground mois-
to permanently wet soil not greater than ture, and thereafter no irrigation is re-

two or three feet. With an occasional quired.

watering by hand during the first sum- The soil of the gardens being a pure
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sand and nearly always dry on the sur-

face, the conditions are not favorable

for the germination of date seeds. Con-
sequently one misses the seedling palms
bearing fruits of every description, with
which the neglected gardens and waste
places in other oases are crowded. This

explains the fact that there are appar-

ently no varieties of dates peculiar to the

Oued Souf. Even offshoots are pro-

duced sparingly, and the natives must
perforce journey to distant oases in

search of them.
The dates grown in the sunken gar-

dens of the Souf are highly reputed

throughout the Sahara, being considered

especially superior in sweetness and in

keeping quality. This is doubtless due
to the peculiar conditions under which
they ripen, the sandy sides of the basins

acting as reflectors, which increase the

direct heat and light of the sun's rays.

There being no surface moisture, the

atmospheric humidity in the gardens is

undoubtedly much lower than in the

swamp-like oases of the Jerid and the

Oued Rirh, and this also must tend to

improve the quality of the fruit. Cer-

tain it is that dates ripen early in the

Souf. None remained on the trees at

the time of my visit (November 22-26),

while in the Jerid the harvest continued
that year until January. The Deglet

Noor dates produced in the Oued Souf
are carried by caravan to Biskra, whence
they are shipped to Europe.
On terraces constructed in the slopes

of the bordering dunes, a few feet above
the floor of the basins, are located the

shallow wells which furnish water for

starting the palms and for irrigating the

little vegetable gardens, which are also

usually situated on these terraces. The
water is lifted by means of a contrivance

very similar to the Egyptian "shadoof."
It consists of a basket daubed with pitch,

hung on the end of a palm trunk that is

supported between upright posts. A
stone fastened to the larger end of the

pole serves as a counterpoise.

Since the soil of their country is a

nearly pure sand which will not stand up
when wet, the Soufis are compelled to

resort to plaster made from a gypseous
rock in constructing the dikes by which
the irrigation water is retained on their

plats of vegetables. Conduits made of

the same material lead the water to the

plats, and plugs of wool are used to dam
the tiny stream at the point where it is

to be diverted. The lining of the wells

is also made of this cement, and it is

used in constructing the mounds with
which the weakened bases of old date

palms are reinforced. The rock from
which this plaster is made outcrops here

and there among the dunes. It fre-

quently occurs in large clusters of crys-

tals known as "Souf roses." The small

kilns in which the rock is burned are a

characteristic feature of the roadsides in

some parts of the country.

The human ants who have wrought
out this highly specialized system of

horticulture in the teeth of such tremen-
dous obstacles are, it scarcely need be

said, far more industrious and energetic

than most of the natives of northern
Africa. The Soufis not only find time

for the heavy labor needed to protect

their date gardens, but tend flocks of

sheep and goats and manage besides a

great part of the caravan business in the

northern Sahara. There appears to be a

tribal distinction between the more sed-

entary gardeners and the widely trav-

eled conductors of caravans. The cam-
els of the Souf are reputed to be the

largest and strongest in all the great

desert.

As a rule, the Soufis, like their date

palms, are strong and healthy looking,

being favored by their climate, which is

a good one despite the intense summer
heat. The absence of surface water is

probably the chief reason for the health-

fulness of the country. The Souf is

said to be free from mosquitoes, which
make life a burden during many months
of the year in the Jerid and the Oued
Rirh. Malaria, the scourge of the irri-

gated oases, is apparently unknown here.

The absence of clay suitable for mak-
ing the sun-baked brick of which houses
are constructed elsewhere in the Sahara
has put another tax upon the ingenuity
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PLANTING DATE PALMS IN HOLES TWO OR THREE EEET DEEP (SEE PAGE 369)
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THE WEAKENED BASES OF OLD PALMS ARE SUPPORTED BY CIRCULAR MOUNDS PACED
WITH CEMENT
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outline map of the; souf country

of this interesting race. For building

material they are forced to depend upon
the gypseous rock of the country and
upon cement manufactured from it.

Even the roofs are made of this sub-

stance, for in the Oued Souf date palms
are too precious to be sacrificed for

building purposes. Either because the

material has not sufficient cohesion or

because the architectural skill of the

people is not equal to the construction

of large arches, the roofs consist of

rows of small flattened cupolas. Con-
sequently, when seen from a distance, a

village of the Souf looks like a cluster

of drab-colored bee-hives.

A feature of the towns which brings

them into sharp contrast with the usual

Arab village is their extraordinary
cleanliness. Sand, the great purifier, is

continually drifting among the houses,

hiding with its mantle of charity the

refuse that offends the traveler's senses

in most North African towns.

El Oued, the capital, numbers about

5,000 people, or one-fifth of the total

population of the region. It contains few
curiosities. Apart from a large mosque,,

the most conspicuous structures are steel

wind-mills of American manufacture.

The names of the streets are announced
by neat blue-and-white placards at the

corners. One notices that celebrated

African explorers have been commemo-
rated in such names as ''Rue Duveyrier,"

"Place Flatters," etc. The district is ad-

ministered by French army officers of

the "Bureau Indigene," under whose
supervision two caids mete out justice

to the natives.

One of the most interesting episodes

of my sojourn in the Oued Souf was a

visit to El Amiche, a village situated a

few miles south of El Oued. Here I

was entertained at luncheon by the mar-
about, a highly venerated leader of the

"Khadraya" sect of Mohammedans. The
holy man served me with his own hands
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X

MARABOUT OE EL AMICHE, AND THE MOSQUE OE WHICH HE IS CUSTODIAN

HOUSE OF THE MARABOUT'S SON, EE GUEMAR
"'The only dwelling of a native I have seen in the Sahara which could make any pretension

to architectural merit

"
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and was so profuse with his compliment-
ary speeches that I found it difficult,

through the medium of my interpreter,

to keep pace with him.

The meal was a plentiful one, better

cooked and served than is customary
among the natives. Nearly all the dishes

were highly seasoned with red pepper.

The piece de resistance was, as usual,

the celebrated cous-cous. The founda-

tion of this dish was semolina, cooked
so that every grain was dry and distinct.

It was served in a wooden bowl with a

ragout of meat, carrots, tomatoes, chick-

peas, and dried apricots. The fried

dishes were cooked with goat's fat,

the provision of the Mohammedan law
against eating swine's flesh preventing

the use of ordinary lard. The bread,

baked in round, hollow loaves with a

very thin crust, was chiefly remarkable
for its extreme toughness.

The repast ended with several cups of

thick black Moorish coffee, boiled with
sugar. A glass of lukewarm tea as a

sort of "chaser" after each cup was an
innovation which I did not particularly

relish, but when one is entertained by a

host of such sanctity, it is out of the

•question to refuse anything that is of-

fered.

The marabout showed me with great

pride a silver coffee service presented to

him by a former governor general of

Algeria. This was a reward for his

services in bringing about the capture
of the Touareg murderers of the Mar-
quis de Mores, a young Frenchman who
a few years before had made an ill-

advised attempt to cross the Sahara with
only a few Arab servants. I was told

that in cases of this kind it is not un-
usual for the Algerian government to

avail itself of the influence which the

great marabouts possess among the wild
tribes of the desert.

In a shed behind the marabout's house
a number of weavers were squatting be-

fore a loom of primitive construction

making a carpet for the near-by mosque,
of which the marabout is custodian. The
colors were gaudy and the pattern rude,

yet not unpleasing.

Next day I rode to El Guemar, ten

miles north of El Oued, and the second

largest town in the Souf. It was mar-

ket day at El Oued, and we passed

crowds of men and boys driving laden

camels and the sturdy little mouse-col-

ored donkeys for which the country is

noted. When I reached El Guemar I

was immediately surrounded by a strug-

gling, clamoring mob, whose behavior

puzzled me until I learned that I had
been mistaken for a purchasing agent of

the Tunisian tobacco monopoly. To-
bacco-growing is forbidden in Tunis and
the government obtains its supplies

largely in Algeria. We had noticed

along the road as we came from El

Oued many small irrigated patches of
this crop.

There is another marabout at El
Guemar, and my interpreter, who was
always seized with a fit of devotion when
in the neighborhood of one of these holy

men, was anxious that I should make
him a visit

;
but, remembering the rather

formidable ceremonies of the day before,

I declined the invitation and contented
myself with a view of the house of the

marabout's son. This had an attractive

exterior and was the only dwelling of

a native I have seen in the Sahara which
could make any pretension to architect-

ural merit.

The morning had been fine and sunny,
but the weather was very disagreeable

during our ride back to El Oued. The
sky was overcast and a raw wind blew,

at one moment filling our eyes with sand
and the next driving gusts of cold rain

into our faces. The woolen burnous
which I had had made at Tozer a few
days before proved very comfortable, al-

though when riding I could never get the

Arab trick of keeping its folds wrapped
closely about the body while leaving both
hands free to manage bridle and whip.
The burnous is a very simple garment,
with neither sleeves nor buttons. In fact

it is hardly more than a blanket, gath-

ered at one corner by means of a few
curiously embroidered stitches, with a
hole to pass the head through and a hood,
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"the; last hour of my sojourn in the souf country was SPENT AMONG THIv

TITANIC DUNES NEAR DEBILLA"

which is allowed to hang at the back
when not needed as a head covering.

Following the advice of the French
commandant at El Oiied, we lessened

the fatigue of the return journey to the

Jerid by spending a night at Debilla, an
outlying village of the Souf . The young
sheikh of Debilla rode with us as far as

his bailiwick. He was an exceptionally

intelligent and fine-looking Arab. His
costume, which did full justice to his

handsome face and figure, consisted of a

richly embroidered white silk haik and
a snowy burnous of the finest wool.

Mounted on a superb gray horse that

seemed proudly conscious of the red and
gilt of its trappings, he realized to the

full the gallant cavalier of the desert

who figures in the dreams of every
school-boy reader of "The Talisman."
The last daylight hour of my sojourn

in the Souf country was fittingly spent

among the titanic dunes near Debilla

—

huge masses of pure sand, without stick

or stone to mar their spotless surface.

As the rays of the declining sun fell

upon them, one could fancy that a sea

of molten gold, lashed into fury by a

hurricane, had been cooled and fixed be-

fore the billows subsided.



RECENT GEOGRAPHIC ADVANCES,
ESPECIALLY IN AFRICA

By Major General A.

WITH the reasonable assurance
that the Arctic Pole is sur-

rounded by a deep, extended
sea, and with the knowledge that its

Antarctic antipodes is in practically the

center of the greatest land-mass of the

world, it is obvious that man's persistent

activity has outlined the general contours
of all seas and continents. It thus fol-

lows that the heroic phase of geographic
exploration has passed for all time, and
that men eager for recognition turned

some time since their energies to re-

searches which promise either scientific

results or commercial advantages.

In considering geographic advances, it

is pertinent, and perhaps not devoid of

popular interest, to present the base-

maps of modern geography. As novel to

many, there is (p. 388) reproduced a map
of the world, drawn from a catalogue of

J. W. Hiersemann, Leipzig. It is from
Francesco Berlinghieri's Italian Geogra-
phy, Geographic, in terza rima et lingua

toscana, Florence, i478-'8o, probably the

second oldest of printed atlases. Ber-
linghieri naturally continued Ptolemy's
error of undercalculating by one-third

the distance between Europe and the east

coast of Asia, and it may well be that

this very map from a home atlas encour-
aged Columbus in believing the unex-
plored distance to be navigable.

As illustrative of the vast advances in

geography during the following half cen-

tury after the voyage of Columbus, there

is also reproduced the new world-chart,

Universale Novo, from the work of
Pietro Andrea Mattiolo, La GeograHa di

Claudio Ptolemeo Alesandrino (with ad-
ditions by Sebastian Munster and Jacob
Gastaldo), Venice, 1548. Although Ma-
gellan had circumnavigated the world,
Asia, Europe, and America (as yet un-
named) are herein charted as one un-
broken land-mass. These maps of four

W. Greely, U. S. Army

centuries since furnish means for inter-

esting comparisons with the surface of

the world as we know it today (p. 389).

DISCOVERIES OF NEW EANDS

Man's success in the explorative con-

quest of the world is forcibly illustrated

by the statement in a leading editorial

that the year 1910 had been quite devoid
of actual geographic achievement, there

being one notable addition only—the

Antarctic discoveries of Charcot. Of all

men, Dr. Charcot takes a broader view
of geographic science and is unwilling
to measure its progress by mere addi-

tions of hitherto unknown surface areas
of the earth, welcome as such knowl-
edge is.

It will be remembered that Charcot
in 1905 by discovery extended Palmer
(or Graham) Land southwest to Loubet
Land, 67

0
south, 71

0
west. His expedi-

tion of i909-'io was specially fitted for

scientific research in botany, geology,

glaciology, hydrology, magnetism, me-
teorology, and oceanography. Reaching
in the Pourquoi Pas? his farthest point

of 1905, Charcot successfully worked his

ship through the ice to the southwest,

and, reaching the hitherto unvisited Ade-
laide Island (Biscoe, 1832), accurately

located its position. It is an island 70
miles long, not a mere islet of less than
10 miles, as previously reported. Con-
tinuing his running survey, Charcot
found that Alexander I Land (Bellings-

hausen, 1821) is a continuation of Pal-

mer Land, indented by a vast gulf along

whose glacier-lined shores he traced 120

miles of new land. Altogether the new
discoveries extend the local southing
from 65

0
30' to 68° 45' south, and traverse

a previously unknown sea between 104
0

and 128
0

west, save only as intersected

at 108
0
west by Cook in 1774. Charcot's

discoveries have an especially important
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bearing on the boundary of the great

continent Antarctica, whose now recog-

nized existence is due to the discover-

ies of Palmer, Bellingshausen, Wilkes,

D'Urville, Ross, Enderby, Drygalski,

Bruce, Nordenskiold, Scott, Charcot, and
Shackleton. Of Charcot's work M.
Charles Rabot justly says,

kt

It is one of

the most fruitful in scientific results of

any recent polar expedition not having

the pole as its object."

EXPLORATIONS OF THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY

The most important subjects of geo-

graphic research and exploration pertain,

however, to the habitable earth and bear

practically on their utilitarian relations to

the activities of mankind. In his scholarly

annual address to the American Histori-

cal Association, its president, Prof. F. J.

Turner, while pointing out that the geog-

rapher is an allied laborer in historical

study, added : ''Historians must deal with

the connection of geography with indus-

trial growth, politics, and government.

. . . Changing geographic factors . . .

must be considered if we would under-

stand the bearing of legislation and
policy." This statement conforms to the

generally accepted idea that the science

of geography covers not alone the physi-

cal aspects of the earth—animal, mineral,

and vegetable—but more particularly in-

cludes the interrelations of man with his

material environment.

IMPORTANT FlElvDS OF ADVANCE

It is pertinent to determine the phases

and locate the fields towards which re-

search is most persistently devoted. An
examination of the publications for a

year of the two great foreign societies,

the Royal Geographical Society and the

Societe de Geographie, disclose that in

the former one-third of the leading arti-

cles and in the latter one-half pertained

to Africa. The character and extent of

geographic work of importance are most
clearly indicated by the proceedings of

the Societe de Geographie, which, with-

out derogating from the special merits

of other societies, may be said to take

the broadest and most laudable activity

in fostering and recognizing geographic
research. In 1910 it awarded no less

than 27 prizes, consisting largely of
medals, though often supplemented by
money grants. Nine awards were made
for work in Africa, six relative to Asia,

three to France, three to the Western
Hemisphere, three for technical work,
two to oceanography, and one for Ant-
arctica. Nineteen awards were for re-

searches pertaining to human relations,

or bearing on natural resources, while
one only was connected with the dis-

covery of new lands. In its award to

Shackleton the committee, recognizing
the evolution of modern research, said

pertinently : "Far from being simply a

wonderful tour - de - force of physical

vigor, it was especially and above all

fruitful in scientific results of the highest

importance." With Gallic liberality, two
awards were made to aliens—Sir Ernest
Shackleton and Mr. Bailey Willis (of

the National Geographic Society).

EARL,Y AFRICAN CARTOGRAPHY

Two of the African maps of Mattiolo,
Venice, 1548, are herewith reproduced.
Africa:, Tabula I III, shows Africa as

depicted by Ptolemy in the second cen-

tury. It will recall to many the legends
and tales of childhood through Caphos
(Cepheus), the mythical king of Ethi-
opia ; the man-killing elephants of the

equatorial interior, and the mystical
Mountains of the Moon {Lunce Montes),
which for so many centuries figured as

the long-sought sources of the historic

Nile. This second-century map of Ptol-

emy, it should be added, was nearer
correct as to the Nile and the adjacent
mountains than were the standard maps
at the beginning of the nineteenth cen-
tury (p. 393).

Africa, . Nova Tabula, represents the
continent after the recent circumnaviga-
tion by da Gama (p. 391). The new
map enlarges the drainage basin of the

Nile to include the greater part of the

continent, introduced a score of mythical
cities, and eliminates the beloved Moun-
tains of the Moon. And thus stood, as
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Photo from ''The Heart of the Antarctic," by H. Shackleton

A SEAL. DESTINED FOR THE DARDER: IN THE ANTARCTICS

a whole, geographical knowledge of the

Dark Continent for three centuries, ad-

vancing only some 60 years since.

AFRICA OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

As bearing on geographic work, it

should be borne in mind that Africa has

been divided between European powers.

The most important spheres of control,

direct and indirect, in areas and in popu-
lation are approximately as follows

:

France (including Morocco), area 45
per cent, population 24 per cent ; Great
Britain (including Egypt), 35 and 39
per cent; Germany, 9 and 12 per cent,

and Belgium, 9 and 16 per cent. Actu-
ated by political considerations and
stimulated by the spirit of commercial
expansion, the colonizing countries have
pursued their researches so efficiently

that today Africa is better known and
more accurately charted than are ex-
tended areas of Asia and South America.

African explorations have been the

outcome of private enterprise for com-

mercial exploitation, under the auspices

of geographic societies for the advance-
ment of scientific knowledge, and through
official parties for the development of the

country. Prolific in results have been
the labors of the many boundary com-
missions for deliminating the separate

regions under European control. In

Africa by wise prevision are prevented
the international disputes similar to those

which neglected boundaries have entailed

so often on the continents of America.

FRENCH RESEARCHES

The most striking results are those ac-

complished by the unequalled energy of
France in her steady advances towards
the assimilation and domination of the

northwestern half of the continent of
Africa. Their commissions have not
alone explored the unknown regions, but
they have thoroughly investigated the

commercial possibilities of the immense
territories under their control. Their
reports bear on the productivity of the
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soil, the suitability of the climate, the

existence and accessibility of forestal

wealth, the presence and probable extent

of mineral veins, and on transportation

methods by road, river, or by rail.

Equally valuable are their data on the

social habits, tribal characteristics, cen-

tralizing conditions, and governmental
methods of the millions of natives, on
whose activities and stimulated wants
must eventually depend the commercial
development of Africa.

The French army has contributed

largely to these valuable researches, and
the views of its trained and selected offi-

cers are well expressed by General Le-
bon, who said of Africa : "Geography
becomes a fairy godmother whose mis-
sion is to reveal to man for his highest

good infinite and hitherto unutilized

riches." The struggle of the army to

insure safe travel across the Sahara was
most bitter, as well as its work in Mo-
rocco, and there were in 1908-1909 in

North Africa more than a hundred
fights, with a French loss of several

hundred in killed and wounded. Peace
and order now prevail ; the occupancy
of the desert palm groves controls the

nomads. Today at no point in the vast

French Sudan is there seen more than
a single company for police duty.

It should be known that the regions

in Africa controlled by France exceed
in extent by more than 50 per cent the

area of the United States, and it is obvi-

ous that only the more important of its

many recent explorations can be even
mentioned in this brief summary.

THE SAHARA REGION

Though comparatively unfertile, the

great Saharan Desert vastly influences

the surrounding regions. France con-
trols it by oasis guards, selected scouts

of experience, called mcharistcs, well

mounted on camels. This service, at an
expense of $600,000 a year, is true econ-

omy. Under earlier conditions the Bilma
trans-Saharan route was plundered to

the amount of a million and a half dol-

lars yearly, besides the enslavement of
the natives there captured.

Great portions of the desert (the Sa-
haran-Sudan region) have been charted

through the geodetical work of French
officers. Captain Cortier, the chief,

states that a vast region 9 degrees in

longitude and 12 degrees in latitude is

sufficiently watered to produce grain

(mil) from grass wherever the soil is

not sand-invaded. He relates that the

Touaregs habitually open the anthills

and take therefrom the reserves of grain

accumulated by the ants.

His description of Kauouer modifies

our ideas of a Saharan oasis. Its 100.000

palm trees furnish subsistence for a

dozen straggling villages, with their

small flocks and scant crops of grain

and vegetables. Adjacent desert routes

are filled with long trains of slow-paced,

heavily laden camels carrying the annual
exports of the oasis—25,000 loads of

salt and 5,000 of dates.

FRENCH KONGO

In connection with the Kongo-Kame-
rum boundary. Captain Periquet explored

500 miles of unknown routes, of which
300 were through dense woods. Railway
surveys now progressing from Libreville

to the Sanga River are through great for-

ests, which are being actively exploited,

the natives being tractable instead of hos-

tile, as before reported. These surveys
disclosed a high, rolling plateau, the lofty

Crystal Mountains of that region being
mythical.

MOROCCO

Nominally independent and practically

unknown, this country is gradually de-

veloping under the activity and influence

of France, to whose sphere of influence

it naturally trends by association and
propinquity. Since 1904 M. Louis Gentil

has annually investigated unknown areas

of Morocco, studying its hydrology, lo-

cating its mineral wealth, and examining
its forestal and agricultural zones. His
maps are the first to adequately represent
the -physical conditions of the country.
While mineral belts of prospective value
are found, yet M. Gentil looks to the

extremely fertile soil belts as insuring
the prosperity of Morocco, fitted as they
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are for forestal and agricultural prod-

ucts.

COLONIES OF THE WEST COAST

The watershed of the Niger and the

adjoining Atlantic areas have largely en-

gaged attention through their fertility

and trade possibilities. The railway from
Guinea to Conakry, owned by the West
French African government, has been
built, thus connecting the upper Niger
with the ocean. Its average cost per

mile was $32,000, and 5 million dollars

were paid the natives for construction

work. The availability of local labor is

shown by the 12,000 natives working on
the road in 1909. Its economic value to

the country is evidenced by the steadily

increasing freight, which has raised the

net income per mile from $200 in 1906
to $1,240 in 1909.

M. Hubert explored geologically the

Siguiri and adjacent regions through 60
square degrees, and maps now cover geo-
logically 400,000 square kilometers. M.
Aug. Chevalier, 1908- 19 10, investigated

the Atlantic coast colonies, the flora,

agricultural factors, and forestal re-

sources of Guinea receiving close atten-

tion. The Ivory Coast proves especially

rich in rubber along the Liberian bound-
ary. In Dahomey a region mapped as a
marsh proves to be a dry, well-wooded
plain. The explorations of Captain
Gross disclose the existence on the Ivory
Coast of valuable forests of an area of
about 8 million hectares and the exist-

ence therein of 58 kinds of useful woods.
There is no tribal organization, but the

government is by family. Labor is avail-

able under just and humane conditions,

so that the forests can be economically
exploited. The dreaded local climate

proves susceptible to hygienic improve-
ment. Fourn's surveys in Dahomey,
Ringenbach's investigation of the sleep-

ing sickness, Gironcourt's explorations
of the bend of the Niger, and Zeltner's

work in the Sudan are worthy of note,

but space lacks.

THE CHAD REGION

Of all narratives of missions, that of
Capt. Jean Tilho, 1907- '09, in surveying

the Niger-Chad boundary most appeals

to the imagination through the vast and
strange country it concerns. The region

was opened by France in 1901, when her
troops defeated the cruel negro tyrant,

Rabah, the pest of the terror-stricken

tribes. The country is an interior drain-

age basin, like our own Salt Lake Valley,

of enormous extent—about three times
the area of France. French methods
have brought about order and prosperity,

50 mcharistes today keeping peace among
the various tribes along a border of sev-

eral hundred miles.

Scientific explorations disclosing its re-

sources, the Chad basin was amicably
divided between England, France, and
Germany. Tilho's boundary work was
supplemented by extended researches be-

tween 12
0

to 17
0
north, and from o° to

1
5° east (Paris). His survey included

400 astronomical positions and involved

25,000 miles travel. Valuable collections

and observations were made in ethnol-

ogy, magnetism, geology, and natural

history.

WOOD WHICH IS LIGHTER THAN CORK

Especially interesting are the strange

am bach (Hermininiera elaphioxylon)

forests, growing in the waters of Lake
Chad to 25 feet in height and 12 inches

in diameter. This curious tropical tree

grows only in water of moderate depth
and so rapidly that it attains its full

height in two years. The wood when
dried is the lightest in the world, its

density being only 40 per cent that of

cork.

The most interesting feature is Lake
Chad, in the center of this vast country,

2,000 miles distant from the ocean at

Senegal and 1,200 miles from the Nile.

While its maximum area of 10,000 square

miles slightly exceeds that of Lake Erie,

Chad is noted as being the shallowest

lake of the world, its average depth being

less than six feet. Fed by local rainfall

and by three contributing streams (prac-

tically all water coming from Shari

River), it loses about four feet annually

by evaporation. In 1908 it was but one-

fourth its maximum size, owing to sue-
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OULED NAIL DANCING GIRLS

Photo by Bougault, Biskra. From "The Desert Gateway," by S. H. Leeder. Cassell & Co.
Mr. Leeder's book is a fascinating and very sympathetic account of the Arab denizens of the
great desert.

cessive years of drought. With rapid

shrinking, fish perish by millions, cattle

die, large game migrate, and tribes aban-
don the resultant salt marshes. Much of
interest was gained relative to the natives,

the Boudaman tribes to the south being
agricultural and peaceful, while those to

the north were pastoral and warlike.

BRITISH ACTIVITIES

Much the greater proportion of civil-

ized peoples in Africa being under Eng-
lish control, British activities have natu-
rally turned towards vital problems of
finance, administration, and government.
These questions assume extreme impor-
tance from their practical bearing on
trade, commerce, and transportation, on
which factors the future prosperity of
Africa depends.

Though subordinated to these special

activities, British explorations have,
nevertheless, been fruitful, especially in

connection with the eight boundary com-
missions, which have penetrated many
unexplored regions, thus adding wealth
of knowledge as to various tribes and
their environment. Major Whitlock
traced the Nigerian frontier 300 miles,

surveying large areas under adverse con-

ditions of hostility, which entailed severe

losses in killed and wounded. Com-
mander Whitehouse distinguished him-

self by an admirable survey of Victoria

Nyanza and Ommanney through his

astronomical work in Nigeria. In ad-

dition to the Uganda-Kongo surveys,

Major Bright explored the Ruwenzori
Mountains and measured through that
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locality a section of the

great meridian arc along

30
0

east.

Sir Harry Johnston,

known in the National
Geographic Magazine,
has made studies of

Uganda and around the

eouatorial lakes which
stand scarcely second to

any similar African re-

searches. Pishbourne's

surveys for the Uganda
Railway were prolific in

results, and Lieut. Boyd
Alexander's transconti-

nental journey through
the dense, tangled for-

ests between the Niger
and the Nile recalls the

thrilling experiences of

that great traveler, Stan-

ley Africanus, 30 years

earlier.

Of intense human in-

terest are the ethnologi-

cal studies of the many
primitive peoples, whose
individuality is vanishing

under advancing civili-

zation. Torday tells us

of the people of the Ka-
sai basin ; of the Baboma
women, with elaborately

cicatrized faces, set ofif

with brass neck-rings of

30 pounds weight ; of

the alert, skilled pigmy
hunters ; of industrious

Misambu, where, wonder of wonders
for Africa, every one works, carving,

forging, weaving ; and of the high forms
of a pure African art apparent in the

carvings and textile industries of these

natives.

Perchance more fascinating are the re-

searches of Talbot, sometime resident

among the Ekoi of South Nigeria. A
high-typed race, given to dance and
woodland mysteries, they are survivals

of Pan. The sacred Egbo (men's) and
Nimm (women's) clubs are as inviolate

UN SOU, M'SIEUR?" A BEAUTlEUE LITTLE BEGGAR GIRL,

From "The Desert Gateway," by S. H. Leeder. Cassell & Co.

to each sex, under penalty of death, as

in the dawn of mythology. Among the

sweet, quaint superstitions of the devoted
Ekoi parents is one which forbids quar-
reling in a household of little children,

who in their reincarnated state love gen-
tle voices, smiling looks, and winning
words.

CAPE TO CAIRO RAILROAD

Exploration and research induced trade
and annexation, which in turn entailed

colonization and governmental responsi-
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A FALCONER

Photo by Bougault, Biskra. From "The Desert Gateway," by S. H. Leeder. Cassell .& Co.

bilities. The formation of the South
African Confederation and the occupa-
tion of Egypt have taxed British energy
and resources to the utmost, and in

their development transportation facili-

ties were deemed of the highest impor-
tance.

The South African railway systems

now aggregate 6,000 miles, with 2,000

miles more in prospect. Time and money
are gradually transforming into reality

the dream of a Cape to Cairo Railway.
In operation last year from the Cape to

Victoria Falls, 1,640 miles, it is built to
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the German frontier. This section at-

tains its maximum altitude of 4,850 feet

near Bulawayo, having followed the

crest of the watershed from a point a

thousand miles to the south. From
Cairo the railway extends to Rahab, 13

0

8' north, on the White Nile, 200 miles

south of Khartum. With the Uganda
Railway extending 600 miles inland from
Mombasa, the east coast is well provided

with modern transportation.

NORTH AND SOUTH NIGERIAS

Perhaps English advances have been

proportionately greater in the Nigerias

than elsewhere, their 13 millions of na-

tives affording a broad field. They ac-

cept transition well, in general, and have

been largely utilized in railway and other

construction work. The road from Bo-
ero, the navigable head of the Niger,

to Zungeru and Zaira, is under extension

to Kano. Steamboats on the Niger, well-

kept roads, 4,000 miles of telegraph and
telephone lines are transforming this part

of central Africa. Technical schools and
church missions are doing their part in

modifying the habits of the people.

H YDROLOG l CA L, SURVEYS IN EGYPT

Important as have been the financial

reforms and advantageous as are the

transportation facilities afforded by Brit-

ish rule in Egypt, they yield in perma-
nent value to the assured benefits of the

surveys for conserving and extending

the water supply of the watershed of the

Nile. The regimen of the Blue and the

White Nile has been thoroughly studied

and the hydrological conditions accu-

rately determined. As supplementary to

the conservative methods now in opera-

tion, the accumulated data indicate that

Egypt must turn to the annexed Sudan,
with its millions of square miles of con-

tributory watershed, for additional sup-

plies. As is known, the great Assuan
dam insures timely water supplies for

the midsummer crops of lower Egypt,
and its increased height has enlarged the

irrigated sections by an area larger than
that of the State of Rhode Island. An
added regulating dam at Esna, upper

Egypt, brings under cultivation waste
land equal in area to Connecticut. The
solution of the sudd (compact vegeta-

tion masses choking the river channels)
problem in southern Sudan will largely

increase the water from the equatorial

lakes.

Captain Lyons, in Egypt, and Colonel
Taylor, and successors, in the Sudan,
have run a practically unbroken line of
levels from the Mediterranean to Lake
Victoria, 3,500 miles. Sudan surveys
show the whole region on a scale of
1 : 250,000 with a fair accuracy.

KHARTUM AND THE SUDAN

Signs of changed conditions are no-

where more strikingly evident in the

Sudan than in the transformation of the

place of Gordon's murder. The collec-

tion of wretched huts, under dominion
of a religious fanatic, has given way to

a modern city, the center of peaceful

justice, religious tolerance, thriving trade,

and technical education. A city of 40,-

000, Khartum is the seat of government,
a center of Coptic Christianity, is within

nine days of London, and in touch with
the world by railway, telegraph, and
steamer. The demoralizing slave trade

has forever vanished, peaceful trade con-
ditions exist, and the environs, the most
densely inhabited parts of the Sudan, are

becoming prosperous through advanced
opportunities and improvements in ag-

riculture.

Its most distinctive advance was the

establishment of Gordon Memorial Col-

lege, the recognized center of modern
education and scientific research for two
millions of natives. It trains native

youth for teaching or for the law, teaches

the arts of surveying or engineering, and
opens up a new world to the ambitious
natives. American interest attaches to

this college, owing to the endowment of
its research laboratories by one of our
well-known generous citizens, Henry S.

Wellcome. Through the laboratories,

pathological and economic researches

have been made along the Nile and its

tributaries for a thousand miles to the

south of Khartum.
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THE BELGIAN KONGO

The activities of Belgium have con-
tinued along lines of extreme commercial
exploitation, which have given rise to

commentaries, especially in connection

with the main product, rubber. What-
ever may have been past conditions, im-

provements are promised for the future

in the way of opening up government
land, equalizing taxes, and restricting

application of punishments. Four hun-
dred miles of railway and fleets of steam-

ers afford transportation, which will soon
be supplemented by suitable extensions

by rail.

Perhaps the most extended research

work has been in connection with Cap-
tain Newcombe's surveys for a railway

from the upper Kongo to the watershed
of the Nile. The railway levels from the

Atlantic vary less than 60 feet at the in-

tersection with the levels from the Indian

Ocean.
GERMAN COLONIES

With national systematic methods, Ger-

man officials have gathered data bearing

on the resources of their colonies, which
possibly lack financial aid from the gov-

ernment to the extent it has been granted

by other nations. Diamond-mining and
cotton-growing are recent developments
of the colonies of the west coast.

It is interesting to note that the best

atlas of Africa comes, not from a Ger-
man source, whence it would be expected,

but from an Italian, Signor Ghisleri.

German East Africa is a model Ger-
man colony. Peace and order prevail,

and education receives particular atten-

tion. The government has thousands of

pupils in its schools, which are specially

devoted to handicrafts. Many mission-

ary societies devote their energies to the

improvement of the people. It is doubt-
ful if elsewhere in Africa there is such
close attention to the individual native,

and apparently with good results. There
are many wide, well-kept roads, and
though there has not been great railway
development, the telegraph is largely in-

stalled.

LIBERIA

Americans are interested in Liberia,

where after 90 years the hinterland is

unknown. Light is thrown on it through
the French-Liberian boundary commis-
sion of 1907. M. Moret (French) crossed
Liberia from Gribo, 6° 21' north, 15

0

west, to Sinoe. The hundred miles of
unknown country thus traversed is cov-
ered with dense forests of rubber and
palm. The few unwarlike, inactive na-

tives eat only once a day, subsisting

principally on palm nuts. Inland are
rare patches of rice or beans, but toward
the coast sugar-cane, bananas, etc., ap-
pear. Animals were seen but rarely.

The natives practice sorcery with Afri-

can cruelty. They think that everything
has a soul, and ascribe the singing of a

lamp to its contentment with the oil.

Abyssinia as yet remains outside of
any distinct European sphere, but time
and circumstance will undoubtedly bring
its warlike tribes to the normal African
fate—exploitation by the white man.



AMERICAN POTASH FOR AMERICA
By Guy Elliott Mitchell

Of the United States Geological Survey

IN
the great Stassfurt potash salt

deposits Germany holds a world's

monopoly of this precious fertiliz-

ing element. By a cleverly devised sys-

tem of fixing quotas for all active mines
and by imposing a heavy tax on all pro-

ductions in excess of arbitrarily fixed

quotas, the German Government has

forced the United States to the full

realization of this very embarrassing

fact. The importance to the United
vStates of developing an American potash

industry to offset such a condition may
be appreciated from the fact that last

year we sent to Germany $12,000,000

for this mineral, peculiarly vital to every

farmer in the land. Incidentally it may
be remarked that the German deposits

are practically inexhaustible, being esti-

mated to contain, at the present rate of

consumption, sufficient potash for the

entire world for half a million years.

Tell the farmer that his supply of

potash is endangered and it is like noti-

fying the locomotive fireman that he
will get no more coal, for potash is a

necessary constituent of every bag of

fertilizer which the farmer purchases
when he drills in his wheat or rye or

oats, when he plants his corn, his to-

bacco, or potatoes ; in fact, every farm,
fruit, and garden crop.

There are three elements necessary to

plant growth, and potash is one of them.
It is coequal with phosphorus and nitro-

gen, and every one of the 50 to 55 mil-

lion sacks of fertilizer sold each year
must carry a printed guarantee of the

percentage of potash therein contained.

Germany is to some extent dependent
upon our broad American acres for her
food supply, but we are wholly depend-
ent upon her for the continued produc-
tion of a grain, fruit, and livestock sur-

plus for export. Such a surplus is made
possible only through soil stimulation by
fertilizing.

The German attitude in this matter,

while working an apparent immediate in-

jury, cannot in reality prove other than

a blessing in disguise to the United
States. Without this agitation of the

subject we would in all probability have
continued for many years buying enor-

mous quantities of potash salts, since the

German deposits are almost inexhaust-

ible. Now, however, our present help-

lessness has been demonstrated, and so

we shall be compelled to develop our
own latent potash resources until we are

independent of any foreign supply.

EXPLORATIONS BY THE GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY

It can be authoritatively stated that

there is abundance of potash in the

United States for present and future

needs for fertilizing, for the manufact-
ure of explosives, and for every other

possible use.

Our potash possibilities will be devel-

oped along two distinct lines : explora-

tion for potash salts and utilization of

potash-rich rocks. It is believed that

systematic searches for potash deposits,

similar to those of Germany, will also

lead to the discovery of beds of soda
nitrate which may rival the great Chil-

ean deposits. In 1910 our purchases of

these two fertilizing materials—nitrate

from Chile and potash from Germany

—

amounted to over $25,000,000. Within
the next decade, at the present rate of

increase in consumption, the figures will

reach over $50,000,000 a year.

HOW THE POTASH MAY BE FOUND

Of great interest, therefore, are the

preparations of the United States Geo-
logical Survey for the exploration for

potash-salt deposits in the desert re-

gions of the West. For this work Con-
gress made a special appropriation of

$20,000.

To understand how the geologists will

search for potash, it will be well to con-
sider the manner in which the German
potash deposits were formed, bearing in

mind the fact that ocean water contains

considerable potash. Ochsenius, the
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German geologist, pictures, in the early

ages of the world, an extensive and
deep gulf or arm of the ocean, which
later became land-locked, and the water

of which gradually evaporated. The
various substances in this concentrated

sea water were deposited at the bottom
of this lake, but the potash, being the

most soluble, remained till the last, and
was then laid down in a thick bed and
deeply covered by strata of protective

clay and other sediments.

Government geologists point to many
sections in the West where the strati-

graphic conditions are similar to those

in Germany and most favorable for the

existence of such potash beds. Potash
is a constituent of all sea water, and the

entire West was once covered by the

ocean. As the land rose, it left immense
salt-water lakes, containing billions of

tons of potash, and these, during long

geological periods, gradually evaporated.

As a consequence the potash beds are

there, beyond a doubt. The problem is

to locate them.
The German potash mines are very

deep, and it is expected that the Ameri-
can deposits also will be found far be-

neath the surface. To locate them will

require deep drilling by means of rigs,

such as are used in the oil fields. The
search, however, will not be a hit-or-

miss proposition. The Geological Sur-
vey will bring to bear its full knowledge
of the geological structure of the arid

region, and will carefully select the most
promising of the areas known to have
been covered by great prehistoric lakes.

For instance, in Utah there is an
enormous ancient lake basin, of which
the Great Salt Lake is the feeble rem-
nant. This lake covered a large portion
of the State of Utah, and its waters
stood a thousand feet above the present
shoreline of the Great Salt Lake. Its

ancient beaches can be seen from the

railroad train far up the mountain sides,

above Salt Lake City. Another enor-
mous lake, known geologically as Lake
La Hontan, existed in Nevada. The
potash contained in the waters of these

great inland seas can only be estimated
in countless millions of tons. Mono
Lake, in California, a mere mill-pond

by comparison, contains an estimated
10,000,000 tons of muriate of potash.

In some such prehistoric lake beds as

those of Utah or Nevada, on the public

lands, the Government geologists will

decide upon sites for drilling, and if

they do not strike potash soon it will be
because the scope of their operations is

necessarily restricted by the lack of
money appropriated. It is hoped that

success will crown the initial efforts.

How the great find will be managed by
the Government is an interesting ques-
tion. The Government operates no
mines ; but having found the potash de-

posit it cannot well give it over to private

interests to develop and probably mo-
nopolize. A great potash deposit, such
as that of Germany, would have a po-
tential value of billions of dollars.

Probably the Government would have to

retain title and lease the mines in the

interest of the people.

MUCH POTASH IN GRANITE ROCK

Of scarcely less interest is the prob-
lem of the extraction of potash from
rocks. Of the feldspathic rocks, includ-

ing the granites, potash constitutes from
5 to 10 per cent and even higher per-

centages.

Among the igneous or volcanic rocks

containing large amounts of potash, as

described by W. C. Phalen,* are the

glasses, of which the chief are obsidian,

pumice, perlite, and pitchstone. In these

rocks the potash may run as high as 5 or

6 per cent, or even considerably higher.

The rhyolites are also rich in potash, com-
monly containing more than 5 per cent

of potash, while a certain rhyolite from
Silver Cliff, Colorado, has been shown
to contain 8.38 per cent. The trachytes

and phonolites are also well supplied

with potash, some of these rocks con-

taining nearly 8 per cent. The rocks of

the Leucite Hills, Wyoming, described

by Whitman Cross, of the United States

Geological Survey, contain large per-

centages, certain of them carrying from
9.81 to 1 1.91 per cent of potash (K20).
The greensand marls of New Jersey,

* Potash Salts ; Their Uses and Occurrence,
in the United States, 1910. U. S. Geological
Survey.
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covering an immense area, are also rich

in potash. In Utah and in the Goldfield

district of Nevada important occur-

rences of alunite are reported, contain-

ing a possible important commercial
source of potash.

The supply of potash is, therefore,

limitless. The trouble has been that in-

asmuch as the potash in these rocks is

not soluble, as are the potash salts, it is

not readily available as plant food. But
it is not conceivable that it will long re-

main an unsolved problem to the chemist

to extract potash from rocks on a com-
mercial basis. Indeed it has been done
in the laboratory again and again, and
very recently several patents have been
granted for processes devised for large-

scale operations. One method only may
be mentioned as showing that success is

practically assured in unlocking the pot-

ash treasure vault and thus challenging

German supremacy. Dr. Allerton S.

Cushman, late of the Department of

Agriculture, has perfected a process for

treating ground feldspar with lime and
other reacting substances and furnacing
the mixture. He has already succeeded
in thus rendering soluble 60 per cent of

the potash contained in the feldspar,

and expects to release the entire potash
content when the process is put into

commercial operation, using large rotary

kilns, such as are employed in Portland
cement manufacture. Working with 10
per cent potash feldspar, he will thus ob-
tain a marketable product from three to

four times as rich in potash as the ordi-

nary "complete fertilizer" used by the

farmer.

Methods of releasing the potash by
electrical methods and others for recov-
ering it as a by-product in the manu-
facture of cement and in various other
ways are being worked out. In the

grinding and converting of. rock into ce-

ment, immense quantities of the potash
of our hillsides are now wasted which
might perhaps be saved. If science has
already solved the intricate problem of

converting the free nitrogen in the at-

mosphere into nitrate salts for fertilizer,

the counterpart of Chilean nitrate of
soda, it is not to be doubted that under

the spur of necessity American chemists
will get the potash out of rocks which
are to be found at every hand. More-
over, there are vast fortunes in it for

the men who develop practicable proc-

esses.

Doctor Cushman carried on, under the

Department of Agriculture, a series of
experiments, which indicate that the
simple process of pulverizing feldspar
makes it largely available as a plant

food. He matured tobacco plants, which
require large quantities of potash, using
the ground feldspar as the sole potash
fertilizer. If there were no better pot-

ash supply possible, ground feldspar or
granite would undoubtedly be in general
use as a fertilizer. It is probable that

further experiments along these lines

under various conditions will show a

still greater and possible practical value
for ground raw feldspar as a fertilizer.

Lime and water will have a dissolving

effect on the potash in the fine particles

of the rock, and it may be shown that if

instead of spreading lime alone, as is

common farm practice, considerable

ground feldspar is added, the potash
may be released year by year, just about
as the plant needs it. In a similar way
ground rock phosphate is now used to a

considerable extent, although for years

the statement was accepted that the

phosphorus in rock phosphate was abso-

lutely unavailable as a plant food unless

the rock was treated with sulphuric acid.

But it has been shown by several of the

agricultural experiment stations that

when applied to certain kinds of soils,

heavy in humus, or when used in connec-

tion with barnyard manure, raw ground
phosphate has a very great fertilizing

value. With more extensive experi-

ments similar good results may be ex-

pected in the use of potash-rich rocks.

In the agricultural appropriation law
Congress also appropriated $12,500 to

enable the Bureau of Soils to carry on
potash investigations, and with the work
vigorously pushed some definite results

will in all probability be attained. This
Bureau has a magnificent opportunity to

determine and perfect a practicable

method of extracting potash from rocks,
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THE EFFECTIVENESS OE GROUND EElyDSPAR AS A POTASH FERTILIZER

Comparison of tobacco seedlings, six weeks old, grown in sand mixed with ground
feldspar, but containing no other potash (shown in upper photograph), with plants of same
age grown in rich garden soil, which contains an adequate supply of soluble potash (shown
in lower photograph). Dr. Cushman emphasizes the fact that this experiment was under
most favorable green-house conditions and is not to be taken as applicable to field practice.

The showing is, however, significant.

and thus forestall the possibility of an
American potash monopoly.
While the outlook for the early de-

velopment of an American potash sup-
ply, and consequent relief for the farm-
ers, is, on the whole, most promising, it

is to be regretted that Congress did not
provide for more extensive work by the

Government. A $200,000 appropriation
would have enabled the Geological Sur-
vey, for instance, to distribute ten or a
dozen parties with deep-drilling outfits

over the western country and to find the

nitrate and the potash beds at once,

rather than to spread the effort over a

period of years, and finally make the dis-

covery after we have sent a quarter or a

half a billion dollars to Germany and
Chile. Nor would $50,000 have been
too much to give the Secretary of Agri-

culture for exhaustive chemical investi-

gations in potash and to continue and
expand the promising experiments al-

ready begun by his department.
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SOUTH POLAR EXPLORATIONS

THREE expeditions, a British, a

Japanese, and a Norwegian, will

be struggling during the next 12

months to reach the South Pole. Un-
fortunately for scientific purposes, all

three are endeavoring to gain the goal

by practically the same route—from the

vicinity of Mount Erebus over the great

ice barrier, and then up over the great

inland plateau. This is the route dis-

covered by Scott and Shackleton, and
over which the latter gained a point

within' 97 miles of the Pole in 1909 (see

map on opposite page).

The British expedition is led by Capt.

Robert F. Scott, of the Royal Navy, who
directed the very successful British party

of 1901-04. Two years were spent in

preparations for this last expedition,

which left England in June, 1910. The
party comprises 60 persons, including a

large number of scientists and scientific

assistants. They are provisioned for

three years, and are using as their head-

quarters the same base that was occu-
pied by Scott, 1901-04, and by Shackle-
ton, 1908-09.
The Terra Nova, which has recently

returned after landing Scott's sledge
parties, reports that Amundsen, the

leader of the Norwegian party, is also

camped near by. Amundsen, it will be
remembered, had been planning for sev-

eral years to reach the North Pole by
drifting across it. When he left Europe
on the Pram in 19 10, it was with
the announced intention of proceeding
around Cape Horn, thence up the Pa-
cific through Bering Strait into the Arc-
tic Ocean, where he was to allow his

ship to be frozen in the ice. He was
provisioned for five years, at the end of
which time he expected to have drifted
across the North Polar area and to be
freed in the vicinity of Iceland or Nor-
way. But from Madeira Amundsen
cabled that he had altered his plans and
would spend a year endeavoring to reach

SEAL SUCKLING YOUNG AND TAKING NO NOTICE OF THE MOTOR CAR

Photo taken on the Great Ice Barrier. Frorn E. H. Shackleton, "The Heart of the Antarctic,"

J. B. Lippincott Co.
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SEALS EMERGING EROM THE WATER AT THEIR BLOW-HOLES, NEAR MOUNT EREBUS

Photos from "The Heart of the Antarctic," by E. H. Shackleton. J. B. Lippincott Co.
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the South Pole. It is presumed that he

sought to land his party on King Edward
VII Land, some distance from Scott's

intended headquarters, but, like all ex-

plorers who have preceded him in this

region, failed to find a satisfactory point

for disembarking, and was compelled to

continue along the great ice barrier to

Mount Erebus.
The cabled advices have stated that

Amundsen was to inaugurate his attack

upon the Pole immediately, not waiting

for the winter to pass before beginning

his advance. From this we infer that he
intends to take advantage of moonlight
and advance depots of supplies up the

route during the brighter periods of the

polar night. Previous South Polar ex-

peditions have confined their explora-

tions almost entirely to daylight, though

Peary's success in gaining high latitudes

in the /\rctics was largely due to the fact

that he kept his sledging parties at work
during the full moon.
The Japanese party is led by Lieuten-

ant Shirase. Like Amundsen's, it is

small in numbers. Shirase has not had
the training in ice-work that Scott and
Amundsen have experienced, and it is

doubtful whether the heroic spirit of his

party can prevail against the lack of
equipment.

OUR DESERT PANORAMA

FOR the convenience of such read-

ers of this Magazine as desire to

frame the beautiful panorama,
"The Hour of Prayer : In the Sahara
Desert," which is published as a supple-

ment to this number, a limited number
of copies have been printed on very
heavy art mat paper suitable for fram-
ing. The copies are unfolded, and may
be obtained by applying to the office of
the National Geographic Society and en-

closing 50 cents for each copy desired.

The panorama is probably the most
extraordinary desert scene that has ever
been published. It represents a portion
of the Sahara Desert not far from
Biskra, and is typical of the vast billows

of sand which cover many sections of
the great desert.

As we look at the oceanic ridges in

the picture we can easily understand the
terrors of the desert storm, which has
been described by many travelers.

We quote from Mary Somerville

:

"The wind at the equinoxes rushes in

a hurricane, driving the sand in clouds
before it, producing the darkness of
night at midday and overwhelming cara-

vans of men and animals in common de-

struction. Then the sand is heaped up
in waves ever varying with the blast

;

even the atmosphere is sand. The deso-

lation of this dreary waste, boundless to

the eye as the ocean, is terrific and sub-

lime.

Duveyrier, in "Les Touareg du Nord,"
writes

:

"The sand storms I have seen always
took the form of vast clouds of a red

color, appearing as if shot with fire,

having a thickness of 50 to 60 meters
and moving as rapidly as high winds,

sometimes just above the surface of the

ground, sometimes considerably higher,

now dropping to the ground, now rising,

but in any event moving through the

atmosphere like a foreign and entirely

isolated body.

"On one journey through the desert

I had a near view of four such storms,

and a fifth enveloped our entire caravan
without our being able to escape it. . . .

"The storm on April 28 passed to the

east of us like an immense reddish cloud
and appeared like a vast conflagration.

The likeness was so close that it might
have deceived us if the cloud had not
moved in such a way as to vary its

height with respect to the horizon.

"It need hardly be said that while the

sirocco lasts traveling is very painful,

especially in the region of the dunes.

Stories are told of entire caravans being

engulfed by avalanches of sand. While
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traversing the Erg during the hottest

season of the year, when the wind was
blowing constantly from the south, our
caravan, worn out by the whirlwinds of

sand which darkened the atmosphere and
prevented the guides from leading the

way, had to stop several times."

The most terrible form of the desert

storm is the simoon, "the poison wind."
As it approaches the observer its front

extends at least from 5 to 20 miles, very
much like the advancing front of a series

of thunder-storms on a hot afternoon

;

the clouds of fine sand and dust that are

carried up by the wind extend as a haze
overspreading the sky ; the heavier sands

are also transported in large quantities,

and as they fall are collected in mounds
around every obstacle like the drifts of

snow in winter. In the case of an ex-

tended simoon the finer sands are carried

so high as to be drawn into the general

circulation over Europe. Thus in the

great storm of March 10-12, 1901, red
and yellow sand and dust from the Sa-
hara fell in nearly every portion of Ger-
many, France, Austria, and Turkey, and
southward over the Mediterranean, and
was also reported in southern England
for the first time on record.

In his explorations amid the sand
dunes of Asia, Sven Hedin encountered
many furious sand storms.*

"For it drove right into my face with
terrific violence, smothering me with
sand and fine reddish yellow powdery
dust. I could not see a single glimpse
of the caravan. It was like wading
against running water or liquid mud, and
despite my most desperate efforts I was
unable to make headway. My previous
footprints were entirely obliterated—ob-
scured the instant I lifted my foot. . . .

"The camels knelt in a long row, with
their necks stretched out flat on the

ground in the direction in which the tem-
pest was blowing. Close to the earth
the wind had a velocity of 40^ miles

*From "Central Asia and Tibet," Sven
Hedin. Charles Scribner's Sons.

an hour; but on the top of an adjacent
mound, only 6 or 7 feet high, it was
some 18 miles an hour more, or 58^2
miles in all, and I was only able to keep
my balance when I knelt. The storm
came from the northeast, and its vio-

lence enabled me to form some idea of

the inconceivable quantities of sand and
dust which are transported by this

mighty agent. When we stooped down
we were well nigh choked by the swirl-

ing cloud, which careered along the

ground like a cataract, making little

eddies of dust as k swept on. Branches,
tufts of grass, grains of sand as big as

peas were whirled into our faces writh

stinging force. . . .

"Only those who have been out in

such a storm can form any conception of

what it is like. You get bewildered and
want to keep going, without knowing
where. Your sense of locality is para-

lyzed, and although you think you are

going in a straight line, you are in reality

describing a circle. It is a kind of desert

storm sickness, more nearly resembling
the panic which seizes a person on the

edge of a precipice than seasickness or

mountain-sickness, because it affects the

brain."

MAP OF MEXICO.

ALARGE map of Mexico, 18 by 25
finches, and in colors, will be pub-

lished as a supplement to the next,

number of the National Geographic
Magazine. The map gives the railway

lines, names of towns and villages, and
all the latest geographical information.

The elevations of the different parts of

Mexico are shown by gradations of color.

The same number will contain two
notable articles on Mexico, "Our Neigh-
bor, Mexico," by Mr. John Birkinbine,

President of Franklin Institute, Phila-

delphia, and formerly President of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers
;

and "Lower California," by Mr. E. W.
Nelson, of the United States Biological

Survey.
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SHORE-WHALING: A WORLD INDUSTRY

By Roy Chapman Andrews
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IF
THE European and American

people could be educated to the

point of eating the canned flesh of

animals which individually yield as much
as 80,000 pounds of meat, what a won-
derful food supply would be within

reach of the poor in our great cities!

In Japan this has actually been accom-
plished and hundreds of tons of whale
flesh are sold in the markets of all the

large towns and villages to people who
would otherwise have little variety to

their diet of rice and fish.

This great meat supply has been put

into their hands indirectly by a Nor-
wegian, for it was not until 1864, when
Swend Foyn invented the harpoon-gun,

that whales could be taken in such a

manner as to allow any parts except the

oil and baleen (the "whalebone" of com-
merce) to be utilized.

With the further development of the

harpoon-gun grew up a new and great

industry, for it made possible the capture

of a group of whales known as rorquals,

or "Antiers," in sufficient numbers to war-
rant the erection of stations at certain

points on the shore where the animals

could be brought in and the huge car-

casses converted into commercial prod-

ucts. Previously these whales had been
little troubled by the men who hunted
in a small boat with a hand harpoon and
lance, for the great speed of the animals

and their tendency to sink as soon as

killed, as well as their thin blubber and
short, coarse baleen, made them unpopu-
lar with the early whalers.

In a few years stations had sprung
up on the coasts of Norway in every
available place, and later reached across

the Atlantic to the American shores.

Newfoundland became the first hunting
grounds for the whalers here, and only

a few years ago as many as 18 stations

were in operation on that island and the

immediate vicinity.

The great success of the Norwegian
methods attracted so much attention that

stations were erected in every part of
the world where conditions were favor-

able—in British Columbia, southeastern
Alaska, Bermuda, South America, and
the islands of the Antarctic ; on the

coasts of Japan, Korea, Africa, and
Russia. Australia is soon to be invaded,
and only a few months ago a company
announced their plans for carrying on
operations on a large scale in the Aleu-
tian Islands. In New Zealand, hump-
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A BLUE WHALE: VANCOUVER

Although the mouth is enormous, large enough in fact to permit 10 or T2 men to stand upright

in it, the throat measures only about 9 inches in diameter ( see page 427)

back whales are being taken in wire nets,

and so in nearly every part of the globe

the world-hunt goes on.

And what is to be the result of this

wholesale slaughter ? Inevitably the com-
mercial extinction of the large whales,

and that within a very few decades. In

some localities this has already taken

place and all the whales have been killed

or driven from their feeding grounds.

This method of capture has, however,
made possible a careful study by natu-

ralists of most of the species of large

whales and their habits, besides enabling

museums to secure skeletons and other

specimens for exhibition. Thus, when
the American Museum of Natural His-
tory in New York city began to gather
such material, it led to a series of expe-
ditions which carried the writer to a

number of stations in widely separated

parts of the world.

THE ENORMOUS BODIES EASILY HANDLED

I will never forget my intense surprise

at the extraordinary ease and quickness

with which the enormous carcasses are

handled when I first saw a whale "cut

in." It was at Sechart, in Barclay Sound,

on the west coast of Vancouver Island.

Here, as at all of the American stations,

the operations are carried on in the Nor-
wegian way.

The ship had arrived at 1.30 a. m.
with three humpbacks, which were left

floating in the water, tied to the end of

the wharf, near a long inclined platform

called the "slip." Work began at seven

o'clock, and, as I had only just been
awakened, I ran out without waiting for

breakfast, thinking that there would be

ample time to eat when the operations

were under way. I soon learned, how-
ever, that there were no "breathing
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A BLUE WHALE : VANCOUVER

Specimens of this whale have been measured which reached a length of 87 feet, and, in all

probability, weighed as much as 75 tons (see page 427)

spells" when whales were being cut in,

and every soul was at his work until the

whistle blew for dinner at noon.

A heavy wire cable was made fast

about the posterior part of one of the

whales just in front of the tail, or

"flukes," and the winch started. The
cable straightened out, tightened, and be-

came as rigid as a bar of steel. Slowly

foot after foot of the wire was wound
in and the enormous carcass, weighing

perhaps 45 tons, was drawn out of the

water upon the slip.

One of the Japanese (for men of six

nationalities—Chinese, Japanese, Nor-
wegians, Newfoundlanders, Indians, and

Americans—are employed at these west-

coast stations ) scrambled up the whale's

side, and balancing himself on the

smooth surface by the aid of his long

knife, made his way forward to sever

at the "elbow" the great side fin, or

flipper, 16 feet in length.

THE WHALES ARE PEELED LIKE AN
ORANGE

Before the carcass was half out of the

water other cutters, or "flensers," as they
are called, had begun to make longitudi-

nal incisions through the blubber along
the breast, side, and back, and from the

flukes the entire length of the body to

the head. The cable was then made
fast to the blubber at the chin, the winch
started, and the great layer of fat

stripped off exactly as one would peel

an orange. When the upper side had
been denuded of its blubber covering,

the whale was turned over by means of
the "canting winch" and the other sur-

face flensed in the same manner.
The blubber is a layer of fat of vary-

ing thickness which covers the entire

body of all whales, porpoises, and dol-

phins and keeps the animal warm. It

acts exactly as the feathers of birds or
the hair of land mammals—as a non-
conductor to prevent the natural heat of
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A FINBACK WHALE: VANCOUV

the body from being absorbed by the

water in the one case, and the air in the

other. On the great bowhead, or Green-
land right whale, which lives in the in-

tensely cold waters of the Arctic Ocean,
the blubber is 12 or 14 inches thick in

some places (see pages 427, 435, 438).
When the "blanket pieces," as the

blubber strips are called, were torn from
the carcass, they were cut into large

oblong blocks and fed into a slicing ma-
chine, chipped to small bits, carried up-

ward and dumped into enormous vats, to

be boiled or "tried out'
1

for oil.

The carcass had meanwhile been split

open by chopping through the ribs of the

upper side, a heavy hook was attached

to the tongue bones at the throat, and the

entire mass of heart, lungs, liver, and
intestines drawn out at once. The body
was then hauled to the ''carcass plat-

form," at right angles to the "flensing

ER (SEE pages 428 and 437)

slip," the flesh torn from the bones by
the aid of the winch, and the skeleton

disarticulated.

Both flesh and bones were piled sepa-

rately into great open vats which bor-

dered the carcass platform, and boiled

to extract the oil. The flesh was then

artificially dried and sifted, thus being

converted into a very fine guano, and the

bones pulverized to form "bone meal,"

also a fertilizer. Even the blood, of

which there are several tons in a large

whale, was carefully drained from the

slip into troughs, boiled, dried, and made
into guano. Finally, the water in which
the blubber had been tried out was con-

verted into glue.

The baleen, or whalebone, which alone

remained to be disposed of, was thrown
aside, to be cleaned and dried as oppor-
tunity offered. The baleen of all the

rorquals is short, coarse, and stiff, and
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A MODERN WHALER IN PORT

The crew are practicing by shooting at a floating target

in Europe and America has but little

value. In Japan, however, it is made
into many useful and beautiful things.

This, with the exception of minor de-

tails, is the method of handling whales
which the Norwegians developed after

years of experimenting, and which is

followed in almost all other parts of the

globe except Japan.

THE JAPANESE WPIAEE FISHERIES

In the Island Empire shore-whaling as

a great industry has developed during
the last 15 years, but nowhere else in

the world are the by-products so per-

fectly utilized. The Japanese have not

only extracted the best from the Euro-
pean methods of preparing whales and
adapted it to their peculiar needs, but

have also added much from their own
experience which whalemen of other na-

tions would do well to recognize.

The Japanese stations are usually situ-

ated in or near one of the little fishing

villages which dot the islands in every

bay or harbor. In some instances the

whales are drawn out of the water upon
a slip in the manner learned from the

Norwegians, but the more usual way of

cutting in is a method of their own adop-
tion.

At the end of a wharf extending into

deep water a pair of long, heavy poles

are erected, inclined forward, and joined

at their extremities by a massive cross-

piece. From this the great blocks,

through which run the wire cables of

the winch, are suspended.
The first whale which I saw cut in by

the Japanese was an enormous sulphur-

bottom, 80 feet in length. I had been
at sea for several days on one of the

ships, and as we swung into the bay
from the open ocean, the whistle echoing
among the hills gave warning of our
coming. The little vessel, towing a car-
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cass almost as long as

herself, plowed slowly

up to the wharf, and

after a rope from the

shore had been made
fast to the flukes of the

whale, dropped it into

the water and backed off

to anchor in the bay.

Immediately a heavy

chain was made fast

about the body just for-

ward of the tail, the

winch started, and the

whale drawn slowly into

the air over the end of

the wharf. As it came
upward the eager cut-

ters attacked it, slicing

off enormous blocks of

flesh and blubber, which
were at once seized by
"hookmen" and drawn
to the back of the plat-

form. Meanwhile two
other cutters were at

work in a "sampan" di-

viding the carcass just

forward of the dorsal

fin. The entire posterior

part of the whale was
then drawn upward and
lowered on the wharf to

be stripped of blubber
and flesh. Transverse
incisions were made in the portion of
the body remaining in the water, a hook
fastened to a blanket piece, and as the

blubber was torn off by the winch the

carcass rolled over and over. The dis-

jointed head was hoisted bodily onto the

pier. Section by section the carcass was
cut apart and drawn upward to fall into

the hands of the men on the wharf and
be sliced into great blocks two or three

feet square (see page 412).
The scene was one of "orderly con-

fusion"—men, women, and girls laugh-

ing and chattering, running here and
there, sometimes stopping for a few
words of banter, but each with his, or

her, own work to do. Above the babel

of sounds, the strange, half-wild, mean-

Photo by courtesy of World's Work

the; harpoon gun used for killing and capturing
whai.es (see page 423)

ingless chant, "Ya-ra-cu-ra-sa," rose and
died away, swelling again in a fierce

chorus as the sweating, half-naked men
pulled and strained at a great jawbone
or swung the hundred-pound chunks of

flesh into the waiting hand-cars which
carried them to the washing vats. Some-
times a kimona-clad, bare-footed girl

slipped on the oily boards or treacherous,,

sliding, blubber cakes and sprawled into'

a great pool of blood, rising amid roars;

of laughter to shake herself, wipe the

red blotches from her little stub nose,

and go on as merrily as before.

It was essentially a good - natured
crowd, working hard and ceaselessly,

but deriving as much fun from their

labor as though it was a holiday. The
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A SKI OR SARDINE WHALE SPOUTING": JAPAN

A SEI OR SARDINE WHALE INSPIRING fSEE PAGE 430)
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A FINBACK WHALE DIVING: JAPAN
This species derives its name from the large fin on its back, and whch is clearly shown in

this picture

SEl WH AL,E ABOUT TO TAKE A "SURFACE DIVE" (SEE PAGE 430)
This species may be easily recognized in the water by the height of the dorsal fin. "It is

most interesting to watch these beautiful animals pursuing a school of sardines, twisting their

lithe bodies as they whirl along after the terrified, skipping fish, sometimes throwing them-
selves half out of the water in their eagerness. But, like the other finners, they will always
eat shrimp, if it is obtainable, in preference to anything else."
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humpbacks opten swim in pairs while} pending

the; ppukes op a big humpback just disappearing beneath the surpace

The smooth spot, or "slick," on the water is the invariable accompaniment of the dive.

Photos by courtesy of World's Work
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THE HARPOON AS IT STRIKES THE WHALE

In addition to the rope, the harpoon carries a bomb, which is exploded three or four feet

inside the whale and usually kills the huge animal instantly. The black cloud is the smoke
from the discharge.

spirit of the place was infectious, and as

I splashed about in the blood and grease

doing my own work, I talked and joked
with the cutters in bad Japanese, causing
screams of laughter when I seriously in-

formed them that "the sun was very hot

water" by the quite natural mistake of

substituting the word "atsui-yu" for

"atsui" (hot).

Almost every night we would be
awakened by the long-drawn wail of a

ship's siren whistle, bringing the news
of more whales. If I did not at once
stir, the little amah (servant), always
devoted to my interests, would quietly

slide back the paper screen to the sleep-

ing-room and say,
11Andrews-sar Go

Hogei zva kujira torri mashita" (Hogei,
No. 5 caught whales). When I had rolled

out of the comfortable futons and begun
to dress, I would hear little Scio-san pat-

tering about in the other room, gathering

my pencil, note-book, and tape meas-
ure. Looking like a beautiful night-

moth in her bright-colored kimona, with

the huge bow of her obi (sash) always
neatly arranged, she would be there to

help me into the greasy oil-skins and
rubber boots, and clump along in front

to the wharf, lighting the way with a

"chochin" (paper lantern) that I might
not bump my head on the eaves and
rafters of the low station sheds.

Every day Scio-san religiously went to

her ugly little stone joss in the play-

house temple on the hillside and prayed
that the "America-san" might catch

many whales and porpoises for the

hakubutsu-kwan (museum) in the won-
derful, fairy city across the Pacific, of

which he had so often told her. And
when the season was ended and she had
ventured to ask the America-san to

himself thank the joss, and to please her
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INFLATING THK CARCASS OF A HUMPBACK WHALE TO KEEP IT AFLOAT

A hollow steel tube is thrust into the whale's side and the animal is slowly filled with air

by a steam pump. Photo by courtesy of World's Work

he had done so, her joy could hardly be
contained, and the tip of her little nose
was almost red from constant rubbing
on the tatami (floor matting) in her
bows of thanks and farewell.

Even though it was the very middle of
the night when a ship's whistle sounded,
long before the whale had been dropped
at the wharf paper lanterns, flashing like

fireflies, would begin to shine and dis-

appear among the thatched-roofed cot-

tages and a crowd of villagers gather at

the end of the wharf. Half-naked men,
child-faced geishas, and little youngsters
carrying sleeping babies as large as them-
selves strapped to their backs, formed
a curious, picturesque, ever - changing
group.

Fires of coal- fat in iron racks along

the wharf threw a brilliant yellow light

far out over the bay filled with whale
ships, heavy, square-sterned fishing boats,

and sampans. The work of cutting in

would go on as merrily as in the day-
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TOWING THK INFLATED WHALE TO THE FACTORY

time, for the meat and blubber must be
hurried on board fast transports and
sent to the nearest city, to be sold in the

markets and peddled from house to

house.

WHALE MEAT IS VERY POPULAR IN JAPAN

Few people realize the great part

which whale meat plays in the life of

the ordinary Japanese. Too poor to buy
beef, their diet would include little but
rice, fish, and vegetables were it net for

the great supply of flesh and blubber

furnished by these huge water mammals.
In winter the meat of the humpback
whale, which is most highly esteemed,
sometimes brings as much as 30 sen (15
cents) per pound; but this is unusual.

Ordinarily it can be bought for 15 sen
or less. But the edible portions are not

only the flesh and blubber. Certain

parts of the viscera are prepared for

human consumption, and what remains
is first tried out to extract the oil, then

chipped by girls using hand-knives, and
dried in the sun for fertilizer.

Whale meat is very coarse grained and
tastes something like venison, but has a

flavor peculiarly its own. I have eaten

it for many days in succession, and
found it not only palatable but healthful.

The Japanese prepare it in a variety of

ways, but perhaps it is most frequently

chopped finely, mixed with vegetables,

and eaten raw, dressed with a brown
sauce.

In the summer, when it is impossible

to ship the meat to any distance because
of the heat, much of it is canned. The
flesh is cooked in great kettles, and the
cans made, packed, and labeled at the

stations. On my desk as I write is a
tin of whale meat which I brought from
Aikawa, where hundreds of pounds were
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THE ^TENSERS AT WORK ON A SPERM WHALES HEAD! VANCOUVER

"They make longitudinal incisions through the blubber along the breast, side, and back,

and from the flukes the entire length of the body to the head. The cable was then made
fast to the blubber at the chin, the winch started, and the great layer of fat stripped off

exactly as one would peel an orange" (see page 414).

packed and sent southward to be mar-
keted at Tokyo and shipped to all parts

of the Empire.
It is most unfortunate that prejudice

prevents whale meat from being sold in

Europe and America. It could not, of

course, be sent fresh to the large cities;

but, canned in the Japanese fashion, it is

vastly superior to much of the beef and
other tinned foods now on sale in our
markets. In New Zealand the Messrs.

Cook Brothers, who have developed a

most extraordinary method of capturing

humpback whales in wire nets, can a

great deal of meat and ship it to the

South Sea Islands, where it is sold to the

natives.

The baleen of the rorquals, which is

of little value in Europe and America,

has been put to many uses by the Japa-

nese. When I visited the exhibition

rooms of the Toyo Hogei Kaisha, in

Tokyo, I was astonished and delighted
at sight of the cigar and cigarette cases,

charcoal baskets, sandals, and other
beautiful things created by their clever

brains and skillful fingers from the ma-
terial which, in the hands of western
nations, seems to be useless.

The whales are going fast, and it is

probable that long before the slow-mov-
ing wheels of government begin to re-

volve and legislation is enacted for their

protection, they will have become com-
mercially extinct. But since this seems
to be unavoidable, my hopes are that the

Japanese will get even more than their

share while they do last. There the
whales are as carefully prepared and
utilized for as great a purpose as are
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mm

CROSS-SECTION OF BLUBBER ON BREAST OF WHALE, SHOWING THE EOLDS (SEE P. 414)

cattle and sheep in the Occident. In

other countries but little of the real value

of the animals is secured, and their great

bodies are being spread upon the south-

ern cotton fields instead of feeding thou-

sands of hungry poor.

THE BLUE WHALE

I have been writing of the methods of

preparing whales, but have told little of

the animals themselves. Few readers,

perhaps, realize that the blue, or sulphur-

bottom, whale found in all our oceans is

not only the largest animal that lives to-

day, but is also, so far as is now known,
the largest animal that has ever existed

on the earth or in its waters. Specimens
have been measured which reached a

length of 87 feet and in all probability

weighed as much as 75 tons. Although
the mouth is enormous, large enough in

fact to permit 10 or 12 men to stand

upright in it, the throat measures only

about 9 inches in diameter (see p. 412).
These animals, like most of the "whale-

bone whales," usually feed on minute
crustaceans, a shrimp about three-quar-

ters of an inch long. They probably
never eat fish of any kind if other food

is to be had, and of the many stomachs
which I have examined, never once could

anything but the little red crustaceans be

found. From the stomach of one blue

whale at Vancouver Island five barrels

(1,215 pounds) of shrimp were taken,

and it was by no means full.

The Norwegians gave the animal the

name of blue whale from the bluish cast

to the beautiful gray body. Sulphur-
bottom, as thi whale is called at the

American stations, is a misnomer and
unfortunate, for there is not the slightest

trace of yellowish color anywhere upon
the animal.

Probably no cetacean has such won-
derful strength as have the blue whales.

I have heard many stories of the almost
incredible way in which these animals
can pull, but was at first inclined to doubt
them. Later, when I saw a blue whale
with a harpoon between the shoulders

drag the ship, with engines at full speed
astern, through the water almost as

though it had been a rowboat, I began
to listen with more respect. Since the

tail is used almost exclusively for pro-

pelling the animal forward, if the iron

strikes far back the whale is greatly
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MAKING A WHALE FAST TO THE SIDE OF THE SHIP! JAPAN

hampered in its swimming movements

;

but with the harpoon between its shoul-

ders it can pull with all its strength.

the finback, or "greyhound of the
sea" (see page 437)

The finback, closely related to the blue

whale, has been called the "greyhound
of the sea," for its long, slender body is

built on the lines of a racing yacht and
the animal can equal the speed of the

fastest steamship. The back is dark
gray, shading into beautiful light gray
on the sides and pure white below. A
noticeable character about this whale is

the asymetry of the throat coloring; the

left side is dark slate and the right pure
white like the under parts. The baleen,

also, on the right side, for a distance of

about 2y2 feet, is white, in sharp distinc-

tion from the remaining dark places.

THE HUMPBACK IS VERY PLAYFUL

The humpback is to me the most in-

teresting of all our large whales, partly

because of the fact that its habits are

more easily studied than are those of the

other members of the family. Its maxi-
mum size is under 55 feet, but its body
is thick and heavy, with enormous side

fins, or flippers. These great paddles are

one-quarter the length of the entire body
and a single one from a whale 49 feet

long weighed on the station scales 956
pounds. The throat, breast, flukes, and
flippers of the humpback are almost in-

variably covered with masses of barna-
cles, or rather barnacles on barnacles,

for the hard, shell-like Coronula are

themselves the hosts of the soft, pendant
goose barnacles (see page 417).

Barnacles are not the only parasites

which infest these animals, for the hump-
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BRINGING IN A HUMPBACK '. JAPAN

This is not a propeller, but the whale's tail

backs, and in fact almost all the large
whales, bear numbers of crab-like crus-
taceans (Cyamus), about half an inch in

length, called "whale lice." On the right

whales these "lice" produce such an irri-

tation upon the top of the snout that a
large, irregular roughened patch, called

the "bonnet," is formed; on the side of
the lip and over the eyes are other and
smaller patches infested with the trou-

blesome crustaceans.

The most playful of all our large

whales are the humpbacks, and conse-
quently they are the most interesting to

the photographer. Jumping or "breach-

ing" is one of their most spectacular

performances, and it is truly a wonderful
sight. The first time I ever saw a hump-
back "breach" was off the Vancouver
Island coast while on board the ship

Orion. We had sighted a lone bull

whale late in the afternoon, and for two
hours the little ship had been hanging
doggedly to the chase.

The whale seemed to know exactly the

number of fathoms at which the harpoon
gun was effective and gauged the dis-

tance accurately, always coming up just
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DRAWING A FINBACK UP ON T

out of range. Sometimes the animal
thrust its entire head and fore part of
the body out of the water, with a loud,

whistling spout, sinking back out of

sight before the ship could swing about.

Again, it inverted itself and, with the

entire posterior part out of the water,

began to wave the gigantic flukes back
and forth. The motion was slow and
dignified at first, the flukes not touching
the water on either side. Faster and
faster they waved, until they were lash-

ing the water into foam and sending
clouds of spray high into the air ; then
slowly the action ceased and the whale
sank out of sight. The ship was not
far from the animal as it went down
and I stood waiting on the gun platform,

when suddenly the water parted directly

E ways to be cut up : japan

in front of us and with a rush that sent

its huge, black body five feet clear of the

surface the whale shot into the air, fins

extended, and fell back on its side, sink-

ing slowly out of sight amid a perfect

cloud of spray.

THE SE)I, OR SARDINE WHALE

While in Japan during 1910 I had an
opportunity to study in considerable de-

tail a species which has never before
been reported in numbers from the

North Pacific. This is the sei whale of

the Norwegians and the "Iwashi kujira"

(sardine whale) of the Japanese. It is

not a large animal, seldom exceeding 54
feet, and is formed on slender, graceful

lines, much like the finback. Its colora-

tion also resembles in a general way the

1
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STRIPPING THK ELESH PROM THE SKELETON OP A GIANT PlNBACK WHALE ' JAPAN

latter species, but it can be readily dis-

tinguished by its high, falcate dorsal fin.

The sei whale has a habit of swim-
ming just below the surface, sometimes
with the dorsal fin exposed, and when
feeding will travel for a considerable

distance in this manner. It is a difficult

whale to shoot, because the back is

arched but slightly when the animal
dives and only a comparatively small

part of its body is shown above the water
at one time. I have seen a sardine whale,
rising almost under the bows of a ship,

suddenly check its upward rush and dash
along just below the surface, the vessel

going at full speed beside it in order to

be within range when it finally rose to

spout (see pages 420 and 421).
It is most interesting to watch these

beautiful animals pursuing a school of

sardines, twisting their lithe bodies as

they whirl along after the terrified, skip-

ping fish, sometimes throwing themselves
half out of the water in their eagerness.

But, like the other finners, they will al-

ways eat shrimp, if it is obtainable, in

preference to anything else.

WHALES ARE DEVOTED TO THEIR CALVES

All the large whales show great affec-

tion for their young, and the cows and
calves will seldom leave each other when
pursued by a ship. I remember at one
time in Alaska, on board the steamship
Tyee, Jr., we had sighted a female fin-

back with a young one about 30 feet

long beside her. They were not difficult

to approach, and as the old whale rose
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LIFTING A GIANT FINBACK WHALE OUT OF THE) WATER SO THAT THE CUTTERS CAN
GET AT IT (SEE PAGE 433)

to spout not five fathoms from the ves-

sel's nose, the gunner fired, killing her
almost instantly. The calf, although
badly frightened, continued to swim in

a circle about the ship, and finally, when
its dead mother had been hoisted to the

surface, the little fellow came alongside

so close that I could have struck him
with a stone. During the time that the

carcass was being inflated and the gun
reloaded, the calf was constantly within

a few fathoms of the ship, swimming
around and around, sometimes rubbing
itself against the body of its dead mother.
Finally a harpoon was sent crashing into

its side, and it sank without a struggle.

PECULIARITIES OF WHALES

The feeding operations of the hump-
back, blue, and finback whales are car-

ried on in essentially the same way and
are most interesting to watch. If the

"feed" happens to be floating at the sur-

face, as is frequently the case in the

morning and evening, the action can be
easily seen. The whale opens its mouth,
takes in a great quantity of water con-
taining numbers of the floating shrimp,
turns on its side, and brings the pon-
derous lower jaw upward, closing the

mouth. The great, flexible tongue, filling

the space between the rows of baleen,

forces out the water, leaving the little

shrimp, which have been strained out by
the bristles on the inner side of the

whalebone plates. The fin and one lobe

of the flukes are thrust into the air as

the mouth is closed, and sometimes the

animal rolls from side to side. At this

time the whales are careless of danger
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HOISTING ON THE WHARF PARTS OF THE WHALE SHOWN IN THE PRECEDING PICTURE

and pay not the slightest attention to the
ship which is hunting them.
The distance traversed by whales when

beneath the surface depends entirely

upon circumstances. When there is little

feed and the animals are constantly mov-
ing or "traveling," they may rise to spout
several miles from the place of last ap-

pearance. If, on the contrary, feed is

abundant, they may blow again within a

short distance of the point at which they

disappeared, and continue for several

hours within two or three miles of the

same spot.

There is a belief current among fisher-

men that whales can remain under
water for a very long time without com-
ing to the surface. This owes its origin

to the fact that whales will suddenly
appear when for hours before there had
been no sign of a spout, even at a dis-

tance. I believe this idea may be ac-

counted for by the hypothesis that the

animals frequently swim great distances

at considerable speed without appearing
to blow. The longest period of sub-

mergence for finbacks which I actually

timed by my watch was 23 minutes, but
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POSTERIOR PART OP A SFJ OR SARDINE WPIALE DRAWN UPON THE WHARP : JAPAN

This picture shows very distinctly the layer of blubber, or fat, which covers the entire body
of all whales—the white layer enveloping the dark flesh (see page 414)
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SKULL OF A BLUL WHALE SENT TO THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OE NATURAL HISTORY

FROM JAPAN

there is little doubt but that most large

whales can remain under water a con-

siderably longer time.

Both humpbacks and finbacks, when
two or more individuals are together,

will frequently swim side by side so

closely as to almost touch each other,

leaving the surface and reappearing
again at exactly the same instant. Also
a school, when separated by perhaps
many hundred yards, will disappear as

though at a given signal, double under
water, and rise again a mile away, all

blowing at the same time. How they
communicate with each other—for it

seems that they must do so—is a mys-
tery for which I cannot even suggest an
explanation.

THE GIANT SPERM WHALE

No mammal which inhabits the sea is

more extraordinary and grotesque in

appearance than is the heavy-bodied,

square-nosed sperm whale, and I suppose

no mammal could furnish a more inter-

esting study to the naturalist. At very

few of the shore stations are sperms
taken, but in the north of Japan, during

August and September, they are killed

in numbers (see pp. 434, 436, and 438).
Instead of having plates of baleen, this

whale carries a row of 20 to 25 heavy
teeth on each side of the lower jaw.

These fit into sockets in the roof of the

mouth and assist in holding the giant

squid and cuttle-fish on which the enor-

mous animal feeds. Since the squid
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WHALE MEAT READY TO BE SHIPPED TO THE MARKETS I JAPAN

In Japan hundreds of tons of whale meat are sold in the markets of all the large towns
to people too poor to buy beef. The usual price is 7 or 8 cents per pound. One whale
yields as much meat as a herd of ioo cattle (see page 425).

seldom gets far out of the warm cur-

rents, the sperm does not go into the cold

water, but cruises about in the tropics

and in the Gulf and Japan streams.

In the upper portion of the head the

whale has an immense oil-tank in which
the valuable ''spermaceti" is found in a

liquid condition and from which it may
be dipped out with a bucket when an
incision has been made. Erom a sperm
whale 60 feet in length which was sent

to the Museum from Japan, 20 barrels

of spermaceti were taken out of the

"case" and the surrounding fat. This
oil congeals as soon as it is cooled by the

air, but the natural heat of the body
keeps it in a liquid condition until the

case is opened.
The sperm whale is the animal which

yields ambergris, the valuable substance

used so extensively in the manufacture
of our best perfumes. Ambergris is only

found in "sick" whales ; that is, its pres-

ence is not normal, but is caused by a

pathological condition of the intestines.

It has been found floating upon the

water, and is also taken from the intes-

tines themselves after the whale has died

or has been killed. It is used as a vehicle

for perfumes and not as an odor itself.



A LAND OF DROUGHT AND DESERT-
LOWER CALIFORNIA

Two Thousand Miles on Horseback Through the

Most Extraordinary Cacti Forests

in the World

By E. W. Nelson

Of the U. S. Department of Agriculture

With Photographs by B. A. Goldman

LOWER CALIFORNIA is the long,

narrow peninsula that projects

about 800 miles southeasterly from
the southern border of California. Its

width varies from about 30 to over 100

miles, and its irregular coast-line, over

2,000 miles long, is bordered by numer-

ous islands. Being mainly a mountainous,

desert region, it is thinly peopled and
presents many sharply contrasting con-

ditions. Here low, sun-scorched plains,

where death by thirst awaits the unwary
traveler, lie close to the bases of towering

granite peaks, belted with waving pine

forests and capped in winter by gleaming

snow.
Vast desolate plateaus of ragged black

lava embosom gem-like valleys, where
verdure-bordered streams and the spread-

ing fronds of date palms recall the mys-
terious hidden vales of the "Arabian
Nights." Its western coast is bathed by
cool waters and abundant fogs, while

the eastern shore is laved by the waves
of a warm inland sea, sparkling under
almost continuous sunshine.

Although adjoining some of our best-

known territory and with a recorded
history which goes back almost four
centuries and teems with varied events,

the peninsula still remains one of the

least - known parts of North America.
The early chronicles tell of its discovery

in 1533 by an expedition sent out by
Cortes in search of a fabulously rich

island said to have been inhabited by
Amazons.

THE PATIENT WORK OF THE JESUITS

It has been estimated that at the time
of its discovery the peninsula, including
many of the bordering islands, was peo-
pled by about 25,000 Indians. The in-

habitants vigorously resented the intru-

sion of newcomers, and for more than
a century efforts to establish military
colonies in the new land resulted in dis-

astrous failures. Then the occupation of
Lower California was put in the hands
of the Jesuits, and their missionaries

were wonderfully successful. They ex-
plored all parts of the peninsula and es-

tablished missions throughout most of
its extent, at the same time introducing
many of the crops and fruits of the old
world.

In addition they established the three

main trails, which extend practically the

entire length of the peninsula and to this

day serve as the regular routes of travel.

One leads along each coast and the third

down the mountainous interior. The
coast trails are easier to travel, because
less broken ; but the middle one is most
used, owing to its better grazing and
more numerous water-holes. We fol-

lowed this route most of the time, but at

intervals changed back and forth to the

others.
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forest of THE "cirio" (Idria columnaris) , near san Fernando

This tree is one of the strange desert plants peculiar to Lower California. It varies from
30 to 60 feet in height, and is covered by numberless short and extremely thorny branchlets
with small leaves. The flowers are pale yellow and grow in tufts on the ends of numerous
long, slender stems at the extreme tops of the trees. The bark is pale greenish yellow (see
pages 449 and 461).

In the south we traversed long sections
of trails which had been made passable
by laboriously clearing away great quan-
tities of broken lava, where otherwise
the route would have been impracticable.

These were bits of the "Camino Real,"
or Royal Highway, made centuries be-

fore by the Indians under direction of
the early missionaries. These roads are
all foot-trails, wagon roads only existing

in detached stretches here and there.

Two wagon roads cross the peninsula,

one from Ensenada to San Eelipe Bay,
branching in the interior to Calexico on
the California border, and another from

La Paz to Todos Santos. Two others

penetrate the northern part of the penin-

sula from the border, one down the top

of the Laguna Hansen Mountains and
the other along the coast from near San
Diego to below San Quintin. Three or

four of these roads penetrate the inte-

rior from landing places on the west
coast, usually leading to some mining
camp.
Today the Indians have vanished from

all parts of their former territory, ex-

cept a few in the extreme northern end
of the peninsula. Some of the old mis-

sion churches are still in use, but most
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of the missions are represented by frag-

ments of ruined walls and choked irri-

gating ditches.

The records of the dangers and obsta-

cles met and overcome by such men as

Padres Salvatierra, Kino, and Ugarte in

their peaceable conquest of the peninsula

excite one's deepest admiration. The
work they accomplished and their re-

sourcefulness and steadfast courage en-

title them to a place in the front ranks

of those stout-hearted pioneer explorers

who first made known the wildest parts

of America.

THE HIDING-PLACE OF FREEBOOTERS

During one period in its history the

southern shores of the peninsula served
as the lurking place of Sir Francis Drake
and other freebooters lying in wait for

the treasure-laden Spanish galleons on
their annual voyages from Manila to

Mexico.
Afterwards, during the first two-

thirds of the last century, those shores
were visited by numerous half-pirate

smugglers and by fleets of whalers and
sealers, drawn there by the swarming
abundance of whales, fur seal, sea ele-

phants, and sea otter. So ruthless was
the pursuit of these animals that in a
few decades they were on the verge of
extermination, and the business ended,
apparently forever.

The pearl fisheries of the Gulf coast
were extremely productive at first and
furnished the Spanish court with some
of its richest jewels. Pearl-fishing still

survives as a profitable industry, and is

in the hands of two or three concession-
aires with headquarters at La Paz (see
also page 457).

THE UNITED STATES HAVE TWICE HELD
POSSESSION OF LOWER CALIFORNIA

It may be unknown to many that the
United States or its citizens have twice
had complete possession of Lower Cali-

fornia. During the Mexican War, in

1847, tne forces of the United States
occupied the principal points in the penin-
sula and declared it American territory,

but relinquished it at the close of hostili-

ties. In i853-
,

54 it was again captured
and a government temporarily organized
by bands of American filibusters under
Walker. This ill-advised venture lacked

support and quickly came to a disastrous

end.

During the last half century all parts

of the peninsula have been visited,

mainly by Americans, in search of mines
and other natural resources, but little of

the knowledge thus gained has become
available to the public. Gold, silver,

copper, iron, and other minerals and
much fertile land have been found, but

the scarcity of water, fuel, forage, and
the difficulties of transportation have
united with other causes to bring about
many failures in the attempts to develop
these resources.

A few silver mines, notably at Triunfo,

in the south, and Las Flores, on the

Gulf coast, have been worked profitably.

Onyx is mined and shipped to Califor-

nia, and enormous salt deposits exist on
the shores of the Santa Clara Desert and
on Carmen Island ( see also page 465 )

.

The most extensive and successful

mining enterprise the peninsula has

known is that of El Boleo Company, at

Santa Rosalia, on the Gulf coast, where
a French company has one of the largest

producing copper mines in the world,

which supports a town of about 8,000
people. Considerable prospecting for

mines is still being done, mostly by
Americans, and efforts are being made
to develop mines at various points, al-

ways in the face of many serious obsta-

cles.

Americans have made a number of

attempts to establish agricultural enter-

prises and colonies
;
but, with the excep-

tion of the recent development of agri-

cultural lands by use of water from the

Colorado River, immediately south of

the border, opposite the Imperial Valley,

California, these efforts have been al-

most uniformly unsuccessful.

TWO TFIOUSAND MILES ON HORSEBACK IN
THE DESERT

In connection with our work, a pre-

liminary boat expedition was made by
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Mr. Goldman with Dr. D. T. MacDougal,
of the Carnegie Institution, to the delta

of the Colorado in March and April,

when the flood-plain of the Hardy River,

at the base of the Cocopah Mountains,
was covered with water.

In May we proceeded to Ensenada, a

small port on the west coast of the pen-

insula, about 75 miles south of San
Diego, to outfit for our long journey.

This place is at the head of a small bay,

with the steep slopes of the coast moun-
tains rising a short distance inland.

Some years ago Ensenada had a tempo-
rary "boom" while efforts were being

made to establish an agricultural colony

there. At the time of our visit the town
was more deserted than usual, owing to

the number of people who had gone to

seek employment on the irrigation works
of Imperial Valley. This town is the

main port of the northern part of the

peninsula as well as the capital of the

northern district. Lower California has

a territorial form of government, and,

owing to its great length, is divided near
the middle into a northern and a south-

ern district, Ensenada and La Paz being

the capitals of their respective districts.

The governor of the northern district,

Colonel Celso Vega, received us courte-

ously and did everything in his power to

forward the object of our visit. After
some delay we secured the services of

two Mexicans, who claimed to know the

trails and water-holes along our intended
route, with four saddle-horses and four

pack-mules. Many of our self-consti-

tuted advisers predicted a sad ending to

our journey, comforting us with the

assurance that we should have secured
saddle-mules in place of horses, for the

latter would never carry us half way
across the desert. It is no doubt true

that mules are better fitted for desert

work, but our horses, with a single ex-

ception, made the entire journey.

During the next 10 months we trav-

ersed the entire length of the peninsula
and crossed it eight times from shore to

shore, traveling on horseback a distance

of more than 2,000 miles, in addition to

several boat trips to islands offshore.

THE COUNTRY IS MAINLY MOUNTAINOUS

Lower California is mainly mountain-
ous, with irregular plains, mainly along

the Pacific coast, and smaller plains and
valleys here and there along the Gulf
coast and in the more elevated interior.

In climatic and other physical features
the northern third of the peninsula is a
continuation of extreme southern Cali-

fornia, with local modifications. In the
east the southern end of the Colorado
Desert crosses the border and continues
down the Gulf coast to San Felipe Bay,
but is more broken by desert mountains
than on the Californian side of the line.

The part of the desert lying immediately
south of the Californian border, with
Mexicali as its chief town, is already
being improved by irrigation from the
Colorado, and will share with the adja-
cent Imperial Valley of California in

extensive agricultural development from
this source.

Along the Pacific side a low range of
coast mountains rise from 1,000 to 4,000
feet a short distance inland and extend
over 100 miles southerly from the bor-
der. Back of this range lie a series of
narrow valleys, beyond which rises the

main interior mountain range, forming
the backbone of the peninsula. These
mountains constitute a high, narrow
range over 150 miles long extending
southeasterly from the California border.

The southern section of this range, form-
ing the San Pedro Martir Mountains,
rises from 6,000 to over 10,000 feet

above the sea and has a rugged and
broken crest with bench-like valleys.

These are the highest and most pictur-

esque mountains in the peninsula. From
their bold summits one has a superb
view across the Colorado Desert, with

its barren ranges far below appearing
like the ridges on a relief map. To the

northeast a distant silvery line marks the

course of the Colorado, while to the east

one's vision crosses the shining waters
of the Gulf of California to mountain
ranges in the far interior of Sonora.
The San Pedro Martir range bears a

striking resemblance, on a smaller scale,
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to the southern part of the Sierra Ne-
vada in the Mount Whitney section.

This range is composed of pale gray

granite, and has a gradual slope through

series of foothills to the west and a pre-

cipitous escarpment 3,000 to 8,000 feet

high fronting the desert on the east.

The only pine forest in Lower Cali-

fornia occupies the top of these moun-
tains and extends almost the entire length

of the range. It forms a narrow belt of

rather scrubby yellow pines, with many
Murray pines and a few sugar pines and
incense cedars on the San Pedro Martir

Mountains. At present this timber is of

little value, while the growth is so widely

scattered and difficult of access that

much of it will always remain of no
economic value. From the southern end
of San Pedro Martir Mountains the

main mountains of the peninsula con-

tinue as a lower, broader, and much
more broken chain, made up of detached

ridges, spurs, and occasional isolated

peaks. These mountains lie almost

wholly in the eastern half of the penin-

sula and often form a precipitous shore-

line, sometimes for long distances along

the Gulf.

Lower scattered ranges and foothills

sometimes border the Pacific coast, but

coastal plains extend for hundreds of

miles along that shore. From the north-

ern border southerly to near La Paz the

general elevated interior backbone is con-

tinuous, but at this point the mountains

descend to a broad, low plain, which ex-

tends across the peninsula from shore to

shore and isolates the mountains of the

extreme southern end from those of the

north.

The mountains from La Paz north to

the middle of the peninsula are chiefly

volcanic. On the Gulf side these vol-

canic ranges have an abrupt slope ; on
the westerly side they form great lava-

covered, sloping plateaus, broken by
crater cones and scored and gashed by
huge ragged canyons from 1,000 to 3,000

feet deep. This volcanic region contains

some of the wildest and most desolate

scenery imaginable, in the midst of which
are set oases which include the most

beautiful inhabited places in the penin-

sula (see pages 456-459).

AN UNSUCCESSFUL COLONY

Three extended desert plains border
the Pacific coast and are separated by
low coastal mountains. The smallest

and most northerly of these plains lies

about San Quintin Bay and contains

much fertile land and considerable water
at moderate depth, although there is little

on the surface. An unsuccessful attempt
was made to colonize these lands on a

large scale at the same time the effort

already referred to was made at En-
senada. A large flour-mill was built at

the head of San Quintin Bay, to grind

the wheat the colonists were to grow,
and a railroad started and built a few
miles northward on its way to San
Diego, where it was to carry the product
of the mill ! The little village of San
Quintin, now consisting of a customs-
house, a store, and a few dwelling-houses

back from a small wharf, is the supply
point for American prospectors and
miners working among the barren moun-
tains of this region.

From a few miles south of San Quin-
tin to Santa Rosalia Bay the west coast

is hilly. South of the last-named bay a

great plain, the largest on the peninsula,

comes in and extends for over 150 miles

southward and from 40 to 50 miles in-

land. This is the Santa Clara Desert,

which became known to many adventur-
ous prospectors when the Santa Clara

"dry placers" were discovered. These
placers are on the seaward slope of the

Santa Clara range, which borders the

coast southeasterly from Cape San Eu-
genio, and their discovery led to a rush

in 1900, but the scarcity of water on this

inhospitable desert soon caused them to

be abandoned. Santo Domingo Bay, on
the northern border of this desert, is the

landing place for supplies for the small

mining camps of Calmalli and Campo
Aleman, to which a good wagon road
leads straight away into the interior.

A NOTED BREEDING RESORT LOR WHALES

A little further south lies Scammon
Lagoon, once a noted breeding resort for
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the; old mission trail oe the interior, leading through a forest oe desert

plants near san fernando

This trail, as were all the main trails in Lower California, was made bv the Jesuits two
or three centuries ago. The pole-like trees are the "cirio" (Idria columnaris) : the manv-
branched shrub on the left is an "ocotilla" (Fouquiera splendens), which bears a brush-like

mass of brilliant red flowers at the tips of the stalks. Small oval leaves grow along the stems.
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PLAIN OF SAN AUGUSTIN

A sterile district, where small agaves are numerous, with a few yuccas, Fouquieras, and
several species of small cactuses. The tall "poles" are the flower stalks of the Agave shawii

whales, which animals suffered the usual

fate of their kind and were killed or

driven away by the whalers. All of this

coast from Cape San Eugenio to Ense-
nada once abounded with whales, sea

elephants, fur seal, and sea otter. One
of the first missionaries who visited the

coast near Cape San Eugenio speaks of

the abundance of the sea otter and the

ease with which his Indian companions
killed them. These animals were still

plentiful in 1809, when the American
smuggling and trading ship Dromio vis-

ited Ensenada and bartered with the na-

tives for 1,700 sea-otter skins.

At the extreme head of Scammon
Lagoon, in the Santa Clara Desert, is an

enormous deposit of rock-salt, and a

similar deposit exists on the southern

end of this desert, near Ballenas Bay.

Water is so scarce on this plain and there

are so many rainless seasons that there is

little prospect for any agricultural de-

velopment (see pages 445 and 465).
South of the Santa Clara Desert the

hills again border the coast for a few

miles and then give way to the Magda-
lena Plains. This is another low coastal

area which extends southeasterly along

shore to Magdalena Bay and beyond, a

distance of more than 200 miles. It

varies from 10 to 30 miles in width and
contains a large amount of fertile land,

though surface water is extremely scanty.

Water exists at moderate depth in many
places, and one artesian well is flowing

near the northern end of the plains.

THE; AMERICAN ATTEMPTS TO COLONIZE
MAGDAEENA BAY UNSUCCESSFUL,

In 1870 an American colonization

company, owning a large concession of

land on Magdalena Plain, made an at-

tempt to establish a colony on an open
area known as the Llano de Yrais, bor-

dering Magdalena Bay. In common
with all other attempts to colonize the

peninsula, this effort was a complete
failure and was soon abandoned.

It was discovered, however, that the

orchilla, a lichen resembling Spanish
moss and growing abundantly on the
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desert shrubs and small trees on this

plain, was valuable for dyeing purposes.

The firm of Flores, Hale & Co. secured
a concession of a great tract of land,

built warehouses on Magdalena Island,

and established a flourishing industry in

gathering this plant and shipping it to

Europe. Eventually the discovery of

chemically produced dyes destroyed the

market for orchilla, and the possessions

•of the original company have passed

into the hands of "The Chartered Com-
pany of Lower California," an American
corporation, which owns a belt of land

about 15 miles wide along the coast from
23

0
30' to 29

0
north latitude, covering an

area of about 4,000,000 acres. This com-
pany has fine headquarters on Magdalena
Island and many cattle on the neighbor-

ing plains, from which they supply fresh

beef to vessels which visit the bay. Their
headquarter cattle-ranch is at Soledad,

50 miles north of the bay. We were
hospitably entertained at both places by
the resident manager, Mr. W. J. Heney.

MAGDALENA BAY IS AN IDEAL HARBOR

Magdalena Bay is a beautiful land-

locked harbor, with the narrow entrance
guarded by the headlands of high,

mountainous ridges extending back some
distance on Magdalena and Margarita
islands. The bay is about 15 miles

across, with low, sandy shores on the

eastern or mainland side and to the north
and northwest. Magdalena village is on
the western side of the bay, on the island

of the same name, at the head of Man-o'-
War Cove, a fine, sheltered nook formed
by a curve in the mountainous shore, a
few miles inside the entrance to the bay.

The absolute shelter within this bay
and its delightful, sunny winter climate

has for years made it a favorite winter

practice ground for our Pacific fleet. On
some flat land half a mile from the vil-

lage on Magdalena Island are some low
breastworks where the sailors formerly
practiced shore-drill, but I was told this

had been stopped, owing to protests from
the Mexicans.
While we were at Magdalena the Ger-

man training ship Falke came in and

spent several days at both day and night

practice. The activity of the night prac-

tice on one occasion gave us an uncom-
fortable half hour when we were cross-

ing the bay in a small sloop. We were
about half way across when the search-

lights played over the water and firing

began at target rafts, apparently too near

our direction for comfort. However,
we must have been seen, for the firing

quickly ceased until we were well out of

line. The officers and crew were a fine

lot of men, and I was much interested

to note the keen desire of the commander
for information of every kind concern-

ing the country we had traversed.

OUR PRESENT COALING STATION IN EOWER
CALIFORNIA IS NOT COMPARABLE

TO MAGDALENA BAY

The sailing route of steamers up and
down the Pacific coast, whether to Mexi-
can ports or to Panama, passes within
sight of the entrance to Magdalena Bay,
thus making it an ideal point for a coal-

ing station. For many years the United
States has had a naval coaling station in

Lower California, located at Pichilinque,

on the easterly side of La Paz Bay.
This station is on the shore of an open
bay in the Gulf of California and can be
reached only by leaving the regular line

of travel down the Pacific coast, round-
ing the southern end of the peninsula,

and steaming up the Gulf a distance of
over 200 miles ofT the route to Panama.
An exchange of location of this station

from its present site to Magdalena Bay
would add greatly to its accessibility

and usefulness. The only drawback to

Magdalena Bay for this purpose is the

scarcity of fresh water. It may be added
that this place is about 1,100 miles from
San Francisco, directly on the route to

Panama.
At the extreme southern end of the

peninsula the small town of San Jose del

Cabo, containing a population of about

1,600, is located in a fertile little valley,

where sugar-cane and other crops are

grown. This is the largest agricultural

town in the peninsula. Coasting steam-
ers stop here regularly, lying ofT the open
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NATIVE HOUSES AMONG THE DATE PALMS IN THE VAEEEY AT SAN IGNACIO

Over 50,000 date-palm trees are growing in this beautiful oasis

beach, to take on or leave passengers

and freight.

EA PAZ IS AN ATTRACTIVE TOWN

La Paz, the oldest and most attractive

town in Lower California, is at the head
of La Paz Bay, in the Gulf. It is the

capital of the southern district and the

chief commercial port of the peninsula,

containing nearly 6,000 people. The
streets are well laid out and there are

some excellent stores and many com-
fortable houses. The gardens are filled

with palms and various tropical fruit

trees, which give the place a strongly

tropical appearance though set in the

midst of an excessively arid desert plain.

Water is abundant near the surface and
is pumped for irrigation purposes. La
Paz has always been the base of the pearl

fisheries, which extend along the east

coast of the peninsula and far down the

west coast of the Mexican mainland.

North of La Paz the only towns on the

Gulf coast are the small agricultural set-

tlements at Loreto and Mulege and the

busy mining camp of Santa Rosalia, the

largest town in Lower California.

A EAND OP EITTEE RAIN

The climate of Lower California in

general is hot and arid, as evidenced by
the existing desert conditions. In the

northern part conditions are closely like

those in the adjoining parts of southern

California ; in the middle they are more
arid, but the extreme southern end,

though arid tropical, has more regular

summer rains. The rainfall on the pen-

insula comes from two sources. The
winter rainy season along the north

Pacific coast extends commonly over the

northern parts of Lower California, and
sometimes winter storms reach its ex-

treme southern end. In summer the

tropical rainy season extends across

from the Mexican mainland to the south-

ern end, and sporadic storms sometimes
reach the northern border. The penin-
sula lies on the outer borders of the areas

covered by both these rainy seasons and
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INTERIOR OF THATCHED SHELTERS IN FRONT OF HOUSES IN DATE-PAEM GROVES AT
SAN IGNACIO

These are general living-rooms in hot weather. Note porous water-jar on left, in which
drinking water is kept cool by evaporation from the outside of the jar

receives from them but scanty and un-
certain precipitation.

Light frosts occur in winter on all the

lowlands except a narrow belt along the

immediate shore-line. At higher eleva-

tions, especially in the north, frosts are

severe, and snow falls from one to six

feet deep on the San Pedro Martir

Mountains, where it sometimes remains
for several months. The cool northwest
winds and accompanying fogs on the

west coast render the climate there much
cooler and more agreeable in summer
than that of the Gulf side, which is ex-

cessively hot and dry, temperatures com-
monly going far above ioo° Fahrenheit
in the shade.

The peninsula suffers long periods of

drought, during which no rainfall suffi-

cient to start vegetation occurs over large

areas for periods of from three to five

years. These dry periods may be suc-

ceeded by torrential rains, which sweep
the country and roll great floods down
the usually dry water-courses to the sea.

During the long rainless periods the

smaller desert herbage crumbles and is

blown away, leaving the ground between
the larger woody and fleshy plants as

bare as though swept, and the larger

plants become more or less dormant.
With the heavy rains which follow, the

bare earth is covered as by magic with
an abundance of small flowering herbage
and the larger plants burst forth into

flower and foliage.
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mm

OLD MISSION CHURCH AT SAN 1GNACIO, BUII.T IN 1 728

THERE ARK NO STREAMS OR RIVERS

As a consequence of the lack of rain,

surface water is very scarce and limited

mainly to isolated water-holes in the

rocks, or to springs from which small

streams flow a short distance and then

sink in the thirsty earth. In all its ex-

tended shore-line of more than 2,000

miles, only four or five small permanent

streams reach the seashore, and all but

one or two of these have their origin in

springs rising a few miles inland, in the

dry beds of canyons or other drainage

channels.

The Rio Santo Domingo is the one

living stream within the peninsula which

flows on the surface from its source to

the sea throughout the year. It rises

high up on the west side of the San
Pedro Martir Mountains and flows into

the Pacific north of San Quintin.

This river—which is only a fair-sized

creek—also has the distinction of being

the only stream in Lower California

which contains brook trout. In its course

through a canyon in the foothills above
San Antonio ranch we found many trout

from 6 to 15 inches long. These proved
to be a new species, related to the rain-

bow trout of California.

The next permanent stream, the Ar-
royo del Rosario, south of San Quintin,

rises in the dry water-course and flows a
few miles in the lower part of its channel

to the sea. From this point southeasterly

no flowing stream touches the shore until

the mouth of the Arroyo de Todas San-
tos is reached, a distance of about 700
miles along the coast-line.

The eastern shore of the peninsula is

even more poorly provided with running
water, as the stream at Mulege is the

only one until the mighty Colorado pours
its flood into the head of the Gulf. In
many places along both shores, however,
good water may be obtained a few feet

below the surface in flats or in the bot-
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toms of some of the numerous dry drain-

age channels leading down from the in-

terior. Many small streams flow varying

distances, up to 10 or 15 miles, in the

bottoms of canyons in the high interior

and then sink in the bottom of the

washes. Some of them are large enough
to irrigate hundreds of acres of land and
support little isolated communities, as

those in San Ignacio, La Purisima, or

Comondu valleys. Owing to the cooler

temperatures and more regular rainfall

on the high mountains, there is a con-

siderable area of pine forest in the north

and a small area of scrubby oaks and
pines in the extreme south.

THE MOST EXTRAORDINARY FXORA IN THE
WORLD

The isolation of the desert lowlands
of Lower California, combined with al-

ternations of long - continued droughts
and heavy rains, has resulted in the de-

velopment of the richest and most extra-

ordinary desert flora in the world, of

which the accompanying photographs
give an imperfect idea. For days our
trail led through a wild profusion of

gnarled and thorny growths made up of

many species. At other times the growth
was thinly scattered and other species

came in, or a forest made up almost en-

tirely of agaves or yuccas extended for

miles, to be succeeded by other combi-
nations.

Although familiar with the varied

types of plant life, from the stunted

growth of Arctic tundras to the exuber-

ant foliage of the humid tropics, I have
never seen such a fantastic riot of extra-

ordinary forms as that afforded by the

flora of Lower California. The combi-
nations of species were often wonder-
fully picturesque and gave the landscape

an individuality unlike anything to be
found elsewhere. Many of these strange

scenes seemed fit abiding places for the

animal life of an earlier age rather than

the familiar species of today. The mid-
dle section of the peninsula in particular

appeared to be common ground for an
extraordinary abundance of strange des-

ert types of vegetation.

The cirio (Idria columnaris) is pecu-
liar to this region and one of the most
abundant and unusual of them all. It

has a tall, tapering trunk 20 to 50 feet

high, with pale yellowish bark, many ex-
tremely thorny branchlets along its entire

length, and tufts of small yellowish flow-

ers on the end of long, slender stalks at

the extreme tip. Thin forests of these

pole-like trees cover hundreds of miles
of the interior (see pictures, pp. 444-9).

Cactuses of many kinds abounded,
varying from giants standing with mass-
ive fluted trunks 50 to 60 feet tall to little

straggling-stemmed species too weak to

hold themselves upright. The fruit of
many of these cactuses are edible and
much sought for by birds and mammals.
They were once one of the main crops
of the Indians who lived in this arid re-

gion. The cactus forests often form
impenetrable thorny jungles through
which it was impossible to pass and
which caused long detours when we left

the trails.

THE CREEPING DEVIL CACTUS

After months among these thorny
plants we supposed we had seen them
in all their eccentric variations of form.

One morning, however, while crossing

the Llano de Yrais, in front of Magda-
lena Bay, I rode out from a dense growth
of bushes into an open area and pulled

up my horse in amazement at sight of

the most extraordinary of them all. Be-
fore me was a great bed of the creep-

ing devil cactus, which appeared like a

swarm of gigantic caterpillars creeping

in all directions. These plants actually

travel away from the common center of

the group, and I saw many single sec-

tions 20 to 30 yards away from the

others. The part of the stem resting on
the ground sends down rootlets and the

older stems die in the rear at about the

same rate as they grow in front, so

they slowly move away from the colony

across the flats where they live ( see pic-

ture, page 466).
Another most remarkable plant is

the elephant wood (Veatchia discolor),

which, like the cirio, is confined to the
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GUAJ ADEMI, AN ABANDONED RANCH NORTHERLY FROM FA LURISIMA

Note the extensive stone walls. Americans have made a number of attempts to establish

agricultural enterprises and colonies; but, with the exception of the recent development of
agricultural lands by use of water from the Colorado River, immediately south of the border,
opposite the Imperial Valley, California, these efforts have been almost uniformly unsuccessful.
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WATER-HOLE AT SAN ANGEL, ON THE EASTERN BORDER OE THE SANTA CLARA DESERT,

20 MILES WESTERLY FROM SAN IGNACIO

"I have come repeatedly to solitary water-holes, in the hottest weather, a long march
from any other water, and found the loose earth about their borders undisturbed by tracks

except those of birds, while within a few rods were tracks where wandering deer and rabbits

had fed day after day with absolute indifference to the proximity of water. A large number
of the smaller kinds of desert mammals, rats, rabbits, etc., never drink water. Apparently
they never know thirst or the delight of quenching it" ( see page 467).

middle parts of the peninsula, but occurs
also on Cedros Island. It is a curious

dropsical-appearing tree, from three to

six feet high, with a trunk measuring
a foot or two in diameter at the base

and sending out thick, wide-spreading,

contorted branches. Both trunk and
branches are covered with a smooth-
skinned bark lying in thick folds and
curves, as though much swollen ( see pic-

ture, page 460).
Here and there we saw combinations

of plant forms so beautiful and strange

as to suggest the flora of a past geologic

age. This was specially notable in the

Arroyo de Catavifia, a broad, dry wash
of white sand winding through a shallow

valley in a granite plain. Along the bot-

tom near the wash were little groups of
exquisitely graceful palms, their beauty
heightened by the formal stiffness of

their neighbors, the tall cirios, cactuses,,

and Fouquieras (see picture, page 452).
For hundreds of miles our route lay

through these curious forests, and we
found them most impressive when we
were obliged to make long night inarches

to reach distant water-holes. For hours

we rode silently in the brilliant moon-
light through an unbroken succession of

grotesque forms, half revealed by the

uncertain light, until we seemed to be

traveling in the unreal world of some
fantastic imagination. On these occa-

sions we traveled until the moon went
down and left us in the black darkness.
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THE BEST HARBOR ON THE PACIFIC COAST SOUTH OE CALIFORNIA : MAN-o'-WAR COVE,

MAGDALENA BAY (SEE PAGE 455)
With the village of Magdalena in the foreground and Margarita Island showing dimly

in the distance. The entrance to Magdalena Bay is behind the southerly end of Magdalena
Island, shown in this view, and in front of Margarita Island.

FLOODED PLAIN BORDERING MAGDALENA BAY, IN DECEMBER

The desert vegetation standing in the water made a strange and fantastic landscape
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GATHERING ROCK-SALT FROM THE GREAT SALT BED ON THE SANTA CLARA DESERT,

WEST OE SAN IGNACIO (SEE PAGE 445)

Enormous salt deposits exist on this desert and elsewhere in Lower California

that followed to make camp as we could.

Our camp men then gave us the benefit

of their desert craft by setting fire to a

dense group of half-dry yuccas, which
almost at once set up a splendid torch-

like red flame 8 or io feet high, bril-

liantly illuminating a broad circle for

about half an hour, thus giving us ample
time to unload the mules and arrange
camp. Yuccas are fired in this way, also,

to bring together members of a party

when separated at night.

HONEY-BEES IN THE DESERT

During our stay in the pine-forested

highlands of the San Pedro Martir
Mountains we were interested to find

swarms of wild honey-bees rather com-
mon in hollow trees up at least to an
altitude of 8,ooo feet. These were the

descendants of swarms escaped from the

bee-farms of southern California. Later,

when we were on the coast plain at San
Ouintin, we found them living in small

deserted cabins, their combs hanging free

from the under side of the roof. They
had also penetrated some of the most
arid desert sections along the Gulf coast

more than 200 miles south of the border.

In September, at the time of our visit

to Dick Daggett's camp, at the mouth of

Calamahue wash, scores of wild bees

were buzzing about a canvas water-cooler

hung in an open shed, thirstily sucking

the moisture and then flying away over

the sun-baked, cactus-grown hills. Dag-
gett said his men lined the bees from
this water, and then, by using burning
beeswax and honey for bait, were able

to find many nests in the rocks or in

hollow stems of the cirio, and thus kept

him well supplied with honey.

The recently made well here was the

only available water supply for a long

distance, but bees appeared very soon
after the well was dug. Daggett in-

formed us that some of the nests were
found several miles from camp, thus in-
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dicating an extraordinarily long flight

for these bees, which are unable to exist

where they cannot get water.

MANY OF THE ANIMALS NEVER DRINK
WATER

The bird and mammal life of all Lower
California is closely related to that of

southern California. Only a few species

of birds and a single land mammal, all

in the extreme southern end of the pen-

insula, appear to have originated on the

Mexican mainland. All the others are

evidently derived from well-known spe-

cies of southern California, though they

have been isolated long enough to de-

velop numerous geographic forms. This
is in strong contrast to the great differ-

ences shown by the flora, in which are

numerous strongly marked species pecu-

liar to this region.

As in similar arid areas of the extreme
southwestern United States, the plains of

Lower California ordinarily abound with
small desert mammals, such as rabbits,

pocket mice, kangaroo rats, and others.

During long-continued dry periods vast

numbers of these small mammals perish

of starvation, owing to the failure of the

necessary crops of succulent and seed-

bearing herbage ; but after two or three

years of renewed rainfall and abundant
plant life the desert again swarms with
countless numbers of these small folk.

A large number of the smaller kinds
of desert mammals never drink water.

They live and thrive on dry seeds and
scraps of vegetation in places where the

heat and aridity are excessive without
ever touching their lips to water, and it

has even been found impossible to teach

some of them to take water in captivity.

Apparently they never know thirst or the

delight of quenching it.

Large desert mammals, such as rabbits

and deer, also obtain sufficient moisture
by eating the succulent parts of certain

plants they know how to find.

CUNNING EOXES

I have come repeatedly to solitary

water-holes, in the hottest weather, a

long march from any other water, and

found the loose earth about their borders
undisturbed by tracks except those of

birds, while within a few rods were
tracks where wandering deer and rabbits

had fed day after day with absolute in-

difference to the proximity of water.

The ability to do without water on the

desert appears to be peculiar to rodents
and other herbivorous mammals, since

we found no signs of carnivorous species

far from accessible water.

Small desert foxes, with large ears

and bodies not much larger than that of
a cat, occur on the larger plains through-
out the peninsula. They live in burrows
and when surprised away from home by
day are very cunning in concealing them-
selves. As danger approaches they skulk
to the nearest bush, tuft of grass, or
other little object breaking the surface
and sink down flat on the ground beside

it, and although they may be in plain

view, they are almost certain to escape
notice unless seen before they reach shel-

ter. When concealment becomes impos-
sible they are up and off like a flash, and
so swift and graceful are their move-
ments that they appear to float across the

plain like a yellowish gray streak. On
the Magdalena plains the cowboys ride

down and lasso coyotes for sport ; but

when I suggested their trying it on one
of these foxes, they laughed and replied

that they might as well try to catch the

wind.
Antelope, mountain sheep, mule-deer,

and mountain lions are the only large

game animals on the peninsula. Ante-
lope formerly occupied all the plains, but

are now reduced to a small number in

a few localities, and there appears to be

little hope of saving them from early ex-

termination. Deer are still numerous in

many localities and with the mountain
lion will outlast other large game in that

region.

BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN SHEEP

The first mountain sheep discovered

in America were those recorded in the

early writings of the Spanish mission-

aries from Lower California. There are

numerous species of mountain sheep in
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the old and new worlds,

and most of them have
their homes about high

and desolate mountain
crests rising above the
coniferous forests at tim-

ber-line, where they live

amid arctic or semi-arctic

conditions. Among the

mountain sheep of Lower
California these common
conditions of life are re-

versed and they occupy
the low desert ranges par-

allel to the Gulf coast

from sea-level up to 4,000
or 5,000 feet altitude, al-

ways below the lower
limit of the coniferous
forests which adorn the

upper levels of the high

mountains in the northern
part of the peninsula.

Here the summer tem-
peratures are commonly
much more than ioo°

Fahrenheit in the shade,

and the arid mountain
slopes have a scanty
growth of cactuses, yuc-

cas, Fouquieras, and other

strictly desert plants.

These sheep commonly go
to water when available

in the hot, dry summers,
but are able to exist for

considerable periods, even
in hot weather, on the

moisture obtained from
the fleshy visnaga cactus,

the tender flowers and
flower stalks of agaves

and yuccas, and from
other water-storing desert

plants.

During the last few
years numerous American
sportsmen have hunted

these sheep in the barren

mountains in the north-

eastern part of the penin-

sula. During this period

the sheep have decreased

considerably in numbers,

mainly, however, through
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A water-storing plant (Ibervillca

)

It has so much liquid stored that it can go on sending out vines, flowering, and fruiting years
in succession without a drop of rain (see Nat. Geog. Mag., August, 1910, p. 694)

indiscriminate slaughter by native hunt-
ers for the purpose of supplying meat to

mining camps. Unless this kind of hunt-
ing can be rigorously suppressed and
other hunting controlled, these splendid

game animals are doomed to certain and
early extermination.

THE HYDROPHOBIA SKUNK

In addition to the mammals already

mentioned, wild cats, badgers, spotted

skunks, raccoons, coyotes, and another
kind of fox make their homes on the

desert.

The spotted skunk, or hydrophobia
skunk, as it is commonly called, is most
abundant in the extreme southern end
of the peninsula, where it is looked upon
with fear and abhorrence, owing to its

habit of biting people in the face while

they are sleeping on the ground and the

reputed commonly resulting death of the

victim by rabies. The fear of these ani-

mals extends throughout the peninsula,

and we were warned of the danger from
them when we were preparing for the

trip.

When we were at the village of Cape
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San Lucas, the first of

January, one of the vil-

lagers brought me the
body of one of the skunks,

which had entered the

open door of his house
the preceding night and
bitten his little girl

through the lip. The child

was brought to me the

next day and the two
marks where the skunk's
canines had pierced the

lip were already healing

without inflammation. I

have no further knowl-
edge of the outcome in

this case, but was told of
the death of one of the

men of the village the pre-

vious year from a similar

bite.

FRIENDLY QUAIL, AND
RAVENOUS GULLS

Doves and California

Valley quail were numer-
ous the entire length of

the peninsula, their pres-

ence always indicating the

vicinity of permanent
water. One of the most
attractive sights about our
camps at desert water-

holes was the trooping in

of these birds to drink.

They were so unaccus-

tomed to man and his

ways that they were en-

tirely unafraid, and after

drinking the quail stood

quietly preening their
plumage, or moved care-

lessly about, uttering- little

subdued call-notes to one

another.

Hawks, woodpeckers,

jays, ravens, fly-catchers,

cardinals, mocking-birds,

cactus wrens, and other

small birds enlivened the

desert and were abundant

about some of the culti-

vated oases. A desert
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%

LOOKING ACROSS THK ROOFS OF FA RAZ,

STAIRWAY LEADING

thrasher was abundant in the yucca for-

est near Santo Domingo Landing, and in

early morning and evening charmed us

by its exquisitely musical notes.

On San Martin Island, near San Quin-
tin, in July, we found many cormorants
breeding, with some families of young
in the nests. While we wandered over
the island we were accompanied by a

low-flying escort of western gulls.

Whenever a cormorant, alarmed by
our approach, flew away, the gulls

swooped down on the exposed eggs and
ate them at once ; or, if we were too

near, each gull transfixed an egg on its

beak and flew away, draining the con-
tents as it went. On two occasions I

saw gulls alight on nests and calmly pick

up young cormorants weighing 5 or 6
ounces each and swallow them entire, the

WITH A NATIVE SERVANT AT THE TOP OF

TO THE LOWER FLOOR

helpless victims being swallowed head
foremost, their feet waving despairingly

from the gull's widely spread beaks as

they disappeared.

THE CALIFORNIA CONDOR

While at La Grulla meadow, in the

San Pedro Martir Mountains, we were
fortunate enough to secure our first Cali-

fornia condor, a huge bird, sometimes
measuring nearly 11 feet across its out-

spread wings. We afterwards saw others

and had a most enjoyable experience

watching a dozen or more of them in

superb flight as they swept back and
forth over the pine forest or soared up
and disappeared in the blue sky. When
these birds were perching on a dead tree

the turkey buzzards near them looked

like pygmies.



LANDING PLACE ON OPEN BEACH AT SAN JOSE DEL, CABO

Crates of brown sugar in small cakes for export have just been unloaded from the pack
animals. This town contains about 1,600 people and is situated in a fertile valley at the

extreme southern end of Lower California.

f

ROLLING WATER-BARREL AT SAN JOSE DEL CABO

A ring on the end of the rope at each end of the barrel is placed over the head of a
projecting bolt and the water-filled barrel then trundled after the horse. Ranches are some-
times supplied with drinking water in this manner from a spring or water-hole several miles
away.
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COWBOY IN SOUTHERN LOWER CALIFORNIA

He is wearing the usual leather-covered hat, leather jacket, and leather aprons over his

legs to guard against the thorny vegetation. Frequently the horses have a leather apron
hanging over their breasts for the same purpose.

The natives formerly cut off the large

hollow bases of the quill feathers of
these gigantic birds and, fitting them
with stoppers, used them for carrying
fine gold at the placer mines.

Owing to its desert character, the pen-
insula is thinly peopled and enormous
areas remain uninhabited. The most
populous section was the region south

of La Paz, where rains are more regular

than farther north. A few small towns
and widely scattered small communities
along the coast, with a limited number
of villages, ranches, and miners' camps
in the interior, cover the population.

That repeated unsuccessful and usually

ill-advised efforts have been made to

conquer the desert was evidenced by the

many deserted and ruined ranch-houses

we passed on our route.

The tale of unbroken failure of the

efforts made during the last 50 years to

establish agricultural colonies in Lower
California is sufficient evidence of the

stern desert conditions which prevail. A
few propitious rainy years have encour-
aged visions of success, but the succeed-

ing rainless years have brought disaster

with them.
In addition to climatic discourage-

ments, the early missionaries encountered
other troubles, for Padre Baegert, who
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lived from 1751 to 1767 in the southern
part of the peninsula, tells of great

plagues of grasshoppers, which swept
from the south toward the north, obscur-

ing the sun by their numbers and making
a noise like a strong wind. He says they

devoured all green things as they passed

over the country.

MANY PARTS OF LOWER CALIFORNIA ARE
CAPABLE OF RICH DEVELOPMENT

Although the foregoing account of

conditions prevailing in Lower Califor-

nia appears to indicate a hopeless desert,

yet almost without exception where agri-

culture has been tried intelligently, with

a sufficient water supply developed for

irrigation, the soil has responded bounti-

fully. The possibilities of agriculture

were proved centuries ago by the mis-

sionaries located in valleys, where water

from large springs enabled them to grow
wheat and many other crops. At present

peas, beans, corn, cotton, tobacco, sugar-

cane, grapes, bananas, figs, oranges,

lemons, limes, pomegranates, dates, olives,

and other fruits and vegetables are

grown.
The hot, dry climate and other condi-

tions of the middle and southern parts

of the peninsula lend themselves espe-

cially to the cultivation of the choicest

varieties of date palms and to numerous
tropical fruits.

The largest and most important single

area of agricultural development will no
doubt be about the delta of the Colorado.
The storage of surface water and de-

velopment of the underground supply
should render considerable areas produc-
tive on the plains of San Quintin and
Magdalena. Wherever land is now irri-

gated in the older settlements, proper
control of the available water would
greatly enlarge the productive area. The
greatest drawbacks at present to both
mining and agricultural development of

the peninsula are the unenterprising

character of the native population and
lack of transportation facilities.
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OUTLINE MAP OF UNITED STATES, SHOWING TERRITORY ACQUIRED BY TEXAS
ANNEXATION AND MEXICAN CESSION



OUR NEIGHBOR, MEXICO
By John Birkinbine

Past President of the Franklin Institute oe Philadelphia and oe the
American Institute of Mining Engineers

With Photographs from the Author

IN
discussing the truly interesting

country which for 1,800 miles forms
the southern boundary of the United

States, the intention is to treat it in a

neighborly spirit and neither as cynic nor
apologist; to summarize some geographi-

cal and topographical features, indicate

the nation's present position in commerce
and industry ; to recall a few historical

facts, and tell of the people from an ac-

quaintance of nearly 30 years.

The visits to Mexico, while far from
covering all of the Republic, have been
in connection with engineering problems,

and have included cities, towns, pueblos,

haciendas, ranches, or camps upon desert

or among mountains, presenting oppor-
tunity for acquaintance with the various

physical features, with the mineral wealth,

and with the activities and environment
of the people.

In formulating opinions I have had the

benefit of an extended acquaintance in

Mexico, and also of investigations by
three sons who as business associates

have visited the Republic, one residing

in that country for the past five years.

A resume must necessarily be general

which refers to territory practically as

great as that of the United States between
the Mississippi River and the Atlantic

coast, the Great Lakes- and Gulf of Mex-
ico, varying in altitude from sea-level to

18,000 feet above this datum ; its climate

affected by these elevations, and by a

range of 18 degrees of latitude. Twelve
hundred miles is the distance traversed

in passing south from Juarez, on the

northern boundary, to the Mexican capi-

tal
;
and, to reach the southeastern bound-

ary, 900 miles more must be covered.

To the coast line of 1,700 miles along
the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean
Sea is to be added 4,000 miles along the

Pacific Ocean and Gulf of California.

MEXICO IS AS LARGE AS GREAT BRITAIN
AND IRELAND, TRANCE, GERMANY,

AND AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
COMBINED

Prior to 1836, Mexico, as a Spanish
colony, and the United States covered
approximately equal areas of North
America, but the Texas secession and
the result of the Mexican War added
nearly a million square miles to our terri-

tory, and the extent of Mexico now is

less than one-fourth that of continental

United States. But our neighbor Repub-
lic still has territorial expanse equal to

the aggregate of Austria-Hungary, Ger-

many, France, Great Britain, and Ireland.

The total area of the Republic of

Mexico (767,000 square miles) is less

than that of our five largest States

—

Texas, California, Montana, New Mex-
ico, and Arizona—combined, all of these

except Montana having been a part of

New Spain 75 years ago. None of the

31 political subdivisions of our neighbor

are as large as either of the five States

named, but four Mexican States contigu-

ous to the United States aggregate an

extent greater than that of Texas. Chi-

huahua, the largest Mexican State, ap-

proximates in area (87,000 square miles)

that of Utah, Sonora (77,000 square

miles) of Nebraska, Coahuila (63,000
square miles) of Georgia, and Durango
(40,000 square miles) of Kentucky.
Nine subdivisions of the United States

(excluding Alaska) are larger than Chi-

huahua, 15 of greater magnitude than

Sonora, and 32 larger than Durango,
The rugged and desert character of the

Mexican border States support sparse

populations, except where mining ex-

ploitation and cities resulting therefrom
have concentrated settlement.
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CADETS OF THE MILITARY SCHOOL (THE WEST POINT OF MEXICO)

A section of the Castle of Chapultepec (three miles from the Cathedral of Mexico) is

occupied by the President for a portion of the year; but the major portion is devoted to a

national military school. The valor of the cadets of this school when defending Chapultepec
against the American army is historical.

CADETS OF THE NAVAL SCHOOL (THE ANNAPOLIS OF MEXICO)

While Mexico has an extensive coast-line to protect, its naval equipment is small
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CARRIAGE IN THE) BATTLE OE FLOWERS, CITY OF MEXICO, MAY, IO,IO, DECORATED IN

RED, WHITE, AND GREEN, THE NATIONAL COLORS

Prominent Mexicans vie with each other in the floral ornamentation of their automobiles
and carriages, and in the latter part of the day the congestion of vehicles demands slow
movement and gives opportunity for friends in passing to bombard one another with flowers.

The mountainous ridge with limited

littorals, which as a narrow peninsula

extends southward about 750 miles from
the United States boundary and sepa-

rates the Gulf of California from the

Pacific Ocean, is not a State, but is recog-

nized as the territory of Baja California,

which in area (58,000 square miles)

closely approximates that of Florida.

The Gulf of California and the shifting

Colorado River practically isolate Baja
California from the balance of the Re-
public and prevent overland communica-
tion with it. Tepic, on the Pacific coast

(11,000 square miles), smaller than
Maryland, and Quintana Roo, adjoining
Yucatan, are other territories.

The average density of population in

the Republic approximates 20 per square
mile, the most thickly inhabited portions

(outside of the Federal district) being

the States of Tlaxcala and Mexico ; the

former (1,500 square miles) the smallest

of the Mexican subdivisions (less than

Delaware in size and of about the same
density of population), the latter (8,900
square miles) being nearly as large as

New Hampshire, but with more than
twice the number of inhabitants.

The Federal district, modeled after the

District of Columbia, but of eight times

greater area, is surrounded by the State

of Mexico, the large population of the

capital (470,000) materially aiding in

bringing the average to more than 1,200

per square mile.
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YOUNG MENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION BUILD1JNG, CITY OF MEXICO: COST, $100,000

It is equipped with library, reading-room, class-rooms, gymnasium, swimming-pool,
restaurant, and some 90 dormitory-rooms

THE INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY

The melting snows from the San Juan
and Sangre de Christo ranges of the

Rocky Mountains in southern Colorado
form the genesis of the Rio Grande,
which, after flowing south through New
Mexico, bends southeast at the western
extremity of Texas, courses between it

and Mexico for a distance equal to that

of Saint Louis from New York, and de-

scends in 1,100 miles from an elevation

of 4,500 feet to sea-level at the Gulf of

Mexico.
Except when in flood, the Rio Grande

is apparently an unimportant stream and
readily crossed, for the normal flow is

well utilized for irrigation in both coun-
tries ; but it has carved in a part of its

course canyons difficult of exploration.

The changes wrought by freshets, which
shift the channel, demand the attention

of an international commission, whose
function is to adjust the boundary along
the Rio Grande to meet the varying

conditions. The uncertainty of this is

illustrated by a claim under investigation

that a portion of the important city of
El Paso, Texas, is Mexican soil. The
remaining 700 miles of the international

boundary to the west separating our
neighbor Republic from New Mexico,
Arizona, and California is through an
arid desert section, much of which is

mountainous. This is not a direct line,

but has five changes in alignment, which
have been accurately surveyed and estab-

lished by 258 permanent monuments
easily distinguishable.

Allowing for impassable canyons,

mountain barriers, etc., probably 1,400
miles of boundary must be under sur-

veillance to prevent smuggling, the pas-

sage of contraband articles, or violations

of neutrality in emergencies.

Railways in Texas, New Mexico, and
Arizona are close to the border, and
these transportation avenues unite the

two nations at seven points.
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BURDEN-BEARERS, 'CARGADERES, ON AVEN IDA CINCO DE MAYO, CITY OF MEXICO

Note comparisons with automobile and carriage, and the ropes passing over the forehead,

supporting much of the weight. The strength and endurance of the Mexican peon is almost

beyond belief (see page 500).

TOPOGRAPHY OF MEXICO

The mountain ranges of southwestern
United States continue into Mexico, and
that country may be described as a high

plateau, inclosed east and west by Cor-

dilleras, which approximately parallel the

sea-coasts, from which they are separated

by relatively narrow littorals.

The country is divided hypsometric-
ally into the "tierra caliente," "tierra

templada," and "tierra fria," the first

comprising hot lands bordering the Gulf
of Mexico, the Caribbean Sea, and the

Pacific Ocean ; the second forming the

main plateau, bounded by the Sierras,

whose more elevated portions are the

third division. It is these mountain
ranges, or offshoots of rugged topogra-
phy from them, with intervening desert

stretches, that have made communication
difficult between portions of the Repub-

lic and interfered with railroad construc-

tion to cross the country transversely.

Among the mountains of Mexico are

numerous volcanoes, all extinct or dor-

mant except Colima, near the Pacific

coast, which is active. In the central and
southern part of the country earthquakes
are of sufficient frequency to encourage
the maintenance of an elaborate govern-
ment seismographic laboratory.

The Sierras approach each other near

the City of Mexico, and the adjacent

States, although largely mountainous,
maintain a population whose density is

greater than in other portions of the

Republic.

These mountains continue eastward,

with Popocatepetl, Ixtaccihuatl, Orizaba,

and Perote as prominent features, but

are so reduced in height at the Isthmus
of Tehrantepec that the railroad connects

the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of Mex-
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AVKNIDA CINCO DE MAYO, CITY OE MEXICO, SHOWING MUTUAL, UEE BUILDING AND
THE UNFINISHED NATIONAL THEATER, WITH ALAMEDA GROVE IN BACKGROUND

This avenue extends from the National Theater to the main cathedral

ico in a distance of 192 miles* (but little

greater than that from New York to Bal-

timore), with a summit about 700 feet

above sea-level. The importance of this

Tehuantepec railroad is emphasized by
traffic valued at 70 million dollars, origi-

nating in or destined for the United
States, carried in 1910, of which 20 mil-

lion dollars was from Hawaii, mostly
sugar, fully 140,000 tons of this com-
modity being shipped to Philadelphia

(see also page 489).
The saving of 1,100 miles of transit

and the enormous expenditures made for

modern docks and equipment to facili-

tate handling freight, is Mexico's claim

for preference over the Panama route.

THE HISTORY OE MEXICO

During nearly 300 years subsequent to

the conquest by Cortes, Spain dominated
Mexico, introducing arts—mainly, how-
ever, in connection with church archi-

* The Isthmus of Tehuantepec was discussed
in the National Geographic Magazine of

December, 1910.

tecture and embellishment—aqueducts,
and bridges, and provided education,

limited practically to the clergy or those

preparing for clerical duties. Industries,

except mining or such as produced mate-
rial to enrich the Crown, were generally

discouraged, and attempts by Mexicans
to raise or manufacture anything pro-

duced in Spain were repressed.

A country whose resources had been
improperly developed, in fact retarded

;

whose people had been impoverished
to support a government in which they
had no interest or part, and to construct

and maintain a multitude of elaborate

churches and allied institutions, and who
had no experience in self-government,
was in a poor position to become inde-

pendent.

But the Spanish yoke was so burden-
some, the enthralment of the Mexicans
so oppressive, the poverty of the people
so pronounced, and the resultant wealth
of the church so great, that a century
ago a bold effort for freedom was
started, which, after many vicissitudes
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DRAINAGE CANAL AT ENTRANCE TO TUNNEL, VALLEY OF MEXICO

Note the depth of excavation, which was started by peons carrying material on their
backs up the steep embankments by means of foot-holes. When this became unprofitable by
reason of depth, steam dredges and aerial carriers, using coal costing $10 per ton, were
utilized. The photograph shows peons carrying up the slope material for repair. The drain-
age system covers 50 miles, of which 30 miles are in excavated canal and 6 miles in tunnel.

and numerous revolutions, has become
the Republic of Mexico of today.

The battle of Lexington preceded by
14 years the establishment of a definite

government for the United States, with
an elective President ; and, although
Mexico reckons its independence from
1810, this was merely the date when the

priest Hidalgo struck the spark which

started the patriotic flame resulting in

Spain being driven from power; for 12

years elapsed before Mexico's initial

home government was established with

Iturbide as Emperor.
At that time Mexico claimed dominion

over an area exceeded only by those of

Russia and China, for it included Guate-
mala (subsequently separated), Texas,
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and all the territory north of the Rio
Grande ceded to the United States by
the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and by
the Gadsden purchase.

Iturbide held the throne for less than

a year, abdicated, fled the country, to

return and be executed as a traitor, and
there followed a series of revolutions,

each aimed to elevate to power some one
who was soon assailed by equally am-
bitious competitors, for most Mexican
revolutions have resulted rather from
personal ambition than devotion to a

principle.

A SUCCESSION OF REVOLUTIONS

More than half of the first century of

Mexican independence was abortive, one
coterie after another coming into tempo-
rary power, and a number of those ac-

claimed as rulers, after brief regimes,

met ignominious death at the hands of

the people they sought to govern.

Revolution succeeding revolution, some
of national importance, others local

emeutes, developed unsafe conditions for

person and property and encouraged
brigandage throughout much of the na-

tion.

The effort to establish a monarchy
under a European protectorate, while the

United States was engaged in civil war,
failed after three years, during which
Maximilian scintillated in the glory of

Emperor of Mexico; but this injection

of outside influence into home quarrels

undoubtedly hastened the time when
Mexico took her place among the nations

of the world. Having been accustomed
to centralized power, a strong govern-
ment seemed essential, by reason of for-

mer conditions and by the large propor-
tion of the people considered as incapable
of performing their functions as citizens.

A nation which had combated foreign

foes and passed through many internal

conflicts naturally relied to a great extent

upon the military arm, and most of those

who have directed or now control the

affairs of Mexico have held army com-
missions. The standing army enroll-

ment is about one to every 500 inhabi-

tants.

FORM OF GOVERNMENT

The form of government adopted by
Mexico follows in general that of the

United States, having executive, judicial,

and legislative divisions, and each of the

27 States is represented in two houses
of Congress, composed of Senators and
Deputies. Congress holds two sessions

each year for limited periods, but main-
tains an organization to act in emergency
as advisory to the Executive and to plan
the work of Congress between sessions.

Each State has its governor and legis-

lature, and is subdivided into districts

(or counties ), over each of which a "jefe

politico" is placed, the districts having
subsidiary municipalities with magis-
trates, presiding officials, and councils.

The autocratic feature of the Mexican
government which is so much protested
may be largely due to the fact that gov-
ernors of the various States hold office

with the approval of the President ; that

jefe politicos of districts have similar

relations to the governors of the States,

and that the officers of the municipalities

are generally controlled by the jefe po-
liticos.

Successive re-elections of President
Diaz have limited the number of changes
in officials, some of whom have abused
their powers to an extent which has
caused emphatic expressions of dissatis-

faction.

This condition existing in a republic

may appear startling, yet it is not very
different from the control exercised over
portions of our own country, the varia-

tion being that in the United States many
dominate by self-appointment or by the

indifference of citizens, while in Mexico
such have practically official endorsement
and recognition and consequent responsi-

bility.

The Mexican constitution prohibits

slavery, acknowledges the citizenship of
all native Mexicans and those born of

Mexican parentage, and of naturalized

foreigners who bear no allegiance to

other nations. In practice the right of

suffrage is limited and may be expected
to remain so while a considerable por-
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tion of the inhabitants are uneducated,

many speaking only remnants of ancient

dialects, for the votes of such will natu-

rally be dictated by the local "cure" or

the "jefe politico."

Among the reforms demanded by in-

telligent Mexicans are greater liberality

in matters of franchise, the abolition of

punishment for purely political offences,

and modifications in the treatment of un-

tried prisoners.

Education is made compulsory, a mil-

lion scholars being reported as attending

preparatory schools ; for, although in re-

mote sections this education has more
form than substance, there has been

marked progress in this important ac-

quirement for a self-governing people

;

and, as education advances, drastic meas-

ures unfamiliar to those residing north

of the Rio Grande may be found un-

necessary. Advanced studies are prose-

cuted in colleges by probably 10,000

students, and Mexicans are enrolled in

many foreign universities.

The divorcement of church and state,

carried out under Juarez, confiscated

churches, monasteries, and nunneries,

and prohibited religious processions and
the wearing of distinctive ecclesiastical

robes upon the streets or roads ; but in

remote sections there is evident laxity in

the enforcement of these provisions. The
method of worship, too, is not in accord
with our appreciation of that of the

Church of Rome, for the superstition

and idolatry of the ancient Mexicans
seems to maintain ; fireworks, tinsel,

gaudy dolls, and pictures being substi-

tuted for the crude forms carved from
stone.

The church and state are independent,
and Congress cannot pass laws prohibit-

ing or establishing any religion. Hence,
although the Catholic religion is accepted
as that of the people, there is toleration

of other creeds, and in many portions of
the Republic flourishing Protestant mis-
sions exist, while in the capital a Young
Men's Christian Association building
costing over $100,000 was dedicated as

a feature of the centennial celebration in

September, 1910.

THE MEXICAN PEOPLE

Of the 16 million inhabitants, two-fifths

claim direct descent from ancient tribes

or families which are accepted as the

basis of Mexican history, two-fifths are:

of mixed native and foreign blood, the

remainder being classed under the com-
mon appellation of "foreign."

Throughout much of the country, and
often within short distances of railroads,

are remnants of some of the ancient na-

tive tribes or races, adhering to customs,

methods, and speech of their ancestors.

Thus in Oaxaca are the Zapotecas and
Mixtecas, the estimate for the two races

being a half million, and a government
publication mentions a dozen other fami-

lies in the same State.

In Hidalgo and adjacent States, the

Otomis ; in Puebla and Oaxaca, the

Mexicanos ; the predominating Mayas in

Yucatan ; in Michoacan and Jalisco, the

Tarascans, and the Tlaxcalans, in their

native State, and other groups elsewhere,

still maintain the tribal individualities.

Although Spanish is the language of

the country, and much English is spoken
in the regions most visited, a large num-
ber of the natives use only the vernacular.

Prescott refers to the Aztecs, Tlaxca-
lans, and others as producers of delicate

fabrics, colored by vegetable dyes ; intri-

cate designs in the precious metals, and
beautiful decorations made of feathers;

numerous ruins also indicate marvelous
skill of ancient peoples in stone-work,

especially as the tools used were obsidian

or copper.

Evidences that this deftness in handi-

work has been retained appears in the

feather-work, wood-carving, stone-cut-

ting, etc., of the present day. The
beautiful pottery and unique weaves of

serapes, made with the crudest appli-

ances, and excellent fabrications in cast

or wrought iron, filagree silver, etc., also

bear testimony to the skill of the Mexi-
can Indian.*

*In the National Geographic Magazine for
March, illustrations of some miniature dolls

exhibit this deftness; and to these may be
added the toy baskets and pottery, microscopic
reproductions of the larger but excellent pro-
ductions of the natives.
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peons carrying ore out of a mine:

While this arduous labor continues in some mines, others are equipped with modern
economical hoisting and pumping machinery

The Mexican people are decidedly
democratic, living under a republican
form of government generally accepted
as autocratically administered. Promi-
nent national characteristics, met with

practically everywhere, are courtesy and
politeness, evident equally to foreigners

and among the people, independent of

social condition.

The history of Mexico, engrossing
whether considered as founded on sub-

stantial testimony or tempered by ro-

mance
; the country's record of mineral

wealth ; its variety of soil products ; the

habits and customs of its people, many
of them strange to visitors, must be
passed in hurried review.

A COUNTRY OF EXTREMES (SEE ALSO PAGE

500)

Mexico may be described as a land of

surprises, a country of extremes, a nation

of contrasts, a domain of apparent con-

tradictions ; where the old and the new,
the poor and the rich, the crude and the

refined, are near neighbors ; where the

sleep of centuries often continues adja-

cent to present activities, and where ultra

conservatism is elbowed by pronounced
evidences of modern progress. Space
will permit mentioning but few of the

surprises—of conditions influenced by
extremes of altitude, temperature, or

rainfall ; of contrasts of product, people,

methods, environment, and development,
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UNFINISHED CATHEDRAL AT TEPOSCOLUEA, OAXACA

Note the excellent stone masonry, the columns being divided vertically and horizontally
to facilitate carrying the sections, as they had been transported many miles on the backs of
animals.

and of the contradictory charm created

by these.

In contrasting the governments and
peoples of the United States and Mexico,

we must consider that in the one case

claimants for religious freedom sought

a country where this could be and has

been enjoyed, while in the other the na-
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OLD CHURCH IN WESTERN OAXACA

Note the absence of adjacent habitations and bells in the tower

tives were enslaved by foreign expedi-

tions of doubtful authority and kept in

bondage for three centuries.

The United States owes its develop-
ment to colonies of God-fearing home-
seekers, prepared to win the products of

the soil by hard work, while greed for

wealth and renown, coupled with a fa-

natic zeal for a religion whose precepts

he apparently failed to personally apply,

encouraged Cortes in his conquest of
Mexico.
Whether we accept Prescott's remark-

able narrative or his critics' contentions,

the skill, diplomacy, and courage of
Cortes and his followers must be ad-
mitted, their shrewdness and persistence

admired, their duplicity and cruelty con-
demned.
The story of the conquest of Mexico

may be overdrawn, the odds against

which the Conquistadores fought magni-
fied, the victories made too lurid, and the

defeats minimized ; but the fact remains
that multitudes of the Aztecs and other

tribes were vanquished by a relatively

small Spanish force.

Whether the status of civilization

generally accepted was as advanced as

claimed should not lessen appreciation of

the fact that Cortes found a people supe-

rior to those who 25 to 30 years before

met the early discoverers of North
America.
An interesting feature of the celebra-

tion in September, 1910, of the centenary

of Mexico's independence was a repre-

sentation of types of the people who
populated Mexico at the time of the

Conquest ; but these were not the oldest

inhabitants of which there is record.

ANCIENT RUINS ABOUND

Mexico has a wealth of archeological

relics, remnants of an ancient civilization

of which no well-defined trace exists.

Volumes have been written to demon-
strate that the builders of what are now
ruins were of Mongolian, Semitic, or
Phoenician origin, but the riddle cannot
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PATH IN CHAPUI/TEPEC PARK, SHOWING CYPRESS (SABINO) TREES

This cypress grove surrounds the Castle of Chapultepec and abounds in picturesque

walks and well-kept drives. In the afternoons of Sundays and feast days these drives are

crowded with vehicles and equestrians.
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be admitted as solved. All authorities,

however, unite in praise of the magni-

tude and the perfection of workmanship

shown at various ruins found through-

out the Mexican territory. The region

adjacent to some of these raises ques-

tion as to the source of sustenance for

multitudes which must have then existed,

and causes speculation upon ethnologic

if not physiographic changes which may
have occurred in the interval.

Prominent among these ruins are

Uxmal and Chichen-Itza, in the State of

Yucatan
;
Palenque, in the State of Chia-

pas
;
Mitla,* in the State of Oaxaca, and

Xochicalco, in the State of Morelos.

The pyramid of Cholula, in Puebla,

and those of the Sun and Moon, in the

State of Mexico, have also been liberally

described, but distributed over wide areas

are many other ruins which have had
but little or no investigation, and rock

sculptures, images, idols, and ancient pot-

tery, found in numerous localities, are

the only records of peoples whose history

is unknown and whose names even are

lost.

TO MEXICO BY WATER AND RAIL,

The facility with which Mexico can
be reached by all-rail routes encourages

a considerable majority of visitors from
the United States to use them, but the

regular lines of vessels plying between
the ports of our country and Europe and
Mexico are liberally patronized.

The steamship route from New York
to Vera Cruz, after rounding the Flor-

ida keys, varies little from a straight

southwest line, as the calls at Havana,
Cuba, and Progreso, Yucatan, are not

divergences. (The longitudes of Havana
and Columbus, Ohio ; of Progreso and
Springfield, Illinois ; of Vera Cruz and
Dallas, Texas, or Emporia, Kansas ; of
Mexico City and Kearney, Nebraska,
correspond closely.) The State of Yuca-

* The National Geographic Magazine for

December, 1910, contains a suite of excellent

illustrations of the Mitla ruins, the pyramid of

the Sun and Moon, at San Juan Teotihuacan,
and the Aztec Calendar Stone.

tan, the thumb of Mexico, separating the

Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea,

is chiefly a low, flat country, a calcareous

base covered with a limited earthy layer,

renowned for its production of sisal fiber

(nearly the entire output of the country
being grown in Yucatan) and for archeo-

logical ruins.

The capital, Merida, a well-built city,

having paved streets, sewage, water sup-

ply, and electric lights, lies less than

30 miles inland from Progreso, with
which it connects by a railroad. Rem-
nants of an ancient stone-encased mound,
a cathedral about 400 years old, and
water caverns in the limestone, are feat-

ures of interest. Earth sufficient to sup-

port vegetation in the plaza and in patios

of dwellings had to be brought 20 miles,

as the lime rock is close to the surface.

The present site of Vera Cruz is not

that originally selected by Cortes, and its

harbor improvements have materially ad-

vanced the port. Although buzzards are

still protected as allies of the board of

health, sanitation has done much to re-

duce the danger from "vomito."

The City of Mexico, 264 miles (by
rail) west of Vera Cruz, and 7,400 feet

altitude, is reached by two rail routes,

climbing from the hot lands through
difficult mountain passes, one of which
follows closely the trail taken by Cortes
in 1 5 19, by Gen. Winfield Scott with
American troops in 1847, and over
which, 15 years later, the invading
French troops passed.

The topography in 75 miles jumps
from sea-level to the snow-capped sum-
mit of Orizaba, nearly 18,000 feet above
that datum, the climate varying from
perpetual summer of the torrid zone to

perennial snows on Orizaba, Popocate-
petl, its neighbor Ixtaccihuatl, and other

mountains (see also page 481).

CENTERS OF POPULATION

The settlement of Mexico is mainly in

the central region, where two-thirds of

the population inhabit one-quarter of the

total area of the Republic. The capital

is the most populous city, Puebla to the

east and Guadalajara to the west of
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MULE HAULING HENEOUEN FIBER • PROGRESO, YUCATAN

This is a product of an agave plant grown in large quantities in Yucatan, the bulk being
shipped to the United States as a substitute for hemp in many specialties of manufacture.

the capital each claiming second place,

with approximately 100,000 inhabitants.

Monterey, with its growing industries

;

San Luis Potosi and Leon exceed 60,000
inhabitants. Other important cities

—

Guanajuato, Zacatecas, Pachuca, Chi-

huahua, Parral, Burango, Oaxaca—have
developed from mining enterprises, while

industries and agriculture are responsi-

ble for the growth of Merida, Aguas
Calientes, Celaya, Irapuato, Torreon,

Jalapa, Queretaro, Orizaba, Morelia, Sal-

tillo, Hermosillo, Colima, and Toluca.

The more important ports are Vera
Cruz, Tampico, and Puerto Mexico, on
the Gulf of Mexico

;
Acapulco, Mazatlan,

Manzanillo, and Salina Cruz, on the Pa-
cific Ocean, and Guaymas and La Paz,

on the Gulf of California.

Other localities maintain considerable

coastal trade by using lighters plying be-

tween the shore and vessels in road-

steads, and some apparently favorable

sites await projected railroad connec-

tions to encourage harbor improvements.
These numerous cities offer many at-

tractive views, their ornate churches,

handsome plazas, and industries each
presenting features of interest. The
mountains also are rich in scenic and
impressive characteristics, and the types

of people instructive.

WELL COVERED WITH RAILROADS

The bonds of steel, represented by
15,000 miles of railroad, constructed

within the last 30 years—of which 55
per cent is owned or controlled by the

government—have done much to unite

the various portions of Mexico, but there

is necessity for transcontinental lines

crossing the Sierras, or connecting set-

tlements along or near the northern bor-

der, where the country has its greatest

width.

Of railroad mileage within the borders

of the country, approximately one-half

is between sea-level and 5,000 feet ele-

vation, and about an equal amount be-

tween 5,000 and 10,000 feet. Few im-

portant cities are at lower elevation than

4,000 feet, and they range from this to

9,000 feet above sea-level, the most noted

exceptions being the city of Monterey,
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BUZZARDS ON MARK!

These birds are the scavengers of offal about i

with the improved sanitary facilities thei

i,600 feet elevation, and the seaports or

municipalities adjacent thereto. The
governmental control of main transpor-

tation routes and of telegraph systems
is a step taken with the expectation of

keeping public utilities free from ex-

traneous influences.

the rivers offer magnificent water
POWER

The topographic conditions offer some
excellent opportunities for the develop-

ment of streams normally of small vol-

ume but with abrupt drops, forming
important water powers operating under
high heads, of which advantage has been
taken, and on some of the prominent
rivers the descent is sufficiently rapid to

encourage the utilization of large vol-

umes with relatively low fall.

Many stream-beds are dry "arroyas,"

or "barrancas," except during brief in-

tervals, when flood conditions tempora-
rily transform these into rushing torrents,

while the discharges of other rivers are

fairly maintained throughout the year,

and most water-courses have formed
rugged canyons in the rocks or deep
gashes in the alluvial plains. The num-
ber of important rivers is limited, and

-HOUSE: VERA CRUZ

e streets, and as such are protected, although
services are less essential than formerly

the rapid descent from the mountains to

the coast permits navigation upon but few.
Throughout much of Mexico irrigation,

which is liberally applied, is essential to

assure satisfactory crops, and the exten-
sion of artificial watering is receiving

attention.

The. quantity and distribution of rain

varies greatly throughout the Republic,

the annual precipitation ranging from a
few inches in the northwestern section

to the total of 13 feet or more stated to

occur on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.
In the northern desert regions many
months may pass with little if any rain-

fall, or there may occur phenomenal
downpours, such as reported at Monterey
in 1909, when over 34 inches were reg-

istered in 140 hours. Records covering
more than 30 years give the rainfall in

the valley of Mexico, in which the capi-

tal is located, at from 13 to 36 inches-

annually, the bulk of which fell in June,

July, August, and September.
But the valley of Mexico, 7,400 feet

above sea-level, encircled by mountain
chains rising 1,500 to 5,000 feet higher,

with the snow-covered extinct volcanoes
within 50 miles, has climatic conditions
differing from that of other sections.
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BUILDINGS OE HACIENDA ATEACOMUECO, CUERNAVACA, MEXICO, BUII/f BY CORTES
AND STILE OWNED BY CORTES' ESTATE

This hacienda supported the first hospital built on the American Continent

THERE ARE EEW SOIL PRODUCTS WHICH
CANNOT FLOURISH IN MEXICO

The Mexican flora include cacti of the

desert,* varieties of fiber plants, wheat
and maize of the temperate zone, cotton

(which is indigenous), sugar, rice, cof-

fee, vanilla, spices, medicinal plants and
luxuriant tropical growths, citrus fruits,

and berries, with flowers and orchids in

endless variety. The variety of fruits

and vegetables covers practically the list

of other lands, due to the influence of

topography and geographical location.

The vegetable products and the cattle

raised in Mexico exceed in value 200
million dollars annually. The former
includes corn (50 million dollars) and
beans (6 million dollars), the popular

foods of the country, all of which are

used within its borders; wrheat (13 mil-

lion dollars), which is augmented by

* The National Geographic Magazine for

August, 1910, presented illustrations of some
of the enormous cactus growths which are

found in the desert lands and occur in many-

portions of Mexico.

large importations
; sugar and its prod-

ucts (13 million dollars), insufficient for

the demands of the country; cotton (17
million dollars), representing but about
one-half of the nation's consumption

;

coffee (8 million dollars), part of which
is exported

; henequen, the sisal hemp of
commerce, most of which is shipped to

the United States (16 million dollars) ;

while other fiber plants add 2 million

dollars to the country's exports. The
tobacco crop is large, supporting, it is

claimed, 600 factories.

The annual export of rubber from
Mexico is valued at 13 million dollars,

of which practically two-thirds is ob-

tained from the rubber trees of the hot
country and one-third from the shrub
"guayule," which flourishes upon the

desert plains of the great plateau.

The beverages used by the people,

made from aguave plants and from
cereals, are estimated at 10 million dol-

lars per annum.
Upon the plains and among mountains

sheep and goats in large numbers are
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herded, the wool-clip being utilized lo-

cally for the production of serapes, re-

bosas, and sombreros, the hides tanned,

and the meat consumed by the inhabit-

ants. The individuality of design in

serapes or blankets, like the color or

forms of pottery, indicates the section of

Mexico in which they are produced.

The forest products of the highlands

embrace oaks, pines, palo-blanco ( cotton-

wood), mesquite, and huisache, while the

hot country supplies dye-woods, ebony,

mahogany, and other hard woods valued

at 5 million dollars annually. Depend-
ence for centuries upon wood, or char-

coal made from wood, as the source of

fuel, has denuded much of the territory

convenient to the more densely populated

sections, and the timber demand for rail-

ways has also influenced the available

forest area. But some mountain districts

are well timbered and the government
has inaugurated a systematic study of

forestry.

There are few soil products which do
not flourish or that could not be grown
in Mexico, and the variety now obtained

would be greater if closer attention were
paid to cultivation and had not the

growth of some important staples been
prohibited while Spain ruled the country

under its repressive colonial policy.

Mexico's foreign trade in 1910 ex-

ceeded 225 million dollars, nearly 130
million dollars representing exports, of

which three-fourths were to the United
States, Great Britain ranking second.

Of 95 million dollars in imports for

the same fiscal year, three-fifths were
from the United States, including boots,

shoes, chemicals, machinery, coal, coke,

cereals, mineral oil (although large de-

posits have recently been opened in Mex-
ico along the Gulf), building woods, cot-

ton in yarn, goods and manufactures,

railway materials, and fabrications of

iron, paper, etc.

MEXICO LEADS THE WORLD IN PRODUCING
SILVER

Mexico is pre-eminently the silver

country, leading the world in producing
"white metal" to the amount of 40 mil-

lion dollars annually. Its output of
copper, valued at 13 million dollars, is

second to that of the United States, and,

in the production of 3^2 million dollars'

worth of lead, it follows that country
and Spain. Gold, mercury, tin, antimony,
bismuth, iron, marbles, and sandstones

are also mined, and the country possesses

fields of mineral oil and valuable deposits

of coal.

The coal mines in the State of Coa-
huila produce iy2 million tons of fuel

per year, much of the coal being coked
for the Monterey Iron and Steel Works
and for silver smelters. About an equal

amount of foreign fuel is imported, and
late explorations have developed large

quantities of satisfactory coal in the

State of Oaxaca.
Among the famed Mexican deposits

of precious minerals whose names pro-

moters delight to conjure with are Santa
Eulalia, Batopilas, Sombrete, Zacatecas,

Cananea, Catorce, San Luis Potosi,

Guanajuato, Pachuca, Real del Monte,
El Oro, Taxco, and Oaxaca, interest in

the history of some of these being stimu-

lated by the wondrous tales of pave-
ments of silver ingots, magnificent cathe-

drals built, and munificent gifts or loans

to rulers by mine owners or operators.

In some of the Mexican mines, notched
tree trunks still serve as ladders, and ox-
hides raised to the surface by animals
operating "malacates" are used for drain-

age. In others the highest types of eco-

nomic mining and pumping equipment
have been installed at great expense, and
improved methods of crushing and treat-

ing the ore, including vanners, tables,

lixiviation, have displaced "arrastras"

and the "patio," familiar features in

Spanish methods of extracting the pre-

cious metals. Mules dragged heavy
boulders around on a prepared bed of
stones to crush the ore to a powdered
sludge in "arrastras," and other mules
or horses were driven about for weeks
in patios over large masses of this

sludge, to which copperas, salt, and mer-
cury were added, so as to form an amal-
gam, which was recovered by washing.
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A MOUNTAIN OF ORE

Iron ores are found in large quantity

in many portions of the Republic, some
deposits being of phenomenal propor-

tions, as the Cerro de Mercado, just

without the city of Durango, concerning

which much that has been written as to

it being a meteorite or a mass of metal

must be qualified.

My initial visit to Mexico in 1882 was
to examine and report upon this "moun-
tain of iron ore," for such it is, and
subsequent familiarity with the impor-

tant producers of this mineral elsewhere

give no reason to change the statement

then made that "the Cerro de Mercado is

the largest deposit of ore exposed above
ground of which I have knowledge."
The mineral is of non-Bessemer grade,

approximating an average yield of 60
per cent of metallic content, and is em-
ployed in making iron as well as for flux

in silver smelters.

Notwithstanding the abundance of ex-

cellent ores from which to produce iron,

this metal may rank in cost close to

others upon which we place higher

values ; and a feature of market days

throughout much of the Republic is the

iron merchant, who has spread on the

pavement a heterogeneous display of old

spikes, nails, keys, locks, and odd pieces

of iron ; for the average daily wage rate

of the peon, equivalent to from 25 to 40
cents gold, will equal the cost of only a

few pounds of scrap iron.

The domestic production of iron and
steel, which falls far short of Mexico's
requirement, is supplemented by liberal

importations from the United States and
Europe (the annual imports, exclusive

of machinery, averaging 10 million dol-

lars), but the processes used in Mexico
cover the range from the crude Catalan
forge to the modern blast furnace and
steel works.

In the mountains of Oaxaca and ad-

jacent States "ferrerias" produce from
25 to 50 tons of "platina" each per an-

num, by treating iron ore in an open
charcoal fire, supplied with blast by a

"trompe," the resulting "blooms" being

wrought under helve hammers operated

by water wheels. The fuel and ore are
brought to and the metals taken from
these ferrerias on the backs of men or
animals. Other plants produce charcoal
pig iron in cold or warm blast furnaces,
and supply superior merchant bar from
rolling mills whose puddling and heating
furnaces are wood-fired, or make excel-

lent castings in foundries. Others con-
vert pig iron and scrap iron into steel in

open-hearth furnaces, or melt scrap in

gas- or oil-fired furnaces, and fabricate
the product into various forms.

At Monterey a modern plant costing

5 million dollars has a blast furnace fed
with coke, Bessemer converter, open-
hearth steel furnaces, and rolling mills,

manufacturing structural and merchant
steel and rails, etc., amounting to 60,000
tons per year. Eighty-pound steel rails,

made in the Monterey plant, are being
laid on some Mexican railroads—an im-
portant step toward industrial independ-
ence.

THE MEXICAN PEON

Opportunity to observe the Mexican
peons in cities and in various portions of

the Republic, some remote from estab-

lished avenues of travel, encourages
favorable opinion of their ability and
expectation of material advancement as

education becomes general and ambition

is encouraged.

Most writers apply phrases such as

"dirty," "lazy," "thieving," to the peon.

As a class the peon does not conform to

our appreciation of cleanliness, although

at every water-course they are observed
making individual ablutions or launder-

ing, and the methods of preparing and
disposing of food fall short of our ac-

cepted standard. It is, however, possible

that if we investigated the slums of our

cities as tourists visit those of Mexican
municipalities, there would be found
many practices as offensive.

A lazy man does not travel at a trot,

nor assume heavy burdens, nor does he

utilize the time when driving a pack-train

to add to his little store by braiding a

mat or other article from palmetto or

aguave leaves.
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A Mexican assigned to a duty, as a

rule performs it promptly and with in-

tegrity. He handles tools well, but fol-

lows precedent, and the uncertainty of

action accredited to him is largely trace-

able to the observance of "fiestas" fixed

by church or state, which too often

are debauches, due to an abundance of

"pulque" or "aguardiente."

Of moderate stature and of light build,

he exhibits marvelous strength and en-

durance, especially as burden-bearer.

Living in the land of Mariana, where
everything is considered as put off until

tomorrow, he moves with speed difficult

for a good walker to equal. His quiet

demeanor and mild speech give place to

wild enthusiasm only at bull-fights, games
of pelote, or when the Liberty Bell is

sounded on the national anniversary

;

for the Mexican is a lover of his coun-

try, which until lately has done so little

for him.

On the mountain, the peon trudging

over difficult trails continues weaving a

hat, stopping only long enough to doff

his "sombrero" with a courteous and evi-

dently cordial "buenos diets."

As the civil marriage only is recog-

nized legally, while the Catholic Church
demands a religious ceremony, the for-

malities are often neglected, especially

among the poorer classes.

The affection existing between parents

and children, the love of flowers and of

music, as manifest in the mountains as

in the cities, contrasts with the national

pastimes of cock-fighting and the bull-

ring, and with the evident insensibility

to the suffering of dumb creatures, which
prevails.

Although some domestic animals are

possessed by every peon able to own
them, kept close to and often within the

homes, bringing about an apparent af-

fection between them and their own-
ers, the latter would seem to show little

interest in the suffering caused by long
fasts, sharp goads, cruel spurs, or loads

which are all the animals can carry, the

friction of which is often the cause of
sores upon the creature's body.

MANY CONTRASTS AND EXTREMES

Some of the striking contrasts, indi-

cating extremes or contradictions, have
been referred to, and others, which also

suggest the peoples' democracy, may be

of interest (see page 485).
A fashionably dressed gentleman pre-

cedes or follows on a prominent street

of the capital or other large city a san-

daled peon clad in linen trousers and
blouse, his indispensable companion, the

"serape," over one shoulder and his head
protected by a wide-brimmed sombrero.

A passing Indian woman, barefoot and
with uncovered head, a child slung in

her "rebosa" over her shoulders, sug-

gests intimate association with garlic,

onions, and pulque, which is balanced by
an atmosphere heavily laden with artifi-

cial perfumes, which are features of the

toilet of milady on her promenade.
A speeding automobile diverts its

course to avoid a drove of sleepy burros

laden with lumber, feed, or pottery, or a

lumbering traffic wagon moves side by
side with lithe "cargadores" carrying on
their backs or on litters household goods
of every variety.

A gorgeously appointed funeral trolley

car, conveying the remains of one whose
family can afford this expense, may
reach the burial place simultaneously

with three or four peons, packing on
their shoulders the body of a comrade
in a plainly painted coffin, the use of

which is rented and which will be re-

turned after the body is given interment.

Riveters joining the skeleton steel-

work of a great opera-house look down
upon a building near by being altered,

the workmen using scaffolding bound to-

gether with ropes in lieu of nails or

spikes.

One-story and possibly single-room

adobe houses plastered in colors ad-

join large structures of elaborate archi-

tecture ; industrial establishments are

neighbors to handsome homes, through
whose spacious doorways are had
glimpses of beautiful patios adorned
with flowers and fountains. The wide
entrance of a "casa grande" sandwiched



CUITI.AHUAC, A YOUNGER BROTHER OE MONTEZUMA, WHO SUCCEEDED THE LATTER
AS SOVEREIGN

This and the following illustrations were features of the historical procession of Mexico's
centennial celebration in September, 1910, the participants being, as far as possible, descend-
ants of those they represented.
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between stores on the street level may
give access to luxurious and richly ap-

pointed living apartments on the floors

above. In one home a course dinner

(and the number of courses is great)

will be served with the best viands and
all the equipments of wealth, while tor-

tillas and frijoles are the staple food of

the immediate neighbor.

The light from a single candle may
dimly illuminate the smoky interior of

an adobe home, while the street outside

is ablaze with lights supplied by electric

current generated at a modern hydro-

electric plant, conveyed at high voltage

for 95 miles to operate an excellent sys-

tem of urban and suburban railroads and
supply illumination.

The contrasts are not confined to the

cities, but are also pronounced in the

open or mountain country.

The "Camino Real" paralleling the

railway brings into close association loco-

motives drawing trains of well-equipped

passenger cars, the pack-mule, the heavily

laden burro, the clumsy ox-cart with

cotton-wood slabs for wheels, and the

peon trotting along under burdens appar-

ently out of proportion to his physique.

Far from rail or even wagon roads the

whirr of a sewing machine may come
from within a cane or mud hut, while

the master of the house (if it can be

so called) scratches the ground with a

crude plow or threshes his grain by driv-

ing animals over it.

No extensive journey is necessary to

pass from the humble home of a weaver,

who with ancient hand-loom fabricates

serapes of neat design from wool which
he has carded, spun, and dyed by hand,

to a splendidly equipped mill of many
looms, operated by hydraulic or steam
power.

In the sugar-growing country, wooden,
stone, or copper rolls operated by animal

power extract the saccharine matter

from cane and the excess molasses is

absorbed by a wad of mud, although a

few miles distant an hacienda with the

highest type of roller mills, vacuum pans,

and centrifugals produces large quanti-

ties of sugar of a superior character.

The climate, too, has its extremes, for

on the highland one seeks the warmth of

the bed early, because of the chill night

air, but finds the sunny side of the street

too warm in midday. The lowlands have
days of intense torrid heat, preceding
others when a strong "norther" chills to

the bone. Months of drought, during
which little if any rain falls, are suc-

ceeded by intervals when rain may be
expected for a part of every day, the

precipitation being so heavy at times as

to produce serious loss by freshet condi-

tions.

LARGE ESTATES

Among the problems disturbing Mex-
ico are landed interests controlling enor-

mous areas, some utilized chiefly for

grazing or live stock, others for raising

sugar-cane, aguave (for the production
of pulque), henequen, rubber, etc.

In the sugar country large amounts of

capital are invested in buildings to ac-

commodate machinery, much of which is

of high character, or for administration,

and in many instances elaborate church
structures are features of the haciendas.

Heavy amounts of Mexican capital are

invested in these large estates, in haci-

endas and industrial establishments ; but

the claim is made that relief from taxa-

tion on large unproductive areas retards

Mexico's progress and places unneces-
sary burdens upon developed properties.

FOREIGN INVESTMENTS

Much of the railroad development,
many of the better-equipped mines and
large industries are to be credited to for-

eign expenditures more than to Mexican
capital, the United States holding a lead-

ing position in these investments ; but

European countries and Canada have
supplied liberal sums, the aggregate of

foreign capital being reported as 1,000

million dollars.

In Mexico City there are seven banks
chartered by the government, having
capitals totaling 35 million dollars, and
in most of the States are similar insti-

tutions with the privilege of issuing cur-

rency that passes at par on a silver basis,

which is 50 per cent of gold value.
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Numerous private banks are

scattered throughout the coun-

try, and the failure of several

in late years has brought such

drastic penalties upon the guilty

parties as to discourage irre-

sponsible enterprises.

The national debt of Mexico
amounts to 218 million dollars.

A part, bearing 5 per cent in-

terest, has been quoted at par

;

the balance, paying 3 per cent,

commands 70 to 75 cents on the

dollar. Some of the 5 per cent

bonds have been lately replaced

by others yielding 4 per
1

cent.

The government is also re-

sponsible for the bonds covering
the railroad merger, by which
Mexico controls the leading

transportation systems, and for

a mortgage bank operating under
charter, which has for its func-

tion financing irrigation and agri-

cultural development.
In the capital there is also a

chartered bank, "Hipotecario,"

which loans money on improved
properties at 9 per cent and
issues against these 6 per cent

bonds, the mortgages being auto-

matically satisfied at the expira-

tion of 25 years—a method some-
what akin to American building

and loan associations.

PRESIDENT DIAZ

Since our own Centennial, in

1876, Mexico has been peaceful

and progressive ; transportation,

commerce, industries, and education have

advanced. From a nation on the verge

of bankruptcy it has risen to one whose
credit is excellent, and all well-wishers

of the country hope that the many evi-

dences of progress, for which the execu-

tion if not the initiative are credited to

General Porfirio Diaz, will not be re-

tarded by protracted internal dissensions

or by extraneous complications.

Unfortunately many of those who
write of the Mexican President portray

him either as an angel or a devil. The

CAPTAIN OP MEXICANO WARRIORS (SEE P. 502

)

struggles of an orphaned Mixtecan boy
and the subsequent life of a soldier are
not apt to develop shoulder-blades into

angel wings, especially where much of
this life was spent in guerrilla warfare in

rugged mountain country, accompanied
by great hardship and privation. Nei-
ther are the recollections of capture, im-
prisonments, escapes, wounds, and tor-

ture calculated to soften ; but these ex-
periences have molded a character bold,

decisive, dominant, which, exercised for

the good of his country, means progress.
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Reared to military discipline, his pun-
ishments are severe, and the enemies he

has made are bitter in their opposition

;

but the mass of the people, while fearing

his wrath, honor him for what his strong

will, recognized ability, and patriotism

have achieved for Mexico.
Those who see onlv evil in all that

Diaz does and by reason of autocratic

conditions place upon him the responsi-

bility for all acts of subordinates, do
injustice to Mexico and to its President.

Opportunity to judge President Diaz
at close range, in his executive office in

the National Palace and in his Chapul-
tepec home, presented to the writer a

manly man of strong personality and
quick perception, prompt to act, courte-

ous to callers, and evidently ready to give

attention to suggestions which appeared
to be for the ultimate good of his native

land.

valley OF MEXICO

The broad azotea of the castle of Cha-
pultepec overlooks the City of Mexico,
with its multitudinous flat-roof buildings

accentuating numerous towers or domes
of cathedrals and churches, and the few
high buildings of modern construction.

The imposing groves of ancient cypress

trees in the adjacent park, Mexico's
oldest inhabitants, have lived through
many stirring epochs, for the ground
occupied by. this city has been stained

with human blood as have few areas

of equal extent. This was the site of

Tenochtitlan, generally accredited to the

Toltecs, a people who preceded the Az-
tecs ; also the scene of the reputed mag-
nificence of Montezuma's dynasty, de-

scribed as a populous municipality, with

excellent laws, established courts, able

craftsmen, and evidences of a civilization

long antedating the knowledge of our
own portion of the continent—a civili-

zation in strange contrast with human
sacrifices on the Teocalli and cannibalism

accredited to the Aztecs.

It was here that by a combination of

skill, diplomacy, generalship, and fanati-

cism Cortes, with a relatively insignifi-

cant force, overpowered numbers and
superstition and laid waste the Aztec
capital.

The excesses, accompanied by loss of

life, subsequently committed by the In-

quisition in the name of religion for the

aggrandizement of Spain, and in part

glossed by the excellent structures which
were built, need not be recounted.

P)itt history tells of the numerous po-

litical convulsions which were initiated

in or disturbed the city in the efforts of

various aspirants to be leaders of the

new republic, troops besieging or ravag-

ing as one after another sought to estab-

lish himself as President, Emperor, Dic-

tator. The investment by the United
States troops, the capture of Chapultepec.

and the fall of the capital ; the occupancy
of the city by the European allies, when
Maximilian was enthroned, and its sub-

sequent recapture by the Mexicans, aid

in presenting a varied but sanguinary
historical vista.

The protecting rim of mountains en-

circling the valley of Mexico ; the snowy
crests of Popocatepetl and Ixtaccihuatl

;

the quiet waters of the lakes, materially

reduced in area by a comprehensive
drainage system extending for 50 miles ;

the cultivated fields and the surrounding
hamlets, each with its church ; the lines

of smoke from industrial chimneys and
locomotives, combine to suggest peace

and prosperity, which all hope may con-

tinue in our neighbor, Mexico.



Panoramic View from the west side of Burgess Pass, 3280 feet
From a photograph by Charles D. Walcott, Secretary of the Smithsonian
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A GEOLOGIST'S PARADISE

By Charles D. Walcott
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution

NATURE has a habit of placing

some of her most attractive treas-

ures in places where the average

man hesitates to look for them. Twenty-
five years ago rumors came of a won-
derful find of glaciers, forests, mountain
peaks, and lakes along the line of the

rugged pass through which the Canadian
Pacific Railway was building.

A geological reconnaissance by Sir

George M. Dawson, of the Canadian
Geological Survey, outlined some of the

broader geological features, and a some-
what closer study by Mr. R. G. McCon-
nell in 1886 resulted in a more accurate
description of the thousands of feet in

thickness of sandstone, shale, and lime-

stone that had been arched and broken
before being dissected and laid to view
by the agents of erosion which formed
the canyons, cliffs, and mountains by re-

moving grain by grain or by chemical
solution the material that formerly occu-
pied or surrounded them.
A young American, Walter Wilcox,

taking his surveying instruments and
camera, spent summer after summer
sketching maps and photographing the
scenery, and in 1896 he published the
first of several beautiful volumes on
"Camping in the Canadian Rockies."
Later, with the development of the

kodak, thousands of pictures were taken
by tourists who had little thought of the

geological treasures lying all about.

The study of the glaciers was begun
early by an American, George Vaux, of
Philadelphia, assisted by his sister Mary,
and later an expedition sent out by
the Smithsonian Institution under the

leadership of William H. Sherzer, of
the University of Michigan, resulted in

the publication in 1907 of a memoir de-

scribing and illustrating many of the

glaciers.

During the past three years an expe-
dition from the Smithsonian has been
making an examination of the four miles
or more in thickness of bedded rocks
forming the main range of the Rocky
Mountains that has been pushed east-

ward by the great mass of the Selkirk
ranges to the west. It is a curious and
instructive feature of the geology that
the strata of the Rockies, although
crowded eastward and thrust out over
the later rocks of the plains of Alberta,
have not suffered nearly as much dislo-

cation, injury, and alteration as the ap-
parently more massive bedded rocks of
the Selkirks. The latter are crumpled,
broken, and altered in about the same
manner as large blocks of brittle paper
would be if subjected to side pressure
in a hydraulic press.
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MOUNTAIN - BUILDING
ON A GRAND SCALE

The study of the

arched block of strata

16,000 feet or more in

thickness from which
the picturesque and
impressive mountains
and canyons have been
carved has resulted in

the discovery that the

rocks in which the

great Bow Valley is

excavated form a part

of the North American
continental beds that

were deposited in great

fresh-water lakes be-

fore the waters of the

ocean swept over the

continent and began
their task of depositing

the 12,000 feet or more
in thickness of rocks of

Cambrian age that now
contain the remains of

the marine life of that

period.

As the study of the

formations developed

it was found that in

the eastward thrusting

of the rocks massive

limestones were often

crushed and ground
into fragments ; i n
other places the thinner

beds for 100 feet or

more would be folded

and crumbled between
huge masses of even-

bedded limestone that

showed no traces of

disturbance. In other

places a series of beds.

1,000 feet or more in

thickness, met some ob-

stacle which they could

not crush or surmount,
and were driven up-
ward at almost right

angles, forming series

of sharp, ragged ridges.

On the east side of the
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Lower Yoho Valley the limestones of

Mount Ogden are lying nearly level, but

on the eastern slope above Sherbrooke
Lake Canyon the same beds are turned

down at right angles and disappear be-

neath the canyon bottom. Everywhere
the keen eye of the geologist will rind

evidence of mountain - building on a

grand scale.

The panoramic photograph, taken by
the author from Burgess Pass, 3,000 feet

above Field, and published as a Supple-
ment to this number of the National,
Geographic Magazine:, shows at a

glance over 9,000 feet in thickness of

bedded rocks, 6,000 feet of it in an almost
sheer cliff in the mass of Mount Stephen.
Many thousand feet more may be seen

to the westward in Mount Denis and in

Mount Vaux. From Mount Stephen the

eye follows to the left across the great

canyon of the Kicking Horse River to

the summit of Mount Field, two miles

away, where the same limestone and
shale beds carrying the same fossils in-

dicate that thousands of feet in thickness

and many million cubic yards of hard
rock have been removed by erosion from
between the two mountains, Stephen and
Field. From Mount Field a gentle slope

carries the same beds northward through
Mount Wapta, where they undulate
across the President Range and plunge
to the westward beneath the corrugated
and more readily broken Ordovician
rocks of the Van Home Range.

EARLY MARINE El EE

All of the Cambrian rocks were de-

posited in waters teeming with marine
invertebrate life. As far as now known,
this was before the day of fish or of any
other vertebrate animal ; land plants and
even marine vegetable life were almost

unrepresented. Other animals of the

sea, however, existed in great profusion,

and here and there conditions were so

favorable for their burial in the mud and
sand of the Cambrian sea that they were
preserved unbroken, and throughout all

the processes of rock-making and moun-

tain-building they have escaped destruc-

tion.

In one of these favorable places the

most delicate of organisms, like the jelly-

fish, have been exquisitely preserved and
we have crustaceans of many varieties.

Among these many preserve the most
delicate branchiae and appendages, and
one can hardly realize that they were
buried in the mud 15 to 20 million years

ago and ha ye remained undisturbed

while several miles of thickness of sedi-

ment were deposited over them, changed
into rock, elevated into mountain masses,

and later eroded into the present moun-
tains and canyons.

We have long considered that the trilo-

bite (page 516) was the most highly

developed animal in the Cambrian time,

but last summer a crustacean was found
by the author in the fossil bed near

Mount Wapta that was the king of the

animal world in its day (page 517).
That it was prepared to assert its right

to the control of the Cambrian sea is

shown by the claws with which it was
armed.
To the geologist interested in the vol-

canic rocks a great field is waiting in the

Selkirks to the west, and for generations

to come there will be unsolved problems
for the special student in this great re-

gion of mountains, glaciers, and rivers.

SUMMARY OE GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS

In the long panoramic view the rocks

seen in the distance, forming Mount Bal-

four, belong to the Sherbrooke forma-
tion of the Cpper Cambrian, or the most
recent rocks of the Cambrian section.

Beginning with these and going down-
ward, the following formations arc

passed through :

UPPiCR CAMBRIAN
Feet

Sherbrooke formation ( mainly lime-

stones) 1,375

Paget formation (limestones and
shales) 360

Bosworth formation ( limestone and
shale) 1,855 -f

Total Upper Cambrian 3,590-f-
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Photo by Charles D. Walcott

WAITING ON THE BURGESS TRAIL UNDER MOUNT WAPTA

MIDDLE CAMBRIAN Feet

Eldon formation (siliceous and arena-
ceous limestones) 2,700 to 2,800

This is the formation that caps Mount
Stephen and many of the higher
mountains.

Stephen formation (limestones and
shale) 640

Cathedral formation (arenaceous lime-
stones) 1,595

Total Middle Cambrian 4,963

LOWER CAMBRIAN Feet

Mount Whyte formation (limestones
and sandstones ) 390

Saint Piran formation (sandy shales

and sandstones) 2,705
Lake Louise formation (siliceous

shale) 105
Fairview formation (sandstones) 1,324

Total Lower Cambrian 4,5-24

SUMMARY Feet

Upper Cambrian 3,590+
Middle Cambrian 4,963
Lower Cambrian 4,524

Total thickness of Cambrian section. 13,077-h

Beneath the old Cambrian sea-beach

now forming the base of the Fairview
formation there is a great series of sand-

stones and sandy shales of quite a differ-

ent character. These rocks formed the

land area which was submerged by the

Cambrian sea that wore them away more
or less in its advance over the continent.

These older rocks are supposed, owing
to their character and the absence of

marine fossils, to have been deposited

in fresh water. They are referred to a
series called the Algonkian, and are di-

vided into two formations

:

Feet

Hector formation (sandstones and
shales—gray, black, greenish, purple in

color) total thickness.. 1,302

Corral Creek formation (sandstones)... 1,320

THF WASTING AWAY OF THF MOUNTAINS

The breaking down of the mountain
summits by the action of rain, frost, and
ice, so as to form strong pyramids and
ridges, is constantly going on. This is
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Photo by Charles D. Walcotl

A COOL SEPTEMBER MORNING AT 7.OOO FEET ABOVE SEA-EEVEE

well shown by the photograph of Mount
Huber, on page 518.

An illustration of a long summit ridge

is given by Mount Daly, where every

summer storm leaves a fresh coating of

snow. I well recall stepping off the

limestone onto the snow, thinking it hard

and secure, and dropping in tip to my
armpits within a few feet of the rock.

We were glad to paddle our way back

and follow the rocky ridge for miles

around to get back to camp.
Some of the deep canyons were filled

up for 1,000 feet or more by dirt, gravel,

and boulders washed down from the

sides of the mountains, probably during

the great Glacial period. Upon the with-

drawal of the ice this accumulated mate-
rial was rapidly cut away, but occasion-

ally masses of it are left high on the

sides of a mountain, and often most
fantastic forms result from its erosion

where the finer beds of gravel and clay

are hardened and protected above by

blocks of sandstone and limestone. One
of the most noteworthy examples is that

of the so-called Hoodoos, on the slope

of Mount Vaux, 18 miles west of Field.

TAKING THE PHOTOGRAPHS

The panoramic photographs were taken
with the Cirkut camera that is used by
newspaper men and others for photo-
graphing processions and obtaining pano-
ramic views of buildings, railway lines,

etc. For use in the mountains several

minor changes were made, so that the

instrument could be used successfully

under such adverse conditions as strong

wind, hands and fingers numbed from
cold, and often very insecure foundation
for the tripod. As it is necessary to

have absolute stability and the camera-
bed level, the securing of perfect nega-
tives is difficult.

The camera consists of the ordinary

&/2 by Sy2 outfit, with a panoramic at-

tachment which is 103^2 inches square by
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the king oe the; animal, world 15 million years ago: discovered by
mr. walcott

The spiny claws of the Middle Cambrian crustacean (Sidneyia inexpectans) , shown as a

light patch in the center of the figure on page 516 (see page 511)
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Photo

THF, AUTHOR READY TO TAKE) A PANORAM
SUMMIT OP MOUNT PlEXD

4 inches in thickness. When the latter is

used the tripod head is a 12-inch gradu-
ated circle with the revolving bed above.
A ratchet, driven by springs, moves the

camera around the circle, the speed being
governed by fans. Our lens is a Bausch
and Lomb Zeiss Protar, Series VII.
The long panoramic view had an ex-

posure of one-tenth of a second over
each part of the film. The film moves
past a vertical half-inch aperture from
right to left as the camera is revolving

from left to right. With this instrument
a view can be taken 8J/2 inches in height

and of any desired length up to 10 feet.

Two persons can readily carry the outfit

anywhere that one can ordinarily climb.

Under unusually difficult conditions the

camera can be drawn up by a rope.

Often in the Canadian
Rockies days will pass
in which the atmospheric
conditions are unfavor-
able for an extended
view—dust blown in
from the plains, smoke
from forest fires, or the

indefinite summer haze
and cloudy weather in-

terfering. The best con-

ditions usually occur
just after a heavy storm
of either snow or rain

has cleared the air.

One really great pano-
ramic view and a half

dozen fine smaller views
is a successful season

with the camera when it

is used as an adjunct to

hammer and compass in

geologic work.

From the vicinity of

the Burgess Pass camp
the views were most
beautiful and varied, and
changed from hour to

hour during the day and
from day to day with

the varying atmospheric

conditions. Emerald
Glacier, directly facing

camp (page 513), was
always attractive, whether in the bright

sunlight, the gray light of early morning,

the shadows of sunset, or when snow
and fog were sweeping over the range,

giving only now and then a glimpse of

the ice and cliffs. The light-colored

moraines on either side of its foot and

the dark rocks afforded a beautiful set-

ting for the glacier. Across the Yoho
Pass the cliff of Mount Wapta stood in

bold relief, with a steep slope of broken

rock on the western side and a huge
bank of snow on the eastern side of its

south ridge.

Rising back of camp was the beautiful

cliff of Mount Burgess, a favorite haunt
of the mountain goat. At its eastern

foot on the narrow ridge is the point

wdiere the great panoramic view was

by Sidney S. Walcott

ic view Prom
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taken. Far below and almost at the foot

of the great cliff is Emerald Lake, a spot

famous for its scenic beauty. Our camp
in the forest just below the ridge was
visited quite frequently in September by
heavy snow squalls that gave a welcome
opportunity for a day's rest, reading, and
cleaning up.

Our camp at Lake O'Hara was in a

beautiful mountain meadow at the foot of

Mount Schaffer. Morning and evening

the views of the surrounding mountains
were most inspiring. At this elevation

(7,000 feet) snow squalls were not in-

frequent on the higher summits above,

and on July 17 snow fell at the camp

most of the day. From a slope of Mount
Odaray, Lake O'Hara, resting like an
emerald in a bowl of mountains (see

page 512), reflected the glaciers of

Mounts Lefroy and Hungabee.
Camping in the Canadian Rockies is a

relatively simple affair if one is accus-

tomed to going about with saddle and
pack animals for conveyance. It is not
difficult to obtain good camp outfits with
horses and men, and much of the most
beautiful scenery can be visited without
riding on a trail or leaving wagon roads.

Firewood and good water are well dis-

tributed and grass for the horses usually
abundant.

OUR MOUNTAIN PANORAMA

NO ONE would be more surprised

and delighted with Mr. Walcott's

beautiful panoramic view, which is pub-

lished as a Supplement to this number,
than the American scientist whose dis-

coveries gave a practical value to Da-
guerre's invention of photography, and
the 1 ooth anniversary of whose birth

was celebrated last month. It is only 72
years since John William Draper in New
York took the first photograph of a hu-

man face, but the progress in the photo-

graphic art since then is amazing.

Mr. Walcott's panorama is the most
marvelous mountain view that has ever

been published, and is remarkable not

only for its exceeding beauty, but also

because of the many lessons in geog-

raphy learned by studying it.

Readers of this Magazine who have
attempted to take photographs in high

altitudes can appreciate the combination
of patience and skill required to secure

a panorama like our Supplement. Weeks
usually elapse before the weather is

favorable, and then the slightest error

of judgment may make the exposure a

complete failure.

Perhaps equally difficult is the engrav-

ing, printing, and handling of 100,000

copies of the 9-foot picture. For the

success of this part of the publication

the National Geographic Magazine:
takes pleasure in acknowledging its in-

debtedness to the Matthews-Northrup
Works, of Buffalo.

A few copies of the panorama have
been printed on heavy art mat paper
suitable for framing, and may be ob-

tained at the office of the National Geo-
graphic Society at 50 cents per copy.

SCENES IN THE CANADIAN
ROCKIES

THE scenes in the Canadian Rockies,
published on pages 522 to 536, are

all from photographs by Rev. George
Kinney, of Keremeos, B. C, Canada,
who, with his companion, Duncan Phil-

lips, has the distinction of being the first

to ascend to the summit of Mount Rob-
son, the highest mountain yet discovered
in the Canadian Rockies.

Mount Robson is situated in the heart
of the Rockies, some 50 or more miles
north of Yellowhead Pass and hundreds
of miles from civilization. The moun-
tain can be reached only by pack-train
after long weeks of strenuous endeavor
through trackless forests and muskeg.
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A SHOULDER OF MOUNT VICE-PRESIDENT, OVERLOOKING EMERALD LAKE, NEAR
ElELD, BRITISH COLUMBIA

The upper falls in the photograph are about 200 feet high. Photo by Rev. George Kinney
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TAKAKKAW FALLS (l,200 LEET), IN THE VALLEY OE THE YOHO, BRITISH COLUMBIA

Fed by the great Daly Glacier, which is backed by a snow-field of many square miles in

extent, the Takakkaw Falls leaps full fledged over a cliff 1,200 feet high, thus forming the

crowning wonder of the marvelous Valley of the Yoho, near Field, B. C, in the Canadian

Rockies. Photo by Rev. George Kinney.
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MEMBERS OF THE ALPINE CLUB OE CANADA ASCENDING MOUNT VICE-PRESIDENT

A difficult piece of rock-work. Under the care of expert guides the members thus qualify

for active membership. Photo by Rev. George Kinney
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MOUNT PINNACLE: AND SENTINEL PASS, NEAR PARADISE VALLEY, BRITISH COLUMBIA

This splendid peak, rising out of Paradise Valley like a jeweled needle tipped with pearl,

stands side by side with Mount Temple, in the Canadian Rockies, and overlooks the cele-

brated "Valley of the Ten Peaks." Photo by Rev. George Kinney.
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MOUNT PEETEE AND THE YELLOWHEAD TAKES : CANADIAN ROCKIES

Yellowhead Pass, sentineled by Mount Peelee and the Yellowhead Mountains, offers for

the transcontinental railroads the lowest and easiest gateway through the Canadian Rockies.

Gigantic Douglas firs make picturesque the shores of the lakes in this region. Photo by Rev.

George Kinney.
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Photo by Rev. George Kinney

MOUNT WAPTA, NEAR FIELD, BRITISH COLUMBIA, AND THE FTRST CAMP OP THE
ALPINE CLUB OP CANADA (SEE PAGES 519-520)
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The north face of Mount Robson rises abruptly in a series of precipitous cliffs, rank on
rank, to the very skies. At its base the Grand Forks River, swiftly flowing from Berg Lake,
leaps a cliff as high as a Niagara and, plunging in a succession of superb falls through a

gorge over 3,000 feet deep, sweeps through the "Valley of a Thousand Falls" on its way to

the Fraser. Photo by Rev. George Kinney.



CLIMBING THE ICE-CLIFFS 01* THE EAST SIDE OF MOUNT ROBSON .* CANADIAN ROCKIES

Dr. A. P. Coleman, L. Q. Coleman, and Rev. George R. B. Kinney working their way up
the fearful ice-cliffs of the east side of Mount Robson in their unsuccessful attempt to climb

the mountain in 1908. Leaving their camp at tree-line, for 14 hours they fought their way up
those treacherous walls of ice amid constant dangers from hidden crevasses and roaring

avalanches, but only attained an altitude of 11,700 feet. Photo by Rev. George Kinney.
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THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
RESEARCHES IN ALASKA

By Lawrence Martin
Leader of the National Geographic Society's 1910

Expedition to Alaska

The Research Committee of the National Geographic Society has made an

appropriation of $5,000 from the research fund to continue the studies of the

Alaska glaciers which were conducted by the Society in 1000 and 1010. The work
this year is in charge of Prof. Ralph S. Tarr, of Cornell University , and Prof.

Lawrence Martin, of the University of Wisconsin. These gentlemen were also

in charge of the work in 1000, but in 1010 Professor Tarr had engagements in

Europe, so that the entire zvork of that summer rested upon Professor Martin.

An account of the National Geographic Society's igog expedition to Alaska zvas

printed in the January, igio, number of the National Geographic Magazine.

DURING the summer of 1910
nearly four months were devoted

to a continuation of the glacier

studies commenced in 1909 under the di-

rection of the Research Committee of the

National Geographic Society. It is for-

tunate that this fund is available just at

the time when unusual activity of gla-

ciers in Alaska is in progress. The gla-

ciers are now so active that it is perhaps

the opportunity of a century or more.

The field investigated in 1910 was
Prince William Sound, but a two weeks'

visit was made to Yakutat Bay in June
to record the latest news from the un-

usually interesting active glaciers there,

..and a fortnight at the end of the season

was devoted to the glaciers of the lower

Copper River.

The party consisted of seven men

—

the author; W. B. Lewis, of the U. S.

Geological Survey, topographer ; E. F.

Bean and F. E. Williams, of the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, the former taking

charge of the sounding and weather rec-

ords, the latter acting as rodman ; E. A.

Connor and R. F. Byers, of the Univer-
sity of Washington, respectively boat

engineer and photographer, and a Japa-

nese cook. F. M. O'Neill, of Memphis,
Tennessee, was also employed as engineer

the latter part of the season. We started

May 28 and were gone until Sept. 23.

One of the large glaciers in Yakutat
Bay, the Nunatak, had changed a great

deal since the year before. It had ad-
vanced decidedly, different parts of its

front having come out 700 to 1,000 feet

up to June 17, 19 10. From 1890 to 1909
the Nunatak Glacier receded steadily,

going back over two miles and a half in

this time. We had anticipated that it

would eventually advance, however, as

was predicted in the National Geo-
graphic Magazine for January, 19 10,

and the forward movement commenced
between July 6, 1909, and June, 19 10.

This was due to the accession of un-
usually large quantities of snow to the
reservoirs of this glacier by avalanches
during the 26 days of severe earthquakes
of September, 1899.
The Nunatak was the ninth glacier in

the Yakutat Bay region to respond since

1899 to this new cause for glacier ad-
vances in mountain regions. Their re-

sponses have come after a certain delay,

dependent in part upon the length of the
glacier, as the accompanying table shows.

Glacier. Date of advance. Length of
glacier.

Galiano After 1895 and
before 1905

1901
1905-6
1905-6
1905-6
1905-6
1906 or 7
1909
1910

2 or 3 miles.

3 or 4 miles.
6 or 7 miles.
8 miles.
10 miles.
10 miles.*
16 or 17 miles.
17 or iSmiles.
20 miles.

Unnamed glacier
Haenke
Atrevida
Variegated
Marvine . .

,

Hidden
Lucia
Nunatak

* Excluding expanded lobe in Malaspiua.
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GLACIER RESPONDING TO EARTHQUAKE

The retreat of Nunatak Glacier from 1905 to 1909 (a to c), followed by advance (c to b)

before June, 1910. Photo by Lawrence Martin

The second of these glaciers, which is

a small unnamed ice tongue between
Haenke and Hubbard, was stagnant and
moraine covered in 1899 an^ l 9°5< and
I had not learned until the winter of

1910 that it was crevassed and advanc-
ing in 190 1, as a photograph proves.

Besides these nine, three or more of the

smaller glaciers probably advanced be-

tween 1899 and 1905, and the neighbor-

ing Turner and Hubbard glaciers have
each had one or more minor advances,

perhaps due to the thrust from some
responding tributary far back in the

mountains. Hubbard Glacier, which may
be twice as long as Nunatak, began such

a minor advance in 1909, but in 19 10 it

had not progressed very far, though the

west part of the ice front had come for-

ward 600 feet and the crevassed area of

the east margin had increased slightly.

Other points on the ice front had re-

treated 500 to 1,000 feet between 1909
and 1910.

Lucia Glacier, which was advancing

so rapidly in 1909, had perhaps nearly

ceased its unusual activity ; at least, when
we . saw it in 1910 it had not overridden
the Lucia nunatak, which it surrounded
and nearly covered the year before, and
no great abundance of new streams
emerged from its borders to Yakutat
Bay. This. I am sorry to say, was all

we were able to determine about Lucia
Glacier, for we were unable to visit it

and see more because of the unusual ice-

jam in Yakutat Bay in June, 19 10. From
what we were able to see of it from a
distance with field glasses, however, it

was apparently behaving as all the other
glaciers have when affected by the earth-

quake avalanche supply. The advance
was sudden, the transformation great,

and the activity Avas soon over. This
seems to be the case in Lucia Glacier.

How great the advance of Nunatak
Glacier will be is impossible to predict

at present, for this is the first great tidal

glacier in Yakutat Bay to advance since

the earthquakes. If the slightly smaller
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non-tidal Hidden Glacier could move
two miles under this impulse, however,
the Nunatak Glacier might be expected

to respond similarly, unless (
I ) this is

only a minor thrust from some tributary

or (2) the tidal condition introduces

some complication not previously ob-

served in studying glacial oscillations due

to this new cause.

A GLACIER THREATENING A RAILWAY
BRIDGE

On the lower Copper River is Childs

Glacier, which is seriously threatening to

destroy a steel railway bridge just com-
pleted. The rate of glacier motion in

Childs Glacier increased during the win-

ter of 1909- 19 10 so that part of the mar-
gin of the glacier changed its forward
movement from nothing to two and as

much as eight feet a day.

This glacier, as the map shows (page

543), is the smallest of three great ice

tongues—Miles, Childs, and Allen gla-

ciers—projecting into the Copper River

valley. Around these three the Copper
River winds through a succession of

rapids and lake-like stretches. The Cop-
per River and Northwestern Railway has

just been built between Childs and Miles

glaciers and on over 5^2 miles of the

stagnant ice of Allen .Glacier. Childs

Glacier is 10 to 12 miles long, not much
over a mile wide in the mountain valley,

but it widens to over three miles in Cop-
per River valley.

Its front is a precipitous white wall

250 to 300 feet high, and is swept at the

base by Copper River. How a small

section of the front of Childs Glacier

compares with the Capitol building at

Washington is shown in the photograph
on page 546. The map on page 543
compares Childs Glacier graphically with

the Nisqually Glacier, one of the largest

ice tongues on Mount Rainier, and Miles

Glacier with four of the largest and best-

known glaciers of the Canadian Selkirks

and the Glacier National Park in the

Montana Rockies.

In August, 1909, Childs Glacier was
advancing at about its normal rate—four

feet a day at a point near the north side

and perhaps six or seven feet a day in

midglacier. The melting and the many
icebergs discharged from the terminal

cliff at that time just about balanced this

advance, so that the front of the glacier

remained in about the same place. Near
the north margin there was no advance
when we saw Childs Glacier in 1909,

and probably there had been none since

1905 and perhaps none to speak of since

1884, though its relationship to the river

had varied slightly during this period,

and slight crevassing had begun in 1906
and 1909 where there was none in 1905.

During the winter and early spring of

1909- 1910, however, the glacier began to

advance more rapidly, buckling up the

ice of the frozen river. In June, 1910,
the ice front had moved forward from
920 to 1,225 feet, narrowing the river

to 400 or 500 feet.

Every time the ice cliff was sufficiently

undercut by the river, great masses of
ice would cascade down the front, rais-

ing a gigantic wave in the river. People
in Alaska speak of the discharge from
the front of Childs Glacier as "slough-
ing." A "slough" has always raised

waves in Copper River, making it dan-
gerous to shoot the rapids in front of
Childs Glacier in a boat, or to line a boat
up the opposite bank ; but in the spring
of 1910 the conditions were accentuated
by the advance of the glacier and the

pushing of the river eastward.
During the advance the waves washed

up over a bank 5 to 25 feet in height and
rushed back 100 or 200 feet into the

alder thicket. Ice blocks up to 10 tons
in weight were thrown in among the

trees. Stones a foot or two in diameter
were hurled into the thicket. Alders 9
to 1 1 inches in diameter were stripped
of leaves and bark and bent backward
or broken off short, or uprooted or
buried beneath the gravel and boulders
and macerated trunks of other trees.

The river bank, which was cut back
some in the preceding year, was in 1910
being fairly eaten up by the iceberg
waves which crossed the river, 50 to 60
feet by actual measurement having been
removed along the bank of the stream
facing the glacier.
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t!?;l

Photo by Lawrence Martin

A SMALL PORTION OF THE FRONT OF MIFFS GLACIER, FROM TFIF BRIDGE ON COPPER
RIVER & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY, COMPARED GRAPHICALLY WITH THE

HOTEL LA SALLE, IN CHICAGO, WHICH IS 3 10 FEFT HIGH

Late in August, 1910, when the waves
were not as powerful as they had been
earlier in the summer, the largest ice fall,

or slough, from Childs Glacier which I

saw sent a wave across the river with
lightning rapidity, causing the water to

splash up over the 15 or 20 foot bank,
near where I stood, and back a short dis-

tance into the forest. It of course rose

highest directly opposite the ice fall, the

height of the wave on the bank decreas-
ing both up and down stream. Six or
seven ring-waves in succession splashed
far up the river bank, the first one visibly

running upstream against an eight or
nine mile an hour current. It was easy

to see how the larger waves during the

first part of the summer were able to

cut back the river bank so easily.

Near the north margin of the glacier

is an easily accessible portion of the ice

front which ends upon a nearly-flat out-

wash plain of glacial gravels, overgrown
with alder and cottonwood trees 50 to

100 years old. Here the glacier was
nearly without motion from 1905 to

1909, and probably for some years be-

fore, so that small shrubs had begun to

grow upon the stagnant ice margin. This

part of the glacier advanced 1,500 to

1,600 feet before June 10, 1910, and 204
feet more up to October 5. The rate of

Dates of observations.
Number

of

days.

Advance , in feet. Rate per d ay, in feet.

Fastest. Average. Fastest. Average.

June 10 to July 29 49 124 116 2-5 2.37
July 29 to August 6 8 26 23 3.25 2.87
August 6 to August 11 5 4i 8 8.2 1.60

August 11 to August 17 6 27 4 4.5 .66

Aguust 17 to August 29 . 12 42 19 3-5 1.58
August 29 to September 19 21 37 27 1.76 1.28

17 L3 0.7 • 44
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MAP COMPARING SIZES OP COPPER RIVER GPACIERS WITH GLACIERS IN THE ROCKY
MOUNTAINS, SEPKIRK3, AND CASCADES OP THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Note that the largest glaciers of the United States are in the Cascades, where the Nis-
qually Glacier of Mount Rainier exceeds in size the Blackfoot Glacier of the Glacier National
Park, in the Montana Rockies. These and the Illecillewaet and other glaciers of the Cana-
dian Rockies and Selkirks are much smaller than the Alaskan glaciers.

advance is phenomenal, averaging two to

eight feet a day, and especially remark-
able for the edge of a glacier, where
movement is always slowest. The rail-

way engineers made most of the surveys
before we reached Childs Glacier and
one after we left, but we made supple-

mentary observations on a number of

days between their surveys, finding the

ice front advancing at rates intermediate

between those shown on the maps. The
rates per day are shown in the table on
preceding page.

The rates of average movement show
variations in velocity, with two maxima

;

the fastest movements show a very rapid

increase in rate of advance to the maxi-
mum, between August 6 and ri, and an
unusually rapid decrease again. This is

one of the most rapidly increasing and

decreasing series of glacier movements
yet mapped.

It was a rare opportunity to see the

visible forward movement of Childs Gla-
cier into the forest. A series of lobes de-

veloped, though some of them were not

persistent, and at the ends of these lobes

the day-to-day changes were most pro-
nounced. Ice blocks were sliding' down
the frontal slope, some of them being
rolled many feet into the forest ; trees

were overturned, turf and grass were
ploughed up and carried on the ice of the

glacier.

Yet one saw and heard little of a spec-

tacular nature while traversing the ice

front. It was an irresistible, steady
movement, but slow, as the movement of
the hour hand of a clock is slow. As im-
pressive as anything was to find tons of
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ice resting where one stood to take a pho-
tograph the day before, or to find some
great tree, 100 years old, prone on the

ground with the butt beneath the glacier,

where the day before the tree was up-
right with the ice just touching it or with
room to go between the glacier and tree.

The rate of movement in midglacier
during- the summer was not determined,
but it would not be improbable, judging
from the rate at the north margin and
from rates at intervals across other gla-

ciers that have been measured, that it

was at least six times the rate in 1909, or

30 feet a day, and even more at times.

But the middle of the glacier did not

advance as far during- the summer as the

north margin did, and between June 10

and August 11 it retreated 450 feet.

From August 11 to August 17 it re-

treated 65 feet more. This retreat was
occurring while the north margin was
advancing most strongly, and it seemed
to the National Geographic Society's

party that this retreat was not due to a

cessation of advance, but wholly to un-
dercutting by the Copper River, which
rose over six feet between June and Au-
gust because of summer melting of snows
and glaciers.

We accordingly predicted in August
that the ice front in the river would re-

advance the latter part of September,
when the river was lower. This predic-

tion proved correct, the ice front advanc-

ing 390 feet up to October 5, plus the

amount of additional retreat between
August 17 and the date when the ad-

vance commenced, the level of the river

having fallen nine feet meantime. As
the middle of the glacier advanced 390
feet in the 49 days between August 17

and October 5, the minimum rate of

actual advance was fully eight feet a day,

if there was advance on each of these

days. As (a ) icebergs were discharging

all the time and melting was in progress ;

as (b) the advance was surely over 300
feet; and as (c) the forward movement
began not on August 17, but probably

after the middle of September, when the

river was much lower, the rate of ad-

vance was much faster and may easily

have been 30 feet a day, as previously

estimated.
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What Childs Glacier is do-

ing this vear is of the greatest

£ interest, it may continue to ad-

£ vance, or the diminishing rate

of advance on the north margin
^ after August n may suggest
oo that the strongest advance is

m over. If advance continues,

^ will the glacier move up to and

•J destroy the railway bridge,

£ which is only 1,575 feet distant

g" from the north margin, or will

& it stop before getting there?

J The bridge cost $1,400,000 and
is the key to the $20,000,000

> railway to the copper mines.

.5 It is absolutely certain that

~ no corps of engineers living

could save the bridge and rail-

Q way if the glacier is destined

<u to advance that far. We have
+j seen Hidden Glacier, in Yaku-
•§ tat Bay, advance two miles,

^ or over 10,000 feet, and bury

Jcj a bench mark near the former
•3 terminus beneath 1,100 feet of
^ ice, and Haenke Glacier ad-
• a vance over 5,000 feet in less

|> than 10 months.

^ On August 1 1 the railway

% was about 4,500 feet from the
o middle of the glacier, which
0 would easily have advanced
01 this distance between May and

I October, if it is moving at the

£ rate of 30 feet a day. If its

3 front had not been swept by

§ Copper River the rapidly mov-
>

ing middle of the glacier would
7d pretty surely have advanced
% this distance, while the more
j*h slowly moving margin was ad-

73 vancing the observed 1,700-

£ 1,800 feet, at the rate which

£ increased from practically zero
0 in 1909 till it reached two to

0 eight feet a day in 1910.
"C If the river had not had its

& normal summer rise of six feet

o or more the middle of the

ojo glacier would surely have ad-

| vanced a good part of this dis-

j2 tance, as it did advance 1,225
o feet before the rise came, and

as it may do this fall and win-
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THE ADVANCING TERMINUS OE CHILDS GLACIER, NEAR THE NORTH EDGE, IN AUGUST,
I9IO, WHEN THIS PORTION WAS ADVANCING ABOUT 3^ EEET A DAY

ter when the water is low and the river

weak. It is evident, therefore, that the

preservation of the railway bridge is due
to the river, the very thing which necessi-

tates the bridge.

It will be most interesting to see if the

advance continues during the low-water
stage from October, 1910, to May, 191 1,

with gradual forcing of the river east-

ward, the cutting back of the river bank
in the unconsolidated gravels, the inter-

ference with stream flow and icebergs

discharge from Miles Glacier, and many
accessory phenomena.

Grinnell Glacier, a smaller ice tongue
north of Childs, also began to advance
between 1909 and 191 o.

ADVANCING GLACIERS IN PRINCE WILLIAM
SOUND

An unusually large number of glaciers

in Prince William Sound were advancing

in 1910. Of these the largest is Colum-
bia Glacier. This ice tongue, west of

Valdez, is three to four miles wide and
25 miles or more in length. It has two
tidal fronts, separated by Heather Isl-

and, upon which the middle of the gla-

cier terminates. It had its last important
advance about 1892, as determined by
G. K. Gilbert in 1899, and began the

present advance during or just before

1908. This has progressed as follows,

as observed by Prof. U. S. Grant and
the National Geographic Society's 1909
expedition :

After July, 1905, to July 15, 1908, ad-
vance, 100 feet.

July 15, 1908, to June 24, 1909, ad-

vance, 310 feet.

June 24, 1909, to August 23, 1909,
advance, 70 feet.

These observations are on Heather
Island.



ANOTHER VIEW OF THE ADVANCING FRONT OF CHILDS GLACIER, NEAR THE NORTH
EDGE, IN AUGUST, I9IO, WHEN THIS PORTION WAS ADVANCING ABOUT

y/2 FEET a day: the great blocks are ice

Between August, 1909, and June 30,

1910, when the Society's 1910 expedition

returned to the region, the main ice cliff

of Columbia Glacier west of the island

had advanced over Too feet, the advance
upon the island being about 135 feet.

From July 4 to September 5 the advance
at the same point was 132 feet.

Columbia Glacier forms an interesting

contrast with Childs. the rate of advance
in the Childs increasing rapidly from 2.5

feet to 8.2 feet a day and decreasing

again to .7 foot a day, all in four months,
while the Columbia has slowly increased

its rate of motion for two years from .9

foot a day in 1908 to 2.1 feet a day in

1910.

The phenomena accompanying this ad-

vance during the summer of 19 10 were
of great interest. The glacier was ad-

vancing into forests at its borders and
on Heather Island, as in 1909, and over-

turning mature evergreen trees, which
had grown undisturbed for a century or
more, the advance having exceeded the

1892 maximum.
A whole grove on the west edge of

Heather Island was overturned between
1909 and 1910, on our last visit, in Sep-
tember, practically not a tree remaining
which was not overturned or leaning.

Peat bogs were rolled up in great bol-

sters five or six feet high. Isolated trees

in the peat were pushed forward a hun-
dred feet or more without being over-

turned. A push moraine 15 to 25 feet

high faces the ice front, the material

being, variably, beach gravel, glacial till,

mud flows, peaty soil, and macerated
heaps of tree trunks and roots. In the

bay east of Heather Island marine de-

posits with shells are being pushed up
above sea-level.

On the east margin of the glacier a
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SKETCH OF PORT WELLS, PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND, ALASKA, IN 1899

SKETCH OF PORT WELLS IN IQIO, SHOWING THE EXTRAORDINARY RETREAT OF BARRY
AND SURPRISE GLACIERS (SEE PAGE 55 I )
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lake was formed where there was only

a marginal stream in 1909. At the out-

let of this lake^ the turf covering the

glacial deposits, which were being pushed

forward by the advancing glacier, was
gashed with irregular cracks where the

former covering of the soil had proved

too small to fit the bulging hill. Between
June and September, 1910, when we re-

visited Columbia Glacier, the waterfall at

the lower end of this lake was cut back,

the lake level was lowered a little, and
the stream-course shifted.

As at Childs Glacier, the advance was
not spectacular, and noises were absent.

One could clamber all over the advanc-

ing margin of the glacier. From one

day to the next, however, we saw great

changes, as when a part of the ice front

was seven feet from a blazed tree on

July 6 and touched the tree on July 9.

From July to September the changes

were*far more noticeable, the most spec-

tacular transformation being the decrease

in height of a portion of the glacier from
about 60 feet to less than 15 feet, while

its margin in the same place advanced.

If this was due to melting it was at the

rate of nine inches a day, taken off by
vertical ablation. The measured rates

of surface melting on other glaciers in

Alaska are one, two, four, and seven

inches a day, all on retreating glaciers.

As the terminus of the glacier was ad-

vancing, we think it probable that there

may have been a collapse of this portion

of the glacier surface by the moving
away of the ice beneath—a phenomenon
exceedingly suggestive of viscous flow-

age.

West of Columbia Glacier in Unakwik
Inlet is Meares Glacier, the north side of

which advanced slightly between 1909
and 1910. This is the glacier which the

Spanish explorer Fidalgo, in 1790, called

a volcano, because of the discharge of

icebergs from below sea-level with thun-

dering reports. Above it rises Mount
Grosvenor, named for the National Geo-
graphic Society's Director and Editor.

In the northwest corner of Prince

William Sound is Port Wells, a broad
fiord whose branches—College Fiord,

Harriman Fiord, and Passage Canal

—

contain large glaciers. In College Fiord
seven glaciers were advancing simultane-

ously in 19 10, two of them perhaps com-
mencing in 1909, as observed by Grant.

The Harvard, Yale, Radcliffe, Smith,
Bryn Mawr, and Wellesley glaciers dis-

played activities similar to that of Childs

and Columbia glaciers, after having been
stagnant for a long time before. Yale
Glacier had advanced 750 feet in all since

1899, when it was studied by the Harri-
man expedition and mapped by Gannett.
All these glaciers were destroying the

forests at and upon their margins, and
splinters of ice were being pushed for-

ward by faulting, as at Columbia Glacier.

Harriman Glacier was the only one in

the fiord of that name which was ad-
vancing in 1910, having come forward
300 feet since 1899. In Blackstone Bay,
a branch of Passage Canal, several of the

glaciers are advancing.

RETREATING GLACIERS

Below Mount Gannett in Harriman
Fiord is the Barry Glacier, which nearly
separated that body of water from the
sea in 1899, when the Harriman expedi-
tion discovered and explored it. Between
1899 and 1910 Barry Glacier retreated

about 3^2 miles, as is shown on page
550, where Gannett's map is reproduced
with the latest one. Approximately 600
feet of this retreat took place between
Grant's visit in 1909 and ours a year
later. Moraine-veneered ice was still

present in 19 10 on the site of the margin
of the glacier in 1899, over two miles
from the present ice front. Surprise
Glacier went back a mile and a quarter
in this same period of 11 years.

Tiger Glacier in Icy Bay was short-

ened about seven miles between 1794,
when Vancouver's lieutenant, Whidbey,
mapped it, and our visit in 1910. Not
only has the fiord been lengthened by
this amount, but the Icy Bay glacier of

1794 has been dismembered into the
Tiger, Chenega, and Princeton glaciers.

Valdez and Shoup glaciers had retreated
slightly since 1909. Nellie Juan Glacier
was little changed. Many other glaciers
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FRONT OF COLUMBIA GLACIER IN I9IO, COMPARED IN HEIGHT TO BUNKER HILL
MONUMENT

The ice pinnacle, rising over 200 feet above the base, fell a few minutes after this picture was
taken. Photo by Lawrence Martin

had retreated small amounts since visited

by earlier parties, and a number seemed
to have maintained their positions.

REASONS FOR OSCILLATIONS OF GLACIERS

It is not perfectly clear why these gla-

ciers in Prince William Sound and on
Copper River are oscillating—some ad-

vancing and some retreating. Of course

the fundamental cause is involved with

snow supply and with rate of melting as

determined by temperature. Climatic

records are so incomplete that we cannot

settle this question. On the other hand,

it is possible that the snow supply of any
glacier or group of ice tongues might
have been increased by avalanching dur-

ing earthquakes, as is the case in Yaku-
tat Bay, rather than by increase of pre-

cipitation. These Prince William Sound
and Copper River glaciers are outside

the zone affected by great avalanching
during the Yakutat Bay earthquakes of

September, 1899, though the advance of

La Perouse Glacier may possibly be due
to that seismic disturbance. There are

many other earthquakes, however, whose
origins were in or near the region of

these advancing glaciers, and one such in

October, 1900, was of considerable in-

tensity.

The Yakutat Bay glaciers which have
so far advanced as a result of the earth-

quakes, including Nunatak Glacier, in

1910, are of variable sizes and have re-

sponded in order of size, the smaller

ones first. These advancing glaciers in

Prince William Sound are also of vari-
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Photo by Lawrence Martin

COLUMBIA GLACIER OVERRIDING A FOREST (SEE PAGE 549)

able sizes, and the largest, Columbia and
Valdez, seem to have begun to advance
in 1 907- '08, before the smaller ones of

College Fiord, where seven ice tongues

—

the large Yale and Harvard, and the

smaller Wellesley, Vassar, and others

—

all began to advance together in 1909-' 10.

This absence of relation between size

and period of advance and the lack of

spasmodic transformation to activity,

with rapid return to stagnation observed
in Yakutat Bay, suggests that the ad-

vances now in progress may be climatic.

An increase in precipitation at Valdez
from 56 inches in 1904 to 91 inches in

1907, and back to 70 inches in 1909, sup-

ports this hypothesis, though we do not

feel at all sure that the increase was
more than local, for such great varia-

tions are common in Alaska and are

usually not widespread.
The only satisfactory course for the

present is to ascribe the great awakening

of certain of these glaciers either to cli-

matic variations or to earthquakes, and
then wait to see whether the other gla-

ciers, now retreating, also advance, and
whether those now advancing behave as

have the Columbia Glacier and certain

advancing glaciers in the Alps, suggest-

ing a climatic explanation, or whether
they develop the characteristics of the

earthquake-stimulated Yakutat Bay gla-

ciers, as the Childs Glacier seems possi-

bly to be doing. It would be most
desirable if some one could revisit these

glaciers in a year or two to obtain evi-

dence bearing on this question.

OLDER ADVANCES DUE POSSIBLY TO
EARTHQUAKES

I studied the previous history of a
group of glaciers in Harriman Fiord
carefully, and it furnishes clear evidence
of two previous periods of advance. The
best evidence comes from the Barry,
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Serpentine, Toboggan, and
Baker glaciers, all of which
are now retreating.

Around the termini and
lower borders of a number
of the Prince William Sound
glaciers are conspicuous bar-

ren zones, where the glaciers

have melted back from their

farthest recent advance. There
was such a barren zone around
Columbia Glacier in 1899 when
Gilbert visited it, but before

1909 most of this barren zone

was overridden by the ad-
vancing glacier, and in 1910 it

was all covered, as were parts

or all of the barren zones bor-

dering the College Fiord gla-

ciers in 1899 and 1909. In

Harriman Fiord these barren

zones are still present near
most of the glaciers. My first

impression was that the ad-
vances preceding the retreats

that exposed these barren

zones were synchronous, and
that an examination of the

ages of shrubs that had sprung
up in the barren zones would
reveal the approximate date

at which the last advance of

these glaciers had taken place.

Serpentine Glacier was
studied first, and in its barren

zone the scattered willows,

alders, and spruces were none
of them more than 27 years

old. An earlier moraine out-

side this had trees up to 93
years of age. Baker Glacier,

just south of Serpentine, had
a nearly barren inner moraine
with shrubs 18 years old, and
a more thickly forested outer

moraine with spruces up to

no years old. Toboggan Gla-

cier, near by, has 20-year-old

shrubs on the last moraine of

its barren zone and conifers

of 70 years' growth on an
older moraine.

Many trees were cut down
in determining these ages, the

oldest ones being cited here.
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Photo by Lawrence Martii

thk terminal ice cascade of chenega glacier, icy bay, which is about 550
feet high, compared graphically with the washington monument

At the borders of these older deposits

there are usually moraine ridges, beyond
which is thick-set, mature forest with

trees from 100 to 225 years or more
of age. Barry Glacier is bordered by a

barren zone with the oldest shrubs only

1 1 years old, and there are not two belts,

but one, outside which a very perfect

push-moraine ridge on each side oi the

glacier separates the barren zone from
the thick forest.

I had found, therefore, that the ad-

vances were not synchronous, and that in

three cases out of the four the glacier

had advanced twice, for it is hardly con-

ceivable that each glacier stood at the

inner moraine while the shrubs grew for

50, 66, and 92 years. The data for the

last of these two advances may be ar-

ranged as follows, suggesting glacial

maxima in the years shown in the right-

hand column, if we assume that retreat

began as soon as the glacial maximum
was reached in each case

:

Glacier. Age of trees.
Possible date
of advance.

Serpentine
Toboggan
Baktr

20 years. . . .

18 years.. . .

1 1 years.. . .

1882

1889
1891

1898

There are no known visits of white
men by which to check any of these

dates, except in the case of the Barry
Glacier, which had retreated slightly

from the edge of the barren zone when
the Harriman expedition visited it in

1899. In 1898 some army officers saw it

from a distance and the advance had al-

ready taken place, but they were not near
enough to see whether it was still ad-
vancing.

This group of advances, 11-27 years
ago, may possibly be due either to cli-

matic variations or to earthquake ava-
lanches. If it was the former, we must
explain why all these glaciers, which are
fed from adjoining snow-fields, did not
advance approximately together instead
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Photo by Lawrence Martin

THE TERMINAL, ICE CLJFF OF HARVARD GLACIER, COLLEGE FIORD, 350 FEET HIGH,
COMPARED IN HEIGHT WITH THE PARK ROW BUILDING, NEW

YORK CITY, WHICH IS 39O FEET HIGH

of through a period of 16 years ; but we
know too little about the sizes, shapes,

and slopes of the snow-fields to raise this

as a valid objection.

If earthquake avalanching is thought
to have caused the advances, we see the

likeness to the Yakutat Bay glaciers at

once, for Barry Glacier is longer than

Serpentine and Baker than Toboggan.
The two last are shorter than Serpentine,

but have very different grades. There
was a severe earthquake in 1880, and the

advances show an apparent time relation-

ship to this that warrants the retention of

this hypothesis as possible. It would be

most valuable if we knew whether these

advances were abrupt, like the earth-

quake-stimulated Yakutat Bay advances,

or not, and how long they lasted.

In the case of the group of still earlier

advances, the short Baker Glacier ad-

vanced before the longer Serpentine,

with the Toboggan Glacier still later.

The absence of a record for Barry Gla-

cier suggests that the 1898 maximum
went beyond this earlier one and de-

stroyed the records of it, as Columbia
Glacier has now destroyed practically all

the evidence of the 1892 maximum,
which was plainly visible from 1899 to

1909. The only safe conclusion regard-
ing the two sets of advances, 11-27 and
70-110, years ago, is that the progressive

development of advances in adjacent
glaciers of several sizes suggests the

possibility of an earthquake origin, just

as the synchronous advance of the seven,

variable sized, contiguous, College Fiord
glaciers in 19 10 suggests the possibility

of climatic origin.

SUBMARINE TOPOGRAPHY

The map reproduced on page 559 il-

lustrates the results of a typical day's
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Photo by L,awrence Martin

A GREAT GROOVE CUT IN HARD ROCK BY A GLACIER AS IT ADVANCED: PORT DORAN,
HARRIMAN ElORD

work in the study of the submarine to-

pography produced by glacial sculpture

and deposited in a fiord. On that par-

ticular day we made only 29 soundings,

but most of them were deep ones and one
of the party calculated that we had
wound up five miles of wire during the

day.

As we looked up at Mt. Gilbert, 10,194
feet, on the way to camp that night, we
imagined an equal mountain placed on
top of it and over half a third one, think-

ing what it would have meant if we had
been on top of such a 26,000- foot peak
with a 20-pound lead at the base and had
had to wind it up with our small hand
reel all at once instead of in 500-1,400
foot lengths. Then the day's work
seemed larger, especially as we had dis-

covered an invisible moraine below sea-

level, together with two submerged hang-

ing valleys, and had located an uncharted
rock and made a 22-mile longitudinal sec-

tion and two cross-sections of a wonder-
ful glacially sculptured fiord.

Our other soundings revealed similar

groups of results. The depths of water,

as near the fronts of the several large

tidal glaciers studied as we dared ven-

ture in our launch, varied from 90 feet

in the case of Harriman Glacier to 636,

600, and 555 feet near Harvard, Colum-
bia, and Nunatak glaciers, respectively.

This shows that none of these glacier

ends could be afloat, for the visible 200-

300-foot ice cliff, if floating, would have
six or seven times that depth below sea-

level, and in no case is the part of the

fiord near the glacier deep enough.
We made many other longitudinal and

cross-sections of inlets in Prince William
Sound and Yakutat Bay, finding them all
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of such form as to support our

belief that all these fiords have

been chiefly widened and deep-

ened by glacial erosion. The
submarine topography in each

case was not greatly different

from that above sea-level. Some
rock basins were also eroded

in the fiord bottoms, but these

and the submerged moraines are

hard to distinguish by soundings

alone.

Many other submerged hang-

ing valleys were discovered in

soundings, as Granite Cove and
the channel east of Heather
Island, near Columbia Glacier;

Siwash Bay, in Unakwik Inlet

;

Yale Arm of College Fiord; the

cove near Tebenkof Glacier, in

Blackstone Bay ; the cove of

Serpentine Glacier, in Harriman
Fiord ; Nunatak Fiord, Seal Bay,

and the channel east of Haenke
Island, in Yakutat Bay, and
many others.

The submerged moraines which
we found were of three types.

The first type is the moraine
bar, rising nearly to or just

above sea-level, and like the fa-

miliar sand bar or pair of spits,

except that it is made up of

angular striated boulders of vari-

ous sizes instead of pebbles and
sand. It differs from the reces-

sional moraine on the land, too,

in having most of the clay in its

till washed away by the tides.

Such moraine bars are found in

Unakwik Inlet and Blackstone
Bay.

The second type of moraines
is partly revealed without sound-
ing and may be deeply sub-

merged in the middle, but with
normal sand pits growing upon the mo-
raines near shore, as at the mouths of
College Fiord and Barry Arm. These
moraines may also have their positions

suggested by irregular shoals or by the

stranding of icebergs, as on the sites

where Barry and Nunatak glaciers stood

in 1899.

z 1 k o

I I I 1 I

6 miles

MAP SHOWING SOUNDINGS IN PORT WELLS, PRINCE
WILLIAM SOUND

Illustrating a typical day's work in the study of sub-
marine topography (see page 558)

The third type of submerged moraine
is entirely unsuspected until revealed by
sounding, as in College Fiord, opposite

Smith and Bryn Mawr glaciers. It was
gratifying to find such a submerged mo-
raine in lower Russell Fiord in 19 10 ex-
actly where we had previously postulated
a halt of the ice because of overridden
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glacial deposits to the north and aban-

doned glacial lake shore lines to the

south.

The nature of the glacial deposits ac-

cumulating now in shallow water is easy

to see, as in Russell Fiord, near Yakutat,

where the sands and clays of Hidden
Glacier delta have grown forward 1,600

feet between 1899 and 1910, and in Har-

riman Fiord, where one can land at low

tide on the till and boulder moraine

shoals which were being built by Barry

Glacier only 1 1 years ago, when the Har-

riman expedition was here. In more
profound depths we know less about

these deposits, except that they must be

mostly muds and clays in these deep

waters, with scattered stones dropped by

floating icebergs. There are many other

illustrations of each of the glacial fea-

tures cited above, but the ones mentioned

here must suffice as samples until the

complete book on our glacial studies is

published.

the; glaciers are remnants of giant

PREDECESSORS

In Prince William Sound a few points

stand out clearly in connection with the

former great glaciers that flooded this

arm of the sea when the existing glaciers

were much more expanded. It is clear

that they filled the whole sound, rising

up in the present fiords high above the

level of the existing glaciers, perhaps

4,000 feet above sea-level near Columbia
Glacier and Port Wells. They did not

cover all of Hinchinbrook and Montague
islands, at the entrance of the sound, and
these mountainous islands are largely

driftless, as we proved by observations

there, and formerly rose as nunataks

through a piedmont glacier that extended

out, as Malaspina Glacier does now, and
probably reached Middleton Island, 55
miles offshore, ending in the Pacific with

a great tidal ice front similar to the great

snow barriers of the Antarctic region.

The existing glaciers are shrunken
remnants of their great predecessors,

and are largest near the highest moun-
tains and greatest snowfields and very

small in the lower regions, as on Knight
and Montague islands.

The expanded glaciers eroded deeply,

rounding the overridden islands in the

north part and sculpturing the whole
sound, which is 1,500 to 2,400 feet deep

in some of the inner stretches and 1,200

to 1,300 feet deep in Hinchinbrook en-

trance, where the ice was constricted

and moved rapidly, while the adjacent

sea bottom of the Pacific is shallow, 200
to 300 feet, for over 50 miles offshore.

Glacial deposits above sea-level are thin

and scattered in Prince William Sound.
The great work of the ice was erosion,

with deposition mainly offshore. Dense
mature forests extend up close to the

present ice fronts, and there has been no
episode of recent great expansion of gla-

ciers, as in Yakutat Bay, though minor
oscillations have, and still are, taking

place.

The Copper River glaciers were also

greatly expanded in the past and modi-
fied the valley profoundly. There is rea-

son for thinking that the former great

glaciers of the Wrangell Mountains and
Alaska Range did not find an outlet

down this valley, though much of the

drainage may have come this way. Mr.
Alfred H. Brooks, of the Geological Sur-
vey, had called my attention to peculiari-

ties of this drainage, and I am inclined

to think, after a brief journey up the

Copper River to the mouth of the Chit-

nia, that the present course of Copper
River across the Chugach coast range is

entirely due to glacial modifications in a

way to be explained in the forthcoming
book.

The glacier studies in 1910 carry the

previous researches by the National Geo-
graphic Society much farther than in

1909, supplementing the facts already

established in Yakutat Bay, and their

interpretation, and adding new data of

considerable importance in glacialogy.
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Walter Baker & Co.—milk chocolate.

Rainier Grand Hotel, Seattle, Wash.—dis-

count on accommodations.
Schwabacher Hardware Co., Seattle, Wash.

—

discount on camp equipment.
H. O. Wilbur & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.—

chocolate and cocoa.

Schwabacher Grocery Co., Seattle, Wash.

—

discount on provisions.

U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, Washing-
ton, D. C.—loan of sounding machine.

U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

—

loan of theodolite, plane-table, etc., and assign-
ing topographer.

University of Wisconsin—loan of barom-
eters, plane-table, alidade, etc.

We are also much in debt for courtesies to

our party in Alaska and on the way by Presi-
dent S. W. Eccles and General Manager E. C.

Hawkins, of the Copper River & Northwestern
Railway Co. ; Messrs. O'Neel, Van Cleve, John-
son, Withers, and Corser, of the Katalla Com-
pany, and Messrs. Murchison, Shields, and
Whiting, of M. J. Heney's force; to Mr. John
Dalton, of Cordova ; to Messrs. Lathrop, Peter-
son, Crawford, and Camicia, of Valdez ; to

Rev. Mr. Rasmusson, and Messrs. Beasley,
Stimson, Robinson, Flenner, and Gray, of
Yakutat; to Captain MacGilvary and Mr. In-
glis, of the steamship Bertha, and Messrs.
Barber and Macgregor, of the steamship Port-
land; to the mine operators at La Touche ; to
Professors Landes and Meany, of the Univer-
sity of Washington ; Messrs. Jamme, of Seat-
tle, and R. P. Tarr; of Tacoma ; Prof. U. S.

Grant, of Northwestern University ; Prof. R. S.

Tarr, of Cornell University, and many others.

THE WONDERS OF THE MOSI-OA-TUNGA

:

THE FALLS OF THE ZAMBESI

By Louis Livingston Seaman, M.D.

IN
A far-away land, separated from

the great basin of the Kongo by a

low range of mountains, whose de-

clivities point toward the Indian Ocean
and which half a century ago was a

veritable terra incognita, lies a scene of

wonder and radiant beauty that is des-

tined to become the Mecca of the globe-

trotter, the geologist, the artist, and the

poet who seeks inspiration from com-
munion with the romantic, the pictur-

esque, and the beautiful in nature.

Only within a few years has this spot

been accessible to the traveler without

tiresome treks by bull-cart or saddle

through a country of dust and desert

;

but modern engineering has brought its

prodigality of splendors almost to the

doorstep of the visitor, as three days of

comparative comfort by rail from Cape
Town, or an equal time from Beira, on
the east coast, lands one amid its unsur-

passed glories.

And well indeed will the visitor be
rewarded for his undertaking, for in that

curiosity shop of the continent he will

find a concentration of beauties and
charm unrivaled by any scene hitherto

witnessed by human eye. Here is the

Grand Canyon of the Zambesi, in its

tropic setting; here is the native kraal,

where the great Livingstone passed many
years in the labor that made his name a

household word ; and it was here, too,

that he first saw the "Mosi-oa-Tunga,"
and beheld Victoria Falls, a spectacle of

wonderful sublimity, a Triton feared by
the savages, a marvel to the geologists,

a source of energy coveted by the van-

dalism of commerce, and an inspiration

alike to painter and poet.

It is far and away the most romantic

spot in the Dark Continent, and consti-

tutes the greatest attraction of the Zam-
besi, from its source in the great divide

of the mountains of the Kongo to where
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it finally fades into the Indian Ocean.
The whole vast energy of nature—all the

roused and slumbering elements—seem
to have combined in its production, for

nowhere has the Almighty revealed His
might and glory in more varied form or

with greater prodigality of charm.
It has been my good fortune to see the

foaming waters of the Yellowstone, as

they rushed over its precipice 210 feet

to the Grand Canyon below and lost

themselves amid the cathedral towers

and picturesque spires of sandstone and
chrome, whose brilliant tints and artis-

tic grandeur are the admiration of the

world. In our wonderful Yosemite I

have gazed from the dizzy cliffs of El
Capitan to where the Bridal Veil and
Rainbow Falls dash into misty spray,

half a mile below. At Niagara I have
stood awe-struck and dumb in contem-
plation of the Almighty's masterpiece.

In the Himalayas, in Japan, in Swit-

zerland and Lapland, in Alaska, in

Uganda, at the Ripan Falls, and in South
America I have seen waterfalls of won-
derful beauty and charm, and while the

Zambesi lacks many of the individual

features which make these great natural

attractions unique in their beauty, it

nevertheless possesses, in its exquisite

setting of emerald and tropic luxuriance,

its grottos and rain forests, its dancing

cascades and raging cataracts, its roseate

sprays and frolicking rainbows, a diver-

sity of charms surpassing them all.

So remote is this gem of nature from
the beaten paths of the great world that

no apology is made for inviting the

reader to share in a further description

of its beauty.

From immemorial times an atmos-

phere of mystery and superstition has

hung over the Falls, so profound that

Livingstone, who discovered them in

1855, had the greatest difficulty in per-

suading his followers to accompany him,

as they believed the region to be the

home of monsters and devils of destruc-

tion. Vestiges of these traditions still

exist, although the Cape to Cairo Rail-

road, which crosses the river less than

half a mile below the Falls is rapidly

dispelling them.

Our approach was made by rail from
the Indian Ocean at Beira, near the

mouth of the Zambesi (that hotbed of

micro-organisms, described by James
Brice as the most deadly in Africa) , and
across the narrow belt of swamp and
jungle forming the coast ; thence up the

gradual slope to the volcanic plateau that

forms the real continent of Africa.

By morning an altitude of nearly 6,000

feet was reached, and a transition from
the excessive heat and moisture of the

lowlands was experienced that was most
grateful and exhilarating.

This section still abounds with ante-

lope, elephants, lions, and other large

game, which find excellent cover in the

tall elephant grass or the dense forests

and jungles, while in the river hippos

still gambol and flounder in ungainly

herds amid the floating islands of rank

vegetation of Nile reeds and papyrus.

With the altitude, however, came
another and less grateful change. The
forests were no longer in evidence, but

in their stead were vast arid, birdless

plains, with parched and hungry vege-

tation whose anaemic and stunted growth
bears witness to the scarcity of moisture
that so severely affects Rhodesia and the

great stretches of veldt far away to the

Transvaal.

Early in the morning of the third day
we were suddenly awakened by the

guard and treated to a scene of beauty
never to be forgotten. Some 10 miles

distant five enormous columns of vapor
were shooting their roseate-tinted shafts

hundreds of feet heavenward, while the

faint roar of the Falls told us the Mosi-
oa-Tunga—the smoke that sounds—was
no longer a mystery.

Each moment increased the beauty and
vividness of the scene. With the first

rays of the rising sun came a picture of

color of wondrous loveliness. Delicate

tints of violet, crimson, and beryl played
through the mounting spray as it shot

higher and higher, ultimately disappear-

ing as virgin clouds in heaven, while the
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ever-increasing thunders of the waters
lent an added solemnity to the view.

Hardly could we wait to reach our
destination, so great was our enthusiasm.
But our hopes were doomed to momen-
tary disappointment, only to be more
than realized after a study of the en-

vironment
;

for, notwithstanding their

magnitude, the first view of Victoria

Falls is decidedly disappointing.

Although nearly a mile in width and
400 feet in height, the grandeur of their

proportions is eclipsed by the sudden dis-

appearance of the river, as it plunges into

a narrow, rocky fissure extending across

its entire width. Only at a single central

point is there a breach in this fissure

through which the Falls can be seen and
appreciated in their full proportions,

where the converging waters rush madly
to the zigzag canyon below. So re-

stricted is this view that there is an en-

tire absence of that awe-inspiring and
almost paralyzing effect which strikes the

visitor dumb with wonder and amaze-
ment when Niagara bursts on his near
vision. On first sight of the Victoria

Falls one involuntarily exclaims, "Oh,
how beautiful !" but they lack the maj-
esty of our grand Niagara.

No single visit can adequately reveal

the fulness of their charms, but repeated

excursions must be made to their islands

and precipices, their grottos and palm
gardens, their rain forests and projecting

crags, their rainbows and cataracts and
many-sided views of their exquisite set-

ting in the emerald framework of tropic

forests, before their indescribable beauty

can be appreciated. The fascination of

discovering new and hidden charms from
different points of view grows on the

visitor and becomes one of the greatest

attractions.

Had the Falls been in America, the

Indians would surely have named them
Minnehaha, Laughing Waters; for like

a coy maiden are their fascinations, half

concealing, half betraying their beauties,

and requiring much wooing before re-

vealing all their loveliness of hidden

treasures and charm.

As the rainy season commences in

Rhodesia in November and continues in

the form of tropical showers until April,

the most advantageous time to see the

Falls is in May, when the seething tor-

rents are at their flood. November also

has its attractions, when the river is low,

for then the chasm is comparatively free

from mist, disclosing vistas and views

of the great abyss of rare beauty, which
before were wholly obscured by the

whirling columns of spray.

The bridge of the Cape Town and
Cairo Railroad is the favorite point se-

lected by artists, as the picture through
the narrow gap at Danger Point exhibits

the full extent of the angry waters, as

they leap from the precipices to the abyss
below.

The Chartered Company of Rhodesia,
which controls the reservation miles

above and below the Falls (as well as

most everything else, mo\able and im-

movable, in South Africa), has erected

a temporary hotel near the railway,

where visitors are fairly well enter-

tained, while from its verandas a mag-
nificent panorama of the canyon and
Batoka Gorge can be seen.

A walk of half a mile brings one to

"the place where the rain is born," as

the natives call the Rain Forest. This is a

phenomenon of rare beauty and interest,

especially to the botanist, for here the

tropic heat and constantly falling spray

produce a wealth of vegetation of won-
derful luxuriance and variety. Every
living thing bursts forth spontaneously

here, from the delicate maiden-hair fern

to the feathery-leafed palm and the

hoary baobob, 70 feet in circumference,

and under conditions so favorable that

the great struggle for existence and the

survival of the fittest is fought out with

the intensest bitterness. Parasites and

hungry climbing vines seize, like monster

pythons, upon the great monarchs of the

forest, sucking their life-blood or strang-

ling them in their desperate effort for

supremacy, only in turn to be reduced

to mould or to fall the victims of new
appearing and equally destructive ene-

mies.
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From the western extremity of the

Rain Forest the leaping waters of the

"Cascade" can be seen to best advantage,

while its entire front, bordering on the

great crevasse into which the river hurls

itself, furnishes a superb view of the

crest of the Falls from end to end, ex-

cept when interrupted by the whirling

masses of spray that shoot from the

seething cauldron below. Here, too,

innumerable brilliant rainbows, "those

frolic children of the wanton sun," are

seen in great perfection and varying

positions, while white-winged swallows

sportively shoot through their radiantly

prismed arches, as they take their bath

in the tinted spray (see page 568).

But the most thrilling scene is from
the eastern extremity of the Rain Forest

at Danger Point, where the treacherous

vines and grasses, clinging to the rocks

with hungry, desperate roots, tempt one
to the very verge of the precipitate cliffs

that seem to tremble with the terrific

shock of the cataract. So dense here at

times is the mass of vapor hurled from
the seething cauldron that the sun's rays

can no longer penetrate it, and complete
darkness envelops one as he is delayed
by the downpour, while the terrific thun-

der of the Falls drowns all other sounds
and makes his own voice inaudible (see

page 567)-
Occasionally a violent blast opens a

rift through the blackness and mist, dis-

closing a momentary view of the lashing

waters in the boiling cauldron, whose
heaving, battling surface and pyramids
of emerald foam change with kaleido-

scopic rapidity. It has been appropri-

ately suggested by Mr. Knight that this

spot be called Valkyrie, on account of its

resemblance to the legend of the heroic

daughter of Odin and its wild expression

of the music of Wagner. Certainly no
more fitting environment for the wild

ride of the soul of the brave over the

Rainbow Bridge to the Valhalla could be

imagined.

Even the Inferno of Dante, in the pas-

sage over the Styx, as pictured by Dore,

does not surpass this as a spectacle of

terrifying fury.

Another favorite study is the Kloof, or
Palm Garden, hidden in the first of the
serpentine curves of the canyon below
the Falls and reached from the bridge
by a zigzag pathway, which descends in

comparatively easy stages through a tan-
gled primeval jungle to the rushing
waters of the gorge below. Here again
Nature, with lavish hands, has shown
her prodigality. Palms of enormous size

and variety, bathed by eternal spray,
mingle so densely with other forest
growths as completely to shut out the
direct rays of the sun and form a safe
refuge for the richly plumed parrots and
monkeys that frolic in their branches.
From the edge of the waters of this

tropic jungle an upward view of the
Falls enables one to appreciate them in

their full height and beauty, and to carry
away a lasting impression of their ma-
jestic grandeur as seen from below.
The lip of the Falls is broken by four

islands, which interrupt its flow just as

Goat Island divides Niagara. The na-
tives appropriately named the first of
these Boruka Isle

—
"divider of waters."

Between this point and the shore the

river channel is deep and shelving, and
the leaping waters of the cascade rush
with fearful impetuosity, shooting clear

from the precipitous walls, in their mad
flight to the abyss 250 feet below, while
the echoing woods ring with the thunder
of their boisterous glee.

No less interesting is the second or
Livingstone Island, both because of its

historic interest and for the fascinating

views of the chasm it affords. It was
from this island the great explorer first

peered into the awful fissure that seemed
to engulf and swallow up the river for-

ever. Singularly, too, the natives' name
for it was Kempongo, meaning Goat
Island ; and, like its fellow at Niagara, it

occupies an almost identical position on
the extreme edge of the Falls, near their

center.

In his own description Livingstone,

who saw it in the late autumn, says : "In
coming hither there was danger of being
swept down by the streams which rushed
along each side of the island ; but the
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river was now low, where it is totally

impossible to go when the water is high.

But though we had reached the island

and were within a few yards of the spot,

a view from which would solve the whole
problem, I believe that no one could per-

ceive where the vast body of water went

;

it seemed to lose itself in the earth, the

opposite lip of the fissure into which it

disappeared being only 80 feet distant.

At least, I did not comprehend it until,

creeping with awe to the verge, I peered

down into a large rent which had been

made from bank to bank of the broad

Zambesi and saw that a stream of a

thousand yards broad leaped down a

hundred feet and then became suddenly

compressed into a space of 15 or 20
yards. The entire Falls is simply a crack

made in a hard basaltic rocK from the

right to the left bank of the Zambesi,
and then prolonged from the left bank
through 30 or 40 miles of hills. The
walls of this gigantic crack are perpen-
dicular and composed of one homogene-
ous mass of rock. The edge of that side

over which the water falls is worn off

two or three feet, so as to give it some-
what of a serrated appearance. That
over which the water does not fall is

quite straight. Upon the whole it is

nearly in the state in which it was left

at the period of its formation."

Geologists of the present day, how-
ever, deny Livingstone's theory regard-

ing the phenomenon of the formation of

the Falls, claiming that it is due entirely

to the processes of erosion, and that the

river, by increasing friction through in-

numerable ages, has gradually frittered

to granular atoms the dense rock and
engraved the deep channels of the tortu-

ous canyon. The basaltic rock which
forms the greater portion of Rhodesia
is of volcanic origin, proof of which is

evidenced in the great lava-flows, which
have been poured out in successive

waves, covering the country in differing

strata of varying porosity hundreds if

not thousands of feet deep. Through this

the percolating waters have deposited in

the cavities the beautiful agates, chal-

cedony of various hues, quartz crystals,

and zeolites that are found in abundance
along the projecting surfaces of these

amygdaloidal rocks, many specimens of
which I found in the exposed gravel of
the river bed.

It is said that these Batoka lavas, in

consolidating, created a system of shrink-

age cracks, with occasional long lines of

"faultings," or fractures, which consti-

tuted planes of weakness that materially

facilitated the erosive action of the river.

If this theory is correct, it is possible

that the fissure into which the river

plunges at the Falls is due to a fault-

plane, where a vertical belt of compara-
tively soft material breaks the contin-

uity of the harder basalt, and this belt

or vein, connecting with others of the

same or similar character, has been
washed out or excavated by the under-

mining action of the river, thus explain-

ing the complex phenomena of the Falls

and zigzag canyons.

In the not distant future, when the

Cape Town and Cairo Railway has

reached the Kongo, and commodious pas-

senger steamers ply directly to that great

artery of Africa from American and
English ports, a trip to the Valley of the

Zambesi and its wonderful Falls will be

among the popular pastimes of the day.



A FLASHLIGHT STORY OF AN ALBINO POR-
CUPINE AND OF A CUNNING BUT

UNFORTUNATE COON
By George Shiras, 3rd

Author of " Photographing Wild Game with Flashlight and Camera,"
with 72 Illustrations, in The National Geographic Magazine,

July, 1906, and "One Season's Game Bag with the
Camera," with 70 Illustrations, in The National

Geographic Magazine, June, 190S

WHEN one goes into the wilder-

ness, whether in the destruc-

tive pursuit or in the quiet

study of animal life, the greater the

experience the more certain is the con-

clusion that only on rare occasions is it

possible to become acquainted with the

habits, the appearance, or the special

characteristics of any individual member
of a species.

In some 40 years' familiarity with the

white-tail deer, a portion, at least, of

each season spent in the same locality,

and more often than not, watching them
feed, night after night, in front of the

jack-light, I have never in all such time

felt certain of having recognized any of

these animals on a succeeding season.

A magnificent stag, which could be re-

peatedly identified during one season by
the shape of the antlers, was shorn in

the winter time of these emblems of his

sex, and the new horn-growth of the

following season was, presumably, quite

dissimilar in size and shape.

A doe accompanied by peculiarly

marked, spotted fauns could be easily

recognized in the same general locality,

when feeding on aquatic plants or when
splashing in the water to escape the in-

sect pests ; yet, if in the fall or winter
this little family escaped the hunters or

the timber wolves, who would know the

mother the next summer with her new
and differently marked young, or the

separated yearlings, in their unspotted

coats? With the moose, elk, caribou,

and bear it was the same, and the excep-

tions, in the writer's case, relate largely

to the smaller varieties of quadrupeds.
The examples taken in the present

article are the porcupine and the rac-

coon, which, by reason of one species

occupying nearly all the country from
our northern States to the tree-limit in

the Arctic circle, and the other from
lower Canada to the Gulf of Mexico,
are ones that we are either personally

familiar with or ought to be willing to

acquire information about.

The porcupine is a rodent of the

North—the denizen of the dark-green
coniferous forest—where half the year
the snow lies deep and the animal slum-
bers in a winter torpor far within the

cavernous rocks or hollow logs, pro-

tected from the biting cold by drifting

snows that conceal all evidence of the

animal's retreat.

During the winter thaws, and more
often in the early spring, the deep, wide
furrows of this clumsy animal may be

seen criss-crossing the surface of the re-

ceding snow as he seeks to break his

long fast on the tender bark of the pine

sapling, the swelling buds of the sugar

maple, or by climbing to the uttermost

limb of a spreading elm, where he is

able to seize in his stubby paws the half-

open leaves of his favorite tree.

Generally this animal, though of the

coldest climes, is quite susceptible to

sudden changes of temperature, and even
in midsummer, if the wind is northerly,

or the air damp and penetrating with the

drizzling rains of such a latitude, one
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NORTHEAST SHORE OF WHlTEElSH EAKE, WHERE) AIX THE PICTURES IN THIS ARTICLE

WERE SECURED BY THE AUTHOR

The porcupine always came to the water at X and returned to its cave on a deer trail

back of X X. All the coon pictures were taken on the shore back of X X. Photo by George
Shiras, 3rd.

may look in vain for it, just as the shores

of little lakes and ponds may fairly bris-

tle with these waddling creatures when-
ever the soft winds blow and the setting

sun leaves the darkening shores still

radiating in the afterglow of a summer
day.

In the days of the rifle, long ago, and

when the game season opened much ear-

lier than now, the appearance of porcu-
pines along the watercourses, as evening
approached, was the almost certain har-

binger of venison before the twilight

dimmed the sights, for deer move about
much more freely under the conditions

last described.
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Photos by George Shiras, 3rd

FIRST FLASH OF THE ALBINO PORCUPINE WHEN EATING FRAGMENTS OF MOSS:
juey i, 1 901, 8 p. m. (SEE page 586)

SECOND FLASH, ON SAME EVENING: THE ANIMAL IS VAINLY ENDEAVORING TO FIND
FOOD IN FIVE FEET OF WATER
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

THE ONLY PLASH OBTAINED THE SECOND SEASON : FEEDING IN A DARK AND
PROTECTED CORNER, JUDY 20, I902, 8.15 P. M

.

THE THINGS A COON WON T EAT ARE THE
ONLY THINGS A PORCUPINE WILL EAT

The coon, on the other hand, is an
inhabitant largely of the deciduous for-

ests, in the temperate and semi-tropical

zones, especially where such tracts con-

tain abandoned clearings, swamps, ponds,

watercourses, and open glades, with the

infinite variety of wild fruits and berries,

the eggs and young of nesting birds, and
frogs, mussels, and the crayfish of sub-

merged lands ; and, while he is forced to

hibernate in his more northerly range, he
greatly prefers a climate where he can
indulge in nightly rambles and in grati-

fying a most omnivorous and endless

appetite. Like his nearest prototype, the

black bear, he can go for a long period
on a single and limited form of diet, but

is always willing, when the opportunity
comes, to partake of about every variety

of natural and artificially prepared food
which Nature or man may grant him.

In fact, the only things he won't eat are

the only things a porcupine will eat,

namely, bark, leaves, and water plants.

Comparing and contrasting the porcu-
pine and the coon, one finds so manv
dissimilarities that little can be rated in

common. It is true that there is some-
what of a resemblance in size and shape,

and in the general blending of the black,

the white, the gray, and the yellow, so

that when one sees a fat coon or a

chubby porcupine curled up asleep in

the higher crotch of a shaded treetop

;

or, again, in the distance observes one
of these animals walking a log or ambling
beneath the alders in search of aquatic
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

PICTURED WHEN TRYING TO PASS UNDER BRUSH WHERE THE WATER WAS TOO DEEP '

JUNE 28, I9O3, 7-20 P. M.

food, he may be momentarily in doubt

;

but otherwise it is hard to imagine two
animals that in habits or physical char-

acteristics are less alike.

A porcupine is slow, clumsy, dull

witted, solitary, and of limited range

;

the coon is quick, cunning, often gregari-

ous, and a most energetic traveler. ( )ne

occupies crevices in the rocks or hollow
logs and in seclusion whenever possi-

ble, while the other prefers comfortable
quarters high up in the cavity of a living

tree, or in some portly stub that will

shelter all the members of his family or

such bachelor companions as he may
wish to consort with.

THE PORCUPINE'S LOVE OE SAI/f IS

IRRESISTIBLE

While the porcupine usually bears but

one young, it has so few predaceous ene-

mies willing to risk impalement upon the

thousand bristling quills, that this animal

would ordinarily increase more rapidly

than the coon, with its numerous prog-

eny, were it not for the fatal habit of

visiting every human habitation near its

range in search of salt or anything pos-

sessing a saline flavor.

Each homestead, trapper's cabin, or
lumber camp will in the spring attract

every porcupine for miles about ; and, if

these habitations be temporarily unoccu-
pied, the destruction is often most exten-

sive, for after devouring empty pork-

barrels and everything about the kitchen

door that has been saturated with brine

or grease from the sink, they are then

content to gnaw anything containing the

slightest salty flavor, and this includes

ax-handles, garden implements, gun-
stocks, pack-straps, harness, wooden
latches, door-jambs, or anything else that

the sweat from the hand leaves a trace

of salt upon.
Many years ago, when it was custom-

ary to leave my hunting skiffs turned
bottom up beneath some heavy hemlock,
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

fourth summer: THIS flash SHOWS THE ALBINO MOTHER WITH her black
YOUNG ONE FEEDING BY HER SIDE: JULY 24, I904, 9 P. M. (SEE PAGE 59l)

I remember going once in the early sum-
mer for the purpose of examining their

condition, and, on approaching the spot,

was greeted with a sound of grinding
and crunching not unlike a distant saw-
mill. Within the interior of a decked-
over ducking-skiff, brought the previous
year from the East, I found three large

porcupines putting the finishing touches
upon all the ribs and other projections
that could be scored by their flat, yellow
teeth. The boat was nearly a wreck, and
for a time I was puzzled, because such
a thing had never happened before.

My guide, standing by, suggested the

solution by asking whether I had not
used this boat the previous season on
Long Island Sound, and although he had
never seen salt water, he knew just as

well as these animals what this meant.
Every year thousands of porcupines

are killed by indignant hunters and lum-

bermen, and not a few by tenderfeet and
young boys, whose first sight of this ap-

parently ferocious beast leads them to

believe it a work of heroism to shoot or

club to death the most stolid and least

aggressive animal of the American for-

est.

At a time when the Indians were
numerous along the Great Lakes these

animals were not only used for food,

but the longer quills afforded the prin-

cipal means, when variously colored, of

ornamenting their moccasins, hunting-
shirts, birch-bark baskets, and the like,

but in recent years very few practical

uses are made of this animal, except in

Alaska, where the natives and transient

explorers still seem to regard it as a

toothsome article.

Sometimes one hears a lumberman
complain of the extensive destruction of
growing timber by porcupines. My ob-
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Photo by George Sliiras, 3rd

PERHAPS THE BEST FXASH TAKEN DURING THE SIN YEARS: JULY 25, 1904. 8.20 P. M.

servation on that point suggests that it

depends largely upon the abundance and
variety of the food. Along the south

shore of Lake Superior, during a period

of nearly forty years I never saw any
particular evidence of such destruction.

Though many elms were pruned year

after year of their terminal limbs, so that

such trees grew long and straight like a

poplar, and sometimes sugar maples were
partly girdled at the base, yet apparently

by some provision of instinct there was
usually enough bark left to prevent the

tree from dying. Again, I have seen a

few young pines more or less injured

and occasionally destroyed by this ani-

mal. But so scattered and inconsequent

were these injuries that they attracted

little attention.

However, in this region the forest is

composed of a great variety of mixed
timber, besides second growth and shrub-

bery. On the northwest end of Lake
Superior, in Minnesota particularly, 1

saw much evidence of injury to the

young pines. From the canoe I could

often notice the white trunks and limbs

of trees that had been recently denuded
of their bark, and sometimes as many as

fifteen or twenty in a group were de-

stroyed. On the higher ranges of the

Rocky Mountains I also saw many trees

that had been killed by porcupines ; but

in both these localities the trees were
practically all coniferous and there was
a marked absence of the hard and soft

wood timber found along the south shore

of Lake Superior.



fifth summer: walking along a log in a mass of dead limbs:

JULY I, 1905, 9 P. M.

awkward position, due to blindness, when trying to climb on log:

JULY 12, I905, 8 P. M.

Probably the porcupine is the only animal which could exist unharmed so many years w
both blind and deaf. Photos by George Shiras, 3rd
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

SIXTH SUMMER! A DIFFICULT PICTURE TO secure, it being necessary TO LOWER
CAMERA AND FLASH MACHINE TO SURFACE OF WATER TO CATCH THE

ANIMAL, WHICH WAS ALMOST HIDDEN UNDER A MAPLE
bough: august 13, 1906, 10 p. m.

The wide distribution of the coon and
his abundance in the more settled por-

tions of the country, together with his

voracious appetite, often makes him a

nuisance to the farmer. Ground-breed-
ing birds, as well as those in the highest

trees, are greatly reduced in localities

where the coon is at all numerous. In

the Southern rivers, lakes, and along the

Gulf of Mexico, all the large colonies of
breeding birds are located on islands and
sandbars ; otherwise they would be un-

able to rear any of the young. Just what
a single coon can do in a poultry yard is

referred to later (see page 592).
In the following biographies of a white

porcupine and a coon it may be noted

that all the pictures were taken by flash-

light, and that each series represents two
quite distinct methods of night photogra-

phy. The porcupine was taken from the

bow of the canoe, the flash being fired

by hand, and at the instant when the

animal was in focus and in the best at-

tainable position—a method that I have
generally followed in photographing
moose and deer ; while all the pictures of

the coon were taken automatically by the

animal pulling on a piece of bait attached

to a string connected with the flashlight

apparatus, the variety in surroundings
and in position being regulated by prep-
arations made in advance.

Though fully 30 pictures were made of
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

THE TOMB OF THE WHITE PORCUPINE, IN WINTER

this one coon—with several cameras set

at different angles—I never saw the ani-

mal during the entire bombardment.
This latter method is by far the most

effective in taking night pictures of many
predaceous animals—as they are not only

hard to locate from a canoe, but usually

show great distrust of the approaching

jack-light, which, however, is only re-

garded with slight curiosity by the dif-

ferent members of the deer family.

THE ALBINO PORCUPINE OE WHlTEElSH
LAKE

When the writer was a lad intent upon
killing his first deer, one early autumn
he followed in the wake of an old Ojib-

way trapper, and on the second day
reached the shores of a beautiful little

lake twenty miles east of Marquette,
Michigan, and located, as was deter-

mined in after years, some eight miles

south of Lake Superior. This lake was
situated in what was then not only one
of the wildest and least known portions

of the Upper Peninsula, but the very cen-

ter of the summer range of the white-

tail deer. Of each successive trip there-

after and the many victims of the gun
there is no need of giving an account
here—for the score with the flashlight

and the sensitive plate has long ago sur-

passed the record of former destruction.

And it was here in 1888 that night pic-

tures of wild animals had their inception,

and many innocent lives have been saved
by reason thereof.

On the afternoon of July 1, 1901, I

had been photographing deer in a long,

narrow slough at the end of the lake,

which received the waters of the upper
river and lay mortised in between sloping
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the: coon taking his own picture by pulling string baited with cheese:

and pish (see page 594)

Picture shows he preferred the cheese to the fish. Note how he holds the cheese in his paws,
eating like a monkey. Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

hills nearly four hundred feet in eleva-

tion. As the sun lowered behind the

tops of the great pine forest the canoe
was pushed out from the blind of freshly

cut balsam, and under the impetus of

two paddles we entered the lake on a

rapid run for camp, situated half a mile

below the lake, on the banks of the lower
river.

On approaching the outlet I noticed a
small, snow-white object, which, in the

darker shades of the western bank, was
doubtless much more conspicuous than
would have been the case in sunlight.

What was it? At this season of the year
the rabbits, weasels, and the owls were
no longer white, and as the object showed
motion and there was no breeze to stir

a fugitive paper that might have been
carried from my house-boat in an adjoin-
ing bay, it was certain that we were

gazing upon an animal never seen here-

tofore during the many years this little

lake had been traversed by a canoe.

When within 100 yards, my guide said

it looked like a young polar bear but

walked like a porcupine—a view that I

concurred in. Just then it walked into

some thick brush, and we cautiously ap-

proached, to be gratified in a few min-

utes by the appearance of a most perfect

specimen of an albino porcupine. It

seemed wholly unconcerned about our

presence and intent upon pulling out of

the water fragments of tender moss,
which were eaten with great relish.

Every portion of the body was white

—

quills, hair, claws, and nose—while it

was certain it did not have the beady
black eyes of the normal animal ; but

whether they were pink could not be de-

termined at the time.
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THE NEXT NIGHT ONLY CHEESE WAS USED FOR BAIT, A PIECE OF WHICH CAN BE
SEEN BETWEEN HIS OPEN JAWS

The flash was fired for all these coon pictures by the coon itself. Photo by George Shiras, 3rd
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

this flashlight shows the: cheese at the End of the string, and was taken
within a few feet of the water

After a careful inspection of the ani-

mal the trip was continued to camp, as

it was then too dark for an instantaneous

daylight picture and too light for a flash-

light. Finishing a hurried meal, we re-

turned for a flashlight picture, and as

the moon was full that night there was
no need of using a lantern. Reaching
the locality, we found that the moon was
up, and directly opposite, so that its rays

penetrated beneath the overhanging
bushes. But not a sight or a sound of
the animal.

Slowly the canoe passed along, and at

a point about 75 yards south of where
we had last seen it the soft, crooning
notes of a porcupine were heard back
some distance in the bushes, but as the

night was warm and this locality much

frequented by porcupines it might not

be the one we were looking for. After
waiting some 10 minutes the bushes

slowly parted, and out walked the ani-

mal in full view.

As it stood broadside and was in the

act of raising a mouthful of food, I fired

the flash (see page 574) ; and although

the little circle was filled with a dazzling

light, equalling that of the sun, and
much more pronounced in contrast with
the evening light, the animal did not

even raise its head, but went on feeding.

The plate-holders were reversed, the

flash reloaded, and a moment later the

animal was pictured when walking
toward the deeper water on a half-sub-

merged log.

This time the flash made a consider-
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

A STAKE WAS DRIVEN INTO THE GROUND WITH BRUSH BEHIND IT, SO THAT THE
PHOTOGRAPH WOULD SHOW THE ANIMAL, FROM THE REAR:

NOTE THE HANDSOME BUSHY TAIL

able report, but neither the noise nor the

illumination had any effect, the animal
advancing further along the log and
vainly running a paw through the sur-

face of the water in search of aquatic

plants. Two more flashes were fired,

and our powder became exhausted.
The mystery of this animal's indiffer-

ence to light and sound and the fruitless

effort to find food in deep water was not
explained for several years.

Although we watched the shore on
many flashlight trips after deer during
this season, nothing more of this strange
animal was seen.

In 1902 I had been on this lake sev-

eral days, and on the evening of June 28
we became aware that the albino was
still alive and still occupying its old

quarters. When seen it was partly con-
cealed behind a number of dead limbs,

and only the illuminating and pene-
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

THIS PICTURE SHOWS THE ANIMAL PACING THE CAMERA AND PULING VIGOROUSLY
WHEN THE FLASH WENT OFF

trating power of the flashlight made
such a picture possible. Some of the

smoke of the powder drifted toward it,

causing instant departure and suggest-

ing an unusual development of scent in

an animal not ordinarily dependent upon
it, due, perhaps, to the impairment of

the other senses (see page 575).
The several pictures of the previous

year had brought out the fact that only

one other albino specimen was known to

exist, now preserved in a Vermont mu-
seum, and in consequence it was sug-

gested that I capture or kill the animal
in case it appeared the following season.

This I was unwilling to do, and, as

events proved, the wisdom of letting

this freak of nature live and die a nat-

ural death was duly rewarded, for every

year from 1901 to 1906 I succeeded in

getting from one to ten flashlight pic-

tures of this animal, and, aside from the

pictorial value, was able to learn much
about habits that were greatly modified
through infirmities due to albinism.

Only once was it seen in full sunlight,

and on that occasion I was not only able

to substitute "her" for "it," but to de-

termine the color of the eyes and the

question of eyesight, scent, and hearing.

It was during June, 1904, that I en-

tered the lake one morning with a party
of friends, en route to Whitefish Falls,

and we then observed three porcupines
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the: string was connected with the flash in such a way as to show the
animal full length

The author varied the arrangement of the bait and flash so as to secure portraits of the coon
in different positions. Photo by George Shiras, 3rd
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HERE AN INVISIBLE BLACK '

on a large log in the reeds 50 yards from
shore. One was a large, dark-colored

male, and the others were the white por-

cupine and a little black cub.

As the loaded canoe approached

within 50 feet of the group the male be-

came restless, and, scrambling along the

log, fell off into the shallow water and
waded ashore through the reeds. Get-

ting a little closer, the little one first

tried to huddle up to its mother, but as

the latter was wandering about contin-

ually, the young one then looked at us
suspiciously and finally made for the

shore, taking a route somewhat to the

left of the first one.

Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

READ HELD BAIT IN MIDAIR

The albino, apparently not being

aware of the sudden departure of her

family, continued to make efforts to find

some kind of an edible plant in the

water, crooning softly to herself all the

time. The eyes were of a bright, trans-

lucent pink, with the fire of the ruby.

What had heretofore been a strong sus-

picion in regard to its blindness was
then apparently settled, for repeatedly
placing the blade of a bright-colored

maple paddle in front of her, there was
an unexpected collision every time, and
by the way the animal seized the paddle
and investigated it with teeth, nose, and
feet, it was apparent that this obstacle

was a great mystery.
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

THK TOP OP A MOSSY LOG WAS BAITED WITH CHEESE : NOTE REELECTION OF EYE
OF COON

by the well-worn path to its cave. Often
we were on the lake awaiting its appear-

ance, and invariably the animal came
down to the bank at the same spot, usu-

ally between the hours of 7 and 8, and,

after going south for a distance of about

75 yards, it returned for the remainder
of the night to a narrow crevice in a

big glacial rock, located a short distance

behind the path leading to the water. It

may be worthy of note that the wind
was south every evening it appeared, and
that consequently the animal always fed

down wind—further evidence, perhaps,

of the dependence placed upon the nose.

The several pictures tell their own
story of these evening journeys, year
after year, and of its cavernous home,
which later, enshrouded in the immacu-
late snows of Lake Superior, became its

tomb, in the winter of 1907.

Feeling sure it was similarly deaf, we
all cried out in unison, but the animal
showed not the slightest heed. Finally

pushing around to the windward, the

porcupine showed instant alarm when
the scent reached it, and prepared to go
ashore.

When off the log she circled a few
yards and finally took the same course
pursued by her young ; of this we were
certain, as she climbed over the same log

upon which the young porcupine entered
the forest. Several nights later the

camera pictured the white mother and
her little black cub astride the same log,

feeding on the damp, green moss at the

edge of the water (see page 578).
During the six years that this animal

was under frequent observation, it never,

when alone, departed from the trail

along the shore or returned other than
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Hi

Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

BY STREWING CHEESE FROM THE BANK AEONG THE SURFACE OF A EOG EXTENDING
INTO THE LAKE THE ANIMAE WAS TAKEN IN THE POSITION SHOWN

STORY OF AN ITINERANT COON

The following extracts from a camp
diary chronicle the events of one week
on White Fish Lake and preface the

story of a wandering coon

:

"August 21, 1903.—After arising and
before I had breakfast, Jim came from
the barn with the announcement that all

the young chickens had been killed dur-

ing the night—some 60 in number. The
various broods were more than half

grown, and for several weeks had been

consorting together at night by huddling

in a narrow recess between two adjoin-

ing buildings. Jim having noticed that

they were not about the yard in the

morning, found them all dead in the

narrow space referred to. Pulling a few
bodies out with the aid of a rake, he

found the throats had been cut by some

predaceous animal, and he proceeded to

investigate.

"I recalled a somewhat similar tragedy
several years before, when a large num-
ber had been killed by a half-grown
skunk. Jim, however, said it was a coon
in the present case, and the statement
excited some derision on my part, since

this animal was utterly unknown in the

region. Jim's conclusion, it appeared,
was not a matter of guesswork, for he
found that the bodies of a number of

chickens had been torn open and the

liver eaten—a coon trick, according to

Jim.
"He further found that the animal

had entered the poultry yard by remov-
ing some heavy flat stones from beneath
the wire fence—a thing that neither a
fox, skunk, nor weasel was capable of
doing—while the concluding evidence be-
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Photo by George bhiras, 3rd

a Front view of the coon, obtained by the same method as employed to
secure the preceding picture

came invincible when he pointed ont, in

the moist ground around the water-
trough, an imprint that in miniature re-

sembled the track of a bear or that of a

child ; so this plantigrade track must have
been made by a coon. This was a most

interesting discovery, especially as we
knew the animal would return again that

night.

"The damage having been done, I re-

quested Jim not to set the steel trap, but
to leave some of the dead chickens out-
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

THIS NIGHT A STAKE WAS DRIVEN INTO THE WATER WITH BAIT SO ARRANGED THAT
THE ANIMAL HAD TO STAND UP AND REACH FORWARD WHEN PUELING

side the fence for the animal's temporary
entertainment, that I might in a night or

two set out a flashlight after returning
from a several days' trip to the house-
boat, where I was about to try for a shot

at a pack of timber wolves.

"On the way up the river that after-

noon I noticed the ripples caused by a

swimming animal under the alders, and
supposed it to be a muskrat until the

gray body of a coon suddenly crossed a

foot or two in front of the canoe. And
although I had a chance to disable it with
a >low from a hard-wood paddle, I let

it go for the same reason that withheld

the setting of the steel trap.

"Returning to the house-boat after

dark without having gotten a shot at a

wolf, though one howled dismally in a

dense covert not 50 yards from the

canoe, we were surprised as well as

gratified at seeing a coon sitting on the

gangplank of the house-boat. We there-

upon set up a couple of cameras with

the flashlight machine a little above
them, and ran a string 10 feet to an
eye-screw at the base of a hemlock, with

cheese and fish fastened to the end of it.
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This was the last picture taken, and the coon was induced to climb 15 feet up a maple by
baiting a detached string every 6 inches. At the top he was rewarded with a fat duck, con-
nected by a string with the flash. However, the flash so frightened him that he fled without
the duck. Photo by George Shiras, 3rd.

While at work I heard a slight move-
ment in the dry leaves beyond, and turn-

ing the jack-light in that direction, saw
only the two glowing eyes of the hungry
visitor. And here it may be remarked,
parenthetically, that while the eyes of all

predaceous animals possess a wonderful
luminosity when reflecting back the rays

of a light at night, the porcupine and all

other rodents, with one or two excep-
tions, do not glow at all.

"Returning to the house-boat and put-

ting out the light, only a few minutes
elapsed before the brilliant glare of the

exploding flashlight was seen through

the open windows. Quick as we were,

the coon had disappeared on discovering

what terrible things resulted from simply
pulling at a little piece of cheese on the

end of a string.

"August 22, 1903.—Went down the

river to camp in order to develop last

night's flashlight of the coon, and found,
on developing the negative, he preferred
the cheese to the fish (see page 584).
The dead chickens left beyond the fence

at camp were undisturbed—fairly con-
clusive evidence that our visitor at the

house-boat was the one guilty of tl e

former depredation. Getting a good
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

CTHE END OF MOST WILD ANIMALS IS A TRAGEDY" (SEE TEXT BELOW

)

supply of flashlight powder and plates,

we returned in the evening to the lake,

determined to give the coon plenty of
extra bait with the hope that it might be
induced to take a number of its own pic-

tures during the night. In this we were
successful, as the flash was fired first

about 9 o'clock, then two hours later,

and finally just before daybreak.
"While the coon is cunning, he is not

only very inquisitive, but extremely dar-
ing when after a choice meal. Possibly

a million coons are trapped every year,

and yet few are shot except at night,

with the aid of dogs. The coon is almost
wholly nocturnal, for I have been on
islands in the Gulf of Mexico which har-

bored untold thousands, and yet, al-

though they were not molested, I seldom
saw one in daytime."

It would take many pages to describe
the nightly bombardments of the two
weeks that followed. Finding that pic-

tures taken in the same spot meant many
duplications in coon portraiture, we tried

each night to select some new place, and,

by arranging the bait differently, thereby
obtain a greater variety in position and
surroundings.
The day before departing on a camp-

ing trip to Canada, my guide and I en-

deavored to arrange for a concluding-

picture that would be in striking contrast

to all the others. A thread 15 feet long

was baited every half foot with cheese,

and one end was suspended from the
upper half of a maple tree. A fish-duck,

shot for the purpose, was made the final

goal at the end of the string. The result

of this experiment is shown in the final

picture of the coon (see page 595).
A month later I returned to camp, and

as Jim, the hostler, came out to unhar
ness the team, I asked him with some
curiosity whether "my coon was still

about." "Yes," replied Jim, much to my
pleasure ; "it is still here, and has two
young ones. And they are not far away,
either," he remarked, after some hesi-

tation, pointing towards the end of the

barn, where the trio of pelts were dry-

ing in the sun.
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CAMP UNDKR THE CXIF^S OF" MOUNT HUNTINGTON

The cliffs are still 2 miles away. Mount McKinley's neighboring peaks are splendid moun-

tains, though dwarfed by McKinley's grandeur. Photo from Waldemar H. Grassi
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